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WRITTEN FOR HIS OWN USE IN THE LATTER TIMES OF
CORPORAL PAINS AND WEAKNESS.

HIS

THE

PREFACE TO THE READER.

Readeii,

HAVE no

I

other use for a preface to this book, but to give you
its publication.
I wrote it for myself, unre-

a true excuse for

solved whether any one should ever see it, but at last inclined
to leave that to the will of my executors, to publish or
suppress

when I am dead, as they saw cause. But my person being
seized on, and my library, and all my goods distrained on by
constables, and sold, and I constrained to 'relinquish my house,
it

(for preaching and being in London,) I knew not what to do
with multitudes of manuscripts that had long lain by me ; having no house to go to, but a narrow hired lodging with stranI cast
away whole volumes, which I could not
both
controversies
and letters practical, and cases of
carry away,

gers

:

wherefore

conscience, but having newly lain divers weeks, night and day^
waking torments, nephritic and colic, after other long

in

pains and languor, I took this book with me in my removal, for
my own use in my further sickness. Three weeks after, falling
into another extreme

friend with

be

me

to

fit,

and expecting death, where

commit my papers

to,

merely

had no

I

lest it

should

thought best to give it to the printer. I think it is so
much of the work of all men's lives to prepare to die with safety
and comfort, that the same thoughts may be needful for others
lost, I

that are so for me.
that the author

is

If

dead,

any mislike the
let

which quickly

will be,

they that

unsuitable to,

lives

it is

were spent in

title,

him know that

almost

is

:

may

it is

pass

as if

it

imported

die daily, and that
suited to my own use :
it

I

by.

If those

serious, preparing thoughts of death,

men's

who

now

are

studying to destroy each other, and tear in pieces a distressed land, they would prevent much dolorous repentance.
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The

exercise of three sorts of love,

myself, afford
ing to depart.
I

I.

which

am
is

me

sure

love

to

God,

to others^

and to

a threefold satisfaction, conjunct, to be will-

my

itself,

departure will be the

which

I

am

fulfilling

bound, above

all

of that will

things, to love

and

please, and which is the beginning, rule, and end of
Antonine could hence fetch good thoughts of death.

all.

II. The world dieth not with me when I die; nor the church,
nor the praise and glory of God, which he will have in and from
and if 1 love others as myself, their
this world unto the end
:

live

now be to my thoughts, as if I were to
them. God will be praised and honoured by posam dead and gone. Were I to be annihilated,

and comforts

lives

myself in

terity
this

when

I

will

would comfort me. now,

if

I

and died

lived

in perfect

love.

But a better and glorious world is before me, into which
hope, by death, to be translated, whither all these three sorts
III.

I

of love should wrap up the desires of my ascending soul ; even
I
may be fully happy ; the love of the

the love of myself, that

triumphant church, Christ, angels, and glorified man, and the
glory of all the universe, which I shall see ; and above all, the
love of the most glorious God, infinite life, and light, and love,
the ultimate, amiable object of man's love

;

in

whom

to be per-

fectly pleased and delighted, and to whom to be perfectly pleasing for ever, is the chief and ultimate end of me, and of the
^ highest, wisest,

and best of

creatures.

Amen.
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For I am
I

WRITE

i.

23.

in a strait betwixt two, &c.

and therefore, supposing the sense of the
what is useful to my heart and practice.
It was a
happy state into which grace had brought this apostle, who saw so much, not only tolerable, but
greatly desirable,
both in living and
To live, to him, was Christ, that is,
dying.
Christ's interest, or work.
To die would be gain, that is, his
own interest and reward. His strait was not whether it would
be good to live or good to depart, both were
good, but which
was more desirable was the doubt.
I. Quest. But
was there any doubt to be made between
Christ's interest and his own ?
Answ. No, if it had been a full
and fixed competition ; but by Christ, or Christ's interest, he
meaneth his work for his church's interest in this world; but
he knew that Christ also had an interest in his saints above, and
that he could raise up more to serve him here; yet, because
he was to judge by what' appeared, and he saw a defect of such
on earth, this did turn the scales in his choice; and for the work
of Christ and his church's good, he more inclined to the delay
of his reward, by self-denial yet knowing that the delay would
tend to its increase. It is useful to me here to note.
for myself,

text, shall only observe

;

so

That, even in this world, short of death, there is some good
much to be regarded, as may justly prevail with believers to

prefer it before the present hastening of their reward.
J the rather note this, that no temptation carry me into that

extreme, of taking nothing but heaven to be worthy of our
minding or regard, and so to cast off the world in a sinful sort,

on pretence of mortification, and a heavenly mind, and life,
I. As to the sense, the meaning is not that any thing on earth
be preferred
is better than
heaven, or simply, and in itself, to
before it.
The end is better than the means as such, and perfection better than imperfection.

r2
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But the present use of the means may be preferred sometimes
before the present possession of the end, and the use of means
for a higher end may be preferred before the present possession
of a lower end, and every thing hath its season.
Planting, and
not
so
as
are
and
reaping, and fruitgood
building,
sowing,
but
in
their
and
season,
they must be first
dwelling,
gathering,

done.
II.

Quest. But what

Answ.

I.

who

of God,

is

there so desirable in this

life

?

the fulfilling of the will
continueth,
will have us here ; and that is best which God

While

it is

it

willeth.
II.

in the

life to come dependeth upon this, as the life of man
world upon his generation in the womb ; or as the reward

The

soldier's prize upon his race
or fighting ; or as the merchant's gain upon his voyage. Heaven
The possession is there, but the preis won or lost on earth.
is here.
Christ will judge all men according to their

upon the work ; or the runner's or

paration

works on earth. " Well done, good and faithful servant,"
" I
must go before " Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.''
have fought a good fight, I have finished my course,'* goeth
" the crown of
before
righteousness which God, the righteous
Judge, will give." All that ever must be done for salvation by
It was on earth that Christ himself
us, must here be done.

wrought the work of our redemption, fulfilled all righteousness,
became our ransom, and paid the price of our salvation, and it
is

here that our part

And

is

to be done.

is -God's work, who, we are
no place for the least suspicion
or fear of his misdoing, or failing, in any of his undertaken work.
But the danger and fear is of our own miscarrying, lest we be
not found capable of receiving what God will certainly give to

the bestowing of the reward

sure, will never fail.

all

There

is

To distrust God is heinous sin
that are disposed receivers.
ourselves
we have great cause. So that
to
distrust
but
folly,

and

we will make sure of heaven, it must be by giving all diligence
make firm our title, our calling, and our election, here on
If we fear hell, we must fear being prepared for it.
earth.

if

to

And

work that must be here done. It
all damning sin ; that we must
that we must be pardoned and
It is here that we must be united to Christ,
justified by faith.
made wise to salvation, renewed by his Spirit, and conformed
to his likeness.
It is here that we must overcome all the temptit is

great and difficult

we must be cured
be regenerate and new born

is

of

here that

;
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ations of the devil, the world, and the flesh, and perform all
the duties towards God and man, that must be rewarded.
It
is

here that Christ must be believed in with the heart to
right-

It is here
eousness, and with the mouth confessed to salvation.
that we must suffer with him, that we
may reign with him, and

be faithful to the death, that we
may receive the crown of
so run that we may obtain.

life.

Here we must

\ea, we have greater work here to do than mere securing
own salvation. We are members of the world and church,
and we must labour to do good to many. We are trusted with
III.

our

our Master's talents for his service, in our places to do our best
to propagate his truth,

home

souls,

and honour

the salvation of as
earth, if

we

and grace, and church ; and to bring
and edify his flock, and further

his cause,

many

as

will secure the

we

All this

can.

end of

all

is

to be

done on

in heaven.

Use 1. It is, then, an error (though it is but few, I think, that
are guilty of it,) to think that all religion lieth in minding only
the life to come, and disregarding all things in this present life,
all

true Christians

must

seriously

mind both the end and the

means, or way. If they mind not, believingly, the end, they will
If they mind not, and
never be faithful in the use of means.
use not diligently, the means, they will never obtain the end.
None can use earth well that prefer not heaven, and none come
to heaven , at age, that are not prepared by well using earth.
Heaven must have the deepest esteem, and habituated love, and
desire, and joy ; but earth must have more'of our daily thoughts

A man that travelleth to the most dehome, hath a habit of desire to it all the way, but his
present business is his travel ; and horse, and company, and inns,
and ways, and weariness, &c., may take up more of his sensible
thoughts, and of his talk, and action, than his home.
Use 2. I have oft marvelled to find David, in the Psalms, and
for present practice.

sirable

other saints, before Christ's coming, to have expressed so great
a sense of the things of this present life, and to have said so
little

of another.

To

have made so great a matter of prosperity,

dominions, and victories, on one hand, and of enemies, success,
and persecution, on the other. But I consider that it was not for
mere personal, carnal interest, Ijut for the church of God, and
for his honour, word, and worship. And they knew that if things
go well with us on earth, they will be sure to go well in heaven.
If the militant church prosper in holiness, there is no doubt
God will be sure to do his part in
but it will triumph in glory.
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receiving souls, if they he here prepared for
Satan doth much of his damning work by men

temptations,

we escape much

of our danger.

his receipt.
;

if

we escape

If idolaters

And
their

pros-

was tempted to idolatry. The Greek church is
almost swallowed up by Turkish prosperity and dominion. Most
follow the powerful and prosperous side.
And, therefore, for
God's cause, and for heavenly, everlasting interest, our own state,
but much more the church's, must be greatly regarded here on
pered, Israel

earth.

Indeed, if earth be desired only for earth, and prosperity
loved but for the present welfare of the flesh, it is the certain
mark of damning carnality, and an earthly mind. But to desire
peace, and prosperity, and power, to be in the hands of wise and
faithful men, for the sake of souls, and the increase of the church,
and the honour of God, that his name may be hallowed, his

kingdom come, and

his will

done on earth, as

it is

in

heaven.

be the chief of our prayers to God.
Use 3. Be not unthankful, then, O my soul, for the mercies

This

is

to

of this present life, for those to thy body, to thy friends, to the
land of thy nativity, and especially to the church of God.
1, This body is so nearly united to thee, that it must needs

be a great help, or hinderance. Had it been more afflicted, it
might have been a discouraging clog ; like a tired horse in a
journey, or an ill tool to a workman, or an untuned instrument
A sick ot bad servant in an house is a great trouble,
in music.

and a bad wife much more, but thy body is nearer thee than
either, and will be more of thy concern.
And yet if it had been more strong and healthful, sense and
appetite would have been strong, and lust would have been
strong, and therefore danger would have been greater, and vicmore difficult. Even weak senses and
tory and salvation much
too
oft
have
How knowest thou, then,
prevailed.
temptations
what stronger might have done ? When I see a thirsty man in
a fever or dropsy, and especially when I see strong and healthful
and among temptations, how mad
youths, bred up in fulness,
and
how
in
are
sin,
violently
they are carried to it, bearing
they
down God's rebukes, and conscience, and parents, and friends,
and all regard to their salvation, it tells me how great a mercy
I had, even in a

And many

body not

liable to their case.

a bodily deliverance hath been of great use to

my

renewing my time, and opportunity, and strength, for ser*
and
vice,
bringing frequent and fresh reports of the love of God.
soul,
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ff bodily mercies were not of great use to the soul, Christ
would not so much have showed his saving love, by healing all

Nor would God promise us a
diseases, as he did.
resurrection of the body, if a congruous body did not further the

manner of

welfare of the soul.

And

2.

1

am

mercies of this

obliged to great thankfulness to
life

which he hath showed to

my

God

for the

friends ; that

which furthers their joy should increase mine, f ought to reNature and grace teach us to be
joice with them that rejoice.
glad when our friends are well, and prosper, though all in order to
better things than bodily welfare.
3. i\nd such mercies of this life to the land of our habitation

must not be undervalued. The want of them are parts of
God's threatened curse ; and godliness hath the promise of this
life, and of that which is to come, and so is profitable to all
And when God sends on a land the plagues of famine,
things.
pestilence, war, persecution, especially a famine of the word of
If any shall say,
it is a great sin to be insensible of it.
while heaven is sure, we have no cause to accuse God, or to
cast away comfort, hope, or duty,* they say well ; but if they

God,
'

because heaven is all, we must
say,
falleth us on earth,' they say amiss.
'

make

light of all that be-

Good princes, magistrates, and public-spirited men that promote the safety, peace, and true prosperity of the commonwealth, do hereby very much befriend religion, and men's salIf the
vation ; and are greatly to be loved and honoured by all.
the commonwealth, do miscarry, or fall into
and calamity, the church will fare the worse for it, as the
The Turkish, Muscovite,
soul doth by the ruins of the body.
and such other empires, tell us, how the church consumeth, and
dwindles away into contempt, or withered ceremony and form-

civil state, called

ruin

or long persecution
ality, where tyranny brings slavery, beggary,
on the subjects. Doubtless, divers passages in the Revelations
contain the church's glorifying of God, for their power and
what
prosperity on earth, when emperors became Christians
" Hath made us
else can be meant well by Rev. ix. 10,
kings
and priests to God, and we shall reign on the earth". But
that Christians shall be brought from under heathen persecusome of them
tion, and have rule and sacred honour in the world,
all a peculiar,
and
church
honoured
some
;
guides
being princes ;
:

honoured people. And had not Satan found out that cursed
way of getting wicked men, that hate true godliness and peace.
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into the sacred places of princes

pastors, to

do

work

his

against Cluist, as in Chijst's name ; surely no good Christians
would have grudged at the power of rulers of state, or church.

am, that many, called fifth-monarchy-men, seem to make
hands of righteous men ; and I think, most religious parties would rejoice if
those had very great power, whom they take to be the best and
trustiest men ; which shows that it is not the greatness of power
in most princes, or sound bishops, that they dislike, but the
badness, real or supposed, of those whose power they mislike
who will blame power to do good ?
Sure the three first and great petitions of the Lord's prayer
include some temporal welfare of the world and church, withSure

I

this their great hope, that rule shall be in the

:

out which the spiritual rarely prospereth extensively, (though
intensively in a few it may,) since miracles ceased.
4.

Be

thankful, therefore, for all the church's mercies here
for all the protection of magistracy ; the plenty of
the preservation from enemies ; the restraint of per;

on earth;

preachers
secution 5 the concord of Christians
in this land

which

it

;

and increase of godliness

hath had in our ages

Satan's malignant rage, and all
How
terrupted our tranquillity.

;

notwithstanding all
the bloody wars that have in;

many psalms of joyful thanksIsrael's deliverances, and the preservation of
for
be
there
giving
Zion, and God*s worship in his sanctuary
pray for the peace
of Jerusalem they shall prosper that love it ; especially, that
:

:

the gospel is continued, while so
mercy not to be made light of.

Use

4.

Be

specially thankful,

many

O my

rage against
soul, that

it,

God

is

a

hath

use of thee, for the service of his church on earth.
God, my soul for this doth magnify thee, and my spirit reof thy great undeserved mercy
Oh what
joiceth in the review

made any

My

!

am

!

whom

thou tookest up from the dunghill or low obscurity,
that 1 should live, myself, in the constant relish of thy sweet and
sacred truth, and with such encouraging success communicate
I,

That I must say now my public work seems
?
these
that
ended,
forty-three or forty-four years, I have no reawith what gratison to think that ever I laboured in vain

it

to

others

!

O

tude must I look upon all places where I lived and laboured ;
I bless thee
hut, above all, that place that had my strength.
for the great numbers gone to heaven, and for the continuance
of piety, humility, concord, and peace among them.
And for all that by my writings have' received any saving
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light

while

let

!
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my own

not

heart be barren

labour in thy husbandry, to bring others unto
holy
me not be a stranger to the life and power of that

I

Let

fruit.

saving truth which

O

have done so

I

much

to

communicate

to

words and writings condemn me as
void of that divine and heavenly nature and life, which 1 have
others.

much

said so

Use

let

not

my own

for to the world.

O my

5. Stir up, then,

soul,

thy sincere

and

desires,

thy faculties, to do the remnant of the work of Christ appointed thee on earth, and then joyfully wait for the heavenly
perfection in God's own time.
all

Thou

canst truly say,

*^

To live, to me,

is

Christ." It

is

his

work

thou has no other business in the world ;
but thou dost his work with the mixture of many oversights and
for

which thou

livest

:

much troublest thy thoughts distrustabout God's part, who never faileth ; if thy work be done,
be thankful for what is past, and that thou art come so near
imperfections, and too
fully

the port of rest

:

him with double
is

prize

if

God

will

add any more

now

alacrity,

almost within sight

:

to thy days, serve
thou art so near the end
the
time is swift, and short. Thou
:

is no working in the
grave, and that
must be now or never. Though the conceit of meriting of
commutative justice be no better than madness, dream not that

hast told others that there
it

God

will save the

wfcked, no, nor equally reward the slothful

Christ's righteousness was perfect.
Paternal justice maketh difference according to that worthiness
which is so denominated by the law of grace ; and as sin is its
own punishment, holiness and obedience is much of its own re-

and the

ward

:

diligent, because

whatever God appointeth thee to do, see that thou do it
and with all thy might : if sin dispose men to be angry

sincerely,

it is detected, disgraced, and resisted, if God be
pleased,
wrath should be patiently borne, who will shortly be far
more angry with themselves. If slander and obloquy survive,
so will the better effects on those that are converted ; and there

because
their

is

no comparison between these.

I shall

not be hurt, when I

am

with Christ, by the calumnies of men on earth ; but the
saving benefit will, by converted sinners, be enjoyed everlast-

words and actions are transient things, and, being once
nothing ; but the effect of them, on an immortal
All the sermons that I have preached
soul, may be endless.
are nothing now ; but the grace of God, on sanctified souls, is

ingly
past,

:

are

the beginning of eternal

life.

It

is

unspeakable mercy to be

250
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sincerely thus employed with success ; therefore, I had reason,
all this while, to be in Paul's strait, and make no haste in my

The

desires to depart.

eternity

layed

and
be

is

but

:

others,

crov/n will

long enough to enjoy

it,

come in its due time and
how long soever it be de-,

will do that which must obtain it for myself
must be quickly done, before my declining sun

if 1
it

set.

O

had no worse causes of my unwillingness yet to die,
do the work of life for my own and other
my
men's salvation ; and to finish my course with joy, and the ministry committed to me by the Lord.
Use 6. And as it is on earth that I must do good to others,
so it must be in a manner suited to their state on earth.
Souls
are here closely united to bodies, by which they must receive
much good or hurt do good to men's bodies, if thou wouldest
do good to their souls ; say not, things corporeal are worthless
trifles, for which the receivers will be never the better ; they are
things that nature is easily sensible of; and sense is the pasDost not thou find what a help it
sage to the mind and will.
is to thyself to have, at
any time, any ease and alacrity of body?
And what a burden and hinderance pains and cares are ?
Labour, then, to free others from such burdens and temptations,
and be not regardless of them. If thou must rejoice with them
thai, rejoice, and mourn with them that mourn, further
thy own
joy in furthering theirs ; and avoid thy own sorrows, in avoidthat

than

I

desire to

:

ing or curing theirs.
alas
what power hath selfishness in most.
How
do we bear our brethren's pains, reproaches, wants, and

But,
easily

I

in comparison of our own
how few thoughts, and
cost or labour, do we use for their supply, in comNature, indeed, teacheth
parison of what we do for ourselves.
us to be most sensible of our own case; but grace tells us, that
afflictions,

how

:

little

we should not make

so great a difference as

we

do, but should

love our neighbours as ourselves.

Use 7. And now, O my soul, consider how mercifully God
hath dealt with thee, that thy strait should be, between two
I shall either die
conditions, so desirable.
speedily, or stay yet
earth
whichever
it be, it will be a merciful and
j
longer upon

that it is desirable to depart and be with
;
must not doubt, and shall anon more copiously conAnd if my abode on earth yet longer be so great a

comfortable state
Christ, I
sider.

mercy as to be put

in the balance against

my

present posses-
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sioii of heaven, surely it must be a state which obligeth me to
great thankfuhiess to God, and comfortable acknowledgment;

and surely

it

is

not

pain, or sickness,

my

malicious men, that should
ble, while God will continue

make

this life

my sufferings from
on earth unaccepta-

Paul had his prick or thorn in
it.
the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buifet him, and suffered

more from men (though

less in his health) than I have done ;
and yet he gloried in such infirmities, and rejoiced in his tribulations, and was in a strait between living and dying, yea,

rather chose to live yet longer.
Alsisl it is

in

:

another kind of strait that most of the world are

the strait of most

interest,
strait

of

and the

many

is

between the desire of

fear of death,

between a

is,

life

for fleshly

as ending their felicity
tiring

world and body,

:

the

which

maketh them weary of living, and the dreadful prospect of future danger, which makes them afraid of dying ; if they live, it
is in
misery ; if they must die, they are afraid of greater misery.

Which way

ever they look, behind or before them, to this
world or the next, fear and trouble is their lot; yea, many an
upright Christian, through the weakness of their trust in God,
doth live in this perplexed strait; weary of living, and afraid

of dying; between grief and fear, they are pressed continually;
but Paul's strait was between two joys ; which of them he

should desire most

:

and

if

that be

my

case,

what should much

If I live, it is for Christ ;
peace or pleasure ?
for his work, and for his church ; for preparation ; for my own
and others' everlasting felicity and should any suffering, which

interrupt

my

:

maketh me not

unserviceable,

work, and such a

who

appointeth

life

?

me my

make me impatient with such a
my gain God

If I die presently, it is
work, doth limit
time,

my

;

and sure

his

glorious reward can never be unseasonable, or come too soon,
When I first engaged myif it be the time that he appointeth.
self to preach the gospel, I reckoned (as probable) but upon one

two years ; and God hath continued me yet above forty-four :
(with such interruptions as others in these times have had;) and
what reason have I now to be unwilling, either to live or die ?
or

God's service hath been so sweet

to

me, that

it

hath overcome

the trouble of constant pains, or weakness, of the flesh, and
that men have said or done against me.

all

But the following crown exceeds this pleasure, more than 1
here capable to conceive. There is some trouble in all this
pleasant work, from which the soul and flesh would rest ; and

am
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blessed are the dead, that die in the Lord ; even so saith the
from their labours, and their works follow
Spirit ; for they rest

them.
But,

of

O my

strait

thou wilt

soul,

It is

?

live

or die.

infinitely fitter

own work
thou

what needest thou be troubled in this kind
left to thee to choose whether or when

not

It is

to choose

God

that will determine

than thou.

who

is

to himself, and mind that which is thine ; whilst
Christ ; and when thou diest, thou shalt die

livest, live to

to Christ ; even into his blessed hands

"
say,

it,

Leave, therefore, his

;

so live that thou mayest

Christ liveth in me, and the life that I live in the
live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and

It is

flesh, I

gave himself for me ;'" and then, as thou hast lived in the comfort
of hope, thou shalt die unto the comfort of vision and fruition.
And when thou canst say, " He is the God whose I am, and

whom I serve," thou mayest boldly add, * and whom I trust, and
whom I commend my departing soul 5 and I know whom I

to

have trusted.*
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23.

For I am

in a strait betwixt two, having a desire to
depart, and
with Christ, which is far better, {Or, for this is much
rather to be preferred, or better.J
to be

" Man

woman is of few days, and
forth like a flower, and is cut down :
he fleeth also as a shadow, and eontinueth not. And dost thou
open thine eyes upon such a one, and bringest me into judgment
Sect.

1.

that

is

born of a

He cometh

of trouble.

full

—

with thee ?" saith Job, xiv. I
3.
As a watch when it is wound
up, or as a candle newly lighted, so man, newly conceived or
born, beginneth a motion, which incessantly hasteth to its appointed period and an action, and its time that is past, is nothing ; so vain a thing would man be, and so vain his life, were
it not for the
hopes of a more durable life, which this referreth
:

to

;

but those hopes, and the means, do not only difference a
from an infidel, but a man from a beast. When Solo-

believer

mon

describeth the difference, in respect to the time and things,
" that one end here
life
only, he truly tells us,
befalling

of this

both, doth show that both are here but vanity, but man's vexation is greater than the beasts'."
And Paul truly saith of Christians,

" That

if

our hope were only in this

time and things of

this life

life,

(that

and world,) we were, of

all

is,

in the

men, the

most miserable." Though even in this life, as related to a better,
and as we are exercised about things of a higher nature than
the concerns

of temporal

life,

we

are far happier than any

worldlings.
Sect. 2. Being to speak to myself, I shall pass by all the rest
of the matter of this text, and suppose its due explication, and
spread before my soul only the doctrine and uses of these two
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propositions contained in
shall

departed hence,
Christ

is far

Sect. 3.

order.

1.

That the

them than

Concerning the

I.

Whether

2.

better for

I.

it.

be with Christ.

souls of believers,
II.

That so

to be here in the

to

when

be with

body.

thoughts shall keep this
shall consider the necessity of believing it.
be best believing it, without consideration of

I
it

the proofs or difficulties.
for the exercise of faith.

my

first,

The

3.

certainty of

it

manifested

Sect. 4. I. Whether the words signify that we shall be in the
same place with Christ (which Grotius groundlessly denieth) or
only in his hand, and care, and love, I will not stay to dispute.
"
Many other texts concurring, do assure us that we shall be
At
with him where he is." (John xii. 26, and xvii. 24, &c.)
least, "with him," can mean no less than a state of communion,
and a participation of felicity. And to believe such a state of

happiness for departed souls, is of manifold necessity, or use.
Sect. 5.
I. If this be not
soundly believed, a man must live
He must have a false end, or
besidcwS, or below, the end of life.

be uncertain what should be his end.

know

it
may be objected, that if I make it my end to
God,
please
by obeying him, and doing all the good I can, and
trust him with my soul and future estate, as one that is utterly
uncertain what he will do with me, I have an end intended^
which will make me godly, charitable, and just, and happy, so

I

far as I

right

am made

end of

But,

1.

for happiness

for the pleasing of

;

God

is

the

all.

Must

I

desire to please

this imperfect state, in

which

I

him no

better than

have and do so

I

do

much which

in
is

He that must desire to please him, must
displeasing to him ?
desire to please him perfectly; and our desire of our ultimate end
must have no bounds, or check.
I capable of pleasing God

Am

no better than by such a
2.

God

sinful life as this

hath made the desire of our

to the soul of

?

own

felicity so

necessary

cannot be expected that our desire
to please him should be separated from this.
3. Therefore, both in respect of God, as the end, and of our
felicity, as our second end, we must believe that he is the beati-

man, that

fying rewarder of

it

them that

diligently seek him.

For, 1. If we make such an ill description of God, as that he
will turn our pleasing him to our loss, or will not turn it to our
gain and welfare, or that we know not whether he will do so or
not,

it

will

hinder our love, and trust, and joy, in him, by which
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we must please him, and, consequently, hinder the alacrity, and
soundness, and constancy, of our obedience.
2. And it will much dismiss that self-love which must excite

And I think
us, and it will take off part of our necessary end.
the objectors will confess, that if they have no certainty what
God will do with them, they must have some probability and
hope before they can be sincerely devoted here to please him.
Sect. 6. And, 1. If a man be but uncertain what he should
make the end of his life, or what he should live for, how can he
And if he waver so as to have
pitch upon an uncertain end ?
no end, he can use no means ; and if end and means be all laid
and what a
by, the man liveth not as a man, but as a brute
torment must it be to a considering mind to be uncertain what
to intend and do in all the tenour and actions of his life ?
Like
:

man going out at his door, not knowing whither or what to
do, or which way to go : either he will stand still, or move as
brutes do, by present sense, or as a windmill, or weathercock, as
a

he

is

moved.

Sect. 7.

But

2.

worse than none
pentance

:

and

;

all

if

for

he pitch upon a wrong end, it may yet be
he will but do hurt, or make work for re-

the actions of his

life

must be formally wrong,

how good

soever, materially, if the end of them be wrong.
Sect. 8.
2. And if I fetch them not from this end, and be-

lieve

not in

God

what motives

as a rewarder of his servants, in a better

life,

have, which, in our present difficulties,
will be sufficient to cause me to live a holy, yea, or a truly honest,
life ?
All piety and honesty, indeed, is good, and goodness is
shall

I

desirable for itself: but the goodness of a means is its aptitude
for the end; and we have here abundance of impediments,

competitors, diversions, and temptations, and difficulties, of
many sorts; and all these must be overcome by him that will
live in piety or

honesty

and greatly indisposed

:

and our natures, we

find, are diseased,

to unquestionable duties

;

and

will they

ever discharge them, and conquer all these difficulties and
temptations, if the necessary motive be not believed ?
Duty to

God and man
though amiable

is

accidentally hard and costly to the flesh,
It
may cost us our estates, our liber-

in itself.

The world is not so happy as commonly to
ties, our lives.
know good men from bad, or to encourage piety and virtue, or
to forbear opposing them.
And who will let go his present
welfare, without

some hope of

better, as a

reward

?

Men

use
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not to serve God for nought 3 nor that think it will be their loss
to serve him.
Sect. 9. A life of sin will not be avoided upon lower ends
nay, those lower ends, when alone, will be a constant sin themselves.
preferring vanity to glory, the creature
to God, and a setting our heart on that which will never make

and motives

:

A

:
and when lust and appetite incline men, strongly and
constantly, to their several objects, what shall sufficiently restrain
them, except the greater and more durable delights or motives

us happy

fetched from preponderating things ? Lust and appetite distinguish not between lawful and unlawful.
may see in the

We

brutish politics of Benedictus Spinosa, in his Tractat. Theolog.
If sin so overPolit., whither the principles of infidelity tend.
the
in wickedthe
that
whole
world
is
as
drowned
earth,
spread

and fears of a life to come,
do were there no such hopes and fears ?
Sect. 10.
3. And no mercy can be truly known and estinor
mated,
rightly used and improved, by him that seeth not
its
tendency to the end, and perceiveth not that it leadeth to
a better life, and useth it not thereunto. God dealeth more
ness, notwithstanding all the hopes

what would

it

He giveth us
bountifully with us than worldlings understand.
all the mercies of this life, as helps to an immortal state of
glory,

and

as earnests of

nor what soul mercies are

of

all

shell,

Sensualists

it.

is,

send me a horse, or coach, to carry me to
ride about the fields for my pleasure, and
it,

know

not what a soul

and, therefore, not what the soul
mercies
take up only with the carcass,
but
are,
bodily
or shadow.
If the king would give me a lordship, and
;

should

I

it,

and

I

make no

should only
other use of

not undervalue and lose the principal benefit of my
?
No wonder if unbelievers be unthankful, when

horse, or coach

know not

at all that part of God's mercies which is the
excellency of them.
Sect. 11.
4. And, alas! how should I bear with comfort
the suflferings of this wretched life, without the hopes of a life

they
life

and

real

with Christ

?

What

should support and comfort

me

under

my

bodily languishings and pains, my weary hours, and my daily
experience of the vanity and vexation of all things under the
1 that
sun, had I not a prospect of a comfortable end of all ?

have lived

in the midst of great and
precious mercies, have all
had something to do to overcome the temptation of
wishing that 1 had never been born, and had never overcome it

my

life
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Solomon's sense

all

the

business,

and wealth, and honour, and pleasure, of this world, as such,
appear such a dream and shadow to me, that were it not for the
end, I could not have much differenced men's sleeping and their

waking thoughts, nor have much more valued the waking than
the sleeping part of life, but should have thought it a kind of
Chilhappiness to have slept from the birth unto the death.
into the world ; and I am often sorry
out of a quiet sleep, especially to the business of an unquiet day.
should be strongly tempted, in our
to
murmur
at our Creator, as dealing much
state,
considering

dren cry

when

I

when they come

am awakened

We

by us than by the brutes, if we must have had all those
and fears, by theknowledge of what we want, and
the prospect of death, and future evils, which they are exempted
from, and had not, withal, had the hopes of a future felicity to
Seneca and his stoics had no better argument to
support us.
silence such murmurers who believed not a better life, than to
hardlier

cares, and griefs,

life had more evil than
good, and they
them wrong, they might remedy themselves by
ending it when they would. But that would not cure the repinings of a nature which found itself necessarily weary of the
And it is no great
miseries of life, and yet afraid of dying.
wonder that many thought that pre-existent souls were put into
these bodies as a punishment of something done in a former
the hoped end of all our fears and
life, while they foresaw not

tell

them, that

thought

sorrows.

God

'

if this

did

O how

same Seneca,

'

contemptible a thing is man !' saith the
lift
up himself above human things.*

unless he

Therefore, saith Solomon,
all

"
temporal pleasures,

wrought under the sun

is

1

when he had
hated

vexation of spirit." (Elccles.
Sect. 12.

I[.

I

life,

grievous to
ii.

glutted himself with
because the work that is

me ;

for all is

vanity and

17-)

have often thought whether an implicit belief

of a future happiness, without any search into its nature, and
thinking of any thing that can be said against it, or the searchOn the one side, 1 have known
ing, trying way, be better.

many

women

that never disputed the matter, but served God,
a very old age, (between eighty and one hundred,)
to
comfortably,

godly

many years in a cheerful readiness and desire of
death, and such as few learned, studious men do ever attain to
in that degree, who, no doubt, had this as a divine reward of
their long and faithful service of God^ and trusting in him.
On

to have lived
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the other side, a studious man can hardly keep off all objections^
or secure his mind against the suggestions of difficulties and
doubts ; and if they come in, they must be answered, seeing we
give

them half a victory

And

if

we

a faith that

cast

them

off before

we can

not upheld by such evidence
of truth as reason can discern and justify, is oft joined with

answer them.

much

secret doubting,

is

which men dare not open, but do not,

therefore, overcome, and its weakness may have a weakening
be
deficiency, as to all the graces and duties which should

strengthened by it. And who knoweth how soon a temptation
from Satan, or infidels, or our own dark hearts, may assault us,
which will not, without such evidence and resolving light, be

overcome

?

And

yet

many

that try, and reason, and dispute

most, have not the strongest, or most powerful faith.
Sect. 13. And my thoughts of this have had this issue.

a great difference between that light which showeth
itself, and that artificial skill by which we have
right notions, names, definitions, and formed arguments, and
This artificial, logical, organical kind
ansiwers to objections.
1.

There

is

us the thing

of knowledge

speech
of

the

itself:

is

good and

useful

but he that hath

former: and

unlearned

may have more

in its kind,

much

of

persons

this,

if

right; like

may have

that

have

little

little

of

of the

former, and may have those
inward perceptions of the verity of the promises and rewards of
this,

God, which they cannot bring

forth into artificial reasonings to
are taught of God, by the effective sort
of teaching which reacheth the heart, or will, as well as the understanding, and is a giving of what is taught, and a making us

themselves or others

;

who

such as we are told we must be.*

And who

findeth not need

to pray hard for this effective teaching of God,

got

all

when he hath

organical knowledge, and words and arguments in them-

most apt, at his fingers' ends, as we say ? When 1 can
prove the truth of the word of God, and the life to come, with
the most convincing, undeniable reasons, I feel need to cry and
selves

my faith, and to give me that
which
the
soul, and reach the end.
may satisfy
light
Sect. 14. 2. Yet man, being a rational Wight, is not taught by
mere instinct and inspiration, and therefore this effective teachpray daily to God, to increase

ing of

God doth

nical teaching

ordinarily suppose a rational, objective, orgaAnd the foresaid unlearned

and knowledge.

* This is the true mean between
Georg'e Keith the Quaker's doctrine of
coatinued inspiralion and intuition, and that on the other extreme.
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Christians are convinced, by good evidence, that God's word is
and his rewards are sure, though they have but a confused

true,

conception of this evidence, and cannot word it, nor reduce it
to fit notions.
And to drive these that have fundamental evidence, unseasonably and hastily to dispute their faith, and so to
puzzle them by words and artificial objections, is but to hurt
them, by setting the artificial, organical, lower part, which is

the body of knowledge, against the real light and perception
is as the soul,) even as carnal men set the

of the thing, (which

creatures against God, that should lead us to
logical, artificial

by

Sect. 15.

for

knowledge.

But they that

furnished with

God, so do they

all artificial

and

are prepared for such disputes,
helps,

may make good

use of them

defending and clearing up the truth to themselves and others,
it
they use them as a means to the due end, and in a right

so be

manner, and

set

them not up

against, or instead of, the real

and

effective light.

Sect. 16, But the revealed and necessary part must here be
To study
distinguished from the unrevealed and unnecessary.
till we, as
clearly as may be, understand the certainty of a future

happiness, and wherein

and

in perfect, holy,

when we
(as

consisteth, (in the sight of God's glory,
in

union with Christ, and

all

of great use to our holiness and peace. But
will know more than God would have us, it doth but

the blessed,) this

tend

it

mutual love,

is

gazing on the sun) to make us blind, and to doubt of
because we cannot be resolved of uncertainties. To

certainties,

trouble our heads too

body do

subsist

how

much

in thinking

how

souls out of the

and

act, sensitively or not, by organs, or without ;
are one, and how far still individuate, in what

far they
place they shall remain,

and where

is

their paradise, or

heaven

;

how
own

they shall be again united to the body, whether by their
emission, as the sunbeams touch their objects here, and
whether the body shall be restored, as the consumed flesh of

men, aliunde, or only from the old materials. A
hundred of these questions are better left to the knowledge of
Had
Christ, lest we do but foolishly make snares for ourselves.
all these been needful to us,
had
been
revealed.
In
respect
they
to all such curiosities and needless
knowledge, it is a believer's
wisdom implicitly to trust his soul to Christ, and to be satisfied
that he knoweth what we know not, and to fear that vain,
vexatious knowledge, or inquisitiveness into good and evil, which
restored, sick
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is selfish,

and savoureth of a distrust of God, and is that
which the learned world too little feareth.

and

sin,

fruit of sin,

Sect. 17. 111. That God is the rewarder of them that diligently
seek him, and that holy souls shall be in blessedness with Christ,

these following evidences, conjoined, do evince, on which

my

soul doth raise its hopes.
Sect. 18. I. The soul,

which is an immortal spirit, must be
immortally in a good or bad condition ; but man's soul is an
immortal spirit, and the good are not in a bad condition.
Its

A

is proved thus :
spiritual, or most pure, invisible
substance, naturally endowed with the power, virtue, or faculty
of vital action, intellection, and volition, which is not annihil-

immortality

ated nor destroyed by separation of parts, nor ceaseth, or loseth,
either its power, species, individuation, or action, is an immortal
spirit.

But such

parts.
Sect. 19.

The

I.

can do nothing

man

is

the soul of man, as shall be manifested by
soul

buC

;

it

is

a substance, for that which

doth move, understand, and

is

nothing

No

will.

deny that this is done by something in us, and by some
It
substance, and that substance is it which we call the soul.
is

will

not nothing, and
Sect. 20.

As

parts conjunct,

to
I

it is

within us.

them that

say, .it

have elsewhere

That

is

the temperament of vseveral

confuted them, and proved,
the agent on the rest, which

fully

it is some one
part that is
it to be the material
confess
think
that
spirits, or fiery
they
It
is not bones and flesh that understand, but a purer
part.
2. What p^rt soever it be, it
substance, as all acknowledge.

1.

all

can do no more than

it is able to do, and a
conjunction of many
hath
the
one
of
of
no
which
power
-vitality, intellection,
parts,
or volition, formally, or eminently, can never by contemperation

do those

acts, for there

can be no more in the effect than

is

in

the cause, otherwise it were no effect.
The vanity of their objections that

tell us, a lute, a watch,
a book, perform that by co-operation which no one part can
1
Many strings, indeed, have
do, I have elsewhere manifested.
motions, and so have many effects on the ear and fantasy,
.

many

in us are sound, and harmony but all is but a percussion
of the air by strings, and were not that motion received by a
sensitive soul, it would be no music or melody; so that there is

which

:

each part had power to do.
nothing done but what
not the conjunct motions of
are
volition
lection and

But
all

intel-

parts of
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the body, receiving their form in a nobler intellective nature, as
the sound of the strings maketh melody in man : if it were so,
that receptive nature still would be as excellent as the effect
importeth. 2. And the watch, or clock, doth but move according
to the action of the spring, or poise ; but that it moveth in such
an order as becometh to man a sign and measure of time, this

man who ordereth it to that use. But there is nothing
motion but what the parts have their power to cause ;
and that it signifieth the hour of the days to us, is no action,
but an object used by a rational soul as it can use the shadow
is

from

in the

of a tree, or house, that yet doth nothing. 3. And so a book
doth nothing at all, but is a mere objective ordination of passive
signs, by which man's active intellect can understand what the
writer or orderer

did intend; so that here

is

nothing done

beyond the power of the agent, nor any thing in the effect
which was not in the cause, either formally or eminently. But
for a company of atoms, of which no one hath sense or reason,
to become sensitive and rational by mere conjunct motion, is
an

beyond the power of the supposed cause.
But as/Some think so basely of our noblest acts as to
think that contempered agitated atoms can perform them, that
have no natural intellective, or sensitive, virtue or power in
effect

Sect. 21.

themselves, so others think so highly of them, as to take them
some universal soul, in the body
no life, sense, or reason in the

to be the acts only of God, or
of man ; and so that there is

world but God himself

(or such an universal soul) ; and so that
either every man is God, as to his soul, or that it is the body
But this is
only that is to be called man, as distinct from God.

the self-ensnaring and self-perplexing temerity of busy, bold,
and arrogant heads, that know not their own capacity and
measure. And, on the like reasons, they must at last come, with
others, to say, that all passive matter also is God, and that God
the universe, consisting of an active soul, and passive body.

is

As

God were no

cause, and could make nothing, or nothing
reason.
or
or
life,
sense,
Sect. 22. But why depart we from things certain, by such
if

with

Is
presumptions as these ?
creatures in the world tlian

that one

man

it

not certain, that there are baser
or angels ?
Is it not certain

men

Is it not certain that some men
body and mind ? And will it be a comfort to
such torment to tell him that he is God, or that he
is

not another?

are in torment of

a

man

is

part of an universal soul

in

?
.

Would

not a

man on

the rack, or
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in the stone, or other misery, say,

*

Call

me by what name you

If I be a part of God, or an
please, that easeth not my pain.
universal soul, I am sure 1 am a tormented, miserable part. And

you could make me believe that God hath some parts which
are not serpents, toads, devils, or wicked or tormented men, you
must give me other senses, and perceptive po^vers, before it will
if

comfort me to hear that I am not such a part. And if God had
wicked and tormented parts on earth, why may he not have such,
and I be one of them, hereafter ? And if I be a holy and happy
part of God, or of an universal soul on earth,
to be such hereafter ?'

why may not 1 hope

We

deny not but that God is the continued, first
and that the branches and fruit
;
as
so
much
on the causality of the stock and
effects,
depend not,
and that it is an impious
creature
doth
on
God
as
the
;
roots,
Sect. 23.

cause of

all

being whatsoever

conceit to think that the world, or any part of it, is a being independent, and separated totally from God, or subsisting with-

out his continued causation.

But cannot God cause,

as a crea-

This yieldeth the
by riiaking that which is not himself?
self-deceiver no other honour nor happiness but what equally
tor,

belongeth to a devil, to a fly, or worm, to a dunghill, or to the
worst and miserablest man
Sect. 24. II. As man^s soul is a substance, so is it a sub!

stance differenced formally from all inferior substances, by an
innate (indeed essential) power, virtue, or faculty, of vital acfor we find all these acts pertion, intellection, and free-will
:

formed by it, as motion, light, and heat are by the fire or sun.
And if any should think that these actions are like those of a
musician, compounded of the agents (principal and organical
several) parts, could he prove it, no more would follow, but that
the lower powers (the sensitive, or

spirits) are to

the higher as a

that the intellecpassive organ, receiving its operations ; and
tual soul hath the power of causing intellection and volition by
its

action on the inferior parts, as a

man can cause

such motions

of his lute, as shall be melody (not to it, but) to himself and
consequently, that as music is but a lower operation of man,
(whose proper acts of iptellection and volition are above it,) so
:

intellection

and volition in the body are not the noblest acts of
it
performed them by an eminent power, which

the soul, but

And if this could be proved, what
can do greater things.
would it tend to the unbeliever's ends, or to the disadvantage
of our hopes and comforts ?
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Sect. 25. III. That man's soul, at death,
even the atomists and epicureans will grant,

atom

in the universe is 'annihilated

:

is
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not annihilated,

who think that no
and we that see, not only

the sun and heavens continued, but every grain of matter, and
that compounds are changed by dissolution of parts, and rare-

and not by annihilation, have no reaone soul (though he can
do it if he please, yea, and annihilate all the world) it is a
thing beyond a rational expectation.
Sect. 26. IV. And a destruction, by the dissolution of the
parts of the soul, we need not fear.
For, 1. Either an intellectual spirit is divisible and partible, or not ; if not, we need
faction, or migration, &c.,

son to dream that

God

will annihilate

:

not fear it ; if it be, either it is a thing that nature tendeth to,
or not; but that nature doth not tend to it, is evident.
For, 1.

There is naturally so strange and strong an inclination to unity,
and averseness to separation in all things, that even earth and
stones, that have no other (known) natural motion, have yet an
but if you will separate
aggregate motion in their gravitation
And water is yet
the parts from the rest, it must be by force.
more averse from partition without force, and more inclined to
union than earth, and air than water, and fire than air ; so he
that will cut a sunbeam into pieces, and make many of one,
must be an extraordinary agent. And surely spirits, even intellectual spirits, will be no less averse from partition, and inclined to keep their unity, than fire, or a sunbeam is ; so that
:

naturally

it is

not a thing to be feared, that

it

should

fall

into

pieces.
2. And he that will say, that the God of nature will change,
and overcome the nature that he hath made, must give us good
And if he should do it
proofs of it, or it is not to be feared.
as a punishment, we must find such a punishment somewhere

threatened, either in his natural or supernatural law, which
do not, and therefore need not fear it.

we

But if it were to be feared, that souls were
and would be broken into parts, this would be no de-

Sect. 27. 3.
partible,

struction of them, either as to their substance, powers, form, or

action, but only a breaking of one soul into many : for being
not compounded of heterogeneal parts, but, as simple elements,

of homogeneal only, as
every atom of earth is earth, and every
drop of water in the sea is water, and every particle of air and
fire is air and fire, and have all the
properties of earth, water,
air,

and

fire

;

so

would

it

be with every particle of an intellectual
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But who can see cause

spirit.

dream of such a

to

partition,

never threatened by God ?
Sect. 28. V. And that souls lose not their formal powers, or
virtues, we have great reason to conceive ; because they are

mixed, but simple substances and
that
the
some
imagine
passive elements may, by attenuthough

their natural essence, not as

:

ation or incrassation, be transmuted one into another, yet we
see that earth is still earth, and water is water, and air is air;
and their conceit hath no proof : and, were it proved, it would

but prove that none of these are a first or proper element
what should an intellectual spirit be changed into?

:

but

how

Not by nature ; for its nature
should it lose its formal power ?
hath nothing that tendeth to deterioration, or decay, or selfThe sun doth not decay by its wonderful motion,
destruction.
and why should spirits ? Not by God's delight, and heat
:

all things
stroying them, or changing their nature : for, though
are in constant motion or revolution, he continueth the natures

of the simple beings, and showeth us, that he delighteth in a
constancy of operations, insomuch that, hence, Aristotle thought
the world eternal.

And God

hath made no law thatthreateneth

as a penalty. Therefore, to dream that intellectual spirits shall be turned into other things, and lose their essential,

to do

it

formal powers, which specify them, is without and against all
Let them first but prove that the sun loseth mosober reason.

and heat, and is turned into air, or water, or earth.
Such changes are beyond a rational fear.
Sect. 29. VI. But some men dream that souls shall sleep,
and cease their acts, though they lose not their powers. But
For it must be rethis is more unreasonable than the former.
membered that it is not a mere obediential, passive power that

tion, light,

of; but an active power consisting in as great an inSo
clination to act, as passive natures have to forbear action.
that if such a nature act not, it must be because its natural in-

we speak

clination
1.

is

hindered by a stronger
and who shall hinder it ?
not continue an active power, force, and inclin:

God would

ation in nature, and forcibly hinder the operation of that nature which he himself continueth; unless penally for some special cause ; which he never gave us any notice of by any threat-

ening, but the contrary.
2. Objects will not be wanting, for
at hand,

and God above

conceit to think that

all.

God

all

the world will be

It is, therefore,

will continue

still

an unreasonable

an active,

vital, intellec-
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force, inclination, in a noble

form, power,

substance, which shall use none of these for many hundred or
thousand years, and so continue them in vain.
3. Tt

Nay,

is

rather to be thought that

some action

is

their

constant state, without which the cessation of their very form
would be inferred.
Sect. 30. But all that can be said with reason is, that separated souls, and souls hereafter in spiritual bodies, will have
actions of another mode, and very different from these that we
now perceive in flesh and be it so. They will yet be,' radi:

cally, of the

we now

such as
will

same kind, and they

call, vitality, intellection,

be no lower or

what the
season

be formally or eminently

will

less excellent,

if

and volition

difference will be, Christ knoweth,
know. But to talk of a dead

I shall

activity, or

a sleeping soul,

is fitter

and they
and then
trust, and in

not far more

whom
life,

I

;

;

and an unactive

for a sleeping

than a waking

man.
Sect. 31. It

is

true that diseases or hurts do

soul's intellectual perceptions in

now

hinder the

the body, and in infancy and
proveth, indeed, that the acts,

sleep they are imperfect. Which
commonly called intellection and volition, have now something
in them also of sensation, and that sensitive operations are di-

by the organs of the several senses. And that bare
and volition, without any sensation is now scarce to
be observed in us, though the soul may have such acts intrinFor it is now so united to this
in its profundity.
sically, and
body, that it actethon it as our form; and, indeed, the acts ob-

versified

intellection

served by us cannot be denied to be such as are specified, or
modified, at least, by the agents, and the recipients, and subBut, 1. As the sun would do the same
agents' parts conjunct.
if in vacuo only it sent forth its
beams,
though this were no illumination, or calefaction, because there
were no recipient to be jlluminated and heated by it. And it
would lose nothing by the want of objects ; so the soul, had it

thing ex parte sui,

would have its profound immanent acts of
and self-loving ; and all its external
self-living, self-perceiving,
acts on other objects, which need not organs of sense for their

no body

to act on,

approximation. And, 2. Its sensitive faculty is itself, or such
it is not
separated from, though the particular sorts of sensa-

as

tion

may be

altered with their uses

act on or with the sense

dered,

it

hath another.

;

and
3.

if

:

and therefore

it

may

still

one way of sensation be hin-

And how

far

this lantern

of flesh
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doth help, or hinder, its operations, we know not yet, but shall
Sondius de Orig. Animce, (though an herehereafter.
tical writer), hath said much to prove that the body is a hinder-

know

And if ratiocinaance, and not a help, to the soul's intuition.
tion be a compound act, yet intuition may be done for ever by
4. But as we are not to judge what powers the
the soul alone.
soul hath when the acts are hindered, but when they are done ;
nor what souls were made by God for, by their state in the
womb, or infancy, or diseases, but by our ordinary, mature state
life ; so we have little reason to think that the same God who
made them for life, intellection, and volitions here, will not

of

continue the same powers to the same, or as noble uses hereIf in
after, whether with organs, or without, as pleaseth him.
this flesh our spirits were not inactive and useless, we have no

reason to think that they will be so hereafter, and that for
ever.

greatest and hardest of

Sect. 32. This

make

all

objections, doth

(with Contarenus, contra Pomponatium de
Anim. Immortalit.,) that though, by the light of nature, we may
know the immortality of souls, (and that they lose not their
us confess

powers or

activity,) yet,

without supernatural light, we know not
will have in their separated state,

what manner of action they

or in another world, because here they act according to objectand the receptivity of the sense and fantasy,

ive termination,

and recipitur ad

modum

ceive not that

acteth intellectually at

it

recipientis

;

and

womb we

in the

per-

all.

But we know, That, 1 If even then it differed not in its formal power from the souls of brutes, it would not so much afterward differ in act and it would never be raised to that which
was not virtually in its nature at the first. 2. And we find
that even very little children have quick and strong knowledge
of such objects as are brought within their reach and that their
ignorance is not for want of an intellectual power, but for want
of objects, or images of things, which time, and use, and conversation among objects, must furnish their fantasies and me.

:

;

And so a soul in the womb, or in an apoplexy,
hath not objects of intellection within its reach to act upon ;
but is as the sun to a room that hath no windows to let in its
mories with.

And what if its profound vitality, self-perception, and
be by a kind of sensation and intuition, rather than by
I doubt not but some late
discursive reason
philosophers make

light.

3.

self-love,

:

snares to themselves and others, by too

much

vilifying sense

and
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some
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loseable accident of

but sensation (though diversified by orcontempered atoms
so
and
far mutable) is the act of a noble, spiriand
uses,
gans
tual form and virtue. And as Chambre, and some others, make
:

brutes a lower rank of rationals, and man.another higher species, as having his nobler reason for higher ends; so for man
to be the noblest order (here) of sensitives, and to have an intellect to order, and govern sensations, and connect them and

improve them, were a noble work, if we had no higher. And
if intellection and volition were but a higher species of internal
than imagination, and the fantasy and memory are,
might yet be a height that should set man specifically above
the brutes. And I am daily more and more persuaded, that
sensation
it

are essentially sensitive and more, and that
their sensation never ceaseth.
4. And still I say, that it is to
intellectual souls

itself a thing unlikely, that the God of nature will long
continue a soul that hath formally or naturally an intellective
power, in a state in which it shall have no use of it. Let others

nature

that will inquire whether it shall have a vehicle or none to act
and whether aerial, or igneous, and ethereal, and whether it
be really an intellectual sort of fire, as material as the solar fire,
in,

whose (not compounding, but) inadequate-conceptus objectivi
are, an igneous substance, and formal virtue of life, sense, and
intellection, with other

that

God will

such puzzling doubts

not continue

;

it

satisfieth

me,

noblest powers in vain ; and how
known to him ; and that God's word
its

they shall be exercised, is
tells us more than nature.
love (or volition)

And withal, life, intuition, and
are acts so natural to the soul, (as motion,

and heat, quoad actum to fire) that I cannot conceive how
separation should hinder them, but rather that its incorporation hindereth the two latter, by hiding objects, whatever be

light
its

said of abstractive

Sect, 33. VII.

knowledge and memory.
But the greatest difficulty

to natural

know-

whether souls shall continue their individuation, or
fall into one common soul, or return so to God that
gave
them, as to be no more divers (or many) individuals as now ; as
ledge
rather

is,

extinguished candles are united to the illuminated air, or to the
sunbeams ; but of this I have elsewhere said much for others ;

and

for myself, I find I need but this : 1. That, as I said before,
either souls are partible substances or not ; if not partible, how
are they unible ?
If many may be made one, by conjunction of

substances, then that one

may

(by God) be

made many again
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Either

by partition.

S
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(or

many)

souls are

now but

one, (in-

many gulfs in the sea, or many
candles lighted by the sun,) or not ; if they are not one now in
several bodies, what reason have we to think that they will be

dividuate only by matter, as

one hereafter, any more than now ? Augustine [de Anim.) was
souls are one, and not many.
put on the question, 1 Whether
And that he utterly denieth. 2. Whether they are many, and
not one. And that it seemeth he could not digest. 3. WheWhich he thought
ther they were at once both one and many.
.

would seem to some

And

God

ridiculous, but

he seemeth most to incline

God

of nature, so nature (even of the
devils themselves) dependeth on him, as I said, more than the
leaves of fruit do on the tree ; and we are all his offspring, and
to.

as

is

the

But we are cer(Acts xvii.)
That we are not God. 2. That we are
If our
yet many individuals, and not all one soul, or man.
union should be as near as the leaves and fruit on the same
tree, yet those leaves and fruit are numerous, and individual
leaves and fruits, through parts of the tree.
And were this
proved of our present or future state, it would not alter our
hopes or fears ; for as now, though we all live, move, and be in
God, (and, as some dream, are parts of a common soul,) yet it
is certain, that some are better and
happier than others; some
wise and good ; and some foolish and evil ; some in pain and
misery ; and some at ease, and in pleasure ; and (as 1 said) it
is now no ease to the miserable, to be told
that, radically, all
souls are one; no more will it be hereafter, nor can men realive,

and move, and

are in him.

tain for all this, 1.

for, or fear

sonably hope
the same.

such an union, as shall make their state
(as I have elsewhere said,) that if

We see in nature,

you graft many sorts of scions, (some sweet, some bitter, some
crabs,) on the same stock, they will be one tree, aad yet have
of

If

be not unible, nor partible subdoubt if they be, they will
be still what they are, notwithstanding
any such union with a
common soul. As a drop of water in the sea is a separable
diversity

fruit.

stances, there

part,
tree.

and

is

souls

no place

for this

:

itself; and as a crab upon the foresaid stock, or
the good or bad
quality ceaseth not by any union

still

And

with others.

Sure we

are, that all creatures are in

God, by close depend-

ence, and yet that the good are good, and the bad are bad ;
and that God is good, and hath no evil ; and that when man is

tormented, or miserable,

God

suffereth nothing

by

it,

(as the
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whole man doth, when but a tooth doth ache,) for he would not
hurt himself were he passive.
Therefore, to dream of any such
cessation of our individuation by any union with a creature, as
shall

make

the good less good or happy, or the bad less bad

a groundless

or miserable,
Sect. 34.

Yet

feared, that

it

is

folly.

very probable, that there will be a nearer
union of holy souls with God and Christ, and one another, than
we can here conceive of but this is so far from being to be
it is

:

is

the highest of our hopes.

1.

God

himself

(though equally every where in his essence) doth operate very
On the wicked he operateth as the
variously on his creatures.
first cause of nature, as his sun shineth on them.
On some
he operateth by common grace
to some he givetli faith to
In believers he
prepare them for the in-dwelling of his spirit.
dwelleth by love, and they in him 3 and if we may use such a
comparison, as Satan acteth on some only by suggestions, but
on others so despotically, as that it is called his possessing
them; so God's Spirit worketh on holy souls, so powerfully
and constantly, as is called his possessing them. And yet, on
Xhe huipan nature of Christ, the divine nature of the second person hath such a further, extraordinary operation, as is justly
called a personal union ; which is not by a more essential presence, (for that is everywhere,) but by a peculiar operation and
relation and so holy souls being under a more felicitating operation of God, may well be said to have a nearer union with him
:

:

than

now

they have.

Sect. 35.

And

2.

I

observe that (as

is

aforesaid)

all

things

have naturally a strong inclination to union and communion
with their like : evei y clod and stone inclineth to the earth :
water would go to water, air to air, fire to fire ; birds and beasts
associate with their like: and the noblest natures are most
strongly thus inclined ; and therefore
think that it will be so with holy souls.
Sect. 36. 3.

man

And

1 find,

I

have natural reason to

that the inordinate contraction of

and

to the interest of this individual person,
with the defect of love to all about us, according to every crea-

to himself,

goodness, and especially to God, the infinite good, whom
love above ourselves, is the very sum of all the praAnd all the injustice and injury to others ; and
vity of man.
all the neglect of good works in the world; and all our
daily

ture's

we should

terrors,

and

and

fears,

self-distracting, self-tormenting cares,

and

griefs,

proceed from this inordinate love and adhesion to
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ourselves
state,

we

therefore

;

I

have reason to think, that in our better
and the selfish

shall perfectly love others as ourselves,

love will turn into a

common and

a divine love, which must

be by our preferring the common, and the divine good and
interest.

am so sensible of the power and plague of
it now
corrupteth, tempteth, and disquieteth
that when 1 feel any fears, lest individuation cease, and my
fall into one common soul, (as the stoics
thought all souls
And

Sect. 37.

me,
soul

I

and how

selfishness,

did at death,)

find great cause to suspect, that this ariseth

1

from the power of this corrupting selfishness ; for reason seeth
no cause at all to fear it, were it so.
Sect. 3S. 4. For I find also, that the nature of love is to desire as near a union as possible ; and the strongest love doth
Fervent lovers think they can scarce be
strongliest desire it.
too much one and love is our perfection, and therefore so is
:

union.
Sect. 39. 5. And I find, that when Christians had the first
and full pourings out of the Spirit, they had the ferventest love,
and the nearest union, and the least desire of propriety and
distance.

Sect 40. 6.

And

of his disciples,

And

I find, that Christ's
prayer for the felicity
a prayer for their unity.
(John xvii. 22, 23.)

he placeth

in this

Sect. 41. 7.

and that

is

all

men

much

of their perfection.
man is of a sociable nature,
find by experience, that conjunction in so-

And

I

find also, that

cieties is needful for their safety, strength, and pleasure.
Sect. 42.
8. And I find, that
soul would fain be nearer

my

God, and that darkness and distance
communion is it that would answer

is

all

misery, and near
the tendencies of my

my

should I fear too near a union.
; why then,
Sect. '43. I think it utterly improbable, that my soul should
become more nearly united to any creature than to God; (though
soul

it

be of the same kind with other

God

;)

for

God

is

as near

me,

as I

am

on him, as the

souls,

and

infinitely

to myself;

I still

below

depend
and that

effect upon its total, constant cause
;
not as the fruit upon the tree, which borroweth all from the

earth, water, air,

and

but as a creature on

fire,
its

which

Creator,

it

communicateth to its fruit;
hath no being but what it-

who

receiveth totally from God, by constant communication. Hence
Antonine, Seneca, and the rest of the stoics, thought that all

the world was God^ or one great animal,
consisting of divine
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and matter, as man of soul and body ; sometimes calling
the supposed soul of the world, God ; and sometimes calling
the whole world, God ; but still meaning that the universe was

spirit

but one spirit and body united, and that we are all parts of God,
or of the body of God, or accidents, at least.
Sect. 44. And even the popish mystical divines, in their pretensions to the highest perfection, say the same in sense ; such
as Benedict. Anglus, in

his

Regula Perfectionis, (approved by

much of his supereminent life in
our believing verily that there is nothing but God, as the beams
are to the sun, and as the heat is to the fire; (which really is itmany

doctors,)

who

placed

and so teachingus torestinall things as good, as beingnothing but God's essential will, which is himself (resolving even
our sins and imperfections accordingly into God, so that they
self ;)

are God's, or none).
Sect. 45. And all these

men have as fair a pretence for the
God now, as for such an union
after death: for their reason is, 1. That God being infinite,
there can be no more beings than his own
but God and the
smallest being distinct, would be more entity *than God alone;

conceits of such an union with

;

but

infinity

can have no addition.

God

convertuntur ; but

only

is

2.

Because ens

et

bonum

good.

And if we are,
now, we

shall

notwithstanding all this, distinct beings from God
not be so advanced as to be deified, and of crea-

tures, or distinct beings, turned into a being infinitely above us.
If we be not parts of God now, we shall not be so then.

But if they could prove that we are so now, we should quickly
prove to them, 1. That then God hath material, divisible parts
2. And that we are no such parts
(as the stoics thought).
as are not distinct

from one another

and some happy.

And,

ment of

3.

That

(as

;

is

but some are tormented,
said) it will be no abate-

the misery of the tormented, nor of the felicity of the
them that they are all parts of God ; for, though

blessed, to tell

the

manner of our union witR him, and dependence on him, be

past our comprehension ; yet that we are distinct arid distant from each other, and have each one a joy or misery of his

own,

is

past

to be feared
liest

all

doubt.

by holy

Therefore, there

souls, but the

is

no union with God

utmost possible

to be high-

desired.

Sect. 46.

And

if

our union with

God

shall

not cease our

individuation, or resolve us into a principle to be feared, we may
say also of our union with any common soul, or many : if we
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be unible,

we

are partible, and so have a distinct, though not a

divided substance, which will have its proper accidents.
All
plants are parts of the earth, really united to it, and radicated

and are nourished by it ; and yet a vine is a vine;
it, and live,
and an apple is an apple and a rose is a rose ; and a nettle
And few men would be toiled horses, or toads,
is a nettle.
if it were proved that they are animated
by a common soul.
Sect. 47. But God letteth us see, that though the world be
one, yet he delighteth in a wonderful diversity, and multiplicity
in

;

How various and numerous are they in the sea,
and on the land, and in the air. And are there none in the
How come the stars therein to be so numerous,
other world?
which are of the same element ? And though, perhaps, Saturn,
or some other planets, or many stars, may send forth their radiant effluvia, or parts, into the same air, which the sunbeams
seem totally to fill and illuminate, yet the rays of the sun, and
of other stars, are not the same, how near soever in the same
of individuals.

air.

Sect. 48;

Were there now no more

contraction by egoity, or

propriety among men, nor mine and thine did signify no more,
nor the distance were greater than that of the several drops of
water in the sea, or particks of light in the illuminated air, but
all
my part in such a perfect unity and communion with
others, and knew that all were as happy as I, so that there
were no divisions by cross interests or minds, but all were one,

I

had

all

would make my own comforts greater by far, than
Are not an hundred candles set together and
?
as
So
united,
splendid a flame as if they were all set asunder ?
one soul, one love, one joy would be.
Sect. 49. Object. But it is only the fomes that individuateth
as when the same sun, by a burning glass, lighteth a
lights

certainly
they are

it

now

:

thousand candles, they are individuate only by the matter contracting, being still all united parts of the same sunbeams.
And when they are extinct, they are nothing, or all one again.

Answ. They were, before they were extinct, both one and
many, none but fools think that extinction annihilateth them,
or any part of them
they are after as much substance, and as
much solar fire, though diffused, and as much and no more one
;

than before, but not, indeed, many as before, but parts of one.
Nature hath made the equal diffused sunbeams to be to the
air

and surface of the earth as the blood equally moving in the
our candles and fires seem to be like the same blood
; and

body
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contracted in a bile or inflammation, which indeed is more felt
than the equally diffused blood, but it is as the pain of a disease;
and so when our fires go out, they are but like a healed, scattered inflammation, and the same substance is more
naturally

and equally diffused. And if the individuation of souls were
only by corporeal matter, and the union thus as great at their
departure, it would not diminish, if it did not too much increase,
their perfection and
no diminution
felicity ; for there would be
of any substance, or power, or activity, or perfection whatsoever.

Sect. 50. And this would confute their fond opinion, who
think that separated souls sleep in nudd poteritid, for want of an

organized body to operate in ; for no doubt, but if all holy souls
were one, this world, either in heaven or earth, hath a common

Even those stoics
body, enough for such a soul to operate in.
that think departed souls are one, do think that that one soul
hath a nobler operation than ours, in our narrow bodies, and that

when our souls

cease animating this body, they have the nobler
in part, of animating the whole world ; and

and sweeter work,

those that thought several orbs had their several souls, of
which the particular wights participated, said the like of separated souls, as animating the bodies of their globes and orbs.
And though all these men trouble their heads with their own
vain imaginations, yet this
us,

which

infidel

is,

much

the nature of the matter

tells

considerable, that whereas the utmost fear of the
that souls departed lose their individuation or activity,
is

and are resolved into one common soul, or continue in a sleepy
potentiality, for want of a body to operate in, they do but contradict themselves, seeing it is a notorious truth, 1. That if all
holy souls were one, no one would be a loser by the union, but
it would be a greater gain than we must hope for ; for a part of

one is as much and as noble, and as active a substance, as if it
were a separated person (and annihilation, or loss of specific
2. And that one soul
is not to be rationally feared).
either self-subsisting without a body, or animateth a suit-

powers,
is

now

If that
able body (as some ancients thought the angels stars).
one soul can act without a body, so may ours, wliether as parts
of it, or not ; if that one soul animate a suitable body, ours,

were they united parts of it, would have part of that employment so that hereby they confute themselves.
Sect. 51. Obj. But this would equalize the good and bad, or
T
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at least, those that were good in several degrees ; and where
then were the reward and punishment?
Atisw. It would not equal them at all, any more than dis^

would do for, 1 The souls of all holy persons
be so united, as that the souls of the wicked shall have no
Whether the souls of the wicked shall be
part in that union.
united in one sinful, miserable soul, or rather but in one sinful
tinct personality

.

:

may

each
society, or be greatlier separate, disunited, contrary to
as
sin
is
of
their
and
and
militant,
nothing
other,
part
misery,
to this case.

enced.

one sense
it is

Yet natural and moral union must be

2.

God

differ-

the root of nature to the worst, and however in
said, that there is nothing in God but God, yet

is

it is

true, that in

him

all live,

but yet the wicked's

and move, and have their being
in God doth afford them no
;

in- being

sanctifying or beatifying

communion with him,

showeth us

which yet holy souls have,

in this life

;

as experience
as being

As I said, different plants,
capable recipients of it.
briars, and cedars, the stinking and the sweet, are implanted

made

same world or earth. 3. And the
have
as different a share of happiness iit
may
one common soul, as they have now of holiness, and so as different rewards (even as roses and rosemary, and other herbs,
parts (or accidents) of the

godly themselves

differ in the same garden, and several fruits in the same
For if souls are unible, and so
orchard, or on the same tree).
partible substances, they have neither more nor less of sub-

stance or holiness for their union

;

and so will each have his proper

As a tun of water cast into the sea
be the same, and more than a spoonful cast into
Sect. 52. Obj. But spirits are not as bodies
quantitative, and so not partible or divisible, and

measure.

supposition

Answ.

is

will there still
it.

extensive and
therefore your

vain.

My

supposition is but the objectors': for if they
confess that spirits are substances, (as cannot with reason be
denied ; for they that specify their operations by motion only,
1.

yet suppose a pure proper substance to be the subject or thing
moved,) then when they talk of many souls becoming one, it
must be by conjunction and increase of the substance of that
or when they say, that they were
:
always one, they will
confess withal that they now differ in number, as individuate in
the body. And who will say, that millions of millions are no

one

more than one of

all

those millions?

Number

is

a sort of
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more than

Cain's or

AbePs only ; onefeeleth not what another feeleth; one knoweth
not what another knoweth. And indeed, though souls have not
snch corporeal extension, as passive, gross, bodily matter hath,
yet, as they are more noble, they have a more noble sort of extension, quantity, or degrees, according to which all
all the spiritual substance of the universe

conceive of

mankind

yea, all
the angels, or all the souls on earth, as being more, and having
more substance than one man's soul alone. 2. And the fathers,
;

most part, especially the Greeks, (yea, and the second
council of Nice,) thought that spirits created, had a purer sort
of material being, which Tertullian called a body; and doubt-

for the

created spirits have somewhat of passiveness ; for they
do recipere velpati from the divine influx; only God is wholly
We are moved when we move, and acted when we
impassive.
act ; and it is hard to conceive, that (when matter is commonly
called passive) that which is passive should have no sort of
matter in a large sense taken and if it have any parts distinless, all

;

3. But if the contrary
guishable, they are by God divisible.
be supposed, that all souls are no more than one, and so that
there is no place for uniting or partition, there is no place then

for the objection of all souls becoming one, and of losing individuation, unless they mean by annihilation.
Sect. 53. But that God who (as is said) delighteth both in
the union, and yet in the wonderful multiplicity of creatures,

and will not make all stars
most uniting or aggregative

to be only one

;

fire

though

have a

inclination, hath further given experimental notice that there is individuation in the other world
as well as here, even innumerable angels and ^devils, and not

one only

:

as apparitions

and witches, and many other evidences

So that, all things considered,
prove, of which more anon.
there is no reason to fear that the souls shall lose their individuation or activity, (though they change their manner of acand so it
tion,) any more than their being or formal power
:

is

naturally certain that they are immortal.
Sect. 54. And if holy souls are so far immortal,

I

need not

prove that they will be immortally happy ; for their holiness
will infer it; and few will ever dream that it shall there go ill

with them that are good, and that the most just and holy
will not use those well whom he maketh
holy.
Sect.

1.

II.

That holy

eth to be one of the

God

souls shall be hereafter happy, seemnotices of nature planted in the

common

t2
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consciences of mankind

;

and

it

is

therefore acknowledged by

the generaHty of the world that freely use their understandings.
Most, yea almost all the heathen nations at this day believe it,
besides the Mahometans ; and it is the most barbarous cannibals
and Brazilians that do not, whose understandings have had the
least improvement, and who have rather an inconsiderate nescience of it, than a denying opposition. And though some philosophers denied it, they were a small and contemned party
and though many of the rest were somewhat dubious, it was
only a certainty which they professed to want, and not a probability or opinion that it was true; and both the vulgar and
:

the deep-studied men believed it, and those that questioned it
were the half-studied philosophers, who, not resting in the natural notice, nor yet reaching full intellectual evidence of it by
discourse, had found out matter of difficulty to puzzle them,
and came not to that degree of wisdom as would have resolved
them.
Sect. 2. And even among apostates from Christianity, most, or
many, still acknowledge the soul's immortality, and the felicity and
reward of holy souls, to be of the common notices, known by
nature to mankind.
Julian was so much persuaded of it, that,
on that account, he exhorteth his priests and subjects to great
strictness and holiness of life, and to see that the Christians did
not exceed them and, among us, the Lord Herbert de Veritate,
and many others that seem not to believe our supernatural revelations of Christianity, do fully acknowledge it. Besides, those
philosophers wlio most opposed Christianity, as Porphyrins,
Maximus, Tyrius, and such others.
:

Sect. 3.

And we

find that this notice hath so

deep a root in

nature, that few of those that study and labour themselves into
bestiality (or sadducism) are able to excuse the fears of future

misery, but conscience overcometh, or troubleth them much at
when they have done the worst they can against it. And

least,

whence should all this be in man and not in beasts, if man had
no further reason of hopes and fears than they ? Are a few Sadducees wiser by their forced or crude conceits, than
that are taught by nature itself.
Sect. I.

III.

certain duty to

If the

make

it

God

of nature have

his chief care

made

and work

all

it

the world

every man's

in this life, to

seek for happiness hereafter, then such a happiness there is for
truly seek it. But the antecedent is certain, as 1 have

them that

elsewhere proved.

Ergo^

&:c.
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three sorts
1.

Such

As

of men,

as take

antecedent.

to the

it

as

to

the belief

2.

is

of future

made up of
retribution,

such are Christians, MaSuch as take it for uncertain,

for a certain truth

hometans, and most heathens.
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The world
5

but most probable or likeliest to be true. 3. Such as take it for
For as none can be ceruncertain, but rather think it untrue.
it is false, which indeed is true, so I never
yet met with
one that would say he was certain it was false so that I need
not trouble you with the mention of any other party or opinion ;
but if any should say so, it is easy to prove that he speaketh

tain that

:

falsely of himself.

Sect. 3.

And

that

it

is

the duty of

all these,

but especially

of the two former sorts, to make it their chief care and work
to seek their happiness in the life to come, is easily proved thus :
natural reason requireth every man to seek that which is best
for himself, with the greatest diligence ; but natural reason
saith that a probability or ppssibility of the future everlasting
happiness is better and more worthy to be sought, than any
thing attainable in this present life (which doth not suppose it).

Ergo, &c.
is
Good and felicity being
past doubt.
will
the
of
that which is best, and
desired
man,
by
necessarily
known so to be, must be most desired.

Sect. 4.

The major

And the minor should be as far past doubt to men that use
not their sense against their reason. For, 1. In this life there
2. It is certain
is nothing certain to be continued one hour.
all will quickly end, and that the longest life is short. 3. It
certain that time and pleasure past are nothing, properly nothing ; and so no better to us than if they had never been.

that
is

And it is certain that, while we possess them, they are poor,
unsatisfactory things, the pleasure of the flesh being no sweeter
to a man than to a beast, and the trouble that accompanieth it
4.

much more. Beasts have not the cares, fears, and sorrows, upon
which man hath. They fear not death upon the fore-

foresight,

knowledge of it, nor fear any misery after death, nor are put
upon any labour, sufferings, or trials, to obtain a future happiAll which considered, he speakness, or avoid a future misery.
eth not by reason, who saith this vain, vexatious life is better
than the possibility or probability of the everlasting glory.
Sect. 5. Now, as to the consequence, or major, of the first

argument, it is evident of itself, from God's perfection, and the
nature of his works. God maketh it not man's natural duty

'
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to lay out his chief care and labour of all his life, on that which
not, or to seek that which man was never made to attain :

is

All his duty should result from mere deceit and
God should govern all the world by a lie, which
and
falsehood,
cannot be his part who wanteth neither power, wisdom, nor love,
to rule them by truth and righteousness, and who hath printed
his image both on his laws and on his servants ; in which laws
is condemned, and the better any man is, the more he
for then,

1.

lying

loathed by all mankind.
2. And then
and the more he doth his duty, the more
deluded, erroneous, and miserable should he be. For he should
that
spend that care and labour of his life upon deceit, for
which he shall never have, and so should lose his time and
and he should deny his flesh those temporal pleasures
labour
which bad men take, and suffer persecutions and injuries from
and the more
the wicked, and' all for nothing, and on mistake
wicked, or more unbelieving, any man is, the wiser and happier
hateth

it ;

and

the better any

liars are

man

is,

:

:

should he be, as being in the right, when he denieth the life to
come, and all duty and labour in seeking it, or in avoiding future
he
punishment j and while he taketh his utmost pleasure here,

hath

all

that

man was made

for.

.

But

nothing

in vain, nor

can he

lie,

much

utterly unsuit-

all this is

able to God's perfection, and to his other works
less will

:

for

he maketh

he make holiness

that duty and work of life which reason itself
men, to be not only vain but hurtful to them. But
of this argument I have been elsewhere larger.
IV. Man differeth so much from brutes in the
Sect. 1.
knowledge of God, and of his future possibilities, that it proveth
that he differeth as much in his capacity and certain hopes.
I. As to the antecedent, man knoweth that there is a God by his
He knoweth that this God is our absolute Lord, our
works.
He knoweth that, naturally, we owe him
niler, and our end.
He knoweth that good men use not
all our love and obedience.
to let their most faithful servants be losers by their fidelity; nor
do they use to set them to labour in vain. He knoweth that
man's soul is immortal, or, at least, that it is far more probable
that it is so ; and therefore that it must accordingly be well or
2. And
ill for ever, and that thfs should be niost cared for.
him
all
this
God
than
to the
more
should
give
knowledge
why
brutes, if he were made for no more enjoyment than the brutes,
of what he knoweth.
Every wise man maketh his work fit for
the use that he intendeth it to : and will not God ? So that the
itself,

and

obligeth

all

all
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proved from the divine perfection ; and if
were not perfect, he were not God. The denial of a God,

consequence also
therefore,

is

is

the result of the denial of man's future hopes.

And, indeed, though it be but an analogical reason
that brutes have, those men seem to be in the right who place
the difference between man and brutes more in the objects, tendency, and work of our reason/ than in our reason itself as such,
and so make animal religiosum to be more of his description
than animal rationale. About their own low concerns, a fox, a^
dog, yea, an ass, and a goose, have such actions as we know not
well how to ascribe to any thing below some kind of reasoning,
or a perception of the same importance. But they think not of
God, and his government, and laws, nor of obeying, trusting, or
Sect. 2.

loving him, nor of the hopes or fears of another life, nor of the
These are that work that man was made
joyful prospect of it.
which
is
chief
difference
from the brutes : and shall we
the
for,

unman

ourselves

?

V» The justice of God, as governor of the world,
inferreth different rewards hereafter, as 1 have largely elsewhere proved.
1. God is not
only a mover of all that moveth,
but a moral ruler of man by laws, and judgment, and executions,
else there were no proper law of nature, which few are so unn£^tural as to deny and man should have no proper duty, but only
motion as he is moved. And then, how cometh a government
by laws to be set up undc_r God by men ? And then there were
no sin or fault in any ; for if there were no law and duty, but
Sect. 1.

;

only necessitated motion, all would be moved as the mover
pleased, and there could be no sin ; and then there would be no

moral good, but forced or necessary motion. But all this is
most absurd ; and experience telleth us that God doth de facto^
morally govern the world ; and his right is unquestionable.
Sect. 2. And if God were not the ruler of the world, by law
and judgment, the world would have no universal laws, for there
and then kings and other
is no man that is the universal ruler
supreme powers would be utterly lawless and ungoverned, as
having none above them to give them laws, and so they would
be capable of no sin or fault, and of no punishment ; which yet
:

neither their subjects' interest, nor their own consciences will
grant, or allow them thoroughly to believe.
Sect. 3.

And

if

God be

a ruler, he

is

just

;

or else he were

not perfect, nor so good, as he requireth princes and judges on
earth to be.
An unjust ruler or judge is abominable to all man-
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kind.

Righteousness

is

the great attribute of the universal

King.

But how were he a righteous ruler, 1. If he drew all
him by deceit ? 2. If he obliged them to seek and
will never give them? 3. If
expect a felicity or reward which he
he make man's duty his misery? 4. If he require him to labour
5. If he suffer the wicked to prosecute his servants to
in vain?
the death, and make duty costly, and give no after recompense?
6. If he let the most wicked on the earth pass unpunished, or
to escape as well hereafter as the best, and to live in greater
from the intrinsical good
pleasure here ? The objections fetched
Sect. 4.

men

to obey

of duty

I

have elsewhere answered.
VI. But God hath not

Sect. I.

left

us to the light of mere

The gospel
nature, as being too dark for men so blind as we.
revelation is the clear foundation of our faith and hopes. Christ
and immortality to light. One from heaven
an angel was sent to tell us what is there,
than
greater
and which is the way to secure our hopes. He hath risen, and
conquered death, and entered before as our captain and fore-

hath brought
that

life

is

runner into the everlasting habitations.
in heaven

and earth, and

all

that he might give eternal

life

judgment

And
is

to his elect.

he hath all power
committed to him,

He

hath frequently

and expressly promised it them, that they shall live because he
liveth, and shall not perish but have everlasting life. (Matt,
xxviii. 18 ; John v. 22, xvii. 2, xii. 26, iii. 16 ; Rom. viii. 35
And how fully he hath proved and sealed the truth of his
38.)
word and office to us, I have so largely opened in my ^ Reasons
'
of the Christian Religion,' and Unreasonableness of Infidelity,'
'
and since, in my ' Household
Life
of
&c.
in
and
Faith,'
;
my

—

Catechising,' that I will not here repeat it.
Sect. 2. And as all his word is full of promises of our future
glory at the resurrection, so we are not without assurance that
at death the departing soul doth enter upon a state of joy and
"
They that died to (or in) the flesh according to

blessedness.

men, do

live in

the Spirit according to God.** (1 Pet.

For,
1.

He

expressly promised the penitent, crucified thief,

day shaltthou be with
2.
alist,

me

in paradise."

(Luke

iv, 6.)

" This

xxiii. 43.)

He

gave us the narrative or parable of the damned sensuand of Lazarus, (Luke xvi.,) to instruct us, and not to

deceive us.
3.

He

tells

the Sadducees that

God

is

not the

God of the dead
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beneficiaries) but of the living.

(Matt.

xxii. 32.)

Enoch and

4.

Elias were

taken up to heaven, and Moses

that died, appeared with Elias on the mount.
(Matt, xvii,)
5. He tellethus, (Luke xii. 4,) that they that kill the body,
are not able to kill the soul.
Indeed, if the soul were not
It might be a new
immortal, the resurrection were impossible.
creation of another soul, but not a resurrection of the same,
if

the same be annihilated.

It is certain

that the

Jews believed

the immortality of the soul, in that they believed the resurrection and future life of the same man.

And

was commended into his Father's
was in paradise, when his body
and
hands, (Luke
was in the grave, to show us what shall become of ours.
7. And he hath promised, that where he is, there shall his
6.

Christ's

own

soul

xxiii. 46,)

'

(John xii. 26.) And that the life here begun
and that he that believeth in him shall not
die, but shall live by him, as he liveth by the Father, for he
dwelleth in God, and God in him, and in Christ, and Christ in
him.
(John xvii. 3, and vi. 54, and iii. 16, 36, and vi. 47, 50,

servants be also.
in us

eternal

is

56, 57

life,

John iv. 12, 13 ; Luke xvii. 21 ; Rom. xiv. 17.)
accordingly, Stephen that saw heaven opened, prayed
Jesus to receive his Spirit.
(Acts vii. 55, 59.)

1

;

And

8.

the Lord

And we

9.

company of
(Heb.
10.

xii.

are come to Mount Sion, &c., to an innumerable
angels, and to the spirits of the just made perfect.

22, 23.)

And

far better.

Paul here desireth to depart and be with Christ as
And to be absent from the body, and be present

with the Lord.

(2 Cor. v. 8.)

And

the dead that die in the Lord are blessed, from
henceforth, that they may rest from their labours, and their
works follow them.
1

1 .

And if the disobedient spirits be in prison, and the cities
Sodom and Gomorrah suffer the vengeance of eternal fire,

12.

of

(1 Pet.

iii.

19; Jude

7,)

then the just have eternal

life.

And

had not thought the soul immortal, Saul had not desired the witch to call up Samuel to speak with him.
The rest
We have many great and precious promises on
I now pass by.
which a departed soul may trust.

if

the Jews

13.
fail,

And (Luke

(that

is,

xvi. 9)

must leave

Christ expressly saith, that when we
we shall be received into

this world,)

the everlasting habitations.
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Sect.
in

1

.

VII.

And

it is

him that hath made

~

not nothing to encourage us to hope

all

these promises,

when we

find

how

he heareth prayers in this life, and thereby assureth his servants
that he is their true and faithful Saviour.
are apt in our
distress to cry loud for mercy and deliverances, and when

We

human help faileth, to promise God, that if he now will save us,
we will thankfully acknowledge it his work, and yet when we
are delivered, to return not only to security, but to ingratitude,

and think that our deliverance came but in the course of
common providence, and not indeed as an answer to our

And therefore God in mercy reneweth both our disand our deliverances, that what once or twice will not
convince us of, many and great deliverances may. This is my
own case. Oh, how oft have I cried to him when men and means
were nothing, and when no help in second causes did appear,
and how oft, and suddenly, and mercifully hath he delivered
me
What sudden ease, what removal of long afflictions have
such extraordinary changes, and beyond my own and
I had
prayers.

tresses

1

!

others' expectations,
ians have, by fasting

when many

plain- hearted, upright Christ-^
my behalf, a$

and prayer, sought God on

have over and over convinced me of special providence, and
God is indeed a hearer of prayers. And wonders I have
seen done for others also, upon such prayers, more than for

that

myself, yea, and wonders for the church and public societies.
I and others are too like those Israelites, (Psalm Ixxviii.,)

Though

who

cried to

God

in their troubles,

and he

oft delivered

them

out of their distress, but they quickly forgot his mercies, and
their convictions, purposes, and promises, when they should have
praised the Lord for his goodness, and declared his works with
thanksgiving to the sons of men.

And what were

all

these answers and mercies but the fruits

and love, the fulfil lings of his promises, and the earnest of the greater blessings of immortality,
which the same promises give me title to.
of Christ's power,

I

fidelity,

know

that no promise of hearing prayer setteth up our
absoluteness, or above God's, as if every will of ours
be fulfilled if we do but put it into a fervent or confident

wills in

must

prayer; but

if

we ask any thing through

Christ, according tp

If a sinful
his will, expressed in his promise, he will hear us.
love of this present life, or of ease, or wealth, or honour, should

cause me to pray to God against death, or against all sickness,
want, reproach, or other trials, as if I must live here in pros-
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ever If I ask it, this sinful desire and expectation is
perity for
not the work of faith, but of presumption. What if God will
What if he will continue
not abate me my last, or daily pains ?
longer, whoever pray for it, and how earnestly soever
therefore forget how oft he hath heard prayers for me

my life no

?

Shall

?

I

and how wonderfully he hath helped both me and others ? My
faith hath oft been helped by such experiences, and shall I
forget them ? or question
Sect. 1. VIII. And it

them without cause

at last

?

a subordinate help to my belief of
immortality with Christ, to find so much evidence that angels
have friendly communion with us here, and therefore we shall
is

have communion with them hereafter.

(Psalm xxxiv. 7, and
12; Luke xv. 10; 1 Cor. xi. 10; Heb. i. 14, and xii.
22, and xiii. 2 ; Matt, xviii. 10, and xxv. 31, and xiii. 39, 49 ;
Acts V. 19, and viii. 26, and xii. 7, 23.) They have charge of
us, and pitch their tents about us ; they bear us up ; they re»
xci. 11,

joice at our repentance; they are the regardful witnesses of our
behaviour ; they are ministering spirits for our good ; they are

our angels beholding the face of our heavenly Father. They
will come with Christ in glorious attendance at the great and
his executioners, they will separate the
joyful day, and, as
just

from the

unjust.

And it is not only the testimony of Scripture by which we
know their communion with us, but also some degree of expe*
Not only of old did they appear to the faithful as mesrience.
sengers from God, but of late times there have been testimonies
Of which see Zanchy de Angelis,
of their ministration for us.
and Mr. J. Ambrose, of our communion with angels. Many a

mercy doth God give us by their ministry, and they that are now
so friendly to us, and suitable to our communion and help, and
make up one society with us, do hereby greatly encourage us
to hope that we are made for the same region, work, and com-

pany with these our
in a life of trial,

it

blessed, loving friends.
They were once
we are now, though not on earth.

seems, as

And they that overcame and are con(Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4.)
firmed rejoice in our victory and confirmation.
It is not an
uninhabited world which is above us, nor such as is beyond our

We are come to an innumerable company
capacity and hope.
of angels, and to the spirits of the perfected just, who together
have discreet quantity, or numerical difference, notwithstanding
their happy union and communion.
Sec.

1.

JX.

And

Satan himself, though unwillingly,

hatl;
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many ways helped my belief of our immortality and future hopes.
1. 1 have had many convincing proofs of witches, the contracts
they have made with devils, and the power which they have received from them.* Beside the volumes of Remigius and BodiUy
and the Mallei Maleficorum, Danceus, and others, we had many
score of them detected, and many executed in one year in
Suffolk and Essex, f about 1644. And I have at this present a
flint-stone, which was one of about 160, which was voided by

the urinary passage, by a bewitched child in Evesham, yet
some of near an ounce weight, which was fully proved,
the witch executed, and the child, upon her imprisonment,
living,

To pass by many others.
Sect. 2. 2. And 1 have had convincing testimony of apparitions,
besides that famous one, the devil of Mascon, and that in the
freed.

shape of lieutenant-colonel Bowen, in Wales, mentioned elsewhere, and besides many;}; testimonies of haunted houses, (however many, or most such reports, are but deceits).
Sect. 3. From both these I gather, 1. That there are individual inhabitants of the invisible world, and that spirits have their

whatever unity is among them, and
to judge the same of separated souls.
2. That our souls are designed to future happiness or misery,
which is implied in the foresaid contracts and endeavours of
devils for our ruin.
3. That faith and holiness are the way of
life, and unbelief and sin the way to misery, which also is in
numerical

therefore

differences,

we have reason

these implied.
Sect. 4. 3.

And

1

evidence, that there

have both read, and partly seen, convincing
such an exercise of diabolical power as

is

we commonly call possession. Whether all, or most madmen
are under such a power, as some think, I determine not, but
The motions of the
that some are under it is evident.

body,
have seen, seem beyond man's natural power. The
telling of secrets and things absent, the speaking of languages
never learned, the vomiting of nails, glass, hairs, &c., and other
such effects, which the most learned, sober, impartial physicians

which

1

profess to have seen, are credible testimonies.
Sect. 5. 4. And I have felt, and heard,
others, of such sorts of temptations, as
*

Of

this see the second edition,

and known from
show themselves to be

by Dr. More, of Mr. Glanvil's book of

apparitions called jltheismus Triumphotus.
t For the truth of this read Mr. Fairciough's life.
J See what I have said of particular testimonies in
*

Unreasonableness of

Infidelity.'

my

'

Saint's Rest,'

and
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the acts of malicious spirits, enemies to mankind. The advantages that Satan taketh of a corrupted fancy, which hath once

such an image as may be his matter to work upon, is
1 have known a
worthy, learned, pious person, who from his youth to old age, upon such an advantage,
hath been so tempted, with pleasure, to torment himself, even

taken

in

very remarkable.

own

his

flesh, as

that for

many

years together, in a partial

me-

he was not able (though conscience also
tormented him for it) to forbear. Many, by an immodest look
or touch, have given Satan such a power upon their fancies, as
no reason, conscience, or resolution could of a long time overcome. Few men, I think, that observe themselves, have not
lancholy, at divers

fits

some time had experience of such inward temptations, as show
them is an invincible enemy. All which tells
2. Yea, devils that
us, I. That there are individual spirits.
seek man's misery. 3. And that by the way of sin, and consequently that a future happiness or misery must be expected by
at

that the author of

us

all.

X. But the great and sure prognostics of our immortal
happiness, is from the renewing operations of the Spirit of holiness on the soul.
1. That such a renewing work there is, all
Sect. 1.

true believers in

some measure

feel,

2.

And

that

it

is

the

earnest of heaven, is proved thus.
Sect. 2. 1. If it be a change of greatest benefit to man.
3. And if it
2. And if heaven be the very sum and end of it.

overcome all fleshly, worldly opposition. 4. And can be wrought
by none but God. 5. And was before promised by Jesus
6. And is universally wrought in
Christ to all sound believers.
them all, either only, or eminently above all others. 7. And
was promised them as a pledge and earnest of glory ; then it
can be no less than such a pledge and earnest ; but the former
are

true, &;c.

all

Sect. 3.

appeareth
life.

as

It

man,

1

.

That the change

is

of grand importance unto man,

in that it is the renovation of his

mind, and

will,

and

repaireth his depraved faculties, it causeth man to live
who is degenerated to a life too like to brutes. By

God's permitting many to live in blindness, wickedness, and
confusion, and to be tormenters of tliemselves and one another,
bv temi)tations, injuries, wars, and cruelty, we the fuller see

what
ence

it

it

is

that grace doth save men from, and wliat a difl^erThose that have lived unholy in
in the world.

maketh

their youth,

do

easily find the

ditference in themselves

when
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they are renewed. But to them that have been piously inclined
from their childhood, it is harder to discern the difference, unless
they mark the case of others. If man be worth any thing, it is for
the use that his faculties were made, and if he be not good for
the knowledge, love, and service of his Creator, what is he good
And certainly the generality of ungodly worldlings are
for ?
undisposed to all such works as this, till the Spirit of Christ
effectually

change them.

Men

are slaves to sin

till

Christ thus

make them free. (John viii. 32, 33, 36 ; Rom. vi. 18; Acts
Rom. viii. 2.) But where the Spirit of the Lord is,
xxvi, 18
;

If the divine nature and
(2 Cor. iii. 17.)
liberty.
image, and the love of God shed abroad on the heart, be not
our excellency, health, and beauty, what is ? And that which is
born of the flesh, is flesh, but that which is born of the Spirit is

there

is

Without Christ and his Spirit, we can
(John iii. 6.)
do nothing. Our dead notions and reason, when we see the
truth, have not power to overcome temptations, nor to raise up
man's soul to its original and end, nor to possess us with the love
and joyful hopes of future blessedness. It were better for us to
have no souls, than that those souls should be void of the Spirit
of God.
Sect. 4. 2. And that heaven is the sum and end of all the

spirit.

Spirit's operations, appeareth in all that are truly conscious of
in themselves, and to them and others
all God's

them

by

cepts,

which

pre-

which the
it

Spirit causeth us to obey, and the doctrine
causeth us to believe, and by the description of all

God's graces which he worketh in us. What is our knowledge
and faith, but our knowledge and belief of heaven, as consisting
in the glory and love of God there manifested, and as
purchased

by Christ, and given by his covenant ? What is our hope but
the hope of glory.
(See Heb. xi. 1, and throughout; 1 Pet. i.
3,21; Heb. vi.* 11, 18, 19, and iii. 6; Tit. ii. 13, and iii. 7;
Col.

i.

And through the Spirit, we wait for all this
What is our love but a desire of commublessed God initially here, and perfectly hereafter ?

5, 23, 27.)

(Gal. v. 5.)

hope.
nion with the

" Take
Christ's gospel was,
up the cross, forsake
follow
and
and
thou
shalt
have a reward in heaven."
me,
here,
(Luke xiv. 26, 33, and xviii. 22, 23.) And the consolation of
"
his gospel is,
Rejoice, and be exceeding glad, for great is your
reward in heaven.'* (Matt. v. 1 1, 12.) So the same is the sum
of his Spirit's operations, for what he teacheth and commandeth that he worketh.
For he worketh by that word, and the

As
all

the

sum of
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impress must be like the signet, what arm soever set it on.
He sendeth not his Spirit to make men craftier than others for
but to

this world,

make them

them more heavenly and

holy.

wiser for salvation, and to make
For the children of this world

are wiser in their generation than the children of light.
linessis the Spirit's special work.

Heaven-

Sect. 5. 3. And in working this it conquereth the inward
undisposedness and averseness of a fleshly, worldly mind and
will, and the customs of a carnal life ; and the outward temp-

and all the allurements of the world. Christ
overcame the world, and teacheth and causeth us to overcome it ; even its flatteries and its frowns our faith is our vicWhether this victory be easy, and any honour to the
tory.
Spirit of Christ, let our experience of the wickedness of the ungodly world, and of our own weakness, and of our falls when
the Spirit of God forsaketh us, be our informer.
Sect. 6. 4. And that none but God can do this work on the
soul of man, both the knowledge of causes and experience
The most learned, wise, and holy teachers cannot (as
prove.
and show) ; the wisest and most loving parents
confess
they
cannot, and therefore must pray to him that can ; the greatest
What good
princes cannot; evil angels neither can nor will.
angels can do on the heart we know not ; but we know that
And
they do nothing, but as the obedient ministers of God.
(though we have some power on ourselves, yet) that we ourthat we cannot quicken, illuminate, or
selves cannot do it
and
that we have nothing but what we have
sanctify ourselves,
tations of Satan,

first

:

:

received, conscience and experience fully tell us.
Sect. 7. 5. And that Christ promised this Spirit in a special
measure to all true believers, that it should be in them his ad-

vocate, agent, seal, and mark, is yet visible in the gospel ; yea,
and in the former prophets. (Isa. xliv. 34 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 26, and
xxxvii. 14

13

;

John

;

Joel

iii.

5,

ii.

28, 29

and

iv.

;

Ezek.

31 ; Eph. i.
39 ; John i.
26, and xvi. 7
9,

xi. 19, andxviii.

23, 24, and

vi.

63, and

vii.

—

33, and xiv. 16, 26; Acts i. 5, 8; John xv.
indeed the Spirit here, and heaven hereafter, are the
&c.)
chief of all the promises of Christ.

Sect. 8. 6. And that this Spirit is given (not to hypocrites
that abuse Christ, and do not seriously believe him, nor to mere
pretending, nominal Christians, but) to all that sincerely believe
the gospel, is evident not only to themselves in certainty, (if

they are in a condition to

know

themselves,) but to others in
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they have other ends, other affections,
rest of mankind have ; though their hea-

part by the effects :
other lives, than the

venly nature and design be the less discerned and honoured in
the world, because their chiefest difference is out of the sight of

man,

and

in the heart,

in their secret actions,

and because their

imperfections blemish them, and because the malignant world

by strangeness and enmity an incompetent judge, yet it is
discernible to others, that they live upon the hopes of a better
all the adlife, and their heavenly interest is it that over-ruleth
is

verse interests of this world, and that in order thereunto they
live under the conduct of divine authority, and that God's will
is

highest and most prevalent with them, and that to obey and
him as far as they know it is the greatest business of

please

though ignorance and adverse flesh do make their
and obedience imperfect. The universal noise and opposition of the world against them, do show that men discern
a very great difference, which error, and cross interests, and carnal inclinations, render displeasing to those who find them condemned by their heavenly designs and conversations.
Sect. 9. But whether others discern it, or deny it, or detest

their lives,

holiness

it,

the true believer

is

conscious of

in himself:

it

even when he

groaneth to be better, to believe, and trust, and love God more,
and to have more of the heavenly life and comforts, those very
desires signify another appetite and mind, than worldlings have;
his frailties and weaknesses make him doubt of

and even when

own sincerity, he would not change his governor, rule, or
He hath the withopes, for all that the world can offer him.
ness in himself, that there is in believers a sanctifying Spirit,
his

calling

up their minds to God and glory, and warring

—

victori-

11 ; Gal. v. 17i Rom.
ously against the fiesh; (1 John v. 9
15 ;) so that to will is present with
Phil. iii. 7
vii.j
them; and they love and delight in a holy conformity to their

—

rule,

and

it

never so well and pleasant with them, as when
God most and in their worst and weak-

is

thev can trust and love

;

be perfect. This Spirit, and its
different
from the temper and desires
so
greatly
renewing work,
est condition, they

would

fain

sound believers.
not of an incarnate
is
laudable
whether it be
them
that
in
much
have
;
very
Saviour,
real saving holiness, and whether Abraham were erroneous in
of worldly men,
Sect. 10. It

is

is

given by Christ to
some that

true, that

thinking that even the

had

fifty

Sodoms of

all

know

the world were likely to have

righteous persons in them,

I

am

not

now

to inquire

:
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That the world had

really a Saviour, about
four thousand years before Christ's incarnation ; even the God
of pardoning mercy, who promised and undertook what after

but

It is

sure, 1.

shall be to the end.
2. And that the Spiof this Saviour did sanctify God's elect from the beginning;
and gave them the same holy and heavenly dispositions (in

was performed, and
rit

some degree) before

Christ's incarnation, as

given since

is

;

yea,

" The
Spirit of Christ," which was before given.
Pet.
i.
1
That this Spirit was then given to more than
(I
1, 3.)
the Jews.
4. That Christ hath put that part of the world that
hear not of his incarnation into no worse a condition than he
found them in that as the Jews' covenant of peculiarity was no
repeal of the universal law of grace, made by God with fallen
mankind, in Adam and Noah; so the covenant of grace of the
second edition, made with Christ's peculiar people, is no repeal
of the foresaid law in the first edition,, to them that hear not of
it is

called

:

5. That all that wisdom and goodness, that is in
without
the
christian church, is the work of the Spirit of
any
the Redeemer ; as the light which goeth before sun-rising, and
after sun-setting, and in a cloudy day, is of the same sun which

the second.

others see, even to them that see not the sun itself.
6. That
the liker any without the church are to the sanctified believers,
the better they are, and the more unlike the worse ; so that all
these six things being undeniable, it appeareth, that it is the
same Spirit of Christ, which now giveth all men what real goodBut it is notorious that no part
ness is any where to be found.

of the world

and

is,

Sect. 11. 7.

2 Cor.
13,

in heavenliness

and

virtue,

comparable to true

serious Christians.

i.

and

And

22, and
iv.

30;

1

let it

v. 5.

;

John

be added, that Christ, (Eph. i. 14;
viii. 23 ; 2 Tim. ii. 19 ;
Eph. i.

Rom.
v. 9,

10; Heb. x. 15,) who promised

the greatest measures of the Spirit, (which he accordingly hath
given,) did expressly promise this, as a means and pledge, firstfruits, and earnest, of the heavenly glory : and, therefore, it is a

He that can and
which in its naour hopes and hearts

certain proof, that such a glory we shall have.
doth give us a spiritual change or renovation,

and tendency is heavenly, and sets
on heaven, and tunieth the endeavours of our

ture

lives to the

seek-

ing of a future blessedness, and told us, before-hand, that he
would give us this preparatory grace, as the earnest of that felicity,

may

well be trusted to perform his

word

in

our actual

glorification.

VOL. XVIH.
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Sect. 12. And now, O weak and fearful soul
why shouldest
thou draw back, as if the case were yet left doubtful ? Is not
the
Is not the way of life, through
thy foundation firm?
him that conquereth death ? Art
valley of death, made safe by
!

thou not yet delivered from the bondage of thy fears, when the
gaoler and executioner, who had the power of death, hath, by
Is not all this
Christ, been put out of his power, as to thee ?

Hast thou not the witness in thyself?
Hast thou not found the motions, the effectual operations, the
And is he
renewing changes, of this spirit in thee, long ago ?
not still the agent and witness of Christ, residing and operating
evidence true and sure?

Whence

else are thy groanings after God; thy
nearer to his glory; to know him better; to
Whence came all the pleasure thou hast had
love him more ?
Who else overin his sacred truth, and ways, and service ?

in thee

?

to be

desires

came thy

folly,

and

pride,

and vain

desires,

so far as they are

overcome ? Who made it thy choice to sit at the feet of Christ,
and hear his word, as the better part, and to despise the
honours and preferments of the world, and to account them all
Who breathed in thee all those requests
as dung and dross ?
Overvalue not corrupted nathat thou hast sent up to God ?
if thou doubt of
ture, it bringeth not forth such fruits as these
:

remember what thou wast in the hour of temptation, even
of poor and weak temptations. And how small a matter hath
drawn thee to sin, when God did but leave thee to thyself.

that,

Forget not the days of youthful vanity overlook not the case
of the miserable world, even of thy sinful neighbours, who, in
the midst of hght still live in darkness, and hear not the loudest
calls of God: look about on thousands that, in the same land,
:

and under the same teaching, and after the greatest judgments
and deliverance, run on to all excess of riot, and, as past feel
Is it no work of Christ's
ing, as greedily vicious and unclean.
-

Spirit that hath

boast

of,

made

and much

thee to differ

to be

humbled

Thou

?

hast nothing to

for; but thou hast also

much

holy desires are, alas too weak ; but
love
hath
been too cold; but it is holiness,
are
thy
holy
they
and the most holy God, that thou hast loved. Thy hopes in

to be thankful for.

Thy

!

:

God have been

too low; but

it is

and glory that thou hast
been too dull and interrupted;
that thou hast most prayed for.
have been too slothful; but it is

his love

God thou
hoped
but

Thy

it

for.
is

hast hoped in, and

Thy

prayers have

holiness

and heaven

labours and endeavours

God, and glory, and the good
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of mankind, that thou hast laboured
were too weak and slow, it hath been
it

O

was from God.

thee a

bless the

Though thy motion

for.

Godward

;

and, therefore,

Lord, that hath not only given

word that beareth the image of God, and

is

sealed

by

uncontrolled miracles, to be the matter of thy belief, but hath
also fulfilled his
promises so oft and notably to thee, in the

answer of prayers, and in great and convincing deliverances of
thyself and many others ; and hath, by wonders, oft assisted thy
faith
Bless that God of light and love, who, besides the uni!

versal attestation of his word, long ago given to all the church,
hath given thee the internal seal, the nearer in-dwelling attesta-

power, light, and love, imprinted on thy nawill, the witness in thyself, that the word of

tion, the effects of
ture,

God

mind, and

human dream, or lifeless thing ; that by regenerabeen here preparing thee for the light of glory, as by
generation he prepared thee to see this light, and converse with
men. And wilt thou yet doubt and fear against all this eviis

not a

tion hath

dence, experience, and foretaste ?
Sect. 13. I think it not needless labour to confirm

my

own immortal

in the full persuasion of the truth of its
and of a future life of joy or misery to

mankind, and

soul

nature,
of the

certain truth of the christian faith; the being of God, and his
perfection, hath so great evidence, that I find no great temptation to doubt of it, any more than whether there be an earth,

or a sun

;

and the

than mad.
revelation

;

atheist

seemeth to

The

christian verity is
but by such revelation

me

to be in that

known
it is

no better

only by supernatural

so attested externally to

the world, and internally to holy souls, as maketh faith the
ruling, victorious, consolatory principle, by which
and not by sight ; but the soul's immortality and

we must

live,

reward hereof natural revelation, but in-

of a middle nature, viz.,
comparably less clear than the being of a
after

is

God ; and therefore,
by the addition of evangelical (supernatural) revelation, is made
And J find among the into us much more clear and sure.
fidels of this age, that most who deny the christian verity, do
much deny

or question the retribution of a future
Christhey that are fully satisfied of this, do find
facilitateth
the
as
to
so
it,
greatly
excellently congruous
tianity
work of faith. Therefore, I think, that there is scarce any

almost as
life.

And

more needful to be thoroughly digested into a full assurthan
this of the soul's immortality, and hope of future
ance,
verity

happiness.

u2
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And when

I consider the great unlikeness of men's
Sect. 14.
hearts and lives to such a beHef, as we all profess, I cannot but
for
fear, that not only the ungodly, but most that truly hope

weaker belief (in habit and act) of the soul's
and
the truth of the gospel, than they seem to take
immortality,

far
glory, have a

notice of in themselves.

Can

I

be certain, or

fully

persuaded,

and act) of the future rewards and punishments of
(in habit
souls, and that we shall be all shortly judged, as we have lived
here,

and yet not despise

all

the vanities of this world, and set

my heart, with resolution and diligence, to the preparation
which must be made by a holy, heavenly, fruitful life, as one
whose soul is taken up with the hopes and fears of things of
such unspeakable importance. Who could stand dallying, as
most men do, at the door of eternity, that did verily believe his
immortal soul must be shortly there? Though such an one had
certainty of his own particular title to salvation, the ceror misery is at
tainty of such a grand concernment (that joy

no

hand) would surely awaken him to try, cry, or search ; to beg,
to strive, to watch, to spare no care, or cost, or labour, to make
all sure in a matter of such weight; it could not be but he

would do it with speed, and do it with a full resolved soul, and
do it with earnest zeal and diligence. What man, that once
saw the things which we hear of, even heaven and hell, would
not afterwards, (at least in deep regard and seriousness,) exceed the most resolved believer that you know. One would
I confess a wicked
think, in reason, it should be so thought
:

heart

is

very senseless.

Sect. 15.

I

do confess, that there is much weakness of the
where yet there is sincerity ; but surely

belief of things unseen,

there will be

And where

some proportion between^our

there

belief

and

its effects.

regard, or fear, or hopes, or sorrow, or
for the world to come, I must think
joy, or resolved diligence,
that there is (in act at least) but little belief of it, and that such

persons

whether

little
it

is little

know

be

true.

themselves, how much they secretly doubt,
I know that most
complain, almost alt©-

the uncertainty of their title to salvation, and little
gether, of
of their uncertainty of a heaven and hell ; but were they more
certain of this, and truly persuaded of it at the heart, it would

do more to bring them to that serious, resolved faithfulness in
would help them more easily to be sure of their
religion, which
than
long examinations, and many, marks talked of,
sincerity,
without

this, will

do.
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And

I

confess, that the great
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wisdom of God hath

not thought meet, that in the body we should have as clear, and
sensible, and lively apprehensions of heaven and hell, as sight

would cause. For that would be to haye too much of heaven
or hell on earth ; for the gust would follow the perception, and
so full a sense would be some sort of a possession, which we are
not fit for in this world. And, therefore, it must be a darker
revelation than sight would be^ that it may be a lower perception, lest this world and the next should be confounded; and
faith and reason should be put out of office, and not duly tried,

and

exercised,

fitted

for

reward; but yet faith

is

faith,

and

knowledge ; and he that verily believeth such great,
transcendent things, though he see them not, will have some
proportionable affections and endeavours.
Sect. 17. I confess also, that man's soul, in flesh, is not fit to
bear so deep a sense of heaven and hell as sight would cause ;
because it here operateth on and with the body, and according
to its capacity, which cannot bear so deep a sense without disis

knowledge

by screwing up the organs too high, till they break,
and so overdoing, would undo all; but yet there is an overruling
seriousness, which a certain belief of future things must needs
bring the soul to, that truly hath it: and he that is careful and
serious for this world, and looketh after a better, but with a
traction,

and, in the second place, must
to
leave
that
he
believeth but as he liveth, and
think,
give
that his doubting, or unbelief, of the reality of a heaven and
slight, unwilling, half-regard,

me

hell, is greater

than his

belief.

what should my soul more pray, than
and stronger faith ? I believe. Lord, help my unI have
belief
many a thousand times groaned to thee under
the burden of this remnant of darkness and unbelief; I have
many a thousand times thought of the evidences of the christian verity, and of the great necessity of a lively, powerful,
Sect. 18. O, then, for

for a clearer,
!

active faith: I have begged it; I have cried to thee night and
I have written and
spoken that
day. Lord increase my faith
to others which might be most useful to myself, to raise the
apprehensions of faith yet higher, and make them liker those
!

of sense

;

dungeon
little

ago
that

!

but yet, yet Lord,
is

this

flesh

!

how dark

How

little

is

this

clearer

world
is

my

!

What
sight,

a

and

quicker are my perceptions, of unseen things, than long
I at the
highest that man on earth can reach, and

Am

when

1

am

so dark and low

?

Is

there no growth of these
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apprehensions more to be expected
increase in vigorous perception,
crease, or vigour, of sensation

?
Doth the soul cease its
when the body ceaseth its in?
Must I sit down in so low a

measure, while 1 am drawing nearer to the things believed;
and am almost there, where belief must pass into sight and

Or must I take up with the passive silence and inacwhich some friars persuade us is nearer to perfection 5
and, under pretence of annihilation and receptivity, let niy
sluggish heart alone, and say, that in this neglect I Wait for thy
O let not a soul, that is driven from this world,
operations?
and weary of vanity, and can think of little else but immortality,
that seeks and cries both night and day for the heavenly light,
and fain would have some foretaste of glory, and some more of
love

?

tivity?

the

first-fruits

of the promised joys, let not such a soul either
Punish not my former grieving

long, or cry, or strive in vain

!

of thy Spirit, by deserting a soul that crieth for thy grace, so
near its great and inconceivable change. Let me not languish
in vain desires, at the door of hope; nor pass with doubtful

thoughts and fears, from this vale of misery. Which should be
the season of triumphant faith, and hope, and joy, if not when
O thou that hast left us so
I am entering on the world of joy ?
consolatory words of promise, that our joy may be full ;
send, the promised Comforter, without whose apsend, oh
proaches and heavenly beams, when all is said, and a thousand

many

!

thoughts and strivings have been assayed,
and winter with the soul.
Sect. 19.

But have

I

it

will still

be night

not expected more particular and more
and the state of blessed souls,

sensitive conceptions of heaven,

should have done, and remained less satisfied, because
expected such distinct perceptions to my satisfaction, which

than
1

I

God doth not ordinarily give to souls in flesh ? I fear it hath
been too much so ; a distrust of God, and a distrustful desire to
know much (good and evil) for ourselves, as necessary to our
quiet and satisfaction, was that sin which hath deeply corrupted
man's nature, and is more of our common pravity, than is
commonly observed ; I find that this distrust of God, and my
Redeemer, hath had too great a hand in my desires of a disI know that I should
tincter and more sensible knowledge.
and absolutely, and quietly, trust my soul into my
Redeemer's hands; (of which I must speak more anon;) and it

implicitly,

is

not only for the body, but also for the soul, that a distrustful
is our great sin and
But yet we must desire that
misery.

care
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our knowledge and belief may be as distinct and particular as
God's revelations are; and we can love no further than we know;
and the more we know of God and glory, the more we shall love,

and

desire,

trust him.

It is

a known, and not merely an un-

known God and
and

if I

may

happiness, that the soul doth joyfully desire ;
not be ambitious of too sensible and distinct per-

ceptions here, of the things unseen ; yet must I desire and beg
the most fervent and sensible love to them that I am capable

am

willing (in part) to take up with that unavoidable
ignorance, and that low degree of such knowledge, which God
confineth us to in the flesh, so be it he will give me but such
I

of.

consolatory foretastes in love and joy, which such a general,
imperfect knowledge may consist with, that my soul may not
pass with distrust and terror, but with suitable, triumphant hopes
to the everlasting pleasures.

Father of lights who givest wisdom to them that ask it of
leave me not to
thee, shut not up this sinful soul in darkness
at
of
the
in
the
door
unsatisfied
celestial light
doubts,
grope
!

1

!

knowledge must be general,

be clear and power**
my
ful ; and deny me not now the lively exercise of faith, hope, and
love, which are the stirrings of the new creature, and the dawn-

or, if

ings of the everlasting light,
inheritance.

let it

and the earnest of the promised

Sect. 20. But we are oft ready to say, with Cicero, when he
had been reading such as Plato, that, while the book is in our
hands, we seem confident of our immortality, and when we lay it
by, our doubts return ; so our arguments seem clear and cogent,
and yet when we think not of them with the best advantage,
we are oft surprised with fear, lest we should be mistaken, and
our hopes be vain ; and hereupon (and from the common fear

of death, that even good men too often manifest) the infidels
gather, that we do but force ourselves into such a hope as we
desire to be true, against the tendency of
we were not made for a better world.

man's nature, and

that

But this fallacy ariseth from men's not distinguish2.
Sensitive
fears from rational uncertainty, or doubts.
ing,
And the mind that is in the darkness of unbelief, from that
Sect. 21.
1

.

which hath the

light of faith.
find in myself too much of fear, when I look into eternity,
But 1 find
desires and joy.
interrupting and weakening
1

my

that

it is

very

much an

irrational, sensitive fear,

which the dark-

ness of man's mind, the greatness of the change, the dreadful
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majesty of God, and man's natural averseness to die, do, in
some degree, necessitate, even when reason is fully satisfied that
such fears are consistent with certain safety.

If I

were bound

with the strongest chains, or stood on the surest battlements,
on the top of a castle or steeple, I could not possibly look down
without fear, and such as would go near to overcome me; and
should be rationally sure that I am there fast and safe, and
So is it with our prospect into the life to come :
fall.

1

yet

cannot
fear

oft a necessitated passion : when a man is certain of his
it will
violently rob him of the comfort of that

is

safe foundation,

certainty

:

yea,

it

is

corrupt our reason

a passion that irrationally doth much to
and would make us doubt because we

itself,

though we know not why

fear,

:

and a

fearful

man

doth hardly

own apprehensions of his

safety, but, among other fears,
deceived : like timorous, melan-

trust his

ready to fear lest he be
about their bodies, who are ready still to think
persons
choly
that every little distemper is a mortal symptom, and that worse
is still

is still

nearer

them than they

and they hardly believe any

feel,

words of hope.
Sect. 22.

and having
faculties,

And Satan, knowing the power of these passions,
easier access to the sensitive than to the intellective

doth labour to get in

souls into doubt

poor
doth

it

at this

and unbelief

:

backdoor, and to frighten
in timorous natures he

and

with too great success, as to the consolatory acts of

Though yet God's mercy is wonderfully seen in preserving many honest, tender souls from the damning part of unbe-

faith.

lief,

sin

:

and, by their fears, preserveth them from being bold with
when many bold and impudent sinners turn infidels, or

by forfeiting the helps of grace.
And, indeed, irrational fears have so much power
to raise doubts, that they are seldom separated ; insomuch that

atheists,

Sect. 23.

know, or observe, the difference between doubts and
and many say they not only fear but doubt, when they
can scarce tell why, as if it were no intellectual act which they
scarce

many
fears

:

meant, but an irrational passion.
Sect. 24.

my soul see undeniable evidence of imbe
able,
mortality
by irrefragable argument, to prove
the future blessedness expected ; and if it be convinced that
;

If,

therefore,

and

if it

God's promises are true, and sufficiently sealed and attested by
him, to warrant the most confident belief; and if I trust my soul
and all my hopes upon this word, and evidences of truth, it is
not, then, our averseness to die, nor the sensible fears of a soul
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that looketh into eternity, that invalidate any of the reasons of
my hope, nor prove the unsoundness of my faith.
Sect. 25. But yet these fears do prove its weakness; and
were they prevalent against the choice, obedience, resolutions,
and endeavours of faith, they would be prevalent against the
truth of faith, or prove its nullity; for faith is trust; and trust
is

O

a securing, quieting thing. ^'
are ye fearful,
ye of little
was a just reproof of Christ to his disciples, when sen-

Why

faith ?"

sible dangers raised up their fears.
For the established will
hath a political or imperfect, though not a despotical and absolute,

power over our passions. And therefore our

fears

do show

our unbelief, and stronger faith is the best means of conquering
even irrational fears; *' Why art thou cast down, O my soul,

and why
(Psalm

art

thou so disquieted in me ? trust in God,"' &c.
a needful way of chiding a timorous heart.

xlii.,) is

And though many

say that faith hath not evidence,
an assent of the mind, merely commanded
by the empire of the will, without a knowledge of the verity of
Sect. 26.

and think that

it is

the testimony ; yet, certainly, the same assent is ordinarily in
the Scriptures called, indifferently, knowing and believing and,
as a bare command, will not cause love, unless we perceive an
amiableness in the object, so a bare command of the law, or of
:

the will, cannot alone cause belief, unless we perceive a truth
for it is a contradiction ; or an act

in the testimony believed

without

its

And

object.

some way evident

:

:

truth

is

for evidence

perceived only so far as it is
nothing but the objective

is

or that which is metaphorically called
;
So that we must say that faith hath not sensible evi-

perceptibility of truth
light.

dence of the invisible things believed ; but faith is nothing else
but the willing perception of the evidence of truth in the word
of the assertor, and a trust therein.
have, and must have,

We

evidence that Scripture

is

God's word, and that his word is true,
of the word or will, we can believe it.

before, by any command
Sect. 27. I do, therefore, neither despise evidence as unnecessary, nor trust to it alone as the sufficient total cause of my belief

in

:

for if God's grace

power upon

my will,

do not open mine eyes, and come down
and insinuate into it a sweet acquaint -

ance with the things unseen, and a taste of their goodness to
delight my soul, no reasons will serve to stablish and comfort

me, how undeniable soever reason is fain first to make use of
and
; and to know terms, propositions,
:

notions, words, or signs
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arguments, which are but means to the knowledge of things,

is

employment, and that, alas which multitudes of learned
men do take up with but it is the illumination of God that
must give us an effectual acquaintance with the things spiritual
and invisible, which these notions signify, and to which our organical knowledge is but a means.
Sect. 28. To sum up all, that our hopes of heaven have a
its first

!

:

certain
III.

I.

ground appeareth,

From

From other works of gracious
From the ilature of man:

nature:

II.

From grace:

providence.

1. Made capable of it.
2.
seek
it
before
3.
Nalaw
of
to
all.
the
even
nature,
by
Obliged,
1. Habitual: 2. Active: And, 3.
turally desiring perfection,
1.

Objective.
2.

And from

none of

his

the nature of God.

As holy and

2.

nicative.

works

righteous.

1.

As good and commuAs wisej making

3.

in vain.

From grace, 1. Purchasing it. 2. Declaring it
from
a
heaven, both by word, and by Christ's own
by messenger
4. Sealing that
3. Promising it.
resurrection.
(and others')
5. And by the work of sanctificamiracles there.
Sect. 29. II.

promise by

tion, to the

end of the world.

By subordinate providence. 1. God's actual
world
the
by the hopes and fears of another life. 2.
governing
The many helps which he giveth us for a heavenly life, and for
3. Specially the ministra*
attaining it (which are not vain).
Sect. 30. III.

tion of angels, and their love to us, and communion with us.
1. By the
^. And, by accident, devils themselves convince us.

nature of their temptations.
4.
3. By witches.
houses.

2. By apparitions, and haunting
By possessions which though it
;

be but a satanical operation on the body, yet is so extraordinary an operation, that it differeth from the more usual, as (if
I may so compare them) God's Spirit's operations on the saints,
that are called his dwelling in them, or possessing them, are
different from his lower operations on others.

Having proved that faith and hope have a cerhappiness to expect, the text directeth me next to
"
consider why it is described by
being with Christ ;" viz. I.
What is included in our " being with Christ." II. That we
Sect.

1

.

II.

tain, future

shall be with

Union.

him.

To

III.

Why

we

shall be with

be with Christ, includeth,
3, Communion, or participation of

Sect. 2.

1.

him.
Presence.

felicity

2.

with him.
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Sect. 3.

1.

Quest.

Is

human body,

soul, or his

united to, or all
Sect. 4. 1.

that

Answ.

?

We

we

It is all,
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or his

Christ's

it

human

godhead,
be present with, and
but variously.
shall

be present with the divine nature of
And are not all
Quest. But are we not always so ?

Christ.

creatures so

?

Answ. Yes,

place and beings

and by

shall

as

his

essence comprehendeth

all

operative, and manifested in
Christ directeth our hearts and tongues to

but not as

;

his glory.

it is

pray "Our Father, which art in
all place is in and with God
;

heaven :" and yet he knew that
because it is in heaven that he

gloriously operateth and shineth forth to holy souls :
as man's soul is eminently said to be in the head, because

even
it

un-

derstandeth and reasoneth in the head, and not in the foot, or
hand, though it be also there. And as we look a man in the
face when we talk to him, so we look up to heaven when we

God who is, and operateth as, the root of nature^
works of creation, (for in him, we live, and move, and

pray to God.
in all the

are,) and by the way of grace in all the gracious, doth operate,
and is, by the works and splendour of his glory, eminently in
heaven by which glory, therefore, we must mean some created
for his essence hath no inequality.
glory
:

:

Sect. 5. 2.
Christ, both

We

shall

be present with the
but here our

and body

human

nature of

present narrow
not
resolve
must
too
to
the difficulthoughts
boldly presume
ties which, to a distinct understanding of this, should be over-

come

:

for

soul

:

we must not here expect any more than a dark and
them as, 1. What is the formal differ-

general knowledge of

:

ence between Christ's glorified body, and his flesh on earth ?
2. Where Christ's glorified body is, and how far it extendeth.
3.

Wherein the

called a spiritual

soul

and the

body

:

glorified

body differ, seeing it is
beyond our present

these things are

reach.
Sect. 6.

1

.

For what conceptions can we have of a

spiritual

pure, incorruptible, invisible to mortal
most
the
and
to
fitted
perfect state of the soul ? How near
eyes,
the nature of it is to a spirit, (and so to the soul,) and how far

body, save that

they agree, or
activity, little

Sect. 7.

body

is

2.

it

is

differ, in

substance, extensiveness, divisibility, or

do we know.
Nor do we know where and how

present by extent.

The sun

is

far Christ's

commonly taken

for a

motive, illuminative, and calefactive beams, are,
the
most
probable philosophy, taken to be a real emanant
by

body, and

its
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part of Its substance, and so that
as those beams ; that is, it at once

tell.

And

is

essentially as extensive

our air, and touchand how much further it extendeth
what difference there is between Christ's

eth the surface of the earth

we cannot

it

filleth all

;

body and the sun, in purity, splendour, extent, or exof
and so of the
nature, little do poor mortals know
cellency

glorified

:

rest.

Sect. 8. Let no man, therefore, cavil, and say, ' How can a
whole world of glorified bodies be all present with the one body
of Christ, when each must possess its proper room?' for, as the
body of the solar beams, and the extensive air, are so compresent, as that none can discern the difference of the places which
they possess, and a world of bodies are present with them both,
so may all our bodies be with Christ's body, and that without

any

real confusion.

2. Besides presence with Christ, there will be such an
union as we cannot now distinctly know. A political, relative
union is past doubt, such as subjects have in one kingdom with
their king ; but little know we how much more.
see that

Sect. 9.

We

a wonderful, corporeal continuity, or contract, among the
material works of God; and the more spiritual, pure, and noble,

there

is

the more inclination each nature hath to union.

Every plant on

earth hath an union with the whole earth in which

it

liveth;

they

are the real parts of it.
And what natural conjunction our
bodies shall have to Christ's, and what influence from it, is past
our knowledge. Though his similitudes in John xv. and vi., and

Eph.

v.,

and Cor.

xii.,

seem

to extend far, yet being but simili-

tudes, we cannot fully know how far.
Sect. 10. The same, variatis variandis,

union with Christ's

human

we may

say of our

Seeing souls are more inclinable to union than bodies, when we see all vegetables to be
united parts of one earth, and yet to have each one its proper
individuating form and matter, we cannot, though animals seem
to walk

more

soul.

disjunct, imagine that there

is

no kind of union

or conjunction of invisible souls; though they retain their several substances and forms
nor yet that our bodies shall have a
nearer upion with Christ's body than our souls with his soul.
:

But the nature, manner, and measure of
Sect. 11. Far

it,

we know

not.

from us to think that Christ's glorified,
is
such
in forms, parts, and
spiritual body,
dimensions, as his
That it hath hands, feet, brains, heart, stoearthly body was.
mach, liver, intestines, as on earth or, that it is such a combe

it

:
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pound of earth, water, and air, as here it was, and of such confined extent for then, as his disciples and a few Jews only were
present with him, and all the world besides were absent, and
:

had none of his company, so it would be in heaven. But it is
such as not only Paul, but all true believers in the world, from
the creation to the end, shall be with Christ, and see his glory :
and though inequality of fitness, or degrees of holiness, will
make an inequality of glory, no man can prove an inequality,

by local distance, from Christ ; or, if such there be, for it is beyond our reach, yet none in heaven are at such a distance from

him

as not to enjoy the felicity of his presence.

Sect. 12.

Therefore,

transubstantiation,

when we

dispute against

and the ubiquity of

them that hold
body, we do

Christ's

assuredly conclude that sense is judge, whether there be real
bread and wine present, or not; but it is no judge, whether
Christ's spiritual body be present or not, no more than whether
an angel be present. And we conclude that Christ's body is not
infinite, or

immense, as

sions, limits, or extent,
to determine, when we

his godhead; but what are its dimenand where it is absent, far be it from us
is

cannot

tell

how

far the sun extendeth

secondary substance, or emanant beams; nor well what
locality is as to Christ's soul, or any spirit, if to a spiritual body.
Sect. 13. Their fear is vain and carnal, who are afraid lest
its

one another, will be too near ; even
thereby they lose their individuation, as rivers that fall into the
sea, or extinguished candles, whose fire is after but a sunbeam,

their union with Christ, or
lest

or part of the

common

element of

fire in

the

air,

or as the vege-

from the leaves into the
branches and trunk of the tree. 1 have proved before, that our
individuation, or numerical existence, ceaseth not ; and that no
union is to be feared, were it never so sure, which destroyeth
not the being, or formal powers, or action of the soul ; and that
it is the great radical disease of selfishness, and want of holy
love to God and our Saviour, and one another, which causeth
these unreasonable fears, even that selfishness which now maketh
men .so partially desirous of their own wills and pleasure in
comparison of God's, and their own felicity in comparison of
others, and which maketh them so easily bear God's injuries,
and the sufferings of a thousand others, in comparison of their

tative spirits which, in

own.

autumn,

But he that put a great

into the soul, while

it is its

retire

desire of the body's preservation
form, will abate that desire when the
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time of separation
till

the resurrection

is
;
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come, because there is then no use for
it would be a torment to the soul.

it

else

3. And as we shall have union, so also commudivine and human nature of Christ respectively;
the
with
nion,
both as they will be the objects of our soul's most noble and
constant acts, and as they will be the fountain or communicative

Sect. 14.

cause of our receptions.
Sect. 15.

1.

We

find

now

that our various faculties have

The objects of sense
various objects, suitable to their natures.
are things sensible, and the objects of imagination things imaand the objects of intellection things intelligible, and
The eye, which is a
the objects of the will things amiable.
nobler sense than some others, hath light for its object, which,
and so of the rest. Therefore we have
to other senses, is none
ginable,

:

cause to suppose, that as far as our glorified souls and our spiChrist's glorified soul
ritual, glorified bodies will differ, so far
several
be
their
and
objects; and bewill, respectively,

body

holding the glory of both will be part of our glory.
Sect. 16. Yet is it not hence to be gathered, that the separated soul, before the resurrection, shall not have Christ's glori-

body for its objects; for the objects of the body are also
the objects of the soul, or, to speak more properly, the objects
of sense are also the objects of intellection and will, though all
the objects of the intellect and will are not objects of sense.
fied

separated soul can know Christ's glorified body, though
But how much our spiour present bodies cannot see a soul.
ritual bodies will excel in capacity and activity these passive

The

bodies, that have so much earth and water, we cannot tell.
Sect. 17. And'though now our souls are as a candle in a lantern,

and must have extrinsic objects admitted by the senses be-

fore they can be understood, yet it followeth not that therefore a
separated soul cannot know such objects: 1. Because it now

knoweth them

of raabstractively, per species, because its act

compound as to the cause (soul and body). But it
will then know such things intuitively, as now it can do itself,
when then the lantern is cast by. 2. And whatever many of
tiocination

is

have given themselves the title of ingenious, have
we have little reason to think that the senis not an essential, inseparable power of the same
faculty

late, that

said to the contrary,
sitive

is intellectual, and that sensation ceaseth to separated
however the modes of it may cease with their several uses

soul that
«ouls,
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and organs.
feelingly,

souls

:

we

and

Christ's
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intellectually, or to understand, and will
have cause to think, will be the action of separate
feel

if so,

why may

body and

3. Besides that,

they not have

communion with

soul, as their objects in their separated state?

we

are uncertain whether the separated soul
all.
Things unknown to us must not

have no vehicle or body at
be supposed true or false.

Some

think that the sensitive soul

material, and, as a body to the intellectual, never separated.
I am not of their
opinion that make them two substances 3 but

is

1

cannot say

is

I

am certain

that they err.

Some think that

material, of a purer substance than things visible,

the soul

and that

common notion of its substantiality meaneth nothing else
but a pure, (as they call it,) spiritual materiality. Thus thought
not only Tertullian, but almost all the old Greek doctors of the
the

it, and most of the Latin, or very many,
showed, and as Faustus reciteth them in the

church that write of
as I have elsewhere
treatise

answered by Mammertus.

Some

think that the soul,

as vegetative, is an igneous
body, such as we call ether, or solar
fire, or rather of a higher, purer kind ; and that sensation and
intellection are those formal faculties which specifically differ-

ence

it

from

inferior

mere

or ether.

fire,

There were few of the

old doctors that thought it not some of these ways material ;
and, consequently, extensive and divisible per potentiam divi-

nam, though not naturally, or of its own inclination, because
most strongly inclined to unity and if any of all these uncertain
opinions should prove true, the objections in hand will find no
:

place.

To

say nothing of their conceit, who say, that as the
from the falling leaves in autumn, continueth

spirit that retireth

to animate the tree, so

that to which

it is

man's soul may do when departed, with

united, to animate some more noble, universal
these are the too bold cogitations of men that

But as all
had better let unknown things alone, so yet they may be mentioned to refel that more perilous boldness which denieth the
soul's action, which is certain, upon, at best, uncertain reasons.
body.

Sect. 18.

I

may

boldly conclude, notwithstanding such objec-

and human nature, soul and body,
be the felicitating objects of intuition and holy love to the
.separated soul before the resurrection 5 and that to be with
Christ is to have such communion with him, and not only to be
tions, that Christ's divine

shall

present where he
Sect. 19. 2.
in

is.

And

the chief part of this

which we are receptive

;

communion will be

that

even Christ's communications to
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And

the soul.
root, or

first

as the infinite, incomprehensible Deity

is

the

cause, of all communication, natural, gracious, and

and hapglorious, to being, motion, life, rule, reason, holiness,
whole creation is more dependent on God, than
piness; and the
the fruit on the tree, or the plants on the earth, or the members
on the body ; (though yet they are not parts of the Deity, nor
so God useth
deified, because the communication is creative ;)
second causes in his communication to inferior natures. And

more than probable, that the human soul of Christ, prichief second cause of
marily, and his body, secondarily, are the
influence and communication both of grace and glory, both to
man in the body, and to the separated soul. And as the sun is
it

is

an efficient, communicative, second cause of seeing to the
is to
eye, and then is also the object of our sight, so Christ
the soul.*
For as God, so the Lamb is the light and glory of
the heavenly Jerusalem, and in his light we shall have light.
first

Though he give up the kingdom to the Father, so far as that
God shall be all in all, and his creature be fully restored to his
and there

favour,

shall

be need of a healing government no

for the recovering of lapsed souls

more,

to

God; yet

sure he

be our Mediator, and to be the church's head,
and to be the conveying cause of everlasting life, and light, and
As now we live because he liveth,
love, to all his members.
will not cease to

even as the branches in the vine, and the Spirit that quickeneth,
enlighteneth, and sanctifieth us, is first the Spirit of Christ
ours, and is communicated from God, by him, to us;
be in the state of glory, for we shall have our union and
communion with him perfected, and not destroyed, or dimi-

before

it is

so will

it

nished.

And

unless

I

could be so proud as to think that I am,
all the creatures of God, and

or shall be, the most excellent of
therefore nearest him, and above

all

others,

how

could

I

think

am

under the influence of no second cause, but have
either grace or glory from God alone ?
Sect. 20. So far am I from such arrogancy, as to think I
that

shall

I

be so near to God, as to be above the need and use of

Christ and his communications, as that I dare not say that
shall be above the need and help of other subordinate causes

I
;

* This one truth will
give great light into the controversies about God's
gracious operations on the soul ; for when he useth second causes, we see he
operateth according to their limited aptitude ; and Christ's human nature,
and all other second causes, are limited, and operate variously and resistibly,
according to the recipient's capacity.
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their help, and as
superiors, and, as a poor

angels, and need

I

am

under the government of my
weak
member, am little worth in comparison of the whole body, the
church of Christ, and receive continual help from the whole,

how

be thus in glory, I know not; but that God
use second causes for our joy, I doubt not, and also
that there will not be an
equality ; and that it will be consistent
so,

far it will

will still

with God's all-sufficiency to us, and our felicity in him, that we
shall for ever have use for one another, and that to sit down
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of God, and
to be in Abraham's bosom, and sit at Christ's right and left
hand, in his kingdom, and to be ruler over ten cities, and to
join with the heavenly host, or choir, in the joyful love and

praise of
false

God, and of the Lamb, and many such

nor useless notes and notions of our

Sect. 2 1 .

And,

certainly, if I

that are with Christ

be with Christ,

even with

like, are

not

celestial glory.
I shall

be with

the heavenly society.
these
must have so much
bodies
of
matter
Though
gross, passive
room, that the earth is little enough for all its inhabitants; and
all

;

all

those at the antipodes are almost as strange to us as if they were
in another world ; and those of another kingdom, another province, or county, and oft another parish, yea, another house, are
strangers to us ; so narrow is our capacity of communion here.
Yet we have great cause to think, by many Scripture expressions, that our heavenly union and communion will be nearer,
and more extensive ; and that all the glorified shall know each
other, or, at least, be far less distant, and less strange, than now
we are. As I said before, when I see how far the sunbeams do extend, how they penetrate our closest glass, and puzzle them that

say that all bodies are impenetrable ; when I see how little they
hinder the placing or presence of other creatures, and how intimately they mix themselves with all, and seem to possess the
air, when yet the air seemeth itself to fill it ,
dare not think that glorified spirits, (no, nor spiritual bodies,) will be such strangers to one another, as we are hereon earth.
Sect. 22. And I must needs say, that it is a pleasant thought

whole region of the
&c.,

I

me, and greatly helpeth my willingness to die, to think that I
go to all the holy ones, both Christ and angels, and departed, blessed souls. For, 1. God hath convinced me that they
to

shall

are better than

myself.

2.

I

And

(each singly), and therefore more amiable than
that many are better than one, and the whole

than a poor, sinful part, and the
VOJ..

XVIU.

X

New

Jerusalem

is

the glory of
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And

4.

given me a love to all his holy ones,
a love to the work of love and praise, which

God hath

the creation. 3.
as such.

they continually and perfectly perform to God.
to the celestial Jerusalem, as

shining in them.

6.

And my

5.

And

a love

complete, and to his glory
old acquaintance, with many a

it

is

make my thoughts of heaven
O, how many of them could I name I
7. And it is no small encouragement to one that is to enter
upon an unseen world, to think that he goeth not an untrodden
path, nor enters into a solitary or singular state ; but followeth
to Christ, doth

holy person gone
the more familiar to me.

from the creation to

all

endless

think that

this day, that

have passed by death to

And is it not an emboldening consideration,
am to go no other way, nor to no other place

life.

I

to

or

state, than all the believers and saints have gone to before me,
from the beginning to this time ?
Of this more anon.

TO DEPART.
Sect. 1.

must be loosed, or depart, before I can thus be
And I must here consider, I. From what I must
And how, or in what manner and I must not re-

But

with Christ.
depart.
fuse to

JI.

I

:

know

the worst.

I. And, 1
I know that I must depart from this body
and the life which consisteth in the animating of it. These
eyes must here see no more; this hand must move no more; these
As
feet must walk no more ; this tongue must speak no more.
much as I have loved and over-loved this body, I must leave it to
the grave. There must it lie and rot in darkness, as a neglected
and a loathed thing.
Sect. 3. This is the fruit of sin, and nature would not have it

Sect. 2.

.

itself,

so
it

of

:

mean

I

be so

my

?

soul,

the nature of this
1

.

It is

my

compound man

;

shell, or tabernacle,

but what, though
and the clothing

2. It is but an elementary compoitself.
and earth going to earth, and water to water,
and fire to fire, into that union which the ele-

and not

sition dissolved

and

but

air to air,

;

mentary nature doth incline to.
3. It is but an instrument laid by when all its work is done,
and a servant dismissed when his service is at an end. And
what should I do with a horse, when I shall need to ride or travel
no more, or with a pen, when I must write no more ? It is but
the laying by the passive receiver of my soul's operations, when
the soul hath no more to do upon it ; as I cast by my lute, or
other instrument,
take up my time.

when

I

have better employment than music to
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fall, and plants in
most,
when
the
have
their
done
winter,
work, and are
retiring spirits
undisposed to dwell in so cold and unmeet a habitation, as the
season maketh their former matter then to be. And its retire-

4. Or, at

ment

but as flowers die in the

it is

not

its annihilation, but its
taking up a fitter place.
but a separation from a troublesome companion, and
putting off a shoe that pinched me^ many a sad and painful
hour I have had in this frail and faltering flesh ; many a weary
is

5. It is

night and day
groans, hath

:

what

this

cares,

body

cost

what

me

fears,
I

what

Alas

1

griefs,

and what

how many

hours of

my precious time have been spent to maintain it, please it,
or repair it
How considerable a part of all my life hath been
!

and how much in eating,
;
and
how
much in labouring, or
drinking, dressing, physic ;
and
these
necessaries
to
other
using means,
Many a
procure
hundred times I have thought, that it costeth me so dear to live,
yea, to live a painful, weary life, that were it not for the work and
higher ends of life, I had little reason to be much in love with it,
or to be loth to leave it.
And had not God put into our nature
itself a
necessary, unavoidable, sensitive love of the body, and of
life, as he puts into the mother, and into every brute, a love of
their young ones, how unclean, and impotent, and troublesome
soever, for the propagation and continuance of man on earth ?
Had God but left it to mere reason, without this necessary preengagement of our natures, it would have been a matter of more
doubt and difficulty than it is, whether this life should be loved
and desired ; and no small number would daily wish that they
had never been born a wish that I have had much ado to forbear, even when I have known that it is sinful, and when the
work and pleasure of my life have been such to overcome the
spent in necessary sleep and rest

!

:

evils

of

it

as few have had.

Yea, to depart from such a body, is but to be removed from
a foul, uncleanly, and sordid habitation.
I know that the body
of man and brutes is the curious, wonderful work of God, and
6.

not to be despised, nor injuriously dishonoured, but admired, and
well used ; but yet it is a wonder to our reason, that so noble a

" our
should be so meanly housed ; and we may call it
It is made up
vile body," as the apostle doth. (Phil. iii. 21.)
of the airy, watery, and earthly parts of our daily food, subacted
spirit

and actuated by the

as the
fiery part,

instrument of the soul.

The

greater part of the same food which, with great cost, and pomp,
and pleasure, is first upon our tables, and then in our mouths, to-
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day, is to-morrow a foetid, loathsome excrement, and cast out into
the draught, that the sight and smell of that annoy us not, which

yesterday was the sumptuous fruit of our abundance, and the
glory of that which is called great housekeeping, and the pleasure of our eyes and taste.
And is not the rest that turneth
into blood and flesh, of the same general kind with that which
is

turned into loathsome

ter for the soul

filth

The

?

difference

is,

that

it is fit-

on and

to operate
fiery spirits, yet longer
as stinking
flesh
are
our
blood
and
corruption ;

by the

and
keep from
loathsome a substance as our filthiest excrements, save that they
are longer kept from putrefaction.
Why then should it more
grieve me, that one part of my food, which turneth into flesh,
should rot and stink in the grave, than that all the rest should
daily stink in the draught

?

Yea, while

it is

within me, were

it

my sight, what a loathsome mass would my
intestines appear
If I saw what is in the guts, the mesentery,
the ventricles of the brain, what filth, what bilious or mucous
matter, and, perhaps, crawling worms, there are in the most
not covered from

!

proud or comely person, I should think that the cover of a
cleaner skin, and the borrowed ornaments of apparel, make no
great difference between such a body and a carcass (which may
be also covered with an adorned coffin and monument, to deceive such spectators as see but outsides) ; the change is not so
great of corruptible flesh, replete with such foetid excrements,
into corrupted flesh, as some fools imagine,
to depart from such a body is but to be loosed
7. Yet more
from the bondage of corruption, and from a clog and prison
:

of the soul.

I

God put a pre- existent soul into
former faults ; I must say no more than

say not that

this prison penally, for

can prove, or than I know ; but that body which was an apt
servant to innocent man's soul, is become as a prison to him
now ; what alteration sin made upon the nature of the body, as
I

whether it be more terrene and gross than else it would have
been, I have no reason to assert of earth or dust it was at first,
and to dust it is sentenced to return. But no doubt but it hath
:

of sin.
part in that dispositive deprivation which is the fruit
soul, as sensitive, is so imprisoned, or shut up, in
door that must be
flesh, that sometimes it is more than one
its

AVe find that the

opened before the object and the faculty can meet. In the eye,
indeed, the soul seemeth to have a window to look out at, and
to be almost itself visible to others ; and yet there are many interposing tunicles, and a suffusion, or winking, can

make

the
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it

were none

;

sense be thus shut up from its object, no wonder if reason
also be under difficulties from corporeal
impediments ; and if
if

the soul that
its

is

yoked with such a body can go no

faster than

heavy pace.

Yet further : to depart from such a body, is but to be
separated from an accidental enemy, and one of our greatest
and most hurtful enemies ; though still we s^ay, that it is not by
8.

any default
that

work of our Creator, but by the effects of sin,
what could Satan, or any other enemy of our

in the

such

it is

;

What is it but
souls, have done against us without our flesh ?
the interest of this body, that standeth in competition against
the interest of our souls and God ?
What else do the profane

No
heavenly inheritance for, as Esau his birthright ?
loveth evil, as evil, but as some way a real or seeming good ;
what good is it but that which seemeth good for the body ?

sell their

man
and

What else is the bait of ambition, covetousness, and sensuality,
but the interest and pleasure of this flesh ?
What taketh up the
thoughts and care which we should lay out upon things spiritual
body and its life ? What pleasures are
men's
hearts from the heavenly pleasures
away
and love, but the pleasures of this flesh ? This
draweth us to sin ; this hindereth us from and in our duty. This
body hath its interest which must be minded, and its inordinate
and heavenly, but

this

they that steal
of faith, hope,

appetite which must be pleased

must we expect.

disquiet

;

Were

or else what murmurings

and

not for bodily interest, and
more innocently and holily might I
it

temptations, how much
J should have
nothing to care for, but to please God, and
to be pleased in him, were it not for the care of this bodily life.
its

live

!

What employment

should my will and love have, but to delight
him
and
love
and his interest, were it not for the love
God,
of the body, and its concerns ?
By this the mind is darkened^
and the thoughts diverted; by this our wills are perverted and

in

a strangecorrupted, and, by loving things corporeal, contract
ness and aversation from things spiritual ; by this, heart and
time are alienated from God ; our guilt is increased, and our

heavenly desire and hopes destroyed;
comfortable, and death made terrible ;
ted, and
I

know

life

that

and agent
tion, bait,

eternal set by, and in danger of being utterly lost.
the sinful soul that is in all this the chief cause

it is

but what
and end ?

;

life made unholy and unGod and our souls separa-

is it

but bodily interest that is its temptabut the body, and its life, and its

What
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the chief, objective, alluring cause of all this sin and
pleasure,
shall I take such a body to be better than heaven,
?
And
misery
is

or be loth to be loosed from so troublesome a yoke- fellow, or
separated from so burdensome and dangerous a com-

to be

panion

?

Sect. 3. Obj. But I know this habitation, but the next I know
not. I have long been acquainted with this body, and this
I am
unacquainted with.
you know it, you know all that of it which I have
mentioned before; you know it to be a burden and snare ; I am
sure I know, by long experience, that this flesh hath been a
painful lodging to my soul, and this world as a tumultuous ocean,
or like the uncertain and stormy region of the air. And well
he deserveth bondage, pain, and enmity, who will love them because he is acquainted with them, and is loth to leave them
because he hath had them long, and is afraid of being well because he hath been long sick.
2. And do you not know the next and better habitation ? Is
If you believe God's promise, you know
faith no knowledge ?
that such a state there is ; and you know, in general, that it is
better than this world ; and you know that we shall be in holiand is this no knowness and glorious happiness with Christ
3. And what we know not, Christ, that prepareth and
ledge ?
promiseth it, doth know ; and is that nothing to us, if really we

world, but the next

Ans.

1.

If

:

He that knoweth not more good by
trust our souls to him ?
heaven than by earth is yet so earthly and unbelieving, that it
is no wonder if he be afraid and unwilHng to
depart.
Sect. 4, II. In departing from this body and life, I must
depart from all its ancient pleasures ; I must taste no more
sweetness in meat, or drink, or rest, or sport, or any such thing,
that now delighteth me ; house and lands, and goods, and wealth,

and the place where I live must know me no
;
possessions must be no more to me, nor all that
I laboured for, or took delight in, than if they had never been
at all.

must

more.

all

be

left

All

my

And what though

O

it must be so ?
Consider,
my soul ! 1 .
ancient pleasures are all past already ; thou losest none of
them by death, for they are all lost before, if immortal grace

Thy

have not, by sanctifying them, made the benefits of them to become immortal. All the sweet draughts, and morsels, and
sports, and laughters ; all the sweet thoughts of thy worldly
possessions, or thy hopes, that ever thou hadst

till

this present
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All that death
hour, are passed by, dead, and gone already.
doth to such as these is, to prevent such, that on earth thou

no more.

shalt have

And

is not that the case of
every brute, that hath no
comfort from the prospect of another life, to repair his loss ;
and yet as our dominion diminisheth their pleasure while they
live, by our keeping them under fear and labour, so, at our will,

2.

To

must end.

their lives

an hour, or

please a gentleman's appetite for half

less, birds, beasts,

and

fishes,

must

lose life itself,

and

the pleasure which light might have afforded them for many
years ; yea, perhaps many of these (birds and fishes at least)
must die to become but one feast to a rich man, if not one ordiall

And is

nary meal.
as ours

Meat

?

is

not their sensual pleasure of the same nature
as sweet to them, and ease as welcome, and

lust as strong (in season)

our flesh

of, is

such as

;

is

and the pleasure that death depriveth

common

man

to

with brutes

;

why

seem hard to us to lose that in the course of
nature, which our wills deprive them of at our pleasure ? When,
if we are believers, we can
say, that we do but exchange these

then should

delights of

which

is

it

life for

the greater delights of a

life

with Christ,
have

a comfort which our fellow creatures (the brutes^

not.

And, indeed, the pleasures of life are usually embittered with
pain, that to a great part of the world doth seem to exceed them ; the vanity and vexation is so great and grievous as
the pleasure seldom countervaileth. It is true, that nature desireth Hfe, even under sufferings that are but tolerable, rather
3.

so

much

that is not so much from the sensible pleasure
; but
from mere natural inclination ; which God hath laid,
As before I
so deep, that free-will hath no power against it.
man
is
such
of
a
that
the
that
could
we see
said,
thing,
body

than to die
of

life,

as

through the skin

love,

and

(as

men may

look through a glass hive upon

the parts and motion, the filth and excreit, the soul would hardly be willing to actuate,
cherish such a mass of unclean matter, and to dwell in

the bees) and see
ments, that are in

all

such a loathsome place, unless God had necessitated it by nature
(deeper than reason or sense) to such a love and such a labour,

by the pondus or spring of inclination
not

else lick the

much

unclean

calf,

nor

;

even as the cow would
themselves be at so

women

labour and trouble with their children, while there

is little

of them to be pleasing, but uncleanness, and crying, and helpless
impatiency, to make them wearisome, had not necessitating in-
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clination

done more hereto than any other sense or reason ; even

now say of the pleasure of living, that the sorrows are so
much greater to multitudes than the sensible delight, that life
would not be so commonly chosen and endured under so much
trouble, were not men determined thereto by natural necessitatso

I

ing inclination ; (or deterred from death by the fears of misery
to the separated soul ;) and yet all this kept not some, counted
the best and wisest of the heathens, from taking it for the valour
and wisdom of a man to make away his life in time of extremity,

and from making

God for making

this the great

answer to them that grudge at
'
If the misery be greater

their lives so miserable,

than the good of life, why dost thou not end
do that when thou wilt/

it ?

Thou mayest

Our meat and drink is pleasant to the healthful, but it costeth
poor men so much toil, and labour, and care, and trouble to
procure a poor diet for themselves, and theii* families, that, I
think, could they live without eating and drinking, they would
thankfully exchange the pleasure of it all, to be eased of their
And when sickness cometh, even
care and toil in getting it.

the pleasantest food is loathsome.
4. And do we not willingly interrupt and lay by these
pleasures every night, when we betake ourselves to sleep ? It is possible, indeed, a man may then have pleasant dreams ; but I think
few go to sleep for the pleasure of dreaming ; either no dreams,
or vain, or troublesome dreams, are much more common. And
to say that rest and ease is my pleasure, is but to say, that my
daily labour and cares are so much greater than my waking
I am glad to
For what is
lay by both together.
pleasure, that
For in deep
ease but deliverance from weariness and pain ?

and dreamless sleep there
of rest

itself.

is little

But, indeed,

it is

positive sense of the pleasure
nature's necessitated

more from

inclination to this self-easing and repairing means, than from
the positive pleasure of it. that we desire sleep. And if we can

thus be contented every night to die, as it were, to all our
waking pleasures, why should we be unwilling to die to them at

once?
5. If it be the inordinate pleasures forbidden of
are loth to leave, those must be left before

God, which

die, or else
you
had been better for you never to have been born, yea, every
wise and godly man doth cast them off with detestation.
You
must be against holiness on that account, as well as against
death, and, indeed, the same cause which maketh men unwilling

you

it
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to live a holy life, hath a great hand in making them unwilling
to die, even because they are loth to leave the pleasure of sin.
If the vi^icked be converted, he must be gluttonous and drunken
he must live in pride, vain-glory, worldliness, and
;

no more

sensual pleasures, no more, and therefore he draweth back from
a holy life, as if it were from death itself. And so he is the

must have no more of the pleasures of
pomp, and honours, his sports, and lust, and pleased
But what is this to them that have mortified
appetite, for ever.

lother to die, because he
his riches,

the

flesh,

with the affections and

lusts thereof

?

these forbidden pleasures which are the great
impediments both of our holiness and our truest pleasures; and
one of the reasons why God forbiddeth them, is, because they
6.

Yea,

is

it

And

if

God,

it

hinder us from better.

them when we turn

to

for our own good we must forsake
must be supposed that they should

be no reason against our willingness to die, but rather that to
be free from the danger of them, we should be the more willing.
7. But the great satisfying answer of this objection is, that
death will pass us to far greater pleasures, with which all
these are not worthy to be compared. But of this more in due
place.
Sect. 5. III.

When

must depart, not only from senmore manly pleasures of my studies,
knowledge, and converse with many wise and godly men, and
I die, I

sual delights, but from the

from

all

my

pleasure in reading, hearing, public and private ex&c. I must leave my library, and turn over

ercises of religion,

I must no more come
those pleasant books no more.
among
the living, nor see the faces of my faithful friends, nor be seen

Houses, and cities, and fields, and countries, gardens,
will be nothing as to me.
1 shall no more hear of
the affairs of the world, of man, or wars, or other news, nor see
what becomes of that beloved interest of wisdom, piety, and

of man.

and walks,

peace, which

,.
may prosper, &c.
these delights are far above those of senhow low and little are they How small
sual sinners, yet, alas
And how
is our knowledge in comparison of our ignorance

Answ.

1.

I

desire

Though

!

!

!

doth the knowledge of learned doctors differ from the
For from our childhood we take it
thoughts of a silly child

little

!

by drops, and as trifles are the matter of childish knowledge,
so words, and notions, and artificial forms, do make up more
of the learning of the world, than is commonly understood, and

in

many

such learned

men know

little

more of any great and ex-

:
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eel lent things themselves,

them

better

known by them,

unlearned.

What

is it

than rustics that are contemned
by

God, and the

for their ignorance.
if

not

much

life

less,

to

come, are

little

than by

but a child-game, that

many of the
many logicians,

rhetoricians, grammarians, yea, metaphysicians, and other philosophers, in their eagerest studies and disputes, are exercised
Of how little use is it to know what is contained in many
in ?

hundred of the volumes that fill our libraries
Yea, or to know
in
of
the
most
glorious speculations
physics, mathemamany
tics, &c., which have given some the title of Virtuosi, and In!

geniosi, in these times, who have little the more wit or virtue to
live to God, or overcome temptations from the flesh and world,

and
doth

What pleasure or quiet
to secure their everlasting hopes.
it give to a dying man to know almost any of their trifles ?

2. Yea, it were well if much of our reading and learning did
I fear lest books are to some
us no harm, nay, more than good,
but a more honourable kind of temptation than cards and dice,

many a precious hour be lost in them, that should be
employed on much higher matters, and lest many make such
knowledge but an unholy, natural, yea, carnal pleasure, as worldof their lands and honours, and lest they
lings do the thoughts
be the more dangerous by how much the less suspected. But
the best is, it is a pleasure so fenced from the slothful with
thorny labour of hard and long studies, that laziness saveth
more from it than grace and holy wisdom doth. But, doubtless,
lest

with as little sanctity, live
fancy and the natural intellect may,
in the pleasure of reading, knowing, disputing, and writing,
as others spend their time at a game at chess, or other ingc
nious sport.

For

my own

part,

I

know

that the knowledge of natural

sanctified, much more theologiand when it is so, it is of good use ; and 1 have little
knowledge which I find not some way useful to my highest ends.
And if wishing or money could procure more, I would wish and
empty my purse for it ; but yet if many score or hundred books
which I have read, had been all unread, and 1 had that time

things

is

valuable,

and may be

cal theory,

to lay out upon higher things, I should think myself much
And I must earnestly pray, the Lord
richer than now I am.

now

forgive

me

the hours that

I

have spent in reading things

less

of a mind that would fain know all,
profitable, for the pleasing
which I should have spent for the increase of holiness in myself

and others and yet
!

I

must thankfully acknowledge to God, that
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to begin with things of greatest

to refer most of my other studies thereto, and to
weight, and
the motives of necessity and profit to
spend my days under
and
those with whom I had to do.
And I now think
myself,

know nothing
but a crucified Christ, among the Corinthians, that is, so to
converse with them as to use, and glorying as if he knew nothing
rest of the apostles and primitive ages.
And
else, and so of the
better of the course of Paul, that determined to

though I still love and honour, (and am not of Dr. Colet's mind,
who, as Erasmus saith, most slighted Augustine,) yet I less
censure even that Carthage council which forbade the reading of
the heathens' books of learning and arts, than formerly I have
done. And I would have men savour most that learning in their

which they

health,

will,

or should, savour most in sickness, and

near to death.
8.

And,

alas

!

how

dear a vanity

but theoretic and notional,

is this

knowledge

!

That

but a tickling delectation
of the fancy or mind, little differing from a pleasant dream.
But how many hours, what gazing of the wearied eye, what

which

is

is

stretching thoughts of the impatient brain must

reading

is

it

cost us,

if

we

Well saith Solomon, " Much
any excellency
a .weariness to the flesh, and he that increaseth know-

will attain to

?

How many

ledge, increaseth sorrow."

and weeks, and how many hard and

hundred studious days
tearing thoughts, hath my
and how much infirmity
;

very little knowledge, cost me
and painfulness to my flesh, increase of painful diseases, and loss
How much pleasure to myself of
of bodily ease and health
other kinds, and how much acceptance with men have I lost by
have had in a more conversant and plauit, which 1 might easily

little,

!

And when all is done, if I reach to know any
way of life
more than others of my place and order, I must differ so much

sible

!

(usually)

from them, and

if I

manifest not that difference, but

that knowledge to myself, I sin against conscience and
keep
nature itself. The love of man, and the love of truth, oblige me
all

Were I so indifferent to truth
to be soberly communicative.
and knowledge, as easily to forbear their propagation, I must
also be so indifferent to

them, as not to think them worth so

dear a price as they have cost me (though they are the free giflts
of God). As nature is universally inclined to the propagation of

the kind by generation, so is the intellectual nature to the communication of knowledge, which yet hath its lust and inordi-
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in proud, ignorant, hasty teachers and disputers, as
generating faculty hath in fornicators and adulterers.

nacy

the

But if I obey nature and conscience in communicating that
knowledge which containeth my difference aforesaid, the dis^
senters too often take themselves disparaged by it, how peaceably soever I manage it; and as bad men take the piety of the
godly to be an accusation of their impiety, so many teachers
take themselves to be accused of ignorance, by such as condemn their errors by the light of truth : and if you meddle not

with any person, yet take they their opinions to be so much their
interest, as that all that is said against them they take as said
against themselves.

And

alas

then,

!

what envyings, what

whispering disparagements, and what backbitings, if not malicious slanders and underminings, do we meet with from the car-

O

nal clergy
And that it were all from them alone and that
the zealous and suffering party of faithful preachers,
there were not much of such iniquity, and that none of them
!

!

among

preached Christ in

strife

and envy

!

It is

sad that error should

and pride of pious
men, and that the friends of truth should be tempted to reject
and abuse so much of it in their ignorance, as they do but the

find so

much

shelter under the selfishness

:

matter of fact

is

But, especially,

too evident to be hid.
if

we meet with a

clergy that are high, and

have a great deal of worldly interest at the stake or, if they
be in councils and synods, and have got the major vote, they
:

too easily believe that either their grandeur, reverence, names, or
numbers, must give them the reputation of being orthodox, and
in the right, and will warrant them to account and defame him
as erroneous, heretical, schismatical, singular, factious, or proud,
that presumeth to contradict them, and to know more than they.

Of which not

only the case of Nazianzen, Martin, Chrysostom,
are sad proofs, but also the proceedings of too many general
and provincial councils. And so our hard studies and darling

must make us as owls, or reproached persons, among those
reverend brethren, who are ignorant at easier rates, and who
find it a far softer kind of life to think and say as the most or
truth

best-esteemed do, than to purchase reproach and obloquy so
dearly.

And the religious people of the several parts will say as
they hear their teachers do, and be the militant followers of
their too militant leaders: and it will be their house talk, their
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not their church talk, that such
shop
an one is an erroneous, dangerous man, because he is not as ignorant and erroneous as they, especially if they be the followers of
talk, their street talk, if

a teacher

much

exasperated by confutation, and engaged in the
also if it should be suffering confessors that

controversy; and

are contradicted, or men most highly esteemed for extraordinary
degrees of piety: then, what cruel censures must he expect,
who ever so tenderly would suppress their errors ?

Oh

!

what sad instances of

fessors in Cyprian's
days,

this are,

1

,

The

who, as many of

case of the con-

his epistles show,
2. And the Egyp-

became the great disturbers of that church.
monks at Alexandria, in the days of Theophilus, who
turned Anthropomorphites, and raised abominable tumults, with
woful scandal, and odious bloodshed. 3. And O that this age
had not yet greater instances to prove the matter than any of

tian

these

!

And, now, should a man be loth

to die, for fear of leaving

such troublesome, costly learning and knowledge, as the wisest
men can here attain ?

But the chief answer is yet behind. No knowledge is
but
lost,
perfected, and changed for much nobler, sweeter, greater
knowledge. Let men be never so uncertain in particular de
4.

modo, whether acquired habits of intellect and memory die with
being dependent on the body; yet, by what manner
soever^ that a far clearer knowledge we shall have than is here
And the cessation of our
attainable, is not to be doubted of.
present mode of knowing, is but the cessation of our ignorance
and imperfection: as our wakening endeth a dreaming knowledge, and our maturity endeth the trifling knowledge of a

us, as

—

Love
12.)
Holy Ghost. (1 Cor. xiii. 8
and we can love no more than we know ; but whe-

child: for so saith the

never faileth,
ther there be prophecies they shall fail (that is, cease) whether
there be tongues they shall cease
whether there be know:

:

ledge, notional

and

abstractive, such as

we have now,

it

shall

vanish away " When I was a child I spake as a child, understood as a child, I thought as a child ; but when I became a
:

man,

I

for now we
men understand a

put away childish things

glass {per species) darkly," as

:

see through a
thing by a me-

" but then face to face
taphor, parable, or riddle,
;" even creatures intuitively, as in themselves naked and open to our sight.
I know in
part;" (not 7'em sed aliquid 7'ei', in which
sense Sanchez truly saith, ^ nihil scitu7' f) "but then I shall

"Now,
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know, even as

am known

I

knowledge and

his

be

not as

God knoweth

us :" for our

nqj^ be so comparatively likened ; but
us both now and for ever, we shall both

know
known by immediate

as holy spirits

know and

;

must

intuition.

be to describe the parts of a man, and the
latent diseases of his patient, he is fain to search
hard, and bestow many thoughts of it, besides his long reading and conIf a physician

make him capable of knowing and when all is done,
he goeth much upon conjectures, and his knowledge is mixed
Avith many uncertainties,
yea, and mistakes; but when he openeth the corpse, he seeth all, and his
knowledge is more full,
more true, and more certain ; besides that, it is easily and quickly
A countryman knoweth the
attained, even by a present look.
town, the fields, and rivers, where he dwelleth, yea, and the
plants and animals, with ease and certain clearness, when h6
that must know the same things by the study of geographical
writings and tables, must know them but with a general, an unsatisfactory, and oft a much mistaking kind of knowledge.
verse, to

Alas

!

:

when our

of forty, or

fifty,

present knowledge hath cost a man the study
or sixty years, how lean and poor, how doubt-

ful and
But when God will show
unsatisfactory is it after all
us himself, and all things, and when heaven is known as the sun
!

by its own
knowledge

" Blessed are the
pure in heart, for they
" And without holiness none can

God}" (Matt,
(Heb.

be the clear, sure, and satisfactory

this will

light,
:

xii. 14.)

shall see

see him."

v.;)

This sight

will

be worthy the

name

of wisdom,

when our

present glimpse is but philosophy, a love and desire
of wisdom. So far should we be from fearing death,
through the
fear of losing our knowledge, or
any of the means of knowledge, that it should make us rather long for the world of glorious light, that we might get out of this darkness, and know all
that with an easy look, to our joy and satisfaction, which here

we know with troublesome

doubtings, or not at

all.

Shall

afraid of darkness in the heavenly light, or of
ignorance,
we see the Lord of glory ?

Sect. 6.

And

means, surely

we be
when

as for the loss of sermons, books, and other
no loss to cease the means when we have at-

it is

tained the end.

Cannot we spare our winter

some, in the heat of summer, and

Cannot we sit at home
gloves ?
or set them by at our
journey's end
without boots and spurs

?

clothes, as trouble-

by the hot fire without our
without a horse or a coach,
sit

?

Cannot we

Is it grievous

lie

in

bed

to us to cease our
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physic when we are well. Even here, he is happier that hath least
of the creature, and needeth least, than he that hath much and
needeth much ; because all creature commodities and helps

have also their discommodities and troublesomeness; and the
very applying and using so many remedies of our want is
tedious of itself: and as

God

only needeth nothing, but

is self-

and therefore only perfectly and essentially happy, so
those are likest God that need least from without, and have
What need we to
the greatest plenitude of internal goodness.
sufficient,

preach, hear, read, pray, to bring us to heaven,
there ?

when we

are

Sect.. 7. And as for our friends, and our converse with them,
as relations, or as wise, religious, and faithful to us, he that belie veth not that there are far more, and far better, in heaven,

than are on earth, doth not believe, as he ought, that there is a
Our friends here are wise, but they are unwise also ;

heaven.

they are faithful, but partly unfaithful ; they are holy, but also,
alas too sinful ;
they have the image of God, but blotted and
1

dishonoured by their faults ; they do God and his church
service, but they also do too much against him, and too

much
much

when they intend the honour of God; they promote the gospel, but they also hinder it their weakness, igno-

for Satan, even

:

passion, division, contention,
scandals, and remissness, do oft so much hurt, that it is hard to
discern, whether it be not greater than their good to the church,

rance, error,

selfishness,,

pride,

and comand
But in heaven they are altogether wise, and holy, and
grief?
faithful, and concordant, and have nothing in them, nor there
done by them, but what is amiable to God and man.

or to their neighbours.
forters; but

how

Our

friends are our helpers

oft also are they our hinderers, troubles,

And, with our faithful friends, we have here a mixture, partly
of useless and burdensome persons, and partly of unfaithful
hypocrites, and partly of self-conceited factious wranglers, and
partly of malicious, envious underminers,

enemies; and how many of
one worthy, faithful friend
!

all

and partly by implacable

these, set together

there for

is

And how great a number

is

there to

trouble you, for one that will indeed comfort you
But in
heaven there are none but the wise and holy; no hypocrites, no
burdensome neighbours, no treacherous, or oppressing, or per!

And is not all good and amiable
secuting enemies are there.
better than a little good, with so troublesome a mixture of noisome

evils

?
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Christ loved his disciples, his kindred

;

yea,

and

all

mankind,

doing good to all, and so did his apostles;
but how poor a requital had he or they from any but from God?
Christ's own brethren believed not in him, but wrangled with
*'
If thou
him, almost like those that said to him on the cross,

and took pleasure

in

be the Son of God, come down, and we will believe." Peter
himself was once a Satan to him; (Matt, xvi, ;) and after, with
and all his disciples forcursing and swearing, denied him
sook him, and fled; and what, then, could be expected from
:

others

?

No

friends have a perfect suitableness to each other; and
roughness and inequalities that are nearest us are most trouble-

some.

The wonderful

interest, educations,

variety

and contrariety of apprehensions,

temperaments, and occasions, and tempta-

tions, &c., are such, that while

we are scandalised, at the diswe must recall ourselves, and

cord and confusions of the world,

admire that all-ruling providence, which keepeth up so much
order and concord as there is: we are, indeed, like people in
crowded streets, who, going several ways, molest each other with
their jostling oppositions

or, like

;

overthrow each other for the ball

power and wisdom, that

all

;

boys at football, striving to
but it is a wonder of divine

the world

is

not continually in

mortal war.

do

men no harm,

if I do but cross their wills, it goeth
when there are as many wills as
and
provoking injury;
is it that can
who
Who* hath money
please them all ?
persons,
enough to please all the poor that need it, or the covetous that
desire it ?
Or, who can live with displeased men, and not feel
some of the fruits of their displeasure ? What day goeth over
my head, in which abundance desire not, or expect not, imj)ossibilities from me ?
And how great is the number of them that
expect unrighteous things
By nothing do I displease so many,
as by not displeasing God and my conscience; and for nothing

If I

yet

for a

!

am

And the
so deeply accused of sin as for not sinning.
will not think well of any thing that crosseth their opinion
carnal interest, be it never so conform to God's commands;

I

world

and
I must confess, that while I suffer from all' sides, few men have
more common and open praises from their persecutors, than I:
but while they praise me in general, and for other particulars,
they aggravate my non-conformity to their opinions and wills,
and take me to be so much the more hurtful to them. The
greatest crimes that have been charged on me, have been for
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the things which I thought to be my greatest duties; and for
those parts of my obedience, to my conscience and God, which

me dearest;
the world least.
cost

and where

I

pleased

At how cheap a

my

rate to

flesh least, I pleased

my

flesh

could

I

have

got the applause of factious men, if that had been my end and
business.
Would I have conformed to their wills, and taken a

and the honours and riches of the world, how good
I been called
by the diocesan party. And oh, what
praise I should have with the papists, could I turn papist ; and
all the
backbiting and bitter censures of the antinomians, anabaptists, and separatists, had been turned into praise, could I
have said as they, or not contradicted them. But otherwise
there is no escaping their accusations ; and is this tumultuous,
bishopric,

a

man had

militant, yea, malignant world, a place that
leave ?

I

should be loth to

Alas! our darkness, and weakness, and passions are such,
it is hard for a
family, or a few faithful friends, to live so

that

evenly in the exercise of love, as not to have oft unpleasant

What, then, is to be expected from strangers, and from
?
Ten thousand persons will judge of abundance of
my words and actions, who never knew the reasons of them.

jars.

enemies

Every one's conceptions are as the report and conveyance of the
matter to them is; and while they have a various light, and
reports, (and defectiveness will make them
can be expected, but false injurious censures ?
Sect. 8. And though no outward thing on earth

false

false,)

what

is more
precious than the holy word, and worship, and ordinances of God,
yet even here I see that which pointeth me up higher, and

me it is much better to be with Christ. 1.
name of heaven better than heaven itself?

telleth

the

Shall

I

love

The holy

Scriptures are precious, because I have there the promise of
If a
glory; but is not the possession better than the promise ?
light and guide thither through this wilderness be good, surely

And

the end must needs be better.

it

hath pleased God, that

things on earth, and therefore, even the sacred Scriptures
should bear the marks of our state of imperfection imperfect
all

:

persons were the penmen; and imperfect human language is
the conveying, signal, organical part of the matter ; and the
method and phrase (though true and blameless) are far short of
the heavenly perfection.
Else so many commentators had not
found so hard a task of it to expound innumerable difficulties,
and reconcile so many seeming contradictions; nor would in-»

Yor. XVI II.
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fidelsfind matter of so strong temptation, and so much cavil as
they do ; nor would Peter have told us of the difficulties of Paul's
epistles,

and such occasions of men's wresting them to their own
Heaven will not be made, to perfect spirits, the

destruction.

occasion of so

many

errors,

and

controversies,

and

quarrels,

as

men on

earth; yea, heaven is
1 shall better understand the
can ever hope to do. All the hard pas-

the Scriptures are to us imperfect
the more desirable, because there
Scriptures, than here 1

sages, now misunderstood, will be there made plain, and all the
seeming contradictions reconciled; and, which is much more,
that God, that Christ, that new Jerusalem, that glory, and that
felicity of souls, which are now known but darkly and enigmatically in the glass, will

then be

known

we

intuitively as

see the

whose image only the glass first showed us. To
leave my bible, and go to the God and the heaven that is revealed, will be no otherwise a loss to me, than to lay by my
crutches, or spectacles, when I need them not, or to leave his
face

itself,

image for the presence of my friend.
2. Much less do I need to fear the

loss of all other

books, or

sermons, or other verbal informations. Much reading hath oft
been a weariness to my flesh; and the pleasure of my mind is
much abated by the great imperfection of the means. Many

books must be partly read, that I may know that they are
scarce worth the reading ; and many must be read, to enable us
to satisfy other men's expectations, and to confute those who
abuse the authority of the authors against the truth and many
good books must be read, that have little to add to what we
:

have read in

many

others before

and many that are blotted

;

with ensnaring errors; which, if we detect not, we leave snares
for such as see them not ; and if we detect them, (never so tenderly, if truly,) we are taken to be injurious to the honour of
of the learned, godly authors, and proudly to overvalue our own
And so lamentable is the case of all mankind, by the
conceits.

imperfections of human language, that those words which are
invented for communication of conceptions, are so little fitted to
their

use,

as

rather

the true notice of the speaker's

word

many more words to bring us to
mind ; and when every word is a

signum, that hath three relations,

To

misunderstanding and conthat hath not many signi-

to occasion

tentions; there being scarce a
fications, and that needeth not

1

.

To

the matter spoken of.

mind of the speaker, as signifying his conceptions of
that matter.
3. And to the mind of the hearer, or reader.
2.

the
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so hard to find and use words

these uses, and to have store of such,
and mix no other, that few, if any, in the world were ever so
happy as to attain it. 1. And if words be not fitted to the
that are fitted indeed to

all

matter or things, they are false as to their first and proper use;
and yet the penury of apt words, and the redundancy of others,
and the authority of the masters of sciences, imposing arbitrary

terms and notions on their disciples, and the custom of the
vulgar, who have the empire, as to the sense of words, have all
conspired to make words inapt, and of very uncertain significaSo that when students have learned words by long and
hard studies, they are oft little the nearer the true knowledge of

tion.

and too

oft, by their inaptitude, misled to false conso their saying is too often true, that a great
book is a great evil, while it containeth so great a number of
uncertain words, which become the matter of great conten-

the things
ceptions.

;

And

tions.
2. And when the mind of the speaker or writer is no better
informed by such notions, but his conceptions of things are
some false, some confused and undigested, what wonder if his

words do no otherwise express

men

his

of clearest understanding find

mind
it,

to others,

difficult to

when even

have words

still

ready to communicate their conceptions with truth and clearness.
To form true sentiments of things into apt, significant
words, is a matter of mere art, and requireth an apt teacher,
and a serious learner, and long use (and too many take their
art

of speaking, in prayer, conference, or preaching, to have
in it of wisdom and piety, than it hath ; and some too

more

much condemn the unaccustomed that want it).
3. And if we could fit our words well to the

matter, and to

our minds, (with that double verity,) yet still it is hard to
them to the reader or hearer ; for want of which they are lost
to

him J and

his information

far lost to us.

And

the matter,

seldom

is

that

fit

as.

being our end, they are therefore so

which

fitted

is

spoken most congruously to

to the capacity of the receiver.

And recipitur ad modum recipientis, et pro captu lectoris, 8fC.
Some readers or hearers, (yea, almost all,) are so used to unapt
words and notions, obtruded on mankind, by the master of
words, that they cannot understand us if we change their terms
and oifer them fitter, and yet least understand those which they
think that they best understand ; and all men must have long
time to learn the art of words, before they can understand

y2
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as well as before they can readily use them.

any

man

are necessary to

is,

make

And

the

understanding, the more words
him understand ; and yet his memory is the

and of

less

capable of retaining many. This is our difficulty, not only
in catechising, but in all other writings and teaching, a ^hort
catechism, or a short style, the ignorant understand not and a
less

:

long one they remember not. And he that will accommodate
one judicious reader or hearer, with profound matter, or an accurate style, must incommodate multitudes that are incapable
it ; and, therefore, such must be content with few approvers,

of

and leave the applause of the multitude to the more popular,
unless he be one that can seasonably suit himself to both.
man that resolveth not to be deceived by ambiguous words,

A

and maketh

it his first work, in all his readings and disputings,
between words, and sense, and things, and strictly
to examine each disputed term, till the speaker's meaning be disall
tinctly known, will see the lamentable case of the church, and

to difference

mankind, and what shadows of knowledge deceive the world, and
in what useless dreams the greatest part of men, yea, of learned
men, do spend their days much of that which some men unweariedly study, and take to be the honour of their understandings, and
their lives ; and much of that, which multitudes place their piety
and hopes of salvation in, being a mere game at words, and useless notions; and as truly to be called vanity and vexation, as is
the rest of the vain show, that most men walk in.
My sad and
bitter thoughts of the heathen, infidel, Mahometan world, and
of the common corruptions of rulers and teachers, cities and
countries, senates and councils, I will not here open to others,
:

offend; nor cry out as Seneca, Omnes malt sumus,
or Stultorum plena sunt omnia, nor describe the furious spirits
of the clergy, and their ignorance, and unrighteous calumnies

lest they

and schisms, as Gregory Nazianzen and others do, nor voluminously lament the seeming hopeless case of earth, by the boldness, blindness, and fury of men that make use of such sad
considerations, to loosen my love from such a world, and make

me

willing to be with Christ.

And
much

9.

so

other men's words and writings are blemished with
imperfection, why should I think that my own are
if

I must for ever be thankful for the holy instruc*
?
and writings of others, notwithstanding human frailty,
and contentious men's abuse of words and so 1 must be thank-

blameless
tions

:

ful that

God halh made any

use of

my own,

for

the good

of
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But with how many allays
mixed ? We are not the teachers of a
well-ruled school, where learners are ranked into several forms,
that every one may have the teaching which is agreeable to his
capacity ; but we must set open the door to all that will crowd
and there
in, and publish our writings to all sorts of readers
being as various degrees of capacity as there are men and women, and consequently great variety and contrariety of appresouls,

and

his church's edification.

are such comforts here

;

hensions, it is easy ab antecedente to know what various reception we must expect:' we cast out our doctrine almost as a
foot-ball

is

turned out

among boys

in the street, in

some con-

it, but every one censureth it. Few
gregations
come as learners, or teachable disciples, but most come to sit
as judges on their teacher's words ; and yet have not either the
skill, or the patience, or the diHgence, which is necessary in a
:

few understand

But as our words agree or
just trial, to a righteous judgment.
disagree with the former conceptions of every hearer, so are they
judged to be wise or foolish, sound or unsound, true or false, fit

Few sermons that 1 preach, but one extolleth them,
and wisheth they were printed, and another accuseth them of
some heinous fault some men are pleased with clearness and
accurateness of doctrine ; and others account it too high, and
say we shoot over the hearers' heads, and like nothing but the
fervent application of what they knew before
most hearers are
if
displeased with that which they most need
they err, they
if
reproach that doctrine as erroneous that would cure them
of
and
are
take
sin, they
guilty
any prevailing distemper
they
that application to be injurious to them, which would convince
them, and save them from that guilt. Most are much pleased
with plain and zealous reproof of sin 5 but it must be other
men's sins, and not their own. The poor love to hear of the
evil of oppression and unmercifulness, of pride, fulness, and idleness, and all the sins of the rich
subjects love to hear of their
ruler's faults, and say, O this man is no flatterer ; he dares tell

or unfit.

:

:

:

:

:

the greatest of their sins : but if they hear of their own, they
Rulers like a sermon for submission and
it for an injury.

take

obedience, but

how few

love to hear of the evil of injustice and
sensuality, or to read Luke xvi. or

oppression, or pride and

James

xiir or

v.;

to hear of the necessity of holiness, justice,

and temperance, and of death, and judgment, and the life to
come Every sectary and dogmatist delighteth to have his own
opinion cried up, and his party praised as the chiefest saints :
!
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but all that teiideth to the

praise of those that he (Tissenteth

from, and accounteth adversaries to the truth^ is distasteful to
him, as a complying with iniquity, and a strengthening of the
enemies of Christ and all that uncharitableness which he ex:

us against others,
pecteth from

and such
against him,

as

is

much expected

.by

others

as he.

This day, while I am writing these words, my pockets are
of letters sent me, on one side importunately charging it on

full

me

duty to conform to the oaths, declarations, covenants,
and practices, now imposed, or else to give over preaching
(which would please them) ; and on the other side vehemently

as

my

me

me

as guilty of grievous sin, for declaring
judgof conformity as I have done ; and charging
predictions as guilty of the sufferings of all that are

censuring

ment

by

my

much

for so

otherwise minded, for communicating in the sacrament, and the
common prayers of the church ; and others in the mid- way,

me

persuading

equally to bear

my

testimony against unjust se-

paration and persecution, and to endeavour

still, if

possible, to

save a self-destroying people from the tearing fury of these two
extremes. And how should I answer these contrary expectations, or escape the censures of such expectants

?

And it hath pleased God, who thirty years and more had
tried me by human applause, of late in this city (where multitudes of persons of contrary minds
ercise

are, like passengers

in

streets,
jostling and offending one another) to exme with men's daily backbitings and cavils and so many

crowded

still

:

have chosen
say as Paul,

me
(1

for the subject of their discourse, that

Cor.

iv.

9, 10, &c.,)

"

We

I
may
made a spectacle
and to men we are

are

:
(or theatre) to the world, and to angels,
fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in Christ," &c.
Did I
not live out of the noise in retirement, taken up with pain, and

expectations of my change, what an annoyance to me would it
to hear religious persons, that have a God, a Christ, a heaven, to talk of, to abuse their time and tongues in so much

be

talking of one so inconsiderable, and that hath so little to do
while with some overvaluing me,
;

with them, or they with him

and others
talk.

not

quarrelling, I am the matter of their idle, sinful
persecutors, for divers years after, first silencing, (if
and the separatists for two or three years last past,
still

The

still,)

have been possessed with so strange a jealousy and quarrelsome
a disposition against me, that they seem to take it for their interest to

promote

my

defamation, and for uiuch of their work to
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them any matter of accusation in every
may
sermon that I preach, and every book that I write. And though
the fury of the persecutors be such as maketh them much incapable of such converse and sober consideration as is needful to
their true information and satisfaction ; yet most of the more
search what

afford

religious cavillers are satisfied as soon as I have spoken with
them, and all endeth in a putarem or non putarem : for want
of accurateness and patience, they judge rashly before they understand, and when they understand, confess their error j and
yet many go on and take no warning after many times convic-

tion of their mistake.

Even

in

books that are

still

before their

eyes (as well as in transient words and sermons) they heedlessly
leave out, or put in, or alter and misreport plain words, and,

with confidence, affirm those things to have been said that never
the contrary.
And when all people
of
our
as they think we
of
or
evil
the
words,
good
judge
have reason to use them or forbear them, how can we satisfy

were

said, but, perhaps,

will

that are out of our hearing, and to whom we cannot tell
?
Most men are of private, narrow observation, and

men

our reasons

judge of the good or hurt that our words do by those that they
themselves converse with and when I convince them that my
:

decisions of

questions (which they are offended at) are
is an unseasonable and a hurtful truth : and

many

true, they say, it
I have called

when

them

to look further abroad in the

world,

'
Had these been all set
and told them my reasons; they say,
And on how hard
satisfied.'
have
been
would
men
down,
terms do we instruct such persons, whose narrow understandwe say till they are
ings cannot know obvious reasons of what
And so to tell men the reasons of all
particularly told them ?
that such can quarrel with, will make every book to swell with

commentaries to such a bigness as they can neither buy nor
and they come not to us to know our reasons ; nor have
we leisure to open them to every single person and thus susread

:

:

picious

men, when

their understandings

want the humbling ac-

quaintance with their ignorance, and their consciences that
tenderness which should restrain them from rash judging, go on
to accuse such needful truths of which they know not the use

and reason.

And what man

living

hath the leisure and oppor-

in city and country
tunity to acquaint all the ignorant persons
Or
with all the reasons of all that he shall say, write, or do ?

who, that writeth not a page instead of a sentence, can so write
that every unprepared reader shall understand him ? and what
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hopes hath that tutor or schoolmaster of preserving his reputation, who shall be accounted erroneous, and accused of unsound
or injurious doctrine, by every scholar that understandeth not
his words,

and

But God

all

the reasons of
to

them

me

?

hath made

this my lot (not
sins
of
the
the
but
contentious) that I
permitting,
causing,
might before death be better weaned from all below ; had my
in great

mercy

temptations from inordinate applause had no allay, they might
have been more dangerously strong. Even yet while churchdividers, on both extremes, do make me the object of their
sober and peacedaily obloquy, the continued respects of the
able, are so great, as to be a temptation strong enough, to so
person, to give a check to my desires to leave the world.

weak a

It is long since riches and worldly honour appeared to me as
they are, as not rendering the world much lovely or desirable.
But the love and concord of religious persons hath a more ami-

able aspect ; there is so much holiness in these, that I was loth
to call them vanity and vexation : but yet as flesh and blood
refer them to selfish ends, and any way value them as a
carnal interest, I must so call them, and number them with the
Selfishness can
things that are loss and dung. (Phil. iii. 7, 8.)

would

serve itself upon things good and holy: and if good men, and
good books, and good sermons, would make the world seem
over- lovely to us, it will be a mercy of God to abate the temptation
and if my soul, looking toward the heavenly Jerusalem,
be hindered as Paul was in his journey to Jerusalem, (Acts xx,
and xxi.,) by the love of ancient friends and hearers, I must say,
*
What mean you to weep and break my heart I am ready to
leave the dearest friends on earth, and life, and all the pleasures
of life, for the presence of far better friends with Christ, and
the sweeter pleasures of a better life.*
That little amiableness
which is in things below, is in godly men as life in the heart,
which dieth last: when that is all gone, when we are dead to
the love of the godly themselves, and to learning, books, and
mediate ordinances, so far as they serve a selfish interest, and
:

!

tempt down our hearts from heavenly aspirings, the world is
then crucified to us, indeed, and we to it.
I rejoice to tread in
the footsteps of my Lord, who had some, indeed, weeping about
his cross, but was forsaken by all his disciples, while in the hour
of temptation they all fled
But my desertion is far less, for
!

it

is

less that I

condemn

?

If

am

fit

to bear.

he be for me,

who

If God will justify,
shall be against me

who
?

shall

O may
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My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me?" And may nothing sepaAnd then were I forsaken of the sober
rate me from his love
and peaceable, as I am, in part, of some quarrelsome dividers,
how tolerable a trial would it be ? Man is as dust in the balance, that addeth little to it, and signifieth nothing when God
But I suspect still that I make too much
is in the other end.
I not be put to that dreadful case, to cry out,

!

account of man, when this case hath taken up too

much

of

my

observation.

And

1.

cause

world

of

to fear

all

things, surely a departing soul hath least
its notice of the affairs of the

the losing of

of peace, or wars, or church, or kingdoms ?
For, 1 .
its material beams, and operate
by
motion, light, and heat, at such a distance as this earth, why
should I think that blessed spirits are such local, confined, and
;

If the sun can send forth

impotent substances, as not to have notice of the things of
Had I but bodily eyes, J could see more from the top
earth ?
of a tower or hill, than any one that is below can do. And shall
1

know

less of earth

from heaven than

I

do now

?

It is

unlike

capacity will be so little, and if it were, it is unlike
that Christ and all the angels will be so strange to me, as to
give me no notice of things that so much concern my God and

that

my

my Redeemer, (to whom I am united,) and the holy society of
which I am a part, and myself as a member of Christ and that
I do not think that the communion of the celestial
society
inhabitants is so narrow and slow, as it is of walking clods of
earth, and of souls that are confined to such dark lanterns as
Stars can shine one to another, and we on earth
this body is.
can see them so far off in their heaven. And sure then if they
have a seeing faculty each of them can see many of us ; even
the kingdoms of the world.
Spirits are most active, and of
powerful and quick communication. They need not send
letters, or write books to one another, nor lift up a voice to
!

make each

other hear

nor

there any unkindness, division,
which mav cause them to
them,
among
conceal their notices or their joys ; but as activitv, so unity is
;

is

or unsociable selfishness

greatest where there is most perfection ; they will so be many,
as yet to be one ; and their knowledge will be one knowledge,

and

their love

one love, and

their

joy one joy.

Not by

so per-

fect a unity as in God himself, who is one and but one ; but
such as is suitable to created imperfection, which participate of

the perfection of the Creator, as the effect doth of the virtue
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the cause, and therefore hath some participation of his
(O foolish soul if 1 shall fear this unity with God,
all the holy spirits, lest 1 should lose
and
Christ,
my present

of

!

unity.

separate individuation, when perfection and union are so near
In a word, 1 have no cause to think that
a-kin.)
my celestial

advancement

will

be a diminution of any desirable knowledge,
but contrarily, that it will be inconj

even of things on earth
ceivably increased.

2. But if indeed I shall know less of things below, it will be
because that the knowledge of them is a part of vanity and
So much knowledge
vexation, which hath no place 'n heaven.

good and evil in lower matters, as came to us by sin, is unworthy of our fond tenaciousness, and fear of losing it. Surely
the sad tidings which we have weekly in our news books, our
lamentable notices of heathen and infidel kingdoms, of the
of

overspreading prevalency of barbarousness, idolatry, ignorance,
and infidelity ; of the rage and success of cruel tyrants ; of the

men ; of the misery of
the oppressed, desolate countries, the dissipated churches, the
are no such pleasing things as
persecuted, innocent Christians,
bloody wars of proud, unquiet, worldly

that

we should be

afraid to hear of such

To know

no more.

or

hear of the poor in famine, the rich in folly, the church distracted, the kingdom discontented, the godly scandalous by the
effects of their errors, imperfections,

and

divisions

;

the wicked

outrageous, and waxing worse, the falseness, or miscarriages,
Is this
or sufferings of friends, the fury or success of enemies.

an intelligence which I cannot spare ? What is the daily tidings
I hear, but of bloody wars, the undone countries, the per-

that

secuted

preachers

churches, the silenced, banished, or imprisoned
of the best removed in judgment from an unworthy
;

world by death, and worse succeeding in their rooms, of the
renewed designs and endeavours of the church's enemies; the implacable rage of the worldly and unquiet clergy, and the new divisions
of self- conceited sectaries, and the obloquy and backbitings of
How oft hear I the sad tidings of
each party against the other ?
this friend's sickness or death, and that friend's discontent, and
of another's fall, and of many, very many's sufferings ?

My

ears are daily filled with the cries of the poor, whom I cannot
relieve ; with the endless complaints of fearful, melancholy,

with the wranglings of the ignorant and
;
proud professors, and contentious divines, who censure most
erroneous or dark; or with the
boldly where they are most
despairing persons
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troublesome discontents of those that I converse with ; and
should I be afraid of the ending of so sad a tragedy, or of
awaking out of such an unpleasant dream ? Have I not many
times thought of the privilege of the deaf, that hear not these
troublesome and provoking things ; and of the blind that see
It is one part
not the vanities and temptations of this world.
of the benefit of solitude, or a private life and habitation, to
free me from many of these unpleasing objects ; and a great

of sleep, that with my clothes I may lay
part of the benefit
troublesome
these
thoughts.
by
Sect. 1 1. But other men tell me, the church cannot yet spare
there is yet this and that necessary work to be done ;
;

you

there

is this

1.

and that need, &c.

But,
cut out their
or his

we
work

If his, is

?

or

Is it

?

it

God that must choose his
Whose work am I doing ?
not he that must

tell

servants,
Is it

and

my own

me what, and when,

And will not his will and choice be best? If
Doth God
I believe not this, how do I take him for my God ?
And who is fittest
or I know better what he hath yet to do ?
The church's service and benefits must be measured
to do it ?

and how long

?

out by our Master and Benefactor, and not by ourselves.

What am

I to those more excellent
persons whom, in all
he hath taken out of the world ? And would men's
thoughts of the church's needs detain them? The poor
heathen, infidel, Mahometan nations have no preachers of the
Gospel. And if their need prove not that God will send them
such, no country's need will prove that God will continue them
such.
Many more useful servants of Christ have died in their
John Janeway preached but one sermon ; Joseph Allen
youth

2.

ages,

:

(and

many

other excellent men)

died in the midst of his

vigorous, successful labours ; both of them far more fit for God's
work, and likely to win souls, and glorify God, than I am, or
ever was, however their greater light was partly kindled from
my lesser. Yet did both these, under painful consuming lan-

guishings of the flesh, die as they had long lived, in the lively
triumphant praises of their Redeemer, and joyful desires and
hopes of glory. And shall I, at seventy-six years of age, after

such a

life of unspeakable
mercies, and almost fifty-three
of
comfortable help in the service of my Lord, be now
years
afraid of my reward, and shrink at the sentence of death, and
still

be desiring to stay here, upon pretence of further service ?
what is best for the church as God doth ; the

We know not
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church and the world are not ours but his

;

not our desires, but

must measure out its mercies. We are not so merciful
It is not unmeet for us to desire many things which
as he is.
God will not give, nor seeth it meet to grant the particulars of
such desires. Nothing ever lay so heavy on my heart, as the
sin and misery of mankind, and to think how much the world
lieth in folly and wickedness
And for what can I pray so
heartily as for the world's recovery ? and it is his will that I
should show a holy and universal love by praying, '^ Let thy name
be hallowed, thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it
is done in heaven ;" and
yet alas, how unlike is earth to heaven,
and what ignorance, sin, confusions, and cruelties, here reign
and prosper
And unless there be a wonderful change to be
his will

!

!

expected, even as by a general miracle, how little hope appeareth
that ever these prayers should be granted in the things
It
maketh us better to desire that others may be better ; but God
!

is

the free disposer of his own gifts
and it seemeth to be his
the permitted ignorance and confusions of this world
:

will, that

should help us the more to value and desire that world of light,
and order, which he calleth us to prefer and hope for.

love,

And if I am any way useful to the world, it is undeserved
mercy that hath made me so, for which I must be thankful; but
how

long

I

shall

My

Lord's.

in their beauty

they

be

so, is

not

many sweet and

my

business to determine, but

and sweetness, but for

murmur not

my

and appear
one summer's time, and

beautiful flowers arise

The

that they flourish for so short a space.

and birds, and fishes, which I feed on, do live till I will
have them die ; and as God will be served and pleased by wonderful variety at once of animals and vegetables, &c., so will
he by many successive generations. If one flower fall or die,
beasts,

it

sufiiceth that others shall,

same root

:

when they

and
are

if

my

ripe,

summer

after

summer,

pears, apples, plums, &c.,
it

sufficeth that,

arise

fall

from the

me

or serve

not they, but others, the
have other generations to

next year, shall do the same ; God will
succeed us.
Let us thank him that we have had our time

:

and

we overcome

the grand (too little observed) crime of selfishness, and could love others as ourselves, and God, as God,
above all the world, it would comfort us at death,' that others

could

shall survive us,
still

and the world

shall continue,

and

God

will

be

glorified in his works : and love will say, I shall
successors, and I shall more than live in the life of

God, and be

live in

mv

the world, and yet most of

all in

the eternal

life

and glory of God.
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And God, who made us not gods, but poor creatures, as it
and he will not try
pleased him, doth know best our measures,
us with too long a life of temptations^ lest we should grow too
familiar where we should be strangers, and utterly strangers to
No wonder if that world was ready for a deluge,
our home.
by a deluge of sin, in which men lived to six, seven, eight, and
nine hundred years of age.
Had our great sensualists any hope
of so long a life, they would be more like incarnate devils, and
there

would be no dwelling near them

angels were among them, they would,
furiously to abuse them.

Nor

will

God

tire us

for the

like the

out with too long a

We think short cares,

holy seed.

If

Sodomites, seek

life

of earthly suf-

and sorrows, persecutions, sickness, and crosses to be long, and shall we grudge at
the wisdom and love which shorteneth them ?
Yea, though holy
duty itself be excellent and sweet, yet the weakness of the flesh
maketh us liable to weariness, and abateth the willingness of
the spirit, and our wise and merciful God will not make our
warfare, or our race, too long, lest we be wearied and faint, and
fall short of the
prize.
By our weariness, and complaints, and
and
would
think that we thought this life too
one
fears,
groans,
long, and yet when we should yield to the call of God, we
draw back as if we would have it everlasting.
ferings.

and

fears,

O

Sect. 12. Willingly submit, then,
my soul. It is not thou,
be
that
must
dissolved; this troublesome, vile,
flesh,

but this

and corruptible flesh. It is but the other half of thy meat and
drink, which thy presence kept longer uncorrupted, going after
the excremental part.

Thou

diest not

when man

(the

compo-

And as thou iivest not to thysitum) dieth, by thy departure.
self, thou diest not to thyself; whether I live or die, I am, the
Lord's

;

up the candle, knoweth how long he hath
it.
Study thy duty, and work while it is
God choose thy time, and willingly stand to his

he that

set

use for the light of
day, and let

The gospel dieth not when I die. The church dieth
disposal.
The praises of God die not. The world dieth not, and
not.
perhaps it shall grow better, and those prayers shall be answered
which seemed lost. Yea, and it may be some of the seed that
I have sown, shall spring up to some benefit of the dark unpeaceable world when I am dead. And is not this much of the
end of life ? And is not that life good which attaineth its end ?
If

my

end was to do good and

glorify

God,

if

good be done,
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and God
lated,

whose
all

when

glorified

not

is

my

interest (that

things,

I

am

end attained
is,

and whose

dead, yea, though 1 were annihiFeign not thyself to be God^

?

the pleasing of his will) is the end of
measure of all created good.

will is the

Feign not thyself to be

all

the world

:

God hath

not lost his

work; the world is not dissolved when I am dissolved. Oh, how
strong and unreasonable a disease is this inordinate selfishness !
not God's will infinitely better than mine, and fitter to be
?
Choose the fulfilling of his will, and thou shalt always
have thy choice. If a man be well that can
always have his
Is

fulfilled

this

will, let

and thou

let

Lord,

always be thy

shalt always have

will, that

God's

will

may be

done,^

it.

thy servant depart in peace

',

even in thy peace,

which passeth understanding, and which Christ, the prince of
peace, doth give, and nothing in the world can take away. Oh,
give me that peace which beseemeth a soul, which is so near
the harbour, even the world of endless peace and love, where
perfect union (such as I am capable of) will free me from all
the sins and troubles which are caused by the convulsions, di-r
vulsions, and confusions of this divided, selfish world. Call home

by the encouraging voice of love, that it may joyfully
'
It is my Father's voice/
Invite it to thee by
hear, and say,
the heavenly messenger.
Attract it by the tokens and the forethis soul

tastes of love.

The messengers

that invited

me

to the feast of

grace, compelled me to come in without constraint.
Thy effectual call did make me willing, and is not
glory better than preShall I not come more
paring grace ?
willingly to the celestial
feast

What was

?

thy grace for, but to make me willing of
it ?
\V1iy didst thou dart down thy beams
me love thee, and to call me up to the

glory, and the way to
of love, but to make

everlasting centre

Was

?

not the feast of grace as a sacrament

Did I not take it in remembrance of my
Lord until he come ? Did not he that told me, " All things are
" he is
ready," tell me also that
gone to prepare a place for us ?"
and it is his will that we shall be with him, and see his glory.
of the feast of glory

They

?

that are given him, and

earth, do

come

to Christ.

drawn

to

him by the Father on
draw my departing

Give, now, and

my glorified Head ; and, as 1 have glorified thee on earth,
measure that thy grace hath prevailed in me, pardon the
sins by which I have offended thee, and
glorify me in the beholding and participation of the glory of my Redeemer. Come,
soul to

in the
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Lord Jesus, come quickly, with fuller life, and light, and love,
into this too dead, and dark, and disaffected soul, that it may
joyful willingness unto thee.
It is from a
Sect. 13. Willingly depart,
lingering soul
who
in
there
be
it
Lots,
yet are not
Sodom, though
righteous

come with

O

without their woful blemishes

!

!

Hast thou so

oft

groaned

for

the general blindness and wickedness of the world, and art
thou loth to leave it for a better ? How oft wouldest thou have
rejoiced to have seen but the

peace and reformation

?

And

dawning of a day of universal
wouldest thou not see it where

Would a light at midnight
it shineth forth in fullest glory?
have pleased thee so well ? Hast thou prayed and laboured for
it so hard ?
A nd wouldest thou not see the sun ? Will the
things of heaven please thee no where but on earth, where they
come

and weakest influences, and are terminated in
gross, terrene, obscure, and unkind recipients ?
Away, away,
the vindictive flames are ready to consume this sinful world
Sinners that blindly rage in sin must quickly rage in the effects
of sin and of God's justice. The pangs of lust prepared for these
in the least

1

They are treasuring up wrath against this day. Look
not, then, behind thee. Away from this unhappy world! Press on

pangs

!

"

Looking towards, and hastening
(Phil, iii.)
the coming of the day of God." (2 Pet. iii. 10
12.)
As this world hath used thee, it would use thee still, and it

unto the mark.
to

—

will use others.

If

but unto God.

If

thou hast sped well in it, no thanks to it,
thou hast had manifold deliverances, and

marvellous preservations, and hast been fed with angel's food,
love not this wilderness for it, but God and his angel, which was
thy guide, protector, and deliverer.
And hath this troublesome flesh been so comfortable a

panion to thee, that thou shouldest be so loth to leave

it

?

comHave

thy pains, thy weariness, thy languishings, thy labours, thy
And
cares and fears about this body, been pleasing to thee ?
Didst thou not
art thou loth that they should have an end ?

need of patience to undergo them ? And of greater pamere nature gave thee ? And canst thou hope now
better when nature faileth, and that an aged, consumed,

find a

tience than
for

more diseased body, should be a pleasanter habitation to thee
it was heretofore ? If from
thy youth up it hath been both
a tempting and a troublesome thing to thee, surely, though it

than

be

less

tempting,

to the dust,

it

will

not be

less troubling,

when

it

is

and above ground savoureth of the grave

!

falling

Had
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things sensible been never so pleasant in thy youth, and hadst
thou glutted thyself in health with that sort of delight, in age

thou art to say by nature, "

I have no
pleasure in them/' Doth
mercy make pain and feebleness the harbingers
of death, and wilt thou not understand their business ?
Doth

God

in great

he mercifully, beforehand, take away the pleasure of all fleshly
things, and worldly vanities^ that there may be nothing to relieve
a departing soul, (as the shell breaketh when the bird is hatched,
and the womb relaxed when the infant must be born,) and yet
shall we stay when nothing holdeth us, and still be loth
come away ? Wouldest thou dwell with thy beloved body

to
in

the grave, where it will rot and stink in loathsome darkness ?
If not, why should it now, in its painful languor, seem to thee a

more pleasant habitation than the
Lord ? In the grave it will be at

glorious presence of thy
and not tormented as

rest,

now

it is, nor wish at night, oh, that it were
morning nor say
And is this a dwelling fit
at morning, when will it be night ?
Patience in it, while God will so try thee, is
for thy delight ?
!

thy duty, but
rest

and joy

such patience a better and sweeter

is

life

than

?

Sect. 14. But, alas! how deaf is flesh to reason.
Faith hath
the reason which easily may shame all contrary reasoning, but
sense is unreasonable, and especially this inordinate, tenacious

love of present

even

have reason enough to be willing to depart,
Oh, that I could be as
willing than I am.
convinced that I have reason to be
Could I

life.

I

much more

willing as I am
love God as much as I

!

know

should love him, then I
should desire to depart, and to be with Christ, as much as I
know that I should desire it. But God, in nature, hath there
that

I

upon me some necessity of aversation, (though the inordicame from sin,) else Christ had not so feared, and
deprecated the cup. Death must be a penalty, even where it is
a gain, and therefore it must meet with some unwillingness
because we willingly sinned, we must unwillingly suffer. The
laid

nateness

:

is not the pain or dissolution in itself, but the
happy conAll the faith and reason in the world will not
sequents of it.
make death to be no penalty, and therefore will not take away

gain

all unwillingness. No man ever yet reasoned or believed himself
into a love of pain and death, as such, but seeing that the gain

unspeakably greater than the pain and loss, faith and holy
may make our willingness to be greater than our unwillingness, and our hope and joy than our fear and sorrow.
is

reason
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the deep and effectual notice of goodness, which is
God's way, in nature and grace, to change and draw the will of
is

it

Come then, my soul, and think, believingly, what is best
And wilt thou not love and desire most that which is

man.

for thee.

certainly the best

To depart

?

.

and, to be with Christ is

.

far

better, or rather to be

chosen.

To say and hear that it is far better to be with
not
Christ,
enough to make us willing. Words and notions
are such instruments as God useth to work on souls, but the conSect.

1.

is

vincing, satisfying, powerful light, and the inclining love, are
other things. The soul now operate th ut forma hominis, on and
with the corporeal spirits and organs, and it perceiveth now its

own

perceptions, but

action,

it

is

a stranger to the mode of its future
the body, and can have no formal

when separated from

And thereconception of such conceptions as yet it never had.
fore, its thoughts of its future state must be analogical and
general,

and partly strange. But general

notices,

when

certain,

be very powerful, and satisfy us in so much as is needful
to our consent, and to such a measure of joy as is suitable to this
And such notices we have from the nature of the
earthly state.

may

soul, witli the nature of God, the course of Providence, and government of mankind, the internal and external conflicts which
we perceive about men's souls, the testimony and promises of

word of God, the testimony of conscience, with the witness
of the sanctifying Spirit of Christ, and in it tlie earnest and the
foretaste of glory, and the beginnings of life eternal here, all
which 1 have before considered.
the

Sect. 2. The Socinians, who would interpret this of the state
of resurrection only, against plain evidence, violate the text :
seeing Paul expressly speaketh of his gain by death, which will

be his abode with Christ, and this upon his departure hence:
which (in 2 Cor. v. 7, 8) he calleth, his being absent from the

and Christ, to the penitent
body, and present with the Lord
and (Luke xvi.)
thief, calleth his being with him in Paradise
in the parable of the steward, Christ intimateth to us, that wise
:

:

preparers, when they go hence, are received into t^e everlasting
habitations ; as he there further tells us Lazarus was in Abra-

ham's bosom.
Sect. 3. Goodness is jorimarm et mens^irans, vel secundaria
the
et mensurata : the first is God's perfect essence and will
;
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second

is

former

is

S
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The
either properly and simply good, or analogical.
the creature's conformity to the will of God, or its

The greater, which is
2. The lesser, which

the latter is, 1.
pleasingness to his will
the welfare or perfection of the universe.
:

the several parts of the universe, either, 1. In the nobler resare parts contributing to the perfection of the
whole ; or, 2. In the lower respect, as they are perfect or happy

is

pect, as they
in themselves

In the lowest respect of all, as they are
which are below themselves.

or, 3.

,

to their fellow-creatures

good

Sect. 4. Accordingly,
Properly and simply, as

Analogically, as it
III.
the church.

And

IV.

as

to be with Christ,

far better

I.

And

as

is

it

will

be our

own good

or felicity.

be good to our inferior fellow-creatures ;
be most questionable, and seemeth not included

meaning of

in the

is

II.
the fulfilling of God's will.
tendeth to the perfection of the universe and
it

will

it

this last

though

it

this text.

Somewhat

of these in order.

an odious effect of idolatrous selfishness, to
no
goodness above our own felicity, and, accordacknowledge
make
the
to
goodness of God to be but formally his useingly,
Sect. 5.

I. It

is

and beneficence, to his creatures, which is
the creature the ultimate end, and God but the

fulness, benevolence,

by making
means; to make the creature to be God, and deny God, indeed,
while we honour his name: as also it is to acknowledge no

higher goodness formally in the creature, than in its own felias if neither the pleasing of God's will, nor the
city as such
of
the church and world, were better than we are
perfection
:

:

we

and therefore we are not

are not of ourselves,

selves

;

That
here

and, therefore, we have a higher good
is simply best which God willeth.
Therefore, to live

my

the work

stant than

cause

I do live here ; and to
depart is best when
that is best which is, for
departure cometh
of God
the world cannot be better at this in-

best whilst

is

the time of
it is

chiefly for ourto love.

it is

it

:

:

is,

nor any thing better, which is of God, beit to be
but when God hath changed

as he willeth

:

then be best that they are changed. Were there
no other good in my departure hence, but this simple good, the
God's will, my reason telleth me that I should
fulfilling of

them,

be

will

it

fully

satisfied in

it

:

but there

is

also a subordinate sort of

good.
Sect. 6.

II.

For

my

change

will

tend to the perfection of the

even that material good or perfection, which is its
for
the use to which God hath created, and doth preaptitude

universe

;
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the modes, the situation, the moa watch, or other engine, do to the ends of the
Though God hath not told me particularly, why

as all the parts,

:

tions, of a clock,
artificer.

every thing, and mode, and motion, is as it is, T know it is all
done in perfect wisdom, and suited to its proper use and end
if the hen or bird knoweth how to make her nest, to
lay her
eggs secretly together, when and how to sit on them till they
are hatched, and how to feed them and preserve them, and
when to forsake them, as sufficient for themselves without her
If the bee knoweth when, a;nd whence, and how, to
help, &c.
:

gather her honey and wax, and

combs, and how to lay

it

up, and

how
all

to form the repository
the rest of her marvellous

economy, shall I think that God doth he knoweth not what, or
what is not absolutely the best ? Doth he want either skill, or
will, or

power?

And

should the stone grudge to be hewed, the brick to be
burnt, the trees to be cut down, and sawed and framed, the lead
and iron to be melted, &c., when it is but to form an useful edi-

and to adapt and compose every part

fice,

the whole

to the perfecting of
>

?

Shall the waters grudge that they must glide away, and the
plants that they must die, and half die every winter, and the
fruits and flowers that
they must fall, or the moon that it must

have

its

changing motions, or the sun that

it

must

and

rise

set

so oft, &c., when all is but the action and order which maketh
up that harmony and perfection which was designed by the
Creator, and is pleasing to his will ?

But lawful self-love is yet further herein gratithe goodness expressed in the text is that analogical, subordinate good, which is mihi bonum, my own felicity, and that
Sect. 7. HI.

fied

:

which tendeth thereunto it is most reasonable to love God
best, and that next which is likest him (if known), and why
should it not be the easiest and the sweetest ?
But experience
:

findeth

it

so easy to love ourselves, that certainly, if I firmly beis best for me, 1 shall desire to
depart, and to be

lieve that it

And have I not reason to believe it
The reasons of it I will consider in this

with Christ.
Sect. 8.

?

order

:

I.

The

II. The final
general reason from the efficients and the means.
reasons.
HI. The constitutive reasons from the state of my

intellect,

and its action and fruition there. IV. The constitufrom the state of my will. V. The constitutive

tive reasons
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reasons from my practice there, leaving out those which the
resurrection will give me, because 1 am speaking but of my present departure unto Christ.
Sect. 9.

And,

1

That

.

is

best for me, which love

itself,

my

heavenly Father designeth, and chooseth, for my good. I hope
I shall never dare to think, or say, that he is mistaken, or that
he wanted skill or love, or that 1 could have chosen better for

myself than he doth, if he had left all to my choice. Many a
time the wise and good will of God hath crossed my foolish, re-

on earth ; and afterward I have still perceived that
was best ; usually for myself, but always for a higher good
than mine. It is not an enemy, nor a tyrant, that made me,
that hath preserved me, and that calls me hence.
He hath not
the more J have tried him, the better I
nsed me as an enemy
have found him had I better obeyed his ruling will, how happy
And is not his disposing and rewarding will as
had I been
Man's work is like man, and evil corrupteth it ; but
good ?
God's work is like God, and uncorrupted if I should not die till
my dearest friend would have it, much more till I myself would
choose it, (not constrained by misery,) I should rejoice, and
O foolish, sinful soul if I take it not
think my life were safe
to be far better to be at God's choice, than at my own, or any
man's and if I had not rather that he choose the time than f
bellious will

it

:

:

!

:

!

!

.

!

Be of good

O my soul

thy Father's voice that
his voice that called thee into the world,
calleth thee hence
and bid thee live ^ that called thee out of a state of sin and
cheer, then,

!

it is

:

death, and bid thee live hereafter unto him ; that called thee
so oft from the grave, and, forgiving thy sins, renewed thy
of his house and service ;
strength, restored thee to the comforts

and that so graciously led thee through this howling wilderness,
and brought thee almost to the sight of the promised land. And
wilt thou not willingly go, when infinite, fatherly love doth call
art thou not desirous of his presence ? art thou afraid to
?

thee

go

to

him who

is

the only cure of thy fears
finally elect thee ?

which he did

?

What was it

but this

Where

dost thou read
glory
that he elected thee to the riches arid honours of this world, or to
But he elected us in Christ to the
the pleasures of the flesh ?
to

Indeed, he elected
heavenly inheritance. (Eph. i. 3, 4, Sec.)
thee also to bear the cross, and to manifold sufferings here :
That
but is it that which thou preferrest before the crown ?
was but as a means unto the kingdom, that thou mightest be
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and reign with him when thou hast

to Christ,

God

choose thee to blessedness, refuse

suf-

it

not

nor behave thyself like a refuser.

And

surely that state is my best which my Saand promi^^ed me as best as he bought me
not with silver and gold, so neither to silver and gold did he
live and die to make me rich or advanced in the world ? Surely
his incarnation, merits, sacrifice, and intercession, had a low
And who hath more of these than
design, if that were all
But he purchased us to an inthey that have least of Christ ?
corruptible crown ; to an iqheritance undefiled, that fadeth not
Sect. 10. 2.

viour purchased

:

:

1

away, reserved in heaven for lis, that are kept, by God's power,
And is it heaven that
through faith unto salvation. (1 Pet. i.)
cost so dear a price for me, and is the end of so wonderful
a design of grace, and shall I be unwilling now to receive the
gift?
Sect. 11. 3.
Spirit

is

That

preparing

sure

me

;

is

best for me, for which God's holy
is
given to believers ;

that for which he

and that which is the end of all his holy operations on my soul.
But it is not to love this world that he is persuading me from
day to day ; but to come oflf from such love, and to set my
Is it to love this life and
heart on the things above.
fleshly interest, this vanity and vexation, or rather to love the invisible
perfection, that this blessed Spirit hath done so much to work
my heart ? And would I now undo all, or cross and frustrate
all his operations ?
Hath grace been so long preparing me for
glory, and shall I be loth to take possession of it ? If I am not
I am not
yet sufficiently prepared.
Sect. 12. 4. If heaven be not better for

willing,

word and ordinances have been
best which

cured to

is

me

all in

vain

me than

earth, God's

Surely that

is

the gift of the better covenant, and which
by so many sealed promises, and which

is

se-

I

am

?

my

by so many sacred precepts, doctrines, and examwhich 1 have been called to hear, and read, and
and
meditate,
pray, and watch so long. Was it the interest of
the flesh on earth, or a longer life of worldly prosperity, which
the gospel covenant secured to me; which the sacraments and
Spirit sealed to me ; which the bible was written to direct me
to ; which ministers preached to me
which my books were
written for ; which I prayed for ; and for which 1 served God ?
Or was it not for his grace on earth, and glory in heaven ? And

directed to
ples

;

and

for

;

is it

not better for

me

to have the

end of

all

these means, than
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them all^ and lose my hopes ? Why have I used them, if
would not attain their end ?
Seet. 13. 5. That is my best state, which all the course of
God's fatherly providences tend to all his sweeter mercies, and
lose
I

:

sharper corrections, are to make me partaker of his holiness, and to lead me to glory in the way that my Saviour and
all
all his saints have gone before me
things work together for
all his

:

the best to me, by preparing me for that which is best, indeed.
Both calms and storms are to bring me to this harbour if I
:

take them but for themselves, and this present life, I mistake
them, and understand them not, but unthankfuUy vilify them,

and

and

lose their end,

work of God

life,

and sweetness

:

every

word and

every day's mercies, and changes, and usages, do
look at heaven, and intend eternity. God leadeth me no other

way

if I

:

;

follow

him

follow him, shall

if I

the end of

all this

my hope in forsaking him :
be unwilling to be at home, and come to

not, I forsake
I

way ?

Sect. 14. 6. Surely that is best for me which God hath required me principally to value, love, and seek, and that as the

business of

my

all

referring

life,

all

things else thereto

:

that

am

fully certain, as is proved elsewhere, and
duty,
business in the world only for the things of this
Is

my

this is

1

my

before.

How vain a creature, then, were man ; and how little
world ?
Life and
were the difference between waking and sleeping
death no wonder if he that believeth that there is no life but
!

:

this to seek or

hope

for

do

live in

uncomfortable despair, and

only seek to palliate his misery with the brutish pleasures of a
wicked life, and if he stick at no villany which his fleshly lusts
incline

him

God

but

to

;

to fear.

the fervour of
best to find

especially tyrants and multitudes who have none
It is
certain duty to seek heaven with all

my

my

soul,

and dihgence of

my

life

j

and

is it

not

it ?

Sect. 15. 7.

That must needs behest

for

me, which

all

other

things must be forsaken for: it is folly to forsake the better for
the worse : but Scripture, reason, and conscience, tell me, that
all this world, when it stands in competition, or opposition,

should be forsaken for heaven

;

yea, for the least hopes of

it

:

a

should he preferred before a certainly
possible, everlasting glory
I am sure this life will
shortly be nothing to
perishing vanity.
me and therefore it is next to nothing now. And must I for',

sake

all

for

my

everlasting hopes, and yet be unwilling to pass

unto the possession of them.
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That

is

like to
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be our best which

is

our maturest

Nature carrieth all things towards their perfection our
and every fruit, are best when they are ripe;
and though they then hasten to corruption, that is, through the
incapacity of the corporeal materials, any longer to retain the
vegetative spirit, which is not annihilated at its separation ;
and being not made for its own felicity, but for man's, its ripestate.

:

apples, pears, grapes,

man useth it, before it doth corrupt
corruption may be for his nutriment; and
the spirits and best matter of his said food doth become his very
And doth God cause saints to grow up unto ripesubstance.

ness

the state in which

is

of itself, and that

its

ness, only to perish and drop down unto useless rottenness? It
is not credible.
Though our bodies become but like our filthiest excrements, our souls return to God that gave them
and
though he need them not, he useth them in their separated
state ; and that to such heavenly uses as the heavenly maturity
and mellowness hath disposed them to. Seeing, then, love hath
:

ripened

me

for itself, shall I

Sect. 17. 9.

That

not willingly drop into its hand ?
be the best which the wisest and

like to

is

holiest, in all ages of the world, have preferred before all, and
have most desired
and which also almost all mankind do
acknowledge to be best at last. It is not like that all the best
men in the world should be most deceived, and be put upon
fruitless labours and sufferings by this deceit, and be undone by
and that God should, by such deceits, rule all (or
their duty
almost all) mankind and also that the common notices of hu:

;

:

man

nature, and conscience's last and closest documents, should
be all in vain. But it is past all doubt, that no men usually
are worse than those that have no belief or hopes of any life but
and that none are so holy, just, and sober, so charitable
this
to others, and so useful to mankind, as those that firmliest beand shall I fear that
lieve and hope for the state of immortality
state which all that were wise and holy, in all ages, have preferred and desired ?
:

:

Sect. IS.

10.

And

not unlike that

it is

best state

my

is

that

which my greatest enemies are most against and how much
Satan doth to keep me and other men from heaven ; and how
much worldly honour, and pleasure, and wealth, he could afford
us to accomplish it, I need not here again be copious in reciting,
:

having said so
shall

would

I

much

of

it

in the

'

Treatise of Infidelity.'

And

He
be, to wards| myself, so much of Satan's mind?
not have me come to heaven : and shall I also be
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unwilling

All these things

?

me

tell

that

it

ivS

best to be with

Christ.

The Final Reasons.

II.

Sect.

II.

1.

than with

sinful

men,

God in glory,
Though he be

not far better to dwell with

Is it

1.

such a world as this

in

?

we must behold to our felicity,
and the perfecting operations and communications of his love
are in the glorious world, and not on earth. As the eye is made
to see the light, and then to see other things by the light, so is
man's mind made to see God, and to love him ; and other things,
He that is our beginning is our end ;
as in, by, and for him.
and our end is the first motive of all moral action, and for it it
and the end attained is the rest of
is that all means are used
every where, his glory, which

:

How

my soul groaned under the sense of disHow oft
and estrangedness from God
'
hath it looked up, and gasped after him, and said, Oh when
" As the
shall I be nearer and better acquainted with my God?'
souls.

oft

hath

tance, and darkness,

!

!

hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my soul after
God : my soul thirsteth for God, for the living God :
thee,

O

when

shall

And would
What
ed?

I

come and appear

I

not have

else is

God?" (Psalm

before

xlii. I.)

my prayers heard, and my desires grantthe sum of lawful prayers, but God himself?

any thing more than God, what sinfulness is in those
How oft have I
desires, and how sad is their signification.
said, "Whom have I in heaven but thee, and there is none on
If I desire

earth that

I

desire

besides thee

?

It is

good

for

me

to

draw

Wo

to me, if I did disnear to God." (Psalm Ixxiii. 25, 28.)
If not, why should my soul draw back ? Is it because
semble
!

Do not my fellow-creatures die
my j)assage secured by the love of
resurrection and intercession of my Lord ?

that death stands in the
for

my

daily food

;

and

way ?

is

not

Father, and the
I see the light of
heavenly glory in this darksome shell and
womb of flesh?

my

Can

Sect. 2. All creatures are

God

more

more

or less excellent and glorious,

operative and refulgent in them, and,
by that operation, communicateth most of himself unto them.
Though he be immense and indivisible, his operations and comas

is

or

less

munications are not equal

:

and that

is

said to be nearest to

him which hath most of those operations on

it;

and that with-

out the intervenient causality of any second, created cause j and
so all those are in their order near unto him, as they have noblest
natures,

and fewest intervenient causes.

Far

am

I

from pre-

I
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suming

to think that

I

am, or

shall be, the best
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and noblest of

God's creatures, and so that 1 shall be so near him as to be
under the influx of no second or created causes, of which more
anon. But to be as near as my nature was ordained to approach,

is

Sect. 3.

but to attain the end and perfection of my nature.
And as 1 must not look to be the nearest to him, as

no more must

as he is the first diriunder the government
of his officers on earth, I look for ever to be under sub-governors in heaven.
My glorified Saviour must be my Lord and
and
who
else
under him 1 know not. If angels are not
ruler,

he

is

the

first efficient,

gent, or governing cause.

As now

I

I,

am

equal in perfection, nor, as is commonly supposed, equal in
power, nor without some regimental order among themselves, I
must not conclude that no created angel or spirit shall have any

government over me, but it will be so pure and divine, as that
the blessed effects of God's own government will be sweetly
powerful therein. If the law was given by angels, and the angel
of God was in the burning bush, and the angel conducted the
people through the wilderness, and yet all these things are
ascribed to God, much more near and glorious will the divine
regiment there be, whoever are the administrators.
Sect. 4. And as 1 must expect to be under some created, efficient and dirigent causes there, so must I expect to have some
else there would not be a proportion and
subordinate ends
harmony in causalities. Whatever nobler creatures are above
me, and have their causalities upon me, I must look to be finally
When I look up and think what a
for these nobler creatures.
world of glorious beings are now over me, 1 dare not presume
:

to think that

I

shall finally,

any more than receptively, be the

nearest unto God, and that I am made for none but him. I find
here that I am made, and ruled, and sanctified, for the public
or common good of many as above my own, of which I am

past doubt; and

am

I must be,
finally, for my gloriwhat other spiritual beings, or intelliand God hath so
gences, that are above me, little do I know
ordered all his creatures, as that they are mutually ends and
means for and to one another, though not in an equality, nor in
But whatever nearer ends there will be, I
the same respects.
am sure that he who is the first efficient, and dirigent, will be the
ultimate, final cause and I shall be, in this respect, as near him
I shall be useful
as is due to the rank and order of my nature.

fied

I

Redeemer; and

sure that

for

:

:

to the ends

which are answerable

to

my

perfection.
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Sect. 5. And if it be the honour of a servant to have an
honourable master, and to be appointed to the most honourable
work^ if it be some honour to a horse above swine, or a worm,
or fly, that he serveth more nearly for the use of man, yea, for

a prince, will

it

not be also

God, and subordinately
such

in

my

advancement

as are suitable

sei-vices

to

be ultimately for
and this

for the highest created natures,

to

my

spiritual

and heavenly

state?
I am far from thinking that I shall be above
and have none to do, for activity will be my perfection
and my rest and all such activity must be regular in harmony,
and order of causes, and for its proper use ; and what, though I
know not now fully what service it is that I must do, 1 know
it will be good and suitable to the blessed state which i shall be

Sect. 6. For

service,

:

enough that God and my Redeemer know it ; and
it in due time, when I come to
practise it ;
of which more afterward.
Sect. 7. The inordinate love of this body and present comuse and work is
position seduceth souls to think that all their
for its maintenance and prosperity, and when the soul hath
done that, and is separated from flesh, it hath nothing to do,
but must lie idle, or be as nothing, or have no considerable
work or pleasure. As if there were nothing in the whole world,
but this little fluid mass of matter, for a soul to work upon; as if
itself, and all the creatures, and God, were nothing, or no fit
and why not hereafter, as well as now: or,
objects for a soul
as if that which, in our compounded state, doth operate on and
by its organs, had no other way of operation without them; as
if the musician lost all his power, or were dead, when his intrument is out of tune, or broken, and could do nothing else
as if the fiery part of the candle were annibut play on that
hilated, or transmutate, as some philosophers imagine, when the
candle goelh out, and were not fire, and in action still or as
if that sunbeam which I shut out, or which passeth from our
in

;

that

and
I

it is

shall

know

:

:

:

horizon, were annihilated, or did nothing, when it shineth not
with us. Had it no other individual to illuminate, or to termiit
nothing to illuminate the comnot always have a body to operate in
and upon, 1 shall always have God, and a Saviour, and a world
of fellow- creatures ; and when I shine not in this lantern, and

nate

its

beams

mon

air

?

or action,

Though

1

were

shall

see not by these spectacles, nor imaginarily in a glass, I shall yet
That which
see things suitable intuitively, and as face to face.
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and that which
is essentially an active, intellective, volitive principle, force, and
virtue, will still be such while it is itself, and is not annihilated,

is essentially life, as

a living principle, will live

or changed into another thing (which

that which

is

not to be feared)

such can never want an object

is

;

till

all

;

and

things be

annihilated.

Sect. 8. Reason assureth me, that were tny will now what it
should be, and fully obsequious herein to my understanding, to
fulfil God's will would be the fulfilling my own will, for my will

and to please him perfectly
and
it is the unreasonable adhemy perfect pleasure
sion to this body, and sinful selfishness, which maketh any one
think otherwise now. I am snre that my soul shall live, for it is
life itself; and I am sure that I shall live to God, and that I
shall fulfil and please his blessed will j and this is, as such, incomparably better than my felicity, as such and yet so far as I
should perfectly comply with

his,

would be

:

:

am

pleased in so doing,

it

will

be

my

felicity.

Sect. 9. I begin now to think, that the strange love which
the soul hath to this body (so far as it is not inordinate) is
put into us of God, partly to signify to us the great love which

Christ hath to his mystical, political body, and to every member
of it, even the least: he will gather all his elect out of the world,

and none that come to him shall be shut out, and none that are
given him shall be lost: as his flesh is to them meat indeed, and
his blood is to them drink indeed, and he nourisheth them for
life eternal: (his Spirit in them, turning the sacrament, the
word, and Christ himself, in esse ohjectivo, as believed in, into
life to us, as the soul and our natural
spirits turn our
spirit and
flesh, and blood, and spirits, v/hich, in a dead body,
or any lifeless repository, it would never be:) so as we delight
in the ease and prosperity of our body, and each member, and

food into

have pleasure in the pleasant food that nourisheth

it,

and other

which accommodate it ; Christ also delighteth
pleasant objects
in the welfare of his church, and of all the faithful, and is
when they are fed with good and pleasant food, and
pleased

when hereby they prosper: Christ loveth the church, not only
as a man must love his wife, but as we love our bodies; and
no man ever hated his own flesh. (Eph. v. 27, &c.) And
herein

I

must allow

my Saviour

in powerful, faithful love

death than
hold

me

I

can save

to himself.

:

he

my

the pre-eminence, to overgo me
me better from pain and

will save

body: and

If it please

my

will

more inseparably

soul^to dwell in such a
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house of clay, and to operate on so mean a thing as flesh, how
greatly will it please my glorified Lord, to dwell with his glorified body, the triumphant church, and to cherish and bless
It would be a kind of death to Christ to
each member of it
!

be separated from his body, and to have it die. Whether
Augustine, and the rest of the fathers, were in the right or no,

who

thought, that as our bodies do not only shed their hairs,
but, by sicknesses and waste, lose much of their very flesh; so
Christ's militant body doth not only lose hypocrites, but also
some living, justified members; yet, certain it is, that confirmed

members, and most certain, that glorified members, shall not be
lost heaven is not a place for Christ or us to suffer such loss in.
And will Christ love me better than I love my body ? Will he
be more loth to lose me than I am to lose a member, or to
Will he not take incomparably greater pleasure in anidie?
mating and actuating me for ever, than my soul doth in
O, then, let me long to
animating and actuating this body?
And though I am naturally loth to be absent
be with him
from the body, let me be by his Spirit more unwilling to be
absent from the Lord; and though I would not be unclothed,
had not sin made it necessary, let me not groan to be clothed
upon with my heavenly habitation, and to become the delight
of my Redeemer, and to be perfectly loved, by love itself.
:

!

Sect. 10.

And

even this blessed receptivity of

my

soul, in

terminating the love and delight of my glorified Head, must
needs be a felicity to me. The insensible creatures are but

by the sun's communication of

its

the sensitives have also the pleasure of
Will it be a clod or stone?
senseless?

it.

beautified

more

now

the form of man, be then
form of brutes
pable, than the

is

light

and heat; but

Shall

my

soul be

Shall that, which is
lifeless, senseless, or unca-

now ?

Doubtless,

it

will

be a

living, perceiving, sensible recipient of the felicitating love of
God, and my Redeemer; I shall be loved as a living spirit, and
not as a dead and senseless thing, that doth not

comfortably

perceive it.
Sect. 11.

And

if I

must rejoice with

my

fellow-servants that

1
rejoice, shall
in
me,
rejoice

not be glad to think that my blessed Lord will
and in all his glorified ones ?
Union will make

his pleasure to
to the faithful

be

much mine

and it will be aptly said by him
" Enter thou into
the joy of thy Lord."
His own active joy will objectively be ours,
;

soul,

(Matt. XXV. 21.)
as ours will be efficiently his, or from him.

Can

that be an

ill
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condition to me, in which my Lord will most rejoice
to him, and, therefore, best to me.

?

it

is

best

Sect. 12. And the heavenly society will joyfully welcome a
"
If there be now
holy soul.
Joy in heaven among the angels,
for one sinner that repenteth," (Luke xv. 10,) who hath yet so
little holiness, and so much sin; what joy will there be over a

perfected, glorified soul?
Surely, if our angels there behold our
Father's face, they will be glad, in season, of our company.

The

angels that carried Lazarus to Abraham^s bosom, no doubt
And is the joy of
rejoiced in their work, and their success.

and the heavenly host, as nothing to me ? Will not love
and union make their joy to be my own ; if love here must make
all
my friends and neighbours comforts to become my own?
angels,

And

as their joy, according to their perfection, is greater than
I am now
capable of, so the participation of so great

any that

a joy of theirs will be far better than to have

my

little

sepa-

Surely, that will be my best condition,
which angels and blessed spirits will be best pleased in, and I
shall rejoice most in that which they most rejoice in.

rated

apartment.

in. The constitutive Reasons from the intellective State,
the tempter would persuade men, bewomb, apoplectics, &c., that
the understanding will be but an unactive power, when separated from these corporeal organs, I have seen before sufficient
Sect.

III.

1

.

Though

cause of the case of infants in the

I will
reasons to repel this temptation.
suppose, that it will
mode of conception, as it hath now by these

not have such a

organs; but, 1. The soul will be still essentially a vital, intellective substance, disposed to act naturally; and that is to those
acts which it is formally inclined to, as fire to illuminate and

And

cannot

what it is in essence,)
the vital substance; so it cannot
but be intellective, (as to an inclined power,) because it is such
essentially; though God can change, or annihilate any thing, if
heat.

because

as

it

it is life itself,

he would.

And

die, (while

that

it is

is,

be

ceive his

among a world of objects. 3.
dependence on the first cause, and re4. And no man can give
continual, actuating influx.

the least

show of

And

it

2.

will still

have

it

will

its

true reason, to prove that

sation, (whether the sensitive faculties

it

shall cease sen-

be in the same substance

which is intellective, which is most probable, or in one conjunct, as some imagine,) though the species and modes of sensation cease, which are denominated from the various organs.
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Yea, no man can prove that the departing soul doth not
carry with it its igneous spirits, which, in the body, it did imIf it were ever so certain that those
mediately actuate.
Greek fathers were mistaken, (as well as hypocrites,) who took
5.

the soul

itself to

be a sublime, intellectual

And

as to the objection
before it was in the body;

fire.

some

hold, that the soul pre-existed
others, and most, that it then re-

ceived its first being: if the first were true, it would be true
that the soul had its intellectual activity before, though the soul

remember it not, because it operateth but
hominis, (and its oblivion they take to be part of its
penalty,) and they that think it a radius of the anima mundi vel
systematis, must think that then it did intellectually animate
incorporate,

itself,

ut

forma

hunc mundum, vel mundi partem : and to do so again, is the
worst they can conjecture of it. As the rays of the sun, which
heat a burning glass, and by it set a candle on fire, are the
same rays still diffused in the air, and illuminating, heating, and
moving it, and terminated on some other body, and not annihi-

when their contracted operation ceaseth by
or
the
glass,
breaking
putting out the candle; and as the spirit
of a tree still animateth the tree, when it retires from the

lated, or debilitated,

leaves,

and

lets

ation of men's

them

own

confute themselves.

But

fall.

brains,

But

this

being an unproved imaginfurther use of it, than to

we have no
if

the soul existed not

till

its

incor-

poration, what wonder if it operate but ut forma, when it is
united to the body for that use?
What wonder if its initial

operations, like a spark of fire in tinder, or the first lighting of
a candle, be weak, and scarce by us perceptible ?
What

wonder
point

it;

if it

and

operate but to the uses that the creation did apfirst, as vegetative, fabricate its own body, as the

maker's instrument, and then

what wonder

feel,

and then understand ?

And

operate no further than objects are admitted?
And, therefore, what wonder if, in apoplexies, &c., such operations are intercepted?
But the departing soul is, 1. In its
if it

2. No more united to this
maturity.
body, and so not confined to sense and imagination in its operations, and the admission of its objects.
3. And it is sub raiione meriti, and as a
is ordinate to its reward ; which it was not
of
And as
receiving in the womb, or in an apoplexy.
capable
we have the reasons before alleged to hold, 1. That it shall
2. Nor dissolved.
not be annihilated.
3. Nor lose its essen-

governed subject

tial faculties

or powers.

4.

Nor

those essential powers be con-
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by the wise and merciful Creator, though, by

we know not in what manner they shall act;
whether on any other body, and by what conjunction, and how
far; so by supernatural revelation we are assured, that there is a
reward for the righteous, and that holy souls are still members
of Christ, and live because he liveth, and that in the day of their
natural revelation,

departure they shall be with him in Paradise, and being absent
from the body, shall be present with the Lord ; and that Christ,
therefore, died, rose, and revived, that he might be Lord both of
the dead and of the living, that is, of those that, being dead,
hence do live with him, and of those that yet live in the body;
for

he that

" God

said,

living," that

is,

is

not the

God

of the dead, but of the

them as his people, as a
not himself the Lord of the absolute

stands not related to

king to his subjects, is
dead, but of the living.

Therefore, (as Co7itarenus against Pomponatius de Immortal.
saith,) the immortality of the soul is proveable by the

Anim.

manner of its future operation must be
blessed be the Father of spirits, and our
hath sent and set up this excellent light, by

light of nature, but the

known by

faith.

And

Redeemer, who
which we see further than purblind infidels can do
Sect. 2. But 1 deny not but even the Scripture itself doth
1

us but

little

of the

of the body; and

manner of our

it is

intellection

when we

not improbable that there

is

tell

are out

more imper-

mode

of notional, organical, abstractive knowledge
which the soul exerciseth in the body, than most consider of.
fection in this

And that as the eye hath the visive faculty in sleep, and when
we wink, and an internal action of the visive spirits, (no doubt,)
and yet seeth not any thing without till the eyelids are opened,
(and was not made to see its own sight,) so the soul in the body
is as a
winking eye to all things that are not, by the sense and
imagination, intromitted, or brought within its reach. And whether fsicut non video visum, neque facuUatem neque substari'
tiam videntem, videndo tamen certo percipio me videre,&o it may
be said, Non intelligo immediate ipsam intellectionem, neque
Intelligendo tamen
certo percipio me intelligere, quia actus intellectus in spiritus
sensitivos operans sentitur ; or whether we must further say,

facuUatem, aut substantiam intelligentem.

with Ockam, that Intellectus turn intuitivh tum abstractive se
intelligit, I leave to wiser men to judge, but f am very suspicious
that the body is more a lantern to the soul than some will

admit

;

and that

this

Lusus notionum secundarum, or

abstractive
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knowledge of things by organical images, na;mes, and notions, is
occasioned by the union of the soul with the body ut fonme,
and is that childish knowledge which the apostle saith shall be
done away. And how much of man's fall might consist in such
a knowing of good and evil, I cannot tell, or in the overvaluing
such a knowledge. And I think that when vain philosophy at
Athens had called the thoughts and desires of mankind from
great realities to the logical and philological game at words and

was Socrates' wisdom to call them to more conand Paul's greater wisdom to warn men to take
heed of such vain philosophy, and to labour to know God and
Jesus Christ, and the things of the Spirit, and not to over-value
And if I have none
this ludicrous, dreaming, worldly wisdom.
notions,

it

cerning studies,

of this kind of notional, childish knowledge when -I am absent
from the body, the glass and spectacles may then be spared,
when 1 come to see with open face, or as face to face. Our
" Blessed
future knowledge is usually, in Scripture, called seeing.
are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."
(Matt. v. 8.)
" We shall
« We shall see face to face."
(1 Cor. xiii. 12.)
"
see him as he is."
Father, 1 will that those
(1 John iii. 2.)
which thou hast given me be with me where I am, that they
may behold my glory which thou hast given me," &c. (John
An intuitive knowledge of all things, as in themxvii. 24.)
selves immediately, is a more excellent sort of knowledge than
and notions, which our learning now
this, by similitudes, names,
consisteth in, and is but an art acquired by many acts and use.
Sect. 3. If the sun were, as the heathens thought

it,

an in-

animal, and its emitted rays were vitally visive, and
one of those rays were received by prepared seminal

tellective

when

it

matter (as in insects)
in this case, the said- ray

became the soul of an inferior animal,
would operate in that insect, or animal,

but according to the capacity of the recipient matter ; whereas
the sun itself, by all its emitted rays, would see all things inteland when that insect were dead,
lectually, and with delight,
that rav would be what it was, an intellective, intuitive emanation.

And though

the soul in flesh do not

know

itself

how

it

shall be united to Christ, and to all other holy souls, and to God
nor how near, or just of what sort that union will be,

himself,

and therefore will participate accordingly
yet united it will be,
of the universal light or understanding to which it is united.
as it is, or operateth, in the foot or hand, doth not
The soul
now,

understand, but only as

it is,

and operateth,

in the

head.

And
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yet the same soul which is in the hand, understandeth in the
head, and the soul operateth not so selfishly or dividedly in the
hand as to repine there because it understandeth not there ; but
quiet in that it understandeth in the head, and performeth
due operation in the hand. But this diversity of operations
seemeth to be from the organs, and body's use, or need, but
souls dismissed from the body seem to be as all eye,- or intuitive
it is

its

Therefore, though it might content us to say that our
seeth all things, and we are united to him, yet we may say
further, that we ourselves shall see God, and all things that are
light.

Head
meet

for us to see.

Sect. 4.

And

seeing

it is

most certain that the superior glowho do see God and one

rious regions are full of blessed spirits,

much more perfect operations than we have,
we mortals find here below,) why should I, that
find an intellective nature in myself, make any doubt of my more
perfect operations when I am dismissed hence, being satisfied
another, having
(>vhose effects

that a soul will not lose

its simple essence ?
Either those suhave
ethereal
in
bodies
to
act
(or are such themperior spirits
If they are, or have such, why should 1 doubt
selves) or not.

of the like, and think that my substance or vehicle will not be
If not, why should I
according to the region of my abode ?

think that my departed soul may not know or see without an
igneous or ethereal body or vehicle, as well as all those worlds
of spirits. And the certainty of apparitions, possessions, and
witches, do tell us, not only that there are such inhabitants of
other regions, ordinarily invisible to us, but also that we are in

the

way

Sect.

which is in our invisible state.
These things reviewed, (being partly mentioned

to that happiness or misery
5.

before,) assuring

me

that

I

shall

have actual intellection in

separated state, the region, with the objects, but, above

all,

my
the

holy Scriptures, will tell me as much as it is meet that I should
The
here know, what it is that I shall intuitively understand.
10
12.) doth distinguishourknowingin part,
apostle (I Cor.xiii.

—

and knowing perfectly, knowing as a child, and as a man, knowing
as in a glass, and knowing face to face as
darkly and enigmatically,
we are known. The great question is, when this time of perfection is? Whether he mean at dealh, or at the resurrection.
If
the observation of Dr. Hanmiond and Mr. Beverly, in his
'

Great Soul of Man,' hold, that dvd^aa-i; in Scripture, when
the flesh or body' is not joined with it, signifies that life which
the soul doth enter upon immediately alter our death, and so
*
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that the soul hath that (after Hving) which is signified by the
very word which we translate resurrection^ then it will lead men
to think that there is less difference between man's state at his

departure, and at his last resurrection, than

first

most think,

even than Calvin himself thought. But the difference between
our first and last state of after-life or resurrection cannot be

known. What difference there is now between
and
those who rose at Christ's resurrection, and
Enoch, Elias,
the rest of the saints, even the spirits of the perfected just, and
whether the first have as much greater glory than the rest, as

now

distinctly

it is conceived that we shall have at the resurrection above that
which immediately foUoweth death, what mortal man can tell ? I
am past doubt that flesh and blood (formally so called, and not

only ab accidente, as sinful) shall not inherit the kingdom of
God, {vid. Hammond in loc.,)' but that our natural bodies shall

be made

spiritual bodies

:

and how a

spiritual

differeth

body

pretend not well to understand, but must
But
stay till God, by exjjerience, or fuller light, inform me.
the
is not like to be so great, as that a soul in
difference
surely

from a spirit or

soul,

flesh shall

know

perfectly,

and a

I

in part,

and a soul

in

a spiritual body shall

soul between both shall not

know

at

know

all.

If

be perfection which we shall have in our spiritual body, it is
like that we are nearer to that perfection, in knowledge and feit

licity,

while

Sect. 6.

we

are between both, than when we are in the flesh.
sure a soul that (even Solomon saith) goeth

And

upward, and to God that gave it, is liker to know God than that
which is terminated in flesh, and operateth ut forma, according
to its capacity and state ; and a soul that is with Christ, is liker
to know Christ, and the Father in him, than that which is
What less
present with the body, and absent from the Lord.
can the promise of being with him signify ?
Sect. 7. And, 1. As to the kind of knowledge,

and more

satisfactory a

way

how

excellent

will that of intuition, or intellective

is our
present way of abstraction, similitudes, and
abundance of time, thoughts, and labour, doth it
cost us now to learn our grammar, our rhetoric, and our logic.
Our artes loquendi, dicendi and disserendi; to learn our wordy
And when we
rules and axioms, in metaphysics, physics, &c.
have learned them all, (if all can be learned,) how little the nearer

sense, be, than
signs.

What

\^^e oft get
are many to the knowing of the signified realities.
but a set of words to play with, to take up our time, and divert
us from the matter
even as carnal men use the creatures which
',
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to entangle
signify God, and are made to lead them up to him,
of their
diversion
be
the
and
and
most
them,
greatest
pernicious
souls from God; so do too many learned men do by their organical, signal knowledge.
They use it as men do cards, and
romances, and plays^ to delight their fancies, but they know less
of the things that are worth their knowing, than many unlearned
Had not much of the Athenian
persons do, as I said before.
learning been then a mere game, for men to play away their
precious time at, and to grow proud of, while they were ignorant
of saving realities, Christ and his apostles had not so much neglected it as they did, nor Paul so much warned men to take
heed of being deceived by that vain kind of philosophy, in which
he seemeth to me to have greater respect to the universally esteemed Athenian arts, than, as Dr. Hammond thought, to the
mere gnostic pretensions.

This poor, dreaming, signal, artificial knowledge is, 1 Costly.
Uncertain.
4. Unsatisfactory, in compa3. Contentious.
.

2.

rison of intuitive

knowledge.

and precious time
grow old in getting us horses, and boots, and spurs, for our journey, and it is
well if we begin it at the last; like a man that would study the
new-found planets, and the shape of Saturn's and Jupiter's
satellites, and the Viam Lacteam, &c.; and he spends his whole
life in getting him the best tubes, or
telescopes, and never useth
them to his ends; or like one that, instead of learning to write,
doth spend his life in getting the best ink, paper, and pens ; or
rather like one that learneth to write and print exactly, and not
to understand what any of his words do signify.
Men take
1.

It is

which must

costly, as to the hard labour
be laid out for it, as aforesaid.

their spectacles instead of eyes.
2. And when this learning is

got,

We

how

uncertain

are

we

whether the v/ords have no ambiguity; whether they give us
the true notice of the speaker's mind, and of the matter spoken
of.
As 1 said before, what penury, and yet redundancy of
words have we: of how various and uncertain signification;
changed by custom, or arbitrary design; sometimes by the vulgar
use, and sometimes by learned men that, being conscious of the
defectiveness of the speaking art, are still tampering, and attempting to amend it. And some men speak obscurely on purpose, to raise in their readers a conceit of their subtle and sub-

And he that understandeth things most
and speaketh them most plainly, (which are the parts of
A A 2

lime conceptions.
clearly,
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true learning,) shall have

much ado

to get the matter

out of

dark and bewilderhig uncertainties, and to make others understand both it and him.
3.

And hence come

the greatest part of the contentions of
among men that most pretend to

the world, which are hottest

as in traffic and converse, the more men and
we have to do with, usually the more quarrels and differences we have; so the more of this wordy learning, instead
of realities, men pretend to, the more disputes and controversies they make; and the instruments of knowledge prove the
instruments of error and contention. And, alas how many

wordy knowledge;
business

!

applauded volumes are the snares and troublers of the world
and how great a part of our libraries are vain j anglings, and
!

of words, and traps for the more ingenious sort, that will
not be taken with cards and dice, robbing us of our time, destroying dur love, depressing our minds, that should ascend to
God, and diverting them from the great and holy things which
strife

should be the matter of our thoughts and joys; and filling the
church with sects and strife, while every one striveth for the

pre-eminence of his wit and notions, and few
and unity, and good works.

strive for

holy

love,

And

too many learned men do but
and leave the wine within untasted.
To know God, and Christ, and heaven, and holiness, do give the
soul a nourishing and strengthening kind of pleasure, like that
of the appetite in its food; but this game at words is but a
knowing of images, signs, and shadows, and so is but an image
and shadow of true knowledge. Jt is not that grace which
Austin's definition saith. Nemo male utitur ; but it is that which
the sanctified use well, and the unsanctified are puffed up by,
4.

all

this

while, alas

!

lick the outside of the glass,

and use to the opposition of truth, the ostentation of a foolisli
And if it be sanctified
wit, and the deceit of their own souls.
it is but mediate, in order to our
knowledge of
thus
things
signified; and it is the real good which contenteth
and beatifieth, though the notions may be a subordinate recre-

knowledge,

ation

J

and intuition feasteth on these

Sect. 9.

II.

And

realities.

as to the objects of this intuition, their ex-

I.
cellency will be the excellency of our knowledge.
II. I shall know the universe better.

know God l)etter.
shall know Christ

better.

IV.

I

shall

know

the

I

shall

III.

I

church, his

V. I shall better know the
body, better, with the holy angels.
methods and perfection of the Scripture, and all God's dirigent
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VI.

will.

I shall

know
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the methods and sense of

VII. I shall
disposing providence better.
nefits, which are the fruits of love, better.

know

the divine be-

VIII.

I shall

know

IX. I shall better know every fellow-creature,
myself better.
which I am concerned to know. X. And I shall better know
that

all

evil,

sin, -Satan,

and misery, from which

I

am

de-

livered.
'

Sect. 10.

I.

Aquinas, and

many

others, took

it

for the
chief^

natural proof of the soul's immortality, that man, by nature,
desireth not only to know effects, and second causes, but to

up to the knowledge of the first cause ; and, therefore, was
for such knowledge in the state of his perfection; but
Not that
grace hath much more of this desire than nature.
we must not be content to be without a great deal of knowledge,
which would be unmeet for us, useless, troublesome, or dangerous to us ; nor must we aspire to that which is above our capathe unsearchable things of God ; but not to
city, and to know
know God, is to know nothing, and to have an understanding
rise

made

worse than none. I presume not to pry into the secrets of the
Almighty, nor to pretend to know more of God than, indeed, I
do ; but, O that I might know more of his glorious perfections,
of his

life

love, and ways, with that knowledge which is
Blessed be that love that sent the Son of God

and

will,

eternal

I

from heaven, to reveal him to us in the gospel, as he hath done 5
all that hear the same words, and believe them, have not the
same degree of light or faith. If an angel from heaven came

but

down on

us all of God that we would know, and
and ask him, who would not turn his back
and universities, and learned men, to go and dis-

earth to

tell

lawfully desire

might
on libraries,

What travel should I think
course with such a messenger?
far, what cost too great, for one hour's talk with such a
But we must have here but such intimations as
messenger ?

too

exercise faith, and excite desire, and try us under the
temptations of the world and flesh. The glorious light is the
reward of the victory obtained by the conduct of the light of

will

grace.

God,

in great

mercy, even here beginneth the reward.
initial light, and faithfully follow on to

They that are true to the
know the Lord, do find,

usually, such increase of light (not of
vain notions, but of quickening and comforting knowledge of
God) as greatly encourageth them still on to seek for more.

very pleasant here to increase in holy knowledge, though
usually bring an increase of malignant opposition, and so cf

It is
it
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sorrows to the

flesh.

common knowledge,
to attain

some men

The pleasure that the mind hath in
brings men through a great deal of labour

How

many years' travel over land and sea do
take, to see and know more of this lower world ;

it.

that they bring home, but more acquaintance
How many more years do
and
sin,
vanity, and vexation.
thousands spend in the reading multitudes of tedious volumes,
Printers
that they may know what others knew before them.

though

it is little

with

and booksellers live by our desire of knowledge. What soul,
then, on earth can possibly conceive how great a pleasure it
will be for a glorified soul to see the Lord ?
Though I cannot
now conceive what that intuition of God himself will be, and
whether it will not be a glorious kind of concluding or abwhether the glory which we shall see
stractive knowledge
;

be only a created appearance of God, or be his very essence, it
satisfieth me that it will be as perfect a knowledge as is fit for
me to desire; and I shall then desire no more than is fit: and
it is I shall then know by itself, for it is not otherwise to
be clearly known. And all the pleasure that I shall have in
heaven, in knowing any of the works of God, will be in my beholding God himself, his being, his vital power and action, his
wisdom, and his love and goodness, in those works ; for he is

what

the

life

and glory of them
God/'

" Blessed are the
pure

all.

in heart,

for they shall see

it will be no small
part of my delight to
perfect works, I mean the universe itself.
I cannot say that I shall have so large a capacity as to comprehend all the world, or know it perfectly, and with an adequate

II.

And, doubtless,

see and

know God's

knowledge

;

but

I shall

know

it

in such perfection as

is

suitable

It is exceeding pleasant to know the least
capacity.
of the works of God.
With what diligence and departicles

to

my

have men endeavoured to anatomise a body, yea, a small
and to know and describe poor worms and
part of a carcass,
and
minerals ; and no man ever yet perfectly
insects, plants
knew the least of them all. No herbalist or physician ever yet

light

knew

the nature and uses of any one herb with an adequate

With what delight and diligence are physical
searches carried on in the world, though still we are all but
groping in the dark, and ignorant of many things for one that

knowledge.

we know, and, therefore, know no one perfectly, because we are
But if, indeed, we were above our dreamignorant of the rest.
erroneous
hypothesis, and saw the nature of everv creature,
ing,
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—

and land this little spot of God's creation, and the
of
what a delightful spectacle would it be
all, oh
compages
How much more to see the whole creation, yea, or one vortex
or system of the globes, and to know their union and communion,
and to behold their beauteous symmetry, and hear them, in concord and melodious harmony, praising the glory of their great,
This were a delectable sight indeed. 1
wise, amiable Creator.
shall have as much of this as 1 shall be capable of; and the
wonders and glories of the works of God shall wrap up my soul in
admiring, joyful praise for ever and though here it be but little
of God's works that we know, I have great reason to think that
it will be far otherwise there.
1. Because the state of perfection must far excel our dark and infant state of imperfection.
We have now desires after such a knowledge. His works are
and these
great, sought out of them that have pleasure therein
2. Because there
desires, being of God, shall not be frustrate.
will be a
proportionableness of the parts of our perfection ; and
therefore, as our love to God and his works will be there per3. Because we shall know
fected, so will be our knowledge.
God himself as much as we are capable, and therefore we shall
know his works in him, or by a subordinate knowledge, the
less being in the greater.
4. Because God hath made his
works to be known to his glory but it is little that is here
even

in sea

!

!

:

:

:

known

of them by mortals ; therefore they are known by them
in heaven, who are fitted to improve that knowledge to his
praise.
If Christ,

who
how

philosophy,

is

the

wisdom of God, will teach me the true
God, and live here in all well-pleasing

to love

unto him, I shall quickly, in heaven, be a perfect philosopher j
and experience will tell me that the surest way to be truly
learned, and know the wonderful works of God, was to know,

and serve the great Creator; and in him we shall have all,
and without him we know nothing, and have nothing at all.
Satan tempted Christ, by showing him the " kingdoms and
glory of the world," and promising them all to him if he would
have worshipped him but God will show me more than Satan
could show, and give me more of that which is best, than Satan
love,

:

could give.
III.

And

that in heaven

I

shall better

know

Jesus Christ, and

the mystery of our redemption by him, will not be the least
of my felicity; for in him are hid all the treasures of wisdom :

all

and

to

know

the mystery of his eternal godhead, in the second
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and his created nature, and the union of these, and to
see God's wonderful design and work of grace in him laid open
what heatifying knowledge would this he
to our clearest view,
All dark texts concerning his person, his office, and his works,

j)erson5

O

will

and

!

then he expounded and fully understood. All those strange
difficult things which were the great exercise and honour of
then he plain.

faith, will

advantage to

Difficulties will

no more be Satan's

tempt us to unbelief, or doubting.

The

sight of

If
the glory of my Lord will be my glory. (John xvii. 24.)
Paul had not then attained to perfection in the knowledge of
Christ, and the power of his resurrection, but was pressing forward to reach that crown in the life to come, which he calleth

—

"the

resurrection of the dead,"' (Phil. iii. 9
12,) such as I
must not expect here to attain it ; but when that which Is perfect is come, this imperfect knowledge of faith will be done

avva\^, as childish knowledge is in manhood: and the glass and
" shall see face to
riddle shall be laid aside, when we
face, and shall
know as we are known,'^ (1 Cor. xiii. 10 12,) as to our sight
and knowledge of Christ and his triumphant body: for I dare

—

not apply that phrase to the sight and knowledge of the divine
essence, nor yet deny it.
If now, though we see not Christ, yet, believing, we love him,
and rejoice in him with unspeakable, glorying joy. What love
and joy will the everlasting sight of our blessed Head excite

there in the souls of

all

the glorified

!

know the heavenly
Jerusalem, the triumphant church, the blessed angels, and glorified saints ; and as my love to them, so my knowledge of
them, will not be the least part of my heavenly delight. As
IV.

I

shall

better,

strangely as I now look
see it with these eyes,

Oh

oh

!

much

upward
it

shall

better,

to that world, because

be

my

I cannot
well-known everlasting

what a

sight, what a joyful sight, will death
aside the veil, or rather the Lord of Life,
When I am there at home,
by turning death to my advantage
I shall no more think with confusion, fear, or doubting, of that

habitation.

!

show me by drawing

!

blessed place or state.
fears, which
smallness of my faith, will end when faith

My

As

know

now come from
is

the

turned into vision.

the several rooms in my house, and houses in the
and streets- in the city, so shall I then know the many
mansions which Christ hath said are in his Father's house.
AVords now give me so poor, imperfect a conception of theworld and things which I never saw, as that sometimes I can.
I

street,
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tell whether the
joy of my
dark apprehensions, be the greater.

faith, or the trouble

place and persons, the glory which

I

scarcely

But when
heard

of,

I

of

my

shall see the

that will be the

delightful satisfying and possessing kind of knowledge. If Nehemiah, and the godly Jews, made so great a matter of seeing
the walls of Jerusalem repaired^ and others, of the imperfect
re-edifying of the temple, O what a joyful sight to me will the
The most glorious sight will be
heavenly Jerusalem then be
I

at the great marriage-day of the
to be glorified in his saints, and

Lamb, when

Christ shall

come

admired in all them that now
believe
but the next to that will be the day of my particular
deliverance, when I shall come to Christ, and see the saints ad:

miring him in glory.
If I were of the opinion of those Greek fathers, who thought
that stars were angels, or had intellectual souls, (matters unknown to us,) I should love them as my guardians, and take
it to be
yet more of my concernment to be advanced to
fuller knowledge of them.
But seeing I know that
angels love us, and by office do attend and keep us, and rejoice at our good, and at our repentance, and, which is far
more, are more holy and excellent creatures than we are,

the

it is, therefore,
my comfort to think that 1 shall better know
them, and live in near and perpetual acquaintance and communion with them, a more sensible and sweet communion than we

can have with them here.

Devils are aerial, and near to this

dark and sinful world, and oftener appear to men than angels.
But the angels affect not such descending appearances, till love

and obedience to

their

we have but

Lord make

it

pleasing to

them

:

and

knowledge, even of those that know,
and love, and keep us. But when we come bome to their nearest society and converse, to know them will be sweet and
joyful
knowledge: for they are more excellent creatures than the

therefore

little

most glorious that are below the
full

of light,-and

full

of love to

intellective nature.

God and man.

They

Had God

are

bid

me
my

pray to them, I would not have refused it, but taken it for
honour; but seeing he hath not, I will do that which he
hath bid me, even love them, and rejoice in my relation to the
innumerable company of them, in the city of the living God,
the heavenly Jerusalem, (Heb. xii. 22,) and long to know and
them more ; expecting, ere long, to bear my part in the
praises of God and of the Lamb, in the same choir where they
are the precentors.
love
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And that 1 shall know the spirits of the jDcrfected just, and
be of their communion, will be no small addition to my joy.
How sweet hath one wise and holy, though weak and blemished,
And how lovely have
companion been to me here on earth
!

God's graces

what a

in such,

though

sullied,

sight wilUt be when we

shall

appeared to me. Oh then,
seethe millions of souls that
!

shine in perfect wisdom and holiness with Christ. To see a garden that hath some beautiful flowers in it, is something : but if

you saw whole fields and countries shining with them, it would
be a glory, though fading, to the earth. A well-built city is a
than a single house, and a navy than a ship,
pleasanter sight
and an army than one man. And if this poor, low world did
all consist of wise, and just, and holy persons, O what an orIf one kingdom consisted
would it be
derly, lovely world
all of such, what a
(prince, magistrates, pastors, and people)
The plague of wicked men's
blessed kingdom would that be.
deceits, and falsehoods, oppressions, and iniquities, may help to
make us sensible of this. It would be a great temptation to us
to be loth to die, and leave such a country, were it not that the
!

more the beauty of goodness appeareth, the more the
is

perfection
Christ hath

desired.

It is

commanded me,

state of

pleasant to me to pray in hope, as
that earth may be made liker unto

heaven, which now is become so like to hell. But when I shall see
the society perfected in number, in holiness, in glory, in heavenly employment, the joyful praises of Jehovah, the glory of

Lamb shining on them, and God. rejoicing over
as his delight, and myself partaking of the same, that
And why doth my soul, impriwill be the truly blessed day.
God, and the

them

flesh, no more desire it ?
V. I shall better understand all the word of God, the matshall not have that use for
ter, and the method of it: though I
it as I have now in this life of faith, yet 1 shall see more of
God's wisdom and his goodness, his love, mercy, and justice,
As the
appearing in it, than ever man on earth could do

soned in

!

creatures, so the Scriptures, are perfectly known only by per1 shall then know how to solve all doubts, and refect spirits.

concile

all

seeming contradictions, and to expound the hardest

that liglit will show me the admirable methods of
prophecies
those sacred words, where dark minds now suspect confusion!
How evident and clear then will every thing appear to me ?
:

Like a small print when the light comes in, which
How easily shall
lead in the glimmering twilight.

1

could not

1

then con-

lUXTEll's
fute the

of
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and how joyour present unbelievers
God and Saviour that gave his church

all

!

praise that
so clear a light to guide
fully shall

DYING THOUGHTS.

I

them through

this

darksome world, and

so sure a promise to support them till they came to life eternal
him that by that immortal seed did
joyfully shall 1 bless
!

How

me

regenerate

to the hopes of glory,

and that ruled

me by

so

holy and just a law
VI. In that world of light I shall better understand God's,
which he ordereth the
present and past works of providence, by
!

wisdom and goodness of them is litit is the.union and harmony of
;
which showeth the beauty of them, when the single

matters of this world
tle
all

understood
the parts

:

the

in little parcels

And no one
parcels seem deformed, or are not understood.
can see the whole together but God, and they that see it in the
light of his celestial glory: it is a prospect of that end, by
which we have here any true understanding of such parcels as
we

see.

Then

I

shall

know

clearly

why, or to what use, God

prospered the wicked, and tried the righteous by so many afflictions: I shall know why he set up the ungodly, and put the
humble under their feet ; why he permitted so much ignorance,
ungodliness, pride, lust, oppression, persecution, falsehood, deI shall know
why the faithful
ceit, and other sins in the world
:

are so few; and

why

so

many kingdoms

heathenism, Mahometanism, and
missions which

now

left in

The

strange perare the matter of my

so puzzle me, and
be then as clear as day : I shall know
God disposed of me as he did through all my life ; and
I suffered what 1 did ; and how
many great deliverances I

astonishment, shall

why
why

of the world are

infidelity.

all

1 understood not here, and how
they were a?ccomof
God's
our
works and perAll
misinterpretations
plished.
missions will be then rectified : and all our controversies about

had, which

them, which Satan hath made so great advantage of, (by a pretended zeal for some truths of God,) will then be reconciled, and

end and all the works of Divine Providence, from the be*
ginning of the world, will then appear a most delectable, beauteous frame.
at an

:

Vlf. And among all these works, I shall specially know more
the nature and excellency of God's mercies and gifts of love,
which here we too unthankfully undervalued and made light of.

The

works of love should be the matter of our most conand serious thoughts, and the fuel of our constant
love and gratitude
the lively sense of love and mercy maketh
special

stant, sweet,

:
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abounding in love to God, and mercy to
God and man most laboureth to obscure, diminish, and disgrace God's love and mercies to us, or
to make us disrelish them, that they may be unfruitful, as to
Little do most Christians know
their excellent ends and uses.
how much they wrong God and themselves, and how much they
lose by the diminutive, poor thoughts which they have of God's
lively

Christians,

others

:

mercies

ingratitude is a grievous misery to the sinner, as graa very pleasant work.
Many a thousand mercies we
But wh«n I come
receive, which we greatly undervalue.

titude

now

but the enemy of

:

,

is

and work of perfect gratitude, I shall have a more
knowledge of all the mercies which ever I received in my
and which my neighbours, and friends, and God's church,

to the state

perfect
life,

and the world, did ever receive for though the thing be past,
the use of it is not past. Mercies remembered must be the matand we cannot be perfectly
ter of our everlasting thanks
:

:

the
thankful for them, without a perfect knowledge of them
worth of a Christ, and all his grace, the worth of the gospel, the
worth of our church privileges, and all God's ordinances, the
:

worth of our books and friends, and helps of our life and health,
and all conveniences, will be better understood in heaven than
the most holy and thankful Christian here understandeth them.
VIII. And it will be some addition to my future happiness,
that

I shall

then be

much

better acquainted with myself; both

my nature, and with my sin and grace. I shall then better know the nature of a soul, and its formal faculties (three in
one) I shall know the nature and way of its operations, and
with

:

how far its acts are simple, or compound, or organical. I shall
know how far memory, fancy, and sense, internal and external,
belong to the rational soul, and whether the sensitive and raand what senses will perish, and what
tional are two or one
not. I shall know how the soul doth act upon itself, and what
acts it hath that are not felt in sleep, in apoplexies, and in the
',

womb.

I

shall

else than fire

;

know whether
and whether

soul (sensitive or rational)

common fundamental

;

vegetative nature be any thing
be of the same essence with the

tlie

it

and whether

substance of

fire

all spirits,

emine7iter be a

diversely specified

by the forms, (mental, sensitive, and vegetative,) or whether it
be as a body or vehicle to spirits, or rather a nature made for
the copulation of spirits and bodies, and the operation of the
and whether fire (and
former on the latter, as between both
:

of what sort) be the active /on?ia telhms, and of other globes:

BAXTER^S DYING THOUGHTS.
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know how far

shall

are individuate

;

and whether
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and yet many, and how they

souls are one,

their g'waw^e^as discreta,

m hemg

numerically many, do prove that they have any quantitatem
continuam, and whether they are a purer sort of bodies, as the

and others, thought, and what immaand what substantiality of spirits ; and how
substantia and materia differ ; and how far they a/e penetrable and indivisible; and whether a soul be properly ^«r* ; and
whether individual souls are parts of any common soul ; and
how far the individuation doth continue ; and whether, separated from the body, they operate in and by any other vehicle,
or without, and how 3 and whether they take with them any of
Greek

fathers, Tertullian,

teriality signifieth

;

the fiery nature, as a vehicle, or as a constitutive part.

I shall

know how God produceth

souls; and how his production by
emanation or creation does consist with generation ; and how

and what causality the parent's soul hath
;
to the production of the child's ; whether by communication of
substance, or only by disposing the recipient matter. 1 shall
know whether all souls came from Adam's own substantiality ;

forms are multiplied

and whether there be more substance in all than in that one ;
and whether one substance cause more by generation ; or wheor whether any anima
ther it be so as to tlie souls of brutes
;

communis inform many organical bodies of the brutes, as the
sun lighteth many candles which are individuate by matter to
which (as parts of one) they variously are contracted, and on
which they operate 5 and whether they were individuate in preexistencc, or shall be individuate after separation

how

:

I shall

know

animated ; and how the
animated semina of two make one ; and if animated, what becomes of the anima seminis 2^^'diti, and of an abortive ; and
whether the body be animated as vegetative or sensitive before
far the

semen

in

generation

the entrance of the rational soul

;

is

or rather the

same

soul

which

rational, being one with the sensitive and vegeform of the first animated body, and
constitutive
be
the
tative,
the fabricator of its own domicilium. I shall know how far the

in

its

soul

faculty

is

is

receptive,

what each object
yea, and what an

and what the causa

finalis doth to it ; and
to the constitution or production of the act ;
act is, and what a habit ; and how a soul, act-

is

ing or habited) differeth from

how

its

Many

acts are

itself

not acting or habited ; and
or its faculties at least.
;

many, and yet but one

other such difficulties will

all

be solved, which

now

philo-
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sophers contend about in the dark, and pass but under doubtful
conjectures ; or, at least, are known to very few.

And
how it

I

shall

know how God's Spirit
human

sent from Christ's

is

operjiteth
nature to

on souls 5 and
work on man

and whether grace be properly, or only metaphorically,

;

called a

new nature, a divine nature) in us. I shall know what
and how man's will can be the first determiner of
of
its own in specie morali (good or evil) without being
act
any
such a causa prima, as none but God can be and so how far
free acts are necessitated or not. I shall know what power the
nature (a
free-will

is,

:

hath on the will, and the will on the intellect ; and
what power the sense and fancy hath on either ; and what
any iniellectus agens doth ; whether it be to our intellection as
I shall know what is meant by the dethe sun is to our sight.
in
the soul ; and whether there be diof
acts
and
habits
grees
intellect

vers degrees of substantiality, or of the virtus vel facultas formalts of several souls : I shall know better the difference of

habits called acquired and infused ; and what common grace
is, and what it doth ; and what nature can do of itself, or by

common
and how

grace, without that which is proper to the justified
far any degrees of grace are lost.

;

know what measure of grace 1 had myself; and how
was mistaken in myself 3 and what acts were sincere ; and
how much that was not sound was mixed ; and what was of
myself and sin.
I shall know much more of my sins than here I ever knew,
the number and the greatness of them ; that so I may know, with
greatest thankfulness and love, how much 1 am beholden to
pardoning and healing grace.
Yea, 1 shall know more of my body, as it was the habitation
of my soul, or the organical matter on which unitedly it worked*
I shall know how far it helped or hindered me; and what were
all those obscure diseases that puzzled all the physicians, and
myself; and how marvellously God sustained, preserved, and
oft delivered me ; and what of my actions was to be imputed
to the body, and what of them to the soul.
IX. And every fellow-creature, which I am concerned to
know, I shall know far better than now I do, both things and
persons the good and bad, the sincere and the hypocrites, will
and many an action that here went for hobe there discerned
I shall

far

I

:

:

nourable, covered or coloured with wit or worldly advantages.
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or false pretences, will then be found to be odious and unjust :
and wickedness will be flattered or extenuated no more : and

many

a good and holy work which false men, through wicked-

ness and worldly interest, reproached as some odious crime,
will there be justified, honoured, and rewarded. All sciences are

there perfect, without our ambiguous terms, or imperfect axioms,

and rules of art.
X. And, lastly, I shall better know from what enemies, what
what contrivances and
sins, what dangers, I was here delivered
malicious endeavours of Satan and his instruments God defeated ; how many snares I escaped and 1 shall better know how
great my deliverance is by Christ from the wrath to come.
:

:

Though we
it

er

so far as
:

we

yea,

know

by painful sense, we shall know
us with gratitude to our Redeemmuch of it far better than the damned

shall not
is

necessary to

shall

hell

fill

know
For we

shall know, by sweet and full
fruition,
what the joy and blessedness is which they have lost 3 when
they have no such kind of knowledge of it.
All this knowledge will be thus advanced to
my glorified soul
beyond what I can here conceive in flesh and is it not then
spirits that feel it.

:

far better to

be with Christ

?

IV. The constitutive reasons from the state of
Sect.
is

1.

But

to the body:

the will that

it is

as

it

to the soul

my

will.

what the heart

the prime seat of morality, so is it the
is there ; and
my great-

My greatest evil

chief seat of felicity.
est subjective
and God will

is

is

good will be there. Satan did most against it,
do most for it. And will it not be better to be

with Christ than here

?

not there be tied to a body of cross interests and
inclinations, which is now the greatest snare and enemy to my
1.'

soul

;

It will

which

is still

sorrows, to and for

drawing my love, and care, and fears, and
and turning them from my highest

itself,

How great a deliverance will it be to be freed from
the temptations, and the inordinate love, and cares, and fears

interest.

for this corruptible flesh 1
2.
will shall not there

My

be tempted by a world of inferior

the bait and provision for the flesh, where meat,
and sleep, and possessions, house, lands, and friends, are all
become my snares and danger. God's mercies will not be made

good, which

is

there the tempter's instruments. I shall not there have the flatpromises or threatenings, of the tyrants of the

teries or frowns,
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bad company will not infect me, nor diworld, to tempt nje
me : the errors of good men will not seduce me ; nor reputation or reverence of the wise, learned, or religious, draw me
:

vert

them

to imitate

in

3. I shall there

any sin.
have none of Satan's

solicitations, to pervert

not have that advantage by my sense and
my
But of this
fancy, nor that access unto me, as now he hath.
will

I

he

:

will

spake before.
Sect. 2.

because,

1.

My will shall there be better than here,
There

will

be nothing in

that

it

is

I. Negatively,
displeasing to

God

:
no sinful inclination, habit, or act : nothing to strive
against God's Spirit ; nor grudge at any word or work of God :
no principles of enmity or rebellion left. 2. There will be no-

thing that

against the good of others

is

no inclinations

:

to in-

jury, or any thing that is against my neighbour's or the common good. 3. There will be nothing in it that is cross to itself; no more war or striving in me; not a law in my mind,
and a law in my members, that are contrary to each other no
crossness between sense and reason, nor between the sensiall will be at
tive appetite and the rational
unity and peace
:

:

within.
Sect. 3.

my

will.

II.

Positively, Christ will have finished his cure
of sanctification will be perfect, and, I.

The work

will shall there,

byunion and communion,

on

My

made comformable

be-

to the will of Christ, and so unto the Father's will.
This must
needs be meant (whatever more) in the prayer of Christ, where

he prayeth, " That they may be one, as thou. Father, art in me,
and I in thee, that they may be one in us, that they may be

we are one." (John xvii. 21, 22.) The will of
and of the Father, will be my will, that is, I shall love
and will (dispositively and actually) the same that God loveth
and willeth (in the measure of a creature, infinitely below him).
one, even as
Christ,

And

if so,

1.

How

can the will of

man

than to be the same with the will of God

have greater honour,
Assimilation to a

?

king, among us poor mortals, goeth for honour ; assimilation to
angels is much more. That we shall be like, or equal to, angels,
is a
high part of the blessed's praise ; but how much more is it,
to be thus far like to

God.

Indeed, God's image, and the di-

vine in us here, can be no less than this similitude to God's will
in the degree that we have it.
that degree is so
But, alas
!

very low, as that we can hardly tell whether our similitude or
dissimilitude be the more; I mean, whether our wills are i'ov
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Oh, how many

thou-

sand wishes and desires have we had, which are against the will
But there we shall have the full impression of God's
God

of

!

upon our

will,

wills, as face

wax answereth

answereth face

a glass, or as the

in

on the outside answereth
;
to the motion of the clock within, so, in all things which belong
to our duty and perfection, we shall answer the will of God.
As the echo answereth the voice, defectively, but truly, without
contradiction or discord, so will our wills be as the echo of
God's will.
2. And then I am sure that there will be nothing in my
will but good ; for God willeth no evil.

And

3.

the seal

as the finger

this will be virtually all

and

obedience

;

for all sin

is

vo-

mortal good is primarily in the will.
4. And then there can be no matter of disquiet in me, but
all will be in
perfect peace; for all that is like God will be

luntary,

pleasing,

all

God and me; no

both to

troubling crossness will

remain.

And how

5.

when
ness

I shall

easy and sweet then will all my obedience be,
it, without any reluctancy or averse-

perfectly will

All will be

?

Sect. 4.

II.

my very pleasure that I do.
seeing my will shall be the

And

same with the

of God, it followeth that it shall never be frustrate, but I
shall have all whatsoever I would have, and shall be and do
will

would be and do. For I shall desire nothing but
and God's will shall certainly be done. 1 shall
have as much love and joy as I would have ; 1 shall be as happy
as I would be ; I shall desire nothing for others but it shall
be done. Indeed, if God's will were there unknown to me, I
might ignorantly go against it, as 1 do here but there, before
I will or desire any thing, I shall know whether it be God's will
or not, so thai I shall never wish any thing which shall not be

whatsoever

what God

I

willeth,

;

And

God's perfection to have his will
be not obeyed,) so my perfection shall consist in this likeness unto God, that my will shall be
still fulfilled.
And then Christ's promises will be perfectly per" Whatsoever
formed,
ye ask the Father in my name, he will
accomplished.

always done, (though

Ye

as

all

it is

his laws

what you will, and it shall be done
and xvi. 23, and xiv. 13, 14, and
XV. 7.)
While their will was the same with the will of Christ:
VVe ask for
but he saith not that it shall all be given us here.
and
but
not
we
shall
here.
have
it,
perfection,
B T»
give

it

you.

unto you."

shall ask

(John xv. IG,
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Sect. 5.

III.

Yea,

my

shall not be the will of

be my fruition, for it
need; a desire of what I want,

will itself shall

one

in

want nothing; therefore, it is said that we shall
no more but it will be a complacency in what I do possess, and in this also my perfection will be the image of God's
not but that all creatures still receive from God,
perfection
and in that sense may be said to need, in that they have nothing
for I shall
thirst

:

:

of themselves, but

being
want.

and

all

by

gift

and communication from him; but

possessors, they cannot properly be said to
Complacency in that which we possess is love and

still

full

pleasure in one act; and, indeed, pleasure and love are the same
To love any thing, is to have that thing to be pleasing
thing.
to my mind.
Even when it is wanted, it is thought on as a
pleasing thing, and therefore desired, so that the desiring act
of the will is but a second act occasioned by want, and followI desire
ing the first act, which is complacency, or simple love.
it because I love it.
Rightly, therefore, is the will itself called

and rational appetite, are
signification.
My will, therefore, must
needs be perpetually full of perfect joy, when enjoying love and

love, for in
all

the

first act,

love, will,

words of the same

Thus shall 1 have in me the
pleasure will be my w\\\ itself.
of
will then perfectly do
and
the
comforter
spring
living waters,
his work, when my constant will itself shall be comfort.
Well,
therefore,

when
glory

is

glory said to be the perfection of sanctifying grace,
beginning of that love and joy which

this grace is the
is

the perfection of; and perfection is the Spirit's work.
IV. And it will be much of my felicity that my will

Sect. 6.
shall

be confirmed and fixed

in this

conformity to the will of

God, and holy love will be its nature. Now both understanding
and will are so lamentably mutable, that further than God promiseth to uphold us, we know not one day what we shall think,
But when love is as a fixed nature in
judge, or will the next.
us, we shall be still the same, adhering to amiable goodness,
It will be as easy to us (and
without intermission or cessation.

more) to love God and holiness, as it is to the hungry and
to love praise or
thirsty to love meat and drink, or to the proud
domination, yea, or to any man to love his life. And we shall
be no more weary of loving, than the sun is of shining, or than
the hungry is of feasting, or a friend of friendly love and
converse. Nfiy, the comparison is quite too low, for all creatures
here have a fading vanity which wearieth the satiated or failing
appetite, but there is no such thing in heaven.
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much more

as from the nature of that act, so

from the nature of the ohject, my love will appear to be
The objects (which are the matter of the act)
happiness.
be these
:

1.

love.

—

my
will

God himself will be the full and everlasting object of my
And he that could but understand as well as those in

heaven do, what this word signifieth, ' to love God, and be beloved of him,* would say, that there needs no other description
of perfect happiness

heaven which

I

:

complacency

perfect, joyful

and hope

desire

for.

This

in

my

is

God

the

is

and

felicity,

As I am the agent of love to God, and the object
of God's love to me, it is my felicity.
As God is the ultimate
object of my love, and the agent of his love to me, (that is, of
the effects of it,) so it is unspeakably more high and excellent

much more.

than to be

my

and man, and
jectively)
interest.

it is

it is

infinitely

Sect. 8. In

Love

felicity.

as

God

is

the closure of the wills of

God's part or

more

there

excellent than as

all

is

He

God

interest, (efficiently or
it is

my

ob-

part and

that love can desire for

its full,

good in himself, that is,
most amiable: and the nature of man's will is to love good as
good. Could we love God with a love that is adequate to the
object, we should be God ourselves, which is impossible, none
everlasting feast.

but

God

1.

can adequately

is

infinitely

know God

or love him.

In God's love

to himself, both the act and object are infinite, and, indeed, are
both one, there being not that formally which we know by the

but ^ act and object' are our analogical,
that act of God which is his essence.
of
inadequate conceptions
But in our love to God the act is finite, and infinitely below the

name of act and

object

;

object; yea, the object, which in reality

is

itself infinite,

yet

proximately as the esse cognitwn is the object of our love, is
It is the conception or idea of God in the intellect,
finite there.
which is the proper and nearest object of the will, and this is as
a face in a glass, a shadow, even the
infinite

Being.

The same

infinite

finite little

good

is

shadow of an

a felicity to divers

persons in divers degrees, according as they diversely love him,
and are receptive of his love.
Sect. 9. 2. God, who is infinitely good in himself, will be that
most suitable good to me, and meetest for the dearest embracements of my will. For, 1. He hath all in himself that I need or
can desire. There is no room, nothing above him, or beyond
him, or without him, for love to cleave to. Though below him
B B 2
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the creature, though not being without him,
him, by the deception of the mind.
Sect. 10.

not

my

2.

love.

is

loved without

He is willing to be loved by me. He disdaineth
He might have refused to be embraced by such

as have so oft and sinfully polluted themselves
by
embracing vanity and filth. As persons of state, and stately
cleanliness, will not be touched by filthy hands, much less let
dogs or dirty swine leap on them which come from wallowing
in the mire.
God might have driven me away from the happiness of loving him, and have denied me the leave for so high a
work, but he commandeth my love, and maketh it my greatest
affections

duty.

He

inviteth

my

happiness.

the

first,

receive

so

is

and entreateth me,

He

seeketh to

he the most earnest

love than I

my

me

am

as if he

were a gainer by
and as he is

to seek to him,
suitor.

to give

it

He

him.

is

far readier to

All the compas-

I have had from him here,
by his word
and mercies, assure me that he will there receive me readily ;
he that so valued my poor, cold, imperfect love tohim on earth,

sionate invitations which

will

not reject my perfect love in heaven. He that made it the
work of his Spirit to effect it, will not refuse it when it is

great

made

perfect by himself.
Sect. 11. 3. And he is near to me, and not a distant God out
of my reach, and so unsuitable to my love.
Blind unbelievers

may dream that he is far off, but he is as near us, even now, as
we are to ourselves. He is not far from any of us, for in him we
The light of the sun is not
live, and move, and have our being.
so near my eyes, as God will be for ever to my mind.
When he
would sanctify us to love him, he bringeth us nigh to him

in

As we love

ourselves easily as being, as they say, the
nearest to ourselves, so we shall as easily love God as ourselves,
when we see that he is as near us as we are to ourselves, as well
Christ.

as that he

is

infinitely

more amiable in

himself.

And

because of the imparity of the creature and
the Creator, he hath provided such means to demonstrate to us
his nearness, as are necessary to the exercise of our love.
Sect. 12.

4.

We

shall see his glory, and taste his love, in our glorified Mediator,
and in the glory of the church and world. God will condescend

show himself to us according to our capacities of beholding
Here we see him in his works and word, and there we
But this
shall see him in the glory of all his perfect works.

to

him.

leadeth

me

to the second object of my love.
Under God, as i shall see, so

Sect. 13. U,

I

shall delightfully
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love, the glorious perfection of the universe, even the image of
love will be
God in all the world ; as
delight, so I shall
love best that which is best, and most delight in it : and the

my

my

whole is better than any part; and there is a peculiar beauty
and excellency in the whole world, as perfect, compaginate,
harmonious, which is not to be found in any part, no, not in
Christ himself, as man, nor in his church.
The marvellous inclination that all things have to union, even
the inanimates, might persuade me, if
myself, that it is most credible that

1

not certainly in
also shall have the

felt it

man

and such as is agreeable to the nature of his
and therefore our love and delight in all things is
that uniting inclination in man.
like

inclination,

faculties

;

III. And I shall have a
special love to the holy sotriumphant, universal church, consisting of Christ,
angels, and saints, as they are specially amiable in the image
and glory of God. God himself loveth them more than his

Sect. 14.

ciety, the

inferior

works

;

that

is,

his essence,

which

is

love,

and hath no

degrees or change, doth send forth fuller streams of good upon
them, or maketh them better and happier than the rest. And
my love will imitate the love of God, in my capacity. And if
societies

on earth, more holy and wise than others, though im-

then will the heavenly society
perfectly, are very amiable, what
Of this I spake before (of knowing them) .
be ?
Sect. 15.

1.

Think

here,

O my

soul,

how sweet

a state unto

be to love the Lord Jesus, thy glorified Head, with
When the glory of God, which shineth in him,
perfect love
will feast thy love with full and everlasting pleasure, the highest
thee

it

will

!

created perfection of power, wisdom, and goodness, refulgent in
him, will not give leave to thy love to cease, or intermit, or abate
its

When

fervour.

thou shalt see in the glorified church the

precious fruits of Christ's redemption, grace, and love, this also
will feed thy love to him, from whom this heavenly glory conieth.
And when thou shalt feel thyself possessed of perfect happiness,
his love to thee, will not this also do its part ?
Yea, the
remembrance of all his former love, what he did for thee, and
what he did in thee here on earth, how he called thee with an
holy calling how he washed thee in his blood from all thy sins ;
how he kindled in thee those desires which tended to that perfect
glory; how he renewed thy nature; how he instructed, and
guided, and preserved thee from thy childhood ; and how many
and how great sins, enemies, dangers, and sufferings, he saved

by

;
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thee from

constrain thee everlastingly to love him.
he
the
Thus, (though
kingdom to the Father, as ceasing
give
his mediatory, healing, saving work of acquisition,) he will be
;

all this will

God in him will be accessible,
communion with us. (John xvii.

to thee the Mediator of fruition.

and condescend

to a suitable

And as Christ is thy life, radically and efficiently, as he
24.)
the giver of grace and Spirit of love, so he will be objectively
thy life as he is lovely, and it will be formally thy life to love

is

him, and

God

Sect. 16.

be to love

him, for ever.

in

2.

Think,

(as well as to

also,

O my

soul,

how

delectable

know) those angels that most

will

it

fervently

Lord
They will be lovely to thee as they have loved
and
as
more
thee,
they have been lovers and benefactors to the
church and to mankind; but far more as they are so many refulgent stars, which continually move and shine, and burn in
O blessed difference between that
purest love to their Creator,
amiable society of holy spirits, and this dark, mad, distracted,
Here devils tempt me within, and devils incarwicked world
love the

I

1

nate persecute

me

without.

Blaspheming of God,

reviling

god-

liness, deriding the sacred Scriptures, and sacred exercises, malignant slandering of the servants of God, hating, persecuting,
silencing, and saying all manner of evil falsely of them, for their

righteousness' sake, while such crimes are pretended, as they
once falsely charged on Christ himself. This is the conversation

of those that

I

have long dwelt with in the world

:

atheism,

infidehty, papal church tyranny, bloody wars, destroying the

and fornication, stigmarighteous, oppressing the poor, adultery
tising perjury, ambition, violence, covetousness, deceit, sottish
ignorance, wilfulness in sin, hatredof reproof, revengeful malice ;

and such like, are the fruits of the soil where I have long
sojourned (though, through the grace of Christ, among the
And is not the company
faithful, there have been better fruits).

these,

With whom God is all j who
of holy angels better than this ?
are even made up of shining wisdom, and holy love, and beneficent activity; who are the blessed choir that melodiously sing
forth the high praises of their Maker.
Among whom God
dwelleth as in his presence-chamber, or his temple, and in whom
With these 1 shall see or hear no
his great delight.

he taketh
evil.

No

mixture of fools or wicked ones do pollute or trouble
There will be no false doctrine, no evil example,

their society.

no favouring wickedness, no accusing goodness, no
lence, but holy, powerful; operative love, will be

all,

hurtful vio-

and do

all.
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not better to be

a door-keeper there, than to dwell in the palaces of wickAnd is not a day with them better than a thousand
edness ?
here ?

And

with the holy angels I shall love holy
unto them, and joined with them in
the same society; and it is likely with them judge, that is, rule
the world.
All their ^infirmities are there put off with the flesh ;
Sect. 17.

souls that are

they also are

There

is

3.

made

spirits

none of

like

made up

of holy life, and light, and love.
former ignorance, error, imprudence,

their

any other troubling,
hurtful thing.
When I think with what fervent love to God,
to Jesus Christ, and to one another,
they will be perfectly
united there, alas, how sad and how shameful is it, that
they

selfishness, contentiousness, impatience, or

should here be prone to disaffections and divisions, and
hardly
agree to call each other the servants of God, or to worship God
in the

same assemblies ; but the remnants of dividing principles,
and uncharitableness ; will be all left behind.

viz,, pride, error,

Society with imperfect saints

God upon them

is

tious, that it is

hard to

amiable

;

is

sweet

but their

;

the imperfect image of
here are so vexa-

frailties

with some of them in peace.
But
and oh, how delightful will
3
I can never
forget how sweet
the course of my pilgrimage, by the fragrancy
live

perfect love will make them one
that communion of saints be
!

God hath made

how sweet have my
How sweet have the
How sweet have the holy

and usefulness of his servants' graces
bosom friends been, though mutable

;

!

neighbourhood of the godly been
assemblies been ; and how many hours of comfort have I there
had
How profitable have their writings, their conference,
and their prayers been
What then will it be, to live in the
union of perfect love with perfect saints in heaven for ever, and
!

!

!

with them concordantly to love the God of love ?
Sect. 18.
IIL And as the act and the object of love will
constitute

God and

my

felicity,

his creatures,

my reception from the love of
be sweeter to me than my own
activity

so will

can be; for it is mutual love that makes it up.
the fountain of my own delights ; nor can 1 act

1

shall not

till I

be

am

acted,
received from

nor offer any thing to God, but what 1 have first
him. And receive 1 shall abundantly and continually, and from
thence shall overflow to God, and receiving and returning are

now, and
perpetual

will be,
life

the circular, endless motion, and our true

and happiness.
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Sect. 19.
is

All

I.

but

God. His love
nor a wish which toucheth not the

receivings shall be from

my

not a mere immanent

will,

what heat

or from, the sun or fire ; it is
the
most
goodness
powerful, sweet, commuAll love is communicative ; but
nicating principle, or work.
none in comparison of God's ; as there is none primitively and

object

an

;

it is

efflux of

:

it

is in,

is

How much doth love in the affairs of
men ? All that is pleasant in the world is it, or its effects.
Were it not for sensual love, there would be no generation of
man or brutes God hath made it a generating principle.
simply good but God.

;

Hatred causeth not congress, but fighting with, or flying from,
one another. Were it not for natural love, mothers would
never endure the pain, and trouble, and care, which is necessary
to human birth and education ; were it not for love, parents
would never labour all their lives to leave their children well
instructed, and well provided for, when they are gone.
My
food would not please me did I not love it, and I should neglect
Did 1 not love my books, and
it to the neglect of my life.
learning itself, I should never have bestowed so much of seventy
years in poring on them, and searching for knowledge, as I
have done ; did I not love my house, my conveniences and
necessaries, I should neglect them, and they would be to me of
small use ; did

I

not love

my

friends,

should be less profitable

I

and they to me ; did I not love my life, I should
neglect it, and never have endured the labour and cost about

to them,

it

as

I

have done.

If a

man

and the common good, he

will

love not his country, posterity,
be as a burdensome drone in the

hive, or as pernicious vermin.
is good, but by love ?

And

if

is

done in the world that

created love be so necessary, so active, so communithe infinite love of the Creator be

how much more will
His love is now the Hfe of

cative,

What

!

the world

;

his

love

is

the

life

of

nature in the living, the life of holiness in saints, and the life
In this infinite love it is that I, and
of glory in the blessed.
And if I dwell in love,
all the saints, shall dwell for evermore.
in me, surely I shall have its sweet and plenteous comIt
munication, and shall ever drink of the rivers of pleasure.
is pleasant to nature to be i)eloved of others,
especially of the

and love

great, and wise, and good ; much more to have all the communications of love, in converse and gifts, in plenty and continuance, which maybe still expressing it to our greatest benefit!

Had

I

a friend

now

that did for

me

but the hundredth part of
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Think then,
doth,
think believingly, seriously, constantly, O my soul, what a life
thou shalt live for ever in the presence, the face, the bosom of
He now shineth on me by the sun, and
infinite, eternal love.
on my soul by the Son of righteousness but it is as through a
lantern, or the crevices of my darksome habitation ; but then
he will shine on me, and in me, openly, and with the fullest
streams and beams of love.
Sect. 20. God is the same God in heaven and earth, but I
shall not be the same man. Here I receive comparatively little,
but live in darkness, doubtful and frequent sorrows, because my
receptivity is less ; the windows of my soul are not open to his
light j sin hath raised clouds, and consequently storms, against
dearly should

I

love

I

;

comforts ; the entrances to my soul by the straits of flesh
and sense are narrow; and they are made narrower by sin than
they were by nature. Alas, how often would love have spoken
comfortably to me, and 1 was not at home to be spoken with,
but was abroad among a world of vanities, or was not at leisure,
or was asleep, and not willing to be awaked
How oft would
love have come in and dwelt with me, and I have unkindly shut
my doors against him ; how oft would he have been with me
in secret, where he freely would embrace me, but I had some
pleasing company or business which I was loth to leave ; how
oft would he have feasted me, and had made all ready, but
I was taken up and could not come.
Nay, when his table hath
been spread before me, Christ, grace^, and glory, have been
offered to me, my appetite hath been gone, or dull, and all hath
been almost neglected by me, and hath scarce seemed pleasant
enough to be accepted, or to call off my mind from luscious
How oft would he have shined upon me, and I have
poison.
shut my windows or mine eyes ; he was jealous indeed, and
liked not a partner ; he would have been all to me, if I would
have been all for him. But I divided my heart, my thoughts,
my love, my desires, and my kindnesses and, alas, how much

my

!

;

did go besides him, yea against him, to his enemies, even when
I knew that all was lost, and worse than lost, which was not
his.
little

What wonder then, if so foolish and unkind a sinner had
pleasure in his love; and if so great ingratitude and neglect

of sovereign goodness were punished with such strangeness, and
fears, and faintings, as I have long with groans lamented.

Recipitur ad moclum recipientis.
But in heaven I shall have none of these obstructions

;

all

old
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unkindness and ingratitude will be forgiven ; the great Reconciler in whom I am beloved will then have perfected his work ;
I shall then be wholly separated from the vanity which here

me

deceived

my

;

heavenly influx

5

glorifying love

;

open soul

will

with open face

be prepared to receive the
behold the open face of

I shall

shall joyfully attend his voice, and delightdisease will corrupt

I

the celestial provisions.
fully relish
no
;
sluggishness will make
appetite

No
me

my

guilty again of

my

old

neglects ; the love of the Father, by the grace of the Son, and
the communion of the Holy Spirit, will have got the victory

deadness, folly, and disaffection, and my -God-disand
self-undoing averseness and enmity will be gone
pleasing
The perfect love, which God doth first effect in me,
for ever.
will be my everlasting receptivity of the fullest love of God.

over

my

all

Benevolent love will make me good ; that is, a holy lover of
God ; and then pleased love will make me his delight, and
benevolence will

still

maintain

me

in

my

capacity.

love, O my soul ; these are not
Study
dead or barren studies, these are not sad, unpleasant studies, it
is only love that can relish love and understand it ; the will here
hath its gust, so like to an understanding, as make some phithis

heavenly work of

losophers say, that voluntas percipit is a proper phrase. What
can poor, carnal worldlings know of glorious love, who study it
What sounding brass and tinkling cymbals, a
without love ?
are they that preach of God, and Christ, and
heavenly glory, without love ; but gazing upon the face of love
in Christ, and tasting of its gifts, and looking up to its glorious

lifeless

reign,

voice,

is

the

way

the sacred

to kindle

in

fire

thee.

Look

thou wouldest see the light that must lead thee
upwards,
upwards. It is not for nothing that Christ hath taught us to
"
" Our
Father, which art in heaven ;
begin our prayers with
it is fatherly love that must win our hearts, and that must
if

comfort them; and
manifested.

As

I

it

is

heaven where

in

said before,

as

the soul

this
is

is

gloriously

in all the

body,
but yet understandeth not in the hand as it doth in the head,
and rejoiceth not in the foot as it doth in the heart ; so God,
that is everywhere, doth not everywhere glorify his love as he
doth it in heaven. Thither, therefore, the mind and eye are
nature taught to look up as to God, as we look a man
even

by

in the face

though

My

when we speak

his soul

be

sinful heart

to

him, rather than to his

feet,

also there.

hath needed sorrow.

My careless,

rash, pre-
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sumptuous soul hath needed fears ; and 1 have had some part.of
these.
Mercy saw it good for me, as necessary to prevent my
dangerous deceits and lapses and O that in the hour of sensual temptations I had feared more, and departed from evil. But
it is
holy love that must be my life; or else I am dead notwith:

standing fear.
life of love.
It is more of a
but yet study must do much to preThis is the great use of a heavenly

Oh, come, then, and study the
holy nature than of art
pare thee to receive

;

it.

the contemplation, belief, and hope of the
glorious state of love hereafter, that must make us like it, and
kindle it in us here. The burning glass must be turned directly
conversation.

It is

to the sun, if you will have it set any thing on fire.
carnal or common love to God, which is kindled in

There

men by

is

a

car-

nal pleasures ; but a holy love, like that in heaven, must be
studiously fetched from heaven, and kindled by the foresight of

what

is

and what we

there,

shall

ascend, and look within the

be there for ever.

veil.

Faith must

Thou must not

live

as a

stranger to thy home, to thy God, and Saviour, and thy hopes.
The fire that must warm thee is in heaven, and thou must come

near

it,

or open thyself to

its

influence, if thou wilt feel

its

night and winter with carnal minds,
powerful efficacy.
when it is day and summer with those that set their faces
It

is

heavenward.
Sect. 21.

God, they

But, though all my receivings will be from
must live in perfect
not be from him alone.

II.

will

We

union also with one another, and with

all

the heavenly society 5

and therefore as we must love them all, so shall we be beloved
by them all and this will be a subordinate part of our blessed:

ness.

God

there will

make

use of second causes, even in

com-

municating his love and glory.
Sect. 22.
1. The Lord Jesus Christ will not
only be the
object of our delightful love, but will also love us with an effecHis love will be as the vital heat
tual, operative love for ever.

and motion of the heart to all the members, the root of our
and joy. The love of our Redeemer will flow out into us
all as the vital
spirits, and his face of glory will be the sun of the
heavenly Jerusalem, and will shine upon us, and show us God ;
and in his light we shall have light. Did his tears for a dead
Lazarus make men say, ' Behold how he loved him !' O, then,
what will the reviving beams of heavenly life make us say of that
love which filleth us with the pleasures of his
presence, and
life
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turneth our souls into joy itself.
He comforteth us now by the
word
of
his
;
but, surely, the fruition of salvation will
teaching

be more gladdening than the tidings of
us of glory, in his gospel, shall" give
believe, but feel that he loveth us.
Sect. 23. Believe,

O my

When

it.

it

us,

we

he that told

shall not only

soul, thy Saviour's love, that

thou

and be fit to feel it. We were incapable, in
sinful flesh, of seeing him otherwise than as clothed with flesh,
and his consolations were administered by a word of promise
suitable to his appearance ; but when he withdrew his bodily
presence, the Comforter was sent with a fuller consolation.
But all that was but the earnest, and the first-fruits, of what he
mayest foretaste

it,

Be not seldom, nor unbelieving, nor
thoughts of thy Saviour's love, for it is he that is
Let thy believing be so much of
the way to the infinite love.
" dwelleth in
thou
that
mayest say that he
thy
thy daily work,
heart by faith;" (Eph. iii. 17;) and that while thou livest here
will

be to us for ever.

slight, in the

is Christ that liveth in thee ; and that thy life in the flesh
not a fleshly life, but by the faith of the Son of God that
hath loved thee, and given himself for thee. (Gal. ii. 20.)
And that though thou see him not, yet, believing, thou lovest

it

is

him

also with unspeakable joy, as believing the unspeakable perwhich his love will communicate to thee for ever.

fect joy

sun, and think thus with thyself: 'How wonthe emanation of this sun : its motion, light, and heat,
communicated to so many millions of creatures all over the

Look upon the

derful

is

earth, and in the seas.

What,

if all

these

beams of

light

and

heat were proportionable beams of perfect knowledge, love, and
joy ; and that all creatures that are under the sun had, from its
influx, as much wisdom, love, and joy, as they have light, heat,

and motion.

Would

not then this earth be as a world of angels,

and a heaven? O what a blessed world would it be; and
what a benefactor would the sun be to the world
Wliy, even
!

such will Jesus Christ be to the celestial world.
of glory.
ful

love

His influence

upon

all

sends forth from
world.

Now,

the influence

will

send forth

life

and

He

is

light,

the sun

and joy-

the blessed, from the face of God, as the sun

God

its

motion,

light,

and heat, upon

this

therefore, begin, and live upon him: live upon
of his grace, his teaching, love-kindling, and

quickening grace, that thou mayest have his name and mark, and
he may find in thee something of himself, or of his own, when

thou comest to his righteous

trial.

His grace

is

not in

mv

BAXTER
power, nor at

S
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my command. It
me seek and

is

but he hath not bid

not meet

beg
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should be so;
If he had never

it

in vain.

me

that he will give it me, it is equal to a promise if he do
but bid me seek and ask.
But I have more. He teacheth me
told

to pray: he

maketh

book on

heart

my

my

importuned by them

and

me

his Spirit
after of consolation, and in

far is

that

:

he from being loth

that he seeketh
I will

All this

me

me

prayers: he writeth

he giveth

:

desires,

is first

both a

out a prayer-

and he loveth to be

a spirit of supplication,
So
spirit of adoption.

to be troubled with

to seek his grace,

and

is

my importunity,
displeased with me

ask and have no more.
is

true: but

how then cometh my

low, so dark, so fond of this wretched flesh
backward to go home, and dwell with Christ

soul to be yet so
and world, and so

Alas a taste of
?
heaven on earth is a mercy too precious to be cast away upon
such as have long grieved and quenched the Spirit, and are not,
!

by diligent and patient seeking, prepared to receive

it.

He that

proclaimeth a general peace, will give peace only to the sons of
If, after such unkind neglects, such wilful sins as I have
peace.
been guilty of, I should expect to be suddenly in my Saviour's
arms, and to be feasted presently with the first-fruits of heaven,
I should look that the Most
Holy should too little manifest his
sin.
My conscience remembereth the follies of
and
my youth,
many a later odious sin; and telleth me that if
heaven were quite hid from my sight, and I should never have a

hatred of

my

glimpse of the face of glorious, eternal love, it were but just.
I look upward from day to day; I groan to see his pleased face,

know my God and my home.

I cry to him
daily,
the pleasures of sin.
the possessions of this world.
Thy

and better

to

'

this little is better

My God,

than

My

all

hopes are better than all
gracious looks have oft revived me, and thy mercies have been
immeasurable to my soul and body. But, oh, how far short
am I of what, even fifty years ago, I hoped sooner to have
attained

Where

!

should keep

my

is

the peace that passeth understanding, that
mind in Christ ? Oh where is the

heart and

seeing, the longing, the rejoicing,

!

and triumphing

faith?

Where

that pleasant familiarity above, that should make a thought
of Christ and heaven to be sweeter to me than the thoughts of
is

have

or all the prosperity and pleasure of this
those that dwell in God, and God in them, and
their hearts and conversations in heaven, attain to no

more

clear

friends, or health,

world?

Do

and satisfying perceptions of that blessed

state than
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have yet attained ?
be here expected; no
I

there

Is

no more acquaintance above

to

sense of future joys, nor sweeter
I am not
foretaste ; no fuller silencing of doubts and fears ?
so loth to go to a friend, nor to the bed where I oft spend the
livelier

night in restless pains and rolling, as I have too often been to
come to thee. Alas how many of thy servants are less afraid
1

to

go to a prison than

to their

God, and had rather be banished

to a land of strangers than sent to heaven. Lord, must I, that
am called thy child, and an heir of heaven, and a co-heir with
Christ, have no more acquaintance with my glorified Lord,
no more love to thee that art my portion, before I go hence,

come

before thee

Shall

?

I

and

Alas
light, and love ?
tations to denominate them

!

and
and

have no more of the heavenly life,
I have scarce enough in my meditruly heavenly meditations. I have

scarce enough in a prayer to make it indeed a heavenly prayer,
sermon to make it a heavenly sermon and shall I have
no more when I come to die ? Must I go hence so like a
or in a

:

my home? Wilt thou take strangers into heaven,
and know them as thine that do not better know thee here ? O

stranger to

God, vouchsafe a sinner yet more of his Spirit that came
earth to call up earthly minds to God, and to open
heaven to all believers
O what do I beg for so frequently, so
for
the
sake
of
earnestly,
my Redeemer, as the spirit of life and
consolation, which may show me the pleased face of God, and
unite all my affections to my glorified Head, and draw
up this
dark and drowsy soul to love and long to be with thee ?'

my

down on

!

though these are my daily groans, how little yet
I dare not blame the God of love
he is full and
;
dare not blame my blessed Saviour ; he hath showed

But, alas
I ascend.

!

do

willing.

1

that he

is

Holy

not backward to do good.

Spirit;

knew no

it is

his

reason of

conclude that

work

this,

to sanctify

my

I

dare not accuse the

and comfort

low and dark

estate, I

souls.

If I

must needs

somewhat in myself. But, alas my conscience wants not matter to satisfy me of the cause.
Sinful
resistance of the Spirit, and unthankful
neglects of grace and
But are they not a cause
glory, are undoubtedly the cause.
it

is

!

that mercy can forgive, that grace can overcome ?
And may I
not yet hope for such a victory before I die?
Lord, I will lie at thy doors and groan: I will pour out mv
moans before thee. I will beg, and whatever thou wilt, do

thou with me. Thou describest the kindness of the dogs to a
Lazarus that lay at a rich man's door in sores thou conniiend:
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est the neighbourly pity of a Samaritan, that took care of a
wounded man : thou condemnest those that wilt not show mercy

to the poor

as our hea-

and needy: thou biddest us be merciful

venly Father is merciful. If we see our brother have need, and
shut up the bowels of our compassion from him, it is because

and shall I wait, then, at thy doors
and go empty away from such a God; when I beg but
for that which thou hast commanded me to ask, and without
which I cannot serve thee, or come to thee, live or die in a habit
beseeming a member of Christ, a child of God, and an heir of
heaven ? O give me the wedding garment, without which 1
shall but dishonour
Let me wear a livery
thy bounteous feast.
which becometh thy family, even a child of God. How oft hast
thy love dwelleth not in us

:

in vain,

thou commanded me to rejoice ; yea, to rejoice with exceeding
and unspeakable joy; and how fain would I in this obey thee.

O

that

had more

J

duties, in ruling

gent using

all

obeyed thee

my

faithfully

senses,

thy talents

in this.

are duties that

obeyed thee

my

fancy,

Then

!

I

my

in

other preparatory

tongue, and in

might more

Thou knowest. Lord,

easily

dili-

have

that love and joy

O

must have more than a command.

bid

me

do them with an effecting word. How can T rejoice in death
and darkness t When the bridegroom is absent I must fast and

able to

look towards heaven but through the crelove and joy will be but answerdungeon flesh,

While

mourn.

vices of this

I

my

my light. How long

is it

since

1

hoped that

I

had been

kingdom of darkness, and delivered from
the power of the Prince of Darkness, and brought into that
And
light which is the entrance of the inheritance of saints.
translated from the

yet, alas

!

darkness, darkness

is still

my

misery.

There

is

light

round about me, in thy word and works, but darkness is within
me and if my eye be dark, the sun will be no sun to me.
Alas! my Lord, it is not all the learning in the world ; no,,
not of theology, that consisteth in the knowledge of words and
:

methods, which

I

can take for the satisfactory, heavenly

light.

To

know what thou hast written in the sacred book, is not enough to
make me know my glorified Saviour, my Father, and my home.
It

must be a

light

from heaven that must show

me

heaven, and

and
a light
accompanied with vital heat that must turn to love
let me not have only dreaming knowledge
joy within me.

O

of words and signs, but quickening light, to show the things
which these words do signify, to my mind and heart. Surely,
the faith by which we must live, must be a living faith, an/i
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must reach further than to words, how true soever. Can faith
Hve in the dark ? What is it but an effect of thine illumina-

What

tion?

Lord Jesus,

is

unbelief but the darkness of

my

scatter all these mists

!

my

soul?

thy way, O thou Sun
mind
O send thine ad-

Make

of Righteousness, into this benighted
vocate to silence every temptation that is against thy truth and
thee; and thine agent to prosecute thy cause against thine enemies and mine, and to be the resident witness of thy verity, and
1

sonship and salvation.
Hearing of thee is not satisfactory
it must be the
presence and operation of thy light and
love, shed abroad by thy Spirit on my heart, that must quiet and

my

me

to

:

content

my

soul.

confess, with shame, that

1

I

have sinned

against heaven and before thee, and am unworthy to have any
glimpse or taste of heaven ; but so did many that are now entertained and feasted by thy love in glory.
Lord, I know that heaven is not far from

My

me

:

it is

not,

one day's or hour's journey to a separated soul. How
quick is the communion of my eyes with the sun, that seems far
Is not
off; and couldst thou not show it me in a moment?
faith a seeing grace?
It can see the invisible God, the unseen
I believe,

world, the new Jerusalem, the innumerable angels, and the
Spirits of the perfected just, if it be animated by thine influx;

without which

it

can do nothing, and is nothing. Thou that
here in the flesh, didst tell us that it is

oft healedst the blind

much more thy work

my

all

sins,

to illuminate souls.

and removing

this film that sin

It is

but forgiving

hath gathered, and

illuminated soul will see thy glory.
T know that the veil
of flesh must be also rent before I shall see thee with open

my

face,

and know

my

fellow-citizens above as

not heaven on earth that

I

am known.

It is

am

begging for, but that I may see
it from Mount Nebo, and have the bunch of
grapes, the pledge
and the first-fruits that faith and hope which may kindle love
and desire, and ipake me run my race in patience, and live and
I

:

die in the joy which beseemeth an heir of heaven.
But if my part on earth must be no greater than

make me

the wearier of this dungeon, and groan
vently to be with thee, and long for the day when all
let it

ing shall be satisfied, and

my

yet

it

more

my

is,

fer-

long-

soul be filled with
thy light

and

love.

Sect. 24.

And,

be a receiver

doubtless, as

I

shall

love

the

angels

and

some way, in subordination to CInist,
from them. Our love will be mutual; and which

saints in heaven, so

I

shall

r Baxter's

way

I

the earth, and stars on
to
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owe duty, I shall expect some answerable return
The sun shineth upon the stars^ as well as upon

soever

of benefit.

useful

dying thoughts.

me

it

here,

one another.
like

is

If angels

they will

are greatly

much more

be

there,

It will be no
be a more capable receiver.
diminution to Christ's honour, that he there maketh use of my
fellow-creatures to my joy, no more than it is here. The whole

where

shall

I

creation will

still

be one compaginated frame; and the heavenly

society will for ever retain their relation to each other, and their
aptitude and disposition to the duties and benefits of those re-

And

lations.

as we
we have

are, so shall
will
will

God
it

shine in

shall
far

be far

fitter for

more comfort

in

them than here we

How gloriously
How delightful

them.

the glory of the blessed

!

be to see their perfection, in wisdom, holiness, love, and
What voices they use, or what communication,

concord

!

instead of voices, we shall shortly know; but surely there
blessed harmony of minds, and wills, and practice.
All

a

are

accord to love and praise their glorious God,
obey him, and perfectly to love each other.
jarring, or discordant spirit that is out of tune ; no

not equal; but

and readily
There is no

is

all

to

As God's love in Christ
separation or opposition to each other.
our full and final happiness, so nature, which hath made us
sociable, teacheth us to desire to be loved of each other, but

is

Saints and angels in
especially by wise and worthy persons.
heaven will love incomparably better than our dearest friends
on earth can do, and better than they did themselves when we
were on earth; for they will love that best which is best, and

where there

is

lectual love.

when we come

most of God appearing;

And

else it

were not

therefore they will love us as

we

to heaven, as

shall

be better.

intel-

much better
If we go from

loving friends on earth, we shall go to them that love us far
more. The love of those here doth but pity us in our pains,
and go weeping with our carcasses to the grave; but the love of

those above will joyfully convoy, or welcome, our souls to their
triumphant society. All the holy friends that we thought we

had

lost,

that went before us,

we

shall find rejoicing there

with

Christ.

And oh, what a glorious state will be that common uniting,
and united love If two or three candles joined together make
a greater flame and light, what would ten thousand stars united
do ? When all the love of angels and saints in full perfection
!

shall be so united, as to

VOL. XVI rr.

make one
c c

love, to

God

that

is

one, and
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one another,

to

rious love will

thing

;

who

are there

that be

!

all

That

one

love

and that one universal love

in Christ;

and joy

will

will

O

what a

glo-

be the same

be one universal joy.

know we how

great a mercy it is to be here commanded
to love our neighbours as ourselves ;' and much more, to be
And did we
effectually taught of God so to love one another.
Little

all here live in such unfeigned love, we should be like to heaven,
as bearing the image of the God of Love; but, alas! our societies here are small; our goodness, which is our amiableriess,

wofully imperfect and mixed with loathsome sin and discord ;
full of blessed spirits will flame for

but there, a whole heaven

God, to Christ, and one another.

ever, in perfect love to

Go
to

then,

draw up

O my

soul
Love joineth with light,
willingly,
desires
Nature
all things unto union :
inclineth
thy

go

!

!

even the lifeless elements have an aggregative motion, by which
the parts, when violently separated, do hastily return to their
Art thou a lover of wisdom, and wouldest
natural adhesion.

thou not be united to the wise

?
Art thou a lover of holiness,
and wouldest thou not be united to the holy, who are made of
Art thou a hater of enmity, discord, and divisions, and
love ?
a lover of unity here on earth, and wouldest thou not be where all
the justare one ? It is not an unnatural union to thy loss; nothing
shall betaken from thee by it: thou shalt receive by it more

than thou canst contribute ; it shall not be forced against thy
will; it is but a union of minds and wills; a perfect union of
Let not natural or sinful selfishness cause thee to think
loves.
suspiciously or hardly of it, for it is thy happiness and end.
got the angels that fell to selfishness, from unity ? and
what got Adam, that followed them herein ? The further any

What
man

goeth from unity, by selfishness, the deeper he falleth into
and misery from God. And what doth grace but call us
back from sin and selfishness, to God's unity again ? J)oat not,
sin

Is not
then, on this dark, divided world.
thy body, while the
in a
parts by an uniting soul are kept together, and make one,
And
better state, than when it is crumbled into lifeless dust?

doth not death creep on thee by a gradual dissolution ?
Away,
then, from this sandy, incoherent state; the further from the
centre," the further

from unity.

things; but it is one heavenly
the true felicitating union.

We

life

A

unity indeed there

and

light

and

love,

is

of

which

all
is

dispute here whether the aggregative motion of separated parts (as in descensii graviumj) be from a motive principle
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by the attraction of the whole, or by any external
It is like that there is somewhat of all these; but

in the part, or

impulse.
The
sure the greatest cause is like to do most to the effect.
body of the earth hath more power to attract a clod, or stone,

than the intrinsic principle to move
gravity
liness

also necessary.
must do more to
is

intrinsic holiness to

move

The

it

downwards; but

intrinsic

superior attractive love and love-

draw up this mind to God, than my
it
upward ; but without this holiness,

the soul would not be capable of feeling that attractive influx.
Every grace cometh from God, to fit and lead up my soul to

God.

Faith, therefore, believeth the heavenly state,

doth, with some delight, desire
at last attain

I

it,

may
They that have pleaded against
things common in this world, have

and hope gapeth

and love

after

it,

that

it.

propriety,

and would have

all

forgotten that there is a proin
our
and
natural
priety
constitution, which renpresent egoity,
dereth some accidental propriety necessary to us. Every man

hath his own bodily parts, and inherent accidents; and every man
must have his own food, his own place, clothing, and acquisitions; his own children, and, therefore, his own wife. Sec. But
that the greatest perfection is most for community, as far as
is
capable of it, God would show us, in making the first

nature

receivers of the extraordinary pourings-out of his Spirit, to sell

and voluntarily make all common, none saying, This or
is
my own which was not done by any constraining law
but by the law or power of uniting love: they were first all as
of one heart and soul. (Acts iv. 32.)
all,

that

;

Take not, then, thy inordinate desire of propriety for thy
health, but for thy sickness; cherish it not, aud be not afraid to
lose it, and measure not the
heavenly felicity by it: spirits are
penetrable; they claim not so much as a propriety of place, as
bodies do.
It is
thy weakness and state of imperfection now

which niaketh it so desirable to thee that thy house should be
thine, and no one's but thine; thy land be thine, and no one's
but thine; thy clothes, thy books, yea, thy knowledge and
How much more exgrace, be thine, and no one's but thine.
cellent a state were it, (if we were here capable of it,) if we
could say, that

which

all

these are as the

common

light of the sun,

mine, and every one's as well as mine
Why are we
so desirous to speak all languages, but that we might understand
all

is

!

men, and be understood of

timents as

common

all,

as is possible

cc

?

2

and so might make our sen-

Whence

is'

it

that

men

are
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so addicted to talkativeness; but that nature would make all
our thoughts and passions as common as it can ? And why else
are learned men so desirous to propagate their learning, and
It
godly men so desirous to make all others wise and godly ?

seemeth one of the greatest calamities of this life, that when a
hath, with the longest and hardest study, attained to much

man

knowledge, he cannot bequeath it, or any part of it, to his heir,
or any person when he dieth, but every man must acquire it for
himself; and when God hath sanctified the parents, they cannot communicate their holiness to their children (though God
Much less can any
man make his grace or knowledge common nature and grace

promise to bless them on their account).

:

For this end we
and preach, and write; for this end we study to be as
plain, and convincing, and moving as we can, that we may make
our knowledge and affections as common to our hearers and
readers as we can.
And oh, what a blessed work should we
take preaching and writing for, if we could make them all
know, but what we know, and love what we are persuading
them to love
There would then be no need of schools and
universities a few hours would do more than they do in an age.
But, alas how rare is it for a father of excellent learning and
piety, to have one son like himself, after all his industry
Is not the
heavenly communion, then, desirable, where every
man shall have his own, and yet his own be common to all
others ?
My knowledge shall be my own, and other men's as
well as mine; my goodness shall be my own and theirs; my
glory and felicity shall be mine and theirs ; and theirs also shall
be mine as well as theirs. Thie knowledge, the goodness, the
incline us to desire it; but

we cannot do

it.

talk,

!

:

!

!

the heavenly society, shall be mine, according to
capacity; grace is the seed of such a state, which maketh

glory, of

my

all

all one in Christ, (neither Barbarian nor
Scythian, circumcision nor uncircumcision, bond nor free,) by giving us to love
our neighbours as ourselves, and to love both our neighbours

us

for Christ, and Christ in all well
might Paul say,
But it is here but as in the seed; the perthings are yours.

and ourselves
all

:

and communion is hereafter. Earth and heaven must
be distinguished; we must not extend our hopes or pretensions
As perfect holiness
here beyond the capacity of our natures.
and knowledge, so perfect unity and concord, is proper to
heaven, and is not here to be expected. The papal pretensions
fect union

of an impossible union in one governor of

all

the earth,

is

the
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means to hinder that union which is possible. But the state of
is the state of
perfect union and communion. Hasten
perfection
then upwards,

O my soul, with the ferventest desires, and breathe

hopes; where thou shalt not
be rich, and see thy neighbours poor about thee, nor be poor,
while they are rich ; nor be well while they are sick, or sick
while they are well ; but their riches, their health, their joy,
after that state vvith the strongest

be

will

light;

all

thine, and thine will be all theirs, as the common
will have the less for the participation of the

and none

communion will be part of every one's felicity; it
This celestial
constituteth the very being of the city of God.
communion of saints in one holy church, above what is here to

rest; yea,

be attained, is now an article of our belief; but believing
soon end in seeing and enjoying.

V. The constitutive

reasons

from

the

heavenly

life

will

or

practice.

it

Sect. 1. Seeing and loving will be the heavenly life ; but yet
that, besides these, there will be executive powers,

seemeth

and, therefore, some answerable practice. There are good works
in

heaven, and far more and better than on earth.

there will be

more

for it; for the

power

God and one

For, \,

more exercise
2. There will be more love
is active.
3. There will be

vital activity, and, therefore,
is

for action.

and love
;
more likeness to God and our Redeemer, who is communicative,
and doth good, as he is good. 4. Our union with Christ, who
to

another

be everlastingly beneficent, as well as benevolent, will make
5. Our communion in the
us in our places also beneficent.
will prove that we shall all bear our
of
God
city
part, as the

will

members of the body, in contributing to the welfare of the
whole, and in the common'returns to God.
Sect. 2.

But what

know when we come

are the heavenly works we must
perfectly
thither ? In general we know ; 1 . That

they will be tlie works of love to God and to his creatures ; that
as love inclineth us to exercise.
2. And they will be
is, such

works of obedience to God ; that is, such as we shall do to
please his will, and because he willeth them to be our duty.
3. They will be useful works to others.
4. They will be pleasant to ourselves, and part of our felicity.
5. And they will
carry all to God, our end.
Sect. 3. And somewhat of

the Holy Scriptures

:

as, 1.

them

We

is

particularly described in
concord with the h6ly

shall in
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'Society, or choir, give
deemer. (Rev. xix. 5

thanks and praise to God and our Re1 Pet. iv.
1 1 ; Rev. vii.
;
4, and iv. 7,

Whether
1 1, and v. 13, and vii. 12, and xix. 1 /Phil. iv. 20.)
there be any voice, or only such spiritual activity and exultation
as to man, in flesh, is not to be clearly understood, is not fit for
it will be somewhat more
us here to presume to determine
than
excellent
and
our
vocal
praise and singing is ; and
high
of which this beareth some analogical resemblance or significa:

As

all passions
earnestly desire vent and exercise, so
do
our
affections
of love, joy, and admiration of
holy
specially
God Almighty. And there is in us a desire of communion
methinks when
with many in such affections and expressions
we are singing or speaking God's praise in the great assemblies,
with joyful and fervent souls, 1 have the liveliest foretaste of
heaven on earth and I could almost wish that our voices were
loud enough to reach through all the world, and unto heaven

tion.

:

:

itself

:

nor could

I

ever be offended

(as

many

are)

at the or-

gans, and other convenient music, soberly and seasonably used,
which excite and help to tune my soul in so holy a work, in
which no true assistance is to be despised* No work more
comforteth me in my greatest sufferings, none seemeth more
congruous and pleasant to me while I wait for death, than
psalms, and words of praise to God ; nor is there any exercise
and should I not then wilin which I had rather end my life
the
where
to
God is praised with perheavenly choir,
lingly go
Had I more of a praising
fect love, and joy, and harmony ?
frame of soul, it would make me long more for that life of
For 1 never find myself more willing to be there than
praise.
when 1 most joyfully speak or sing God's praise. Though the
dead praise not God in the grave, and dust doth not give him
thanks; yet living souls in heaven do it joyfully, while their
:

turns to dust.
fleshly clothing
soul to thy praises
tune
Lord,
ence may make me long to be where

now, that sweet experiI shall do it better
I
nature maketh men flock to

my

!

see where any excellent music is,
it ; and they that are but hearers, yet join by a concurrent fancy
and delight surely if 1 had once heard the heavenly choir, 1
:

>

should echo to their holy songs, though I could not imitate
them J and I should think it the truest blessedness to be there,

my part. My God, the voice of thy comforting Spispeaking thy love effectually to my soul, would make such
holy music in me, that would incline me to the celestial conand bear

rit,
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and without

;

it

all
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these thoughts and words will be in

the inwai-d melody of thy Spirit and my conscience,
that must tune me to desire the heavenly melody.
speak thy
vain.

It is

O

love first to

heart, and then

my

I

shall joyfully

speak

to

it

brethren, and shall ambitiously seek that communion of
that praise thee better than sinful, groaning mortals can

:

my

them
and

make a

loathed jar and discord in my
though my
songs, I hope my groans for those sins, and their effects, will
make no discord sighs and tears have had the honour to be

here

sins

:

accepted by thee,

who

despisest not a contrite soul

:

but

if

thy

and speak within me, and help me against the
discordant murmurs of my unbelieving heart, and pained flesh,
I shall offer thee that which is more suitable to
thy love and
I confess, Lord, that daily tears and sighs are not ungrace.
suitable to the eyes and voice of so great a sinner, who is under
Spirit will sing

What

better could I expect when I grieved
should prove my grief?
Yea, this is far
better than the genuine effects of sin.
But this is not it that is

thy correcting rod
thy Spirit, than that
!

it

meetest to be offered to the

and

God of love

:

he that offereth praise

not this the spiritual sacrifice acceptable through Christ, for which we were made priests to God.
I refuse not, Lord, to lie in tears and groans
(1 Pet. ii. 5.)
when thou requirest it ; and do not thou refuse those tears and

doth glorify thee

groans

own

;

O

but

:

give

to offer thee

which

I shall

:

me

is

better, that I

and by

this

find with Christ

:

may have better of thine
me for the far better,

prepare

and that which

creatures will be accepted as best by thee,
pleased in the perfection of thy works.
Sect. 4.

II.

It is, at

least,

who

is

best to us thy

art glorified

and

God maketh

very probable that

glorified spirits his agents and ministers of much of his beneficence to the creatures that are below them.
see
For, 1.

We

where he enduelh any creature with the noblest endowments, he maketh most use of that creature to the benefit of
we shall in heaven be most furnished to do good j and
others
that

:

that furniture will not be unused.

we

shall

be

like,

2.

And

Christ

tells

us that

which though it mean
meaneth more than to be

or equal to, the angels

;

not simply and in all things, yet it
above carnal generation ; for it speaketh of a similitude of naAnd that the angels
ture and state as the reason of the other.
are God's ministers for the

administrators of
3.

The Apostle

much

good of his chosen

in this world,

of the affairs on earth,

telleth us -that the saints shall

is

past

all

and

doubt.

judge the worlJ
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:
and judging in Scripture is oft put for ruling. It
therefore probable, at least, that the devils, and the damned,
shall be put under the saints, and that, with the angels, they

and angels

is

be employed in some ministerial oversight of the inhabiof the promised new earth. 4. And when
even the more noble superior bodies, even the stars, are of so
shall

tants and affairs

inferior bodies, it is like that accordingly
great use and influx to
be
of
will
use to the inhabitants of the world
superior spirits

below them.

But

Sect. 5.

I

think

it

not meet to venture here upon uncer-

tain conjectures beyond the revelation of God's word, and therefore shall add no more, but conclude that God knoweth what

make of us hereafter as well as here, and that if there
were no more for us to do in heaven, but with perfect knowledge, love, and joy, to hold communion with God and all the
heavenly society, it were enough to attract a sensible and considerate soul to fervent desires to be at home with God.
Sect. 6. And here I must not over-pass my rejection of the
use to

injurious opinion of too many philosophers and divines, who exclude all sense and affection from heaven, and acknowledge

nothing there but intellect and will

and

find sense

souls of brutes are but

of matter

;

:

affection in the brutes

;

and this is because they
and they think that the

some

quality, or perishing temperament,
and, therefore, that sense and affection is in us no

better.

Sect. 7. But, 1. What felicity can we conceive of without
any affection of delight or joy certainly bare volition now
without these doth seem to be no felicity to us ; nor knowledge
neither, if there were no delight in knowing.
Sect. 8. 2. Yea, I leave it to men's experience to
judge,
whether therp be now any such thing in us as proper willing,
:

which is not also some internal sense of, and affection to, the
good which we will if it be complacency or the pleasedness of
the will, this signifies some pleasure ; and love, in the first act,
:

,is

nothing else but such an appetite

:

if it

be desire,

it

hath in

a pleasedness in the thing desired, as in esse cognito^ as it is
thought on by us ; and what is love without all sense and affec-

.it

tion

?

Sect. 9. 3.

God and

doth the Scripture ascribe love and joy to
there were not some reason for it ?
Doubt-

Why

angels

if

less there is great difference

and ours here

in the

body

:

between the heavenly love and joy,
and so there is also between their
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knowledge and ours, and their will and ours but it is not that
theirs is less or lower than ours, but somewhat more excellent,
which ours giveth us some analogical, or imperfect, formal no:

tion of.

Sect. 10. 4.
tion,

we

doth

shall

it

have none hereafter

therefore have

common

And what though

therefore follow that

no

to brutes

life
?

?

brutes have sense and affec-

we have none now

Brutes have

hereafter,

Rather, as

because

life
it is

:

?

or that

and must we

a thing that is
all that the

now we have

we then have life, and sense, and
than brutes, and more. Is not God
the living God ?
Shall we say that he liveth not because brutes
live ? or rather, that they live a sensitive life, and man a sensitive and intellectual, because God is essential, transcendent,

brutes have, and more, so shall
'aifection of a nobler sort

makes them live.
But if they say that there

infinite life, that

Sect. 11. 5.

is

no sensation or

af-

fection but by bodily organs, I answered before to that : the
body feeleth nothing at all, but the soul in the body : the soul

uniteth itself most nearly to the igneous aerial parts, called the

and in them it feeleth, seeth, tasteth, smelleth, &c.
;
that soul that feeleth and seeth, doth also inwardly love,
desire, and rejoice : and that soul which doth this in the body,

spirits

And

hath the same power and faculty out of the body : and if they
judge by the cessation of sensation, when the organs are undisposed, or dead, so they might as well conclude against our future intellection and will, whose operation in an apoplexy we
no more perceive than that of sense. But 1 have before showed

that the soul will not

want exercise

for its essential faculties,

objects, or bodily organs ; and that men conclude
souls of brutes, as if they were not an enduring
of
the
basely

for

want of

substance, without any proof or probabiHty : and tell us idle
dreams, that they are but vanishing temperaments, &c., which
are founded on another dream, that fire (or the motive, illumi-

no substance neither and so our
of the most excellent substances,
which actuate all the rest, but only the more base and, gross,
which are actuated by them and they think they have well acquitted themselves, by telling us of subtle, active matter and
motion, without understanding what any living, active, motive,
And because no man knoweth what God
faculty, or virtue is^
doth with the souls of brutes, (whether they are only one common sensitive soul of a more common bodv, or whether indivi-

native, calefactive

cause)

unnatural soniatists

know none

is

;

:
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duate

still,

and transmigrant from body to bodv, or what

else

therefore they make ignorance a plea for error, and feign
to be no substances, or to be aimihilated.

:)

them

Sect. 12. I doubt not but sensation (as is aforesaid) is an
excellent operation of the essential faculties of real substances,
called spirits ; and that the highest and noblest creatures have

and though God, that fitteth every
e. g. a dog more
perfect sense of
smelling than a man, yet man's internal sense is far more excellent than the brutes, and thereby is an advantage to our inand that in heaven
tellection, volition, and joy here in the flesh
SN^ shall have not less, but more, even more excellent sense and
affections of love and joy, as well as more excellent intellection
and volition ; but such as we cannot now clearly conceive of.
it in

the highest excellency

thing to

its

:

hath given,

use,

:

Sect. 13. Therefore there
gical collections

which

I

is

great reason for

have mentioned in

Saint's Rest' from the present operations

soul in fleshy to help our conceptions of

its

all

those analo-

my book called 'The

and pleasures of the
future pleasures : and

though we cannot conclude that they will not inconceivably
manner from what we now feel, I doubt not but

differ in their
feel
is

and rejoice we shall, as certainly as live, and that the soul
and that our life, and feeling, and joy, will be

essential life,

inconceivably better.

The concluding
Sect.

1.

I

am

convinced that

with Christ, than to be here

:

application.

it is far

but there

better to depart
is

much more

and be

than such

Still
conviction necessary to bring up my soul to such desires.
there resisteth, 1 The natural averseness to death, which God
.

hath put into every animal, and which is become inordinate and
II. The remnants of unbelief, taking advantoo strong by sin.
tage of our darkness here in the flesh, and our too much familiarity with this visible world. III. The want of more lively foretastes in a heavenly mind and love, through weakness of grace,
and the fear of guilt. These stand up against all that is said
and words will not overcome them what then nmst be done ?
;

:

Is there

no remedy

?

a special sort of the teaching of God, by
" so to number our
which we must learn
days as to apply our
hearts to wisdom ;" without which we shall never, effectually,
learn either this or any the most
practically, and savingly,
When we have read and
and
easy lesson.
common, obvious,
Sect. 2. There

is
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heard, and spoken, and written, the soundest truth and eerwe know yet as if we knew not, and believe

tainest arguments,

we

believed not, with a slight and dreaming kind of apprehension, till God, by a special illumination, bring the same
as

if

things clearly to our minds, and awaken the soul by a special
suscitation, to feel what we know, and suit the soul to the truth
revealed by an influx of his love, which giveth us a pleasing
sense of the amiableness and congruity of the things proposed.

Since

we

separated ourselves from God, there is a hedge of
and our understandings, and

separation between our senses

between our understandings and our wills and affections, so
communion between them is violated, and we are
All men
divided in ourselves by this schism in our faculties.

that the

still

see the demonstrations of divine perfections in the world,
little is God known.
All

and every part thereof; and yet how

men may

easily

know

that there

is

a God,

who

is

almighty,

eternal, omnipresent, the

Maker,
and Governor of all, who should have our whole
trust, and love, and obedience ; and yet how little of this
knowledge is to be perceived in men's hearts to themselves, or
omniscient, goodness

itself,

Preserver,

All

in their lives to others.

that

men must

men know

that the world

is

vanity,

then profit not, that time is
have only this little time to prepare for

die, that riches

precious, and that we
that which we must receive hereafter

and yet how little do
men seem to know, indeed, of all such things as no man doubts
of.
And when God doth come in with his powerful awakening
;

and love, then all these things have another appearance
of affecting reality than they had before ; as if but now we

light

began to know them words, doctrines, persons, things, do
seem as newly known to us.
All my best reasons for our immortality and future life are
but as the new-formed body of Adam, before God breathed
into him the breath of life.
It is he that must make themreasons.
To
the
Father
of Lights, therefore, I must still
living
look up, and for his light and love 1 must still wait, as for his
blessing on the food which 1 have, eaten, which must concoct
;

will be but undigested
do digest them. I must learn
both as a student and a beggar ; when I have thought, and
thought a thousand times, 1 must beg thy blessing, Lord, upon
my thoughts, or they will all be but dulness, or self-distraction.
If there be no motion, light, and life here, without the influx of

it

into

food,

my

till

living substance.

God's

Arguments

effectual influx
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the sun, what can souls do, or receive, or feel, without thy influx
This world will be to us, without thy grace, as a grave or dungeon, where we shall lie in death and darkness. The eye of my

understanding, and all its thoughts, will be useless or vexatious
me, without thine illuminating beams. O shine the soul of

to

thy servant into a clearer knov/ledge of thyself and kingdom,
love, and then he

and love him into more divine and heavenly
will willingly come to thee.
I. And
Sect. 3.
why should I strive,

by the fears of death,
and against my only
common
course
of
the
nature,
against
hopes of happiness ? Is it not appointed for all men once to
die ? Would I have God to alter
make sinful man immortal upon
we shall be immortal. The love

to preserve

it

carefully,

and use

this

determinate course, and

earth
of
it

?

life

well,

When we

are sinless,

was given to teach me
and not to torment me

with the continual, troubling foresight of death. Shall 1 make
myself more miserable than the vegetatives and brutes ? Neither they nor I do grieve that my flowers must fade and die,

and that my sweet and pleasant fruits must fall, and the trees
be unclothed of their beauteous leaves, until the spring.
Birds, and beasts, and fishes, and worms, have all a self-preserving fear of death, which urgeth them to fly from danger ; but
few, if any of them, have a tormenting fear arising from the
forethoughts that they must die. To the body, death is less
troublesome than sleep
pains or dreams

;

;

and yet

in sleep I may
fear not going to

for
I

have disquieting
bed.
But of

my

this before.

be the misery after death that is feared, oh what have
but to receive the free, reconciling grace that is
offered me from heaven, to save me from such misery, and to
devote myself totally to him who hath promised that those that
If

I

it

now

come

!

to do,

to

him he

will in

nowise cast out.

""

cometh by my selfishness. Had I studied
remembered that 1 am not mine own, and
that it is God's part, and not mine, to determine of the duration of my life, I had been quiet from these fruitless fears.
Sect. 4.

mv

But

this

duty, and then

God, I am fallen to care for
measure out my days ; and now
And had my
I trust not God as I should do with his own.
to him been more absolute,
devotedness
and
my
resignation
trust in him would have been more easy.
But, Lord, thou
Knpv^'est that I would fain be thine, and wholly thine ; and it

But when
myself,

1 fell

as if

it

to myself, from
my work to

were
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me

;
quietly die to
thee, and wholly trust thee with my soul.
Sect. 5. II. And why should my want of formal conceptions
of the future state of separated souls, and my strangeness to

is

manner of their subsistence and operations, induce me to
doubt of those generals, which are evident, and beyond all
rational doubting ? That souls are substances and not annihilthe

and

ated,

before,

I

same, when they forsake the body, as
Otherwise neither the Christian's resur-

essentially the

doubt not.

rection, nor the Pythagorean's transmigration, were a possible
For if the soul cease to be, it cannot pass into another

thing.

If Qod raise this body, then
body, nor can it re-enter into this.
it must be
by another soul. For the same soul to be annihil-

ated, and yet to begin again to be, is a contradiction ; for the
second beginning would be by creation, which maketh a new
It is the invisible
soul, and not the same that was before.

things that are

The

excellent,

active,

operative,

and permanent.

(excepting light, which maketh all things else
It is the unseen
visible) are of themselves but lifeless dross.
part of plants and flowers which causeth all their growth and
visible

Passive matter is but moved
beauty, their fruit and sweetness.
up and down by the invisible active powers, as chess-men are

moved from place to place by the gamester's hands. What a
loathsome corpse were the world, without the invisible spirits and
natures that animate, actuate, or move it. To doubt of the being
or continuation of the most excellent, spiritual parts of the creation, when we live in a world that is actuated by them, and where

every thing demonstrates them, as their effects, is more foolish
than to doubt of the being of these gross materials which we see.
Sect. G.
spirits

How

with

ofc

have

whom

our

I

been convinced that there are good
have as certain communion,

souls

though not so sensible, as our life hath with the sun, and as
we have with one another. And that there are evil and
envious spirits that fight against our holiness and peace, as
certain narratives of apparitions and witches, and too sad
And the marvellous
experience of temptations, do evince.
diversity of creatures on earth, for kind and number; yea, the
diversity of stars in heaven, as well as the diversities of angels

and devils, do partly tell me, that though all be of one, and
through one, and to one, yet absolute unity is the divine prerogative, and we must not presume to expect such perfection as
to

lose our specific or numerical diversity,

by any union which
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Nor can I reasonably doubt that so
noble and active a nature as souls dwelling above in the lucid
regions, in communion with their like, and with their betters,
shall be without the activity, the
pleasure, and felicity, which is

shall befall

our souls.

suitable to their nature, their region, and their
company. And
Saviour
hath
entered
into
the
and
hath
assured me
my
holiest,

that there are

when we

many mansions

are absent from the

house; and that
be present with the

in his Father's

body we,

shall

Lord.
Sect. 7- Organical sight is given me for
my use here in the
and a serpent, or hawk, hath as much or more of this
;

body
than

have.
Mental knowledge reacheth further than sight,
the act of a nobler
faculty, and for a higher use. Though
it be the soul itself embodied in the
igneous spirits that seeth,
yet it is by a higher and more useful faculty than it understandeth ; and faith is not an understanding act ; it knoweth

and

I

is

Who

can think that
things unseen, because they are revealed.
believing, holy souls, that have passed hence from the beginning of the world, have been deceived in their faith and hope ?
all

And

that

all

in this life,

the wicked, worldly infidels, whose hope was
only
have been the wisest men, and have been in the

If virtue and
right ?
piety are faults or follies, and brutish
sensuality be best, then why are not laws made to command
To say this, is to
sensuality, and forbid piety and virtue ?
deny humanity, and the wisdom of our Creator, and to feign

the world to be governed by a lie, and to take the perfection
of our nature for its disease, and our greatest disease for our

But

piety and virtue be better than impiety and
and necessary motives of them are certainly
What abominatrue, and the exercise of them is not in vain.
ble folly and wickedness were it to
say that the wicked only
attain their ends, and that
they all lose their labour, and live
perfection.

if

vice, the principles

and

die in miserable deceit, who seek to
please God in hope of
life to come,
believing that God is the rewarder of

a better

them that

W^ould not this justify the
diligently seek him.
Manichees, that thought a bad God made this world ;
yea, and would infer that he not only made us for a mischief,
but ruleth us to our deceit and hurt, and giveth us both
natural and supernatural laws, in ill-will to us, to mislead us
to our misery, and to fill our lives with needless troubles. Shall
I not abhor
every suggestion that containetli such inhuman
foolish

absurdities as these

?

Wonderful, that Satan can keep up so

-
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unbelief in the world^ while he must make men such fools,
may make them unbelievers and ungodly.

that he

Sect. 8.

III.

That

my

soul

foretaste of future blessedness

those

many

wilful sins

is
is

no more heavenly, and

by which

I

my

partly the fruit of
have quenched the Spirit

so small,

is

partly from our common
and strangeness, while the soul is in the flesh,
and operateth as the body's form, according to its interest and
Affections are more easily stirred up to things seen,
capacity.
than to things that are both unseen, and known only very defectively, by general, and not by clear, distinct apprehensions.
And yet this, O this, is the misery and burden of my soul!
Though 1 can say that I love God's truth and graces, his work,
and his servants, and whatever of God I see in the world, and
that this is a love of God in his creatures, word, and works; yet
that I have no more desiring and delightful love of heaven,
where his loveliness will be more fully opened to my soul, and
that the thoughts of my speedy appearing there are no more
joyful to me than they are, is my sin, and my calamity, and

that should be

comforter: and

my

it is

state of darkness

my

And

shame.

if I

did not see that

it is

so with other of the

servants of Christ, a^ well as with me, I should doubt whether
affections, so unproportionalde to my profession, did not signify

unsoundness

in

my

It is

belief.

strange and shameful, that one

that expecteth quickly to see the glorious world, and to enter
the holy, celestial society, should be no more joyfully affected
1 should make
any great matter of
the pain, and languishing, and perishing of the flesh, when it is
the common way to such an end.
hateful sin that hath so

with these hopes, and that

O

!

corrupted souls as to estrange and indispose
them to the only state of their hoped happiness. Alas! what
did man, when hQ forsook the love and obedience of his God?

darkened and

Hew

just

it

is,

that this flesh and world should

become our

prison, which we would make our home, and would not use
as our Lord appointed us, as our servant and way to our better

Though our way must not be our home, our Father
would not have been so strange to us in the way, if we had not
unthankfully turned away from his grace and love.
state.

Sect. 0. It

is

to us that

know

not the mysteries of infinite

wisdom, the saddest thought that ever doth possess our minds, to
consider that there is no more grace and holiness, knowledge
That so few
of God, and communion with him in this world.
are saints, and those few so lamentably defective and imperfect.
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That when the sun shineth on ail the earth, the Sun of Righteousness shineth on so small a part of it, and so few live in the
love of God, and the joyful hopes of future blessedness; and
those few have so low a measure of it, and are corrupted and
Infinite goodness is
troubled with so many contrary affections.
He that made us capable of holy
not undisposed to do good.
and heavenly affections, gave us not that capacity in vain; and

yet, alas

men

!

how

little

of

God and

glory taketh

up the hearts of

!

The devils, beto grudge at God.
were not made indefectible j divine wisdom is
the diversity of his works, and maketh them not

But man hath no cause
fore their fall,

delighted in
all of equal excellency.

Free will was to act

its

part; hell

is

not to be as good as heaven and sin hath made earth to be
next to hell so much sin, so much hell. What is sin but a
:

:

wilful forsaking of

love him,

God?

and enjoy

his

And

can

we

forsake him, and yet

God's kingdom

love?

is

not to be

judged of by his gaol or gibbets. We wilfully forsook the
a dungeon to ourselves.
And, when
light, and made the world
shine
unto
how
doth
us,
unthankfully do we
recovering light
it ?
cannot
have
the
conduct and comWe
entertain
usually
fort of it while

we shut our

and turn away.

eyes,

And what

though. God give not all men an overcoming measure, nor to
the earth is but a spot, or
the best so much as they desire
not
so much as an ant hillock to a
God's
of
creation;
print,
:

And who is scandalised
or, perhaps, to all the earth.
because the world hath an heap of ants in it, yea, or a nest 6f
The vast, unmeasurable worlds of
snakes, that are not men ?

kingdom,

are possessed by inhabitants suital)le
light which are above us,
to their glory.
casement, or crevice of light, or a candle, in

A

is an unspeakable
mercy; yea, that we
a better world, and may seek it in hope.
of
hear
but
may
must not grudge that in our prison we have not that presence

this

darksome world,

We

of our King, and pleasures of the kingdom, as innocent and free
subjects have hope of pardon, and a speedy deliverance, are
:

malefactors.
great mercies to
Sect. 10. And if my want of the knowledge and love of God,
and joyful communion with the heavenly society, be my prison,
and as the suburbs of hell, should it not make me long for the
day of my redemption, and the glorious liberty of the sons of
God? My true desires of -deliverance, and of holiness and perfection, are

my

evidences that

I

shall

obtain

them.

As

the
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the sinner, so it is the obstinate continuance of a will to
sin, which is the bondage, and the cause of continued sin : and

will

Is

a continued hell is continued sin, as to the first
part at least.
Therefore, they that continue in hell, do continue in a sinning
will, and so continue in a love and willingness of so much of
hell.
So far as God maketh us willing to be delivered from sin,
so far we are
delivered; and our initial, imperfect deliverance is
the way to more.
If
for ease, and
then, make me
pains,

sickness

make me wish

for health,

why

groan
should not

my

remnants

of ignorance, unbelief, and
strangeness to God, occasion me to
This is the greatest of all
long for the day of my salvation?

my

troubles

and should

;

burden from which

not, then, be the greatest wearying

it

should earnestly desire to be eased?
As
grace never doth hurt efficiently, and yet may be ill used, and
do hurt objectively, (as to them that are proud of it,) so sin
never doth good efficiently, and of itself, and yet objectively

may do good
not

it is

for sin

;

My

sin.

I

be the object of grace, and so to use

may

and darkness, and

unbelief,

and

disaffection,

life, do, of themselves, most hinder my
desires of deliverance, and of a better life; but,
objectively,
what more fit to make me weary of such a grievous state ?

inordinate love of this

Were my

unbelief

and earthly mind predominant, they would

world ; or if I were constrainedly
my
weary of a miserable life, I should have no comfortable hopes of
a better. But as it is the nature of my sin to draw down my
heart from God and glory, it is the nature of my faith, and
hope, and love, to carry it upward, and to desire the heavenly
perfection not to love death, but to love that which is beyond
chain

affections to this

:

And

it.

have

learning both
this grace,

been so

I

how

many

and exercising

years in the school of Christ,

die, begging and studying for
against this sinful flesh, and shall

and

to live

it

after all, find flesh more powerful to draw me downthan
ward,
faith, hope, and love, to carry my desires up to
I

now,

God?
Sect. II.

'

O God

grace, maintain

it

finally victorious!

forbid

!

O

thou that freely gavest

to the last against
It

its

came from thee;

enemies, and

me

thy

make

it

hath been preserved
and wholly for thee. O let it not
it

it is on
thy side,
and be conquered by blind and base carnality, or by
the temptations of a hellish, conquered enemy; without it I had
lived as a beast, and without it I should die more miserably
than a beast.
It is thine image which thou lovest; it is a

by thee

now

;

fail,
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beam. What will a soul be without
but a dungeon of darkness, a devil for malignity, and dead
Without it, who shall plead thy
to holiness and heaven?
Without thy glory
cause against the devil, world, and flesh ?
earth is but earth without thy natural efficacy, it would be nodivine nature, and heavenly

it,

:

it would be but a
thing without thy wise and potent ordination
chaos: and, without thy grace, it would be a hell. O rather
of thy countedeny me the light of the sun, than the light
Less miserable had I been without life or being, than
nance
:

1

Without

without thy grace.

thee,

and

my

Saviour's help,

I

can do nothing 1 did not live without thee ; I could not pray
or learn without thee ; I never could cqnquer a temptation
without thee ; and can I die, or be prepared to die, without
" I know not
I shall but say as Philip of Christ,
Alas
thee ?
;

!

whither

My

my

soul

is

how then shall I know the way?"
own in the world, did love them to

going, and

Lord having loved

his

Thou lovest fidelity and perseverance in thy servants ;
even those that in his sufferings forsook him and fled, yet are
commended and rewarded by Christ, for continuing with him
in his temptations.
(Luke xxii. 28.) And wilt thou forsake a
the end.

sinner in his extremity, who consenteth to thy covenant, and
would not forsake thee ?
God, I have often sinned agamst

My

I have not
thee, but yet thou knowest { would fain be thine
served thee with the resolution, fidelity, and delight, as such a
:

master should have been served, but yet I would not forsake
thy service, nor change my master, or my work. I can say,
with thy servant Paul, that thou art the God whose I am,

and

whom

I

to serve thee

serve
is

:

and

O

that

I

could serve thee better

but to receive thy grace, and to use

it

For

!

for

my~

own and

others' good, and so to glorify thee, and please thy
will, which, being love itself, is best pleased when we receive

and do most good.

(Acts xxvii. 23.)

I

have not loved thee

and love itself, and fatherly bounty, should
have been loved ; but yet 1 would not forsake thy family. And
nothing in this world is more my grief, than that I love thee no
more. Forsake not, then, a sinner that would not forsake thee,
as infinite goodness,

that looketh every hour towards thee, that feeleth it as a piece
of hell to be so dark and strange unto thee, that gropeth, and

groaneth, and gaspeth after thee; feeling, to his greatest sorrow, (though thou art every where,) that while he is present in
the body, he is absent from the Lord.
My Lord, I have nothing to do in this world, but to seek and serve thee,

I

have
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nothing to do with a heart and its affections, but to breathe after
thee 1 have nothing to do with my tongue and pen, but to
:

speak to thee, and for thee, and to publish thy glory, and thy
What have I to do with all my reputation, and interest
will.
in my friends, but to increase thy church, and propagate thy
What have I to do with my remainholy truth and service ?
ing time, even these last and languishing hours, but to look up
O parunto thee, and wait for thy grace, and thy salvation ?

don all my carnal thoughts, and all my unthankful neglects of
thy precious grace, and love, and all my wilful sin against thy
truth and thee ; and let the fuller communications of thy forfeited grace, now tell me by experience that thou dost forgive

me

Even under the

!

terrible

law thou didst

tell

man

thy very

" The
Lord, the Lord God,
nature, by proclaiming thy name,
merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity,
and transgression, and sin." (Exod. xxxiv. 6, /•) And is not
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ revealed in the gospel for our
more abundant faith and consolation ? My God, I know as I

cannot love thee according to thy loveliness, so I cannot trust
thee according to thy faithfulness
I can never be
sufficiently
confident of thy all-sufficient power, thy wisdom, and thy goodWhen I have said, as Psalm Ixxvii. 7, " Will the Lord
ness.
:

?
And will he be favourable no more? Is his
mercy clean gone for ever ? Doth his promise fail to generations ?
Hath God forgotten to be gracious ? Hath he in

cast off for ever

Conscience hath replied,
anger shut up his tender mercies?"
that this is my infirmity ; I never wanted comfort, because thou
wantedst mercy but because I wanted faith and fitness to re',

and perceive

it.
But hast thou not mercy also to give
me, even that fitness, and that faith ? My God, all is of thee,
and through thee, and all is to thee, and when I have the feli-

ceive

city,

it,

the glory of

all for

ever will be thine.

None

that trusteth

(according to thy nature and promise,) shall be ashamed.
If T can live and die in trusting in thee, surely I shall not be
in thee,

confounded.
then, should it seem a difficult question, how
leave
this world, and my soul depart to Christ
may, willingly,

Sect. 12.

I

Why,

The same grace which regenerated me, must bring
desired end, as the same principle of vegetation which
causeth the end, must bring the fruit to sv/eet maturity,' I. Be-

in

me

peace
to

lieve

?

my

and

trust thy Father, thy
Saviour,
'

p D 2

and thy Comforter*

II.
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And hope

for the joyful entertainments of his love,

and

for the

blessed state which he hath promised. III. And long, by love,
for nearer union and communion with him; and thus,
my

O

soul, thou
1.

love,

mayest depart in peace.
How sure is the promise of God! How suitable to his
and to the nature of our souls, and to the operations of

It is initially performed here, whilst our desires
every grace?
are turned towards him, and the heavenly seed and spark is
here ingenerated in a soul that was dead and dark, and dis-

affected.
Is it any strange thing for fire to ascend ? yea, or
the fiery principle of vegetation in a tree, to carry up the earthy
matter to a great height?
Is it strange that rivers should

hasten to the sea

gion or world of

?

Whither should

spirits

?

And

spirits go,

but to the re-

whither should Christ's

mem-

go but to himself, and the heavenly
And is not that a more holy and glorious place and
society ?
state than this below ?
Earth is between heaven and hell ; a
place of gross and passive matter, where spirits may, indeed,
operate upon that which needeth them, and where they may be
bers,

and holy

spirits

detained awhile in such operation, or as incorporated forms, if
but it is not their centre, end, or
;

not incarcerated delinquents

Even sight and reason might persuade me, that all the
noble, invisible powers, that operate on this lower world, do
principally belong unto a higher ; and what can earth add to

home.

their essence, dignity, or perfection ?
Sect. 13. But why,
my soul, art thou so vainly solicitous
to have formal, clear, distinct conceptions of the celestial world,

O

and the individuation and operations of separated souls, any
more than of the angels ? While thou art the formal principle
of an animated body, thy conceptions must be suitable to their
When thou art possessed of a better
present state and use.
know
it as a
shalt
thou
possessor ought to do ; for such a
state,
knowledge as thou lookest after, is part of the possession, and
to long to know and love, in clearness and perfection, is to long
It is thy Saviour, and his glorified ones, that are
to possess.
comprehensors and possessors ; and it is his knowledge which
must now be most of thy satisfaction. To seek liis prerogative
Wouldcst thou be a God
is vain, usurping arrogance.
to
thyself,

and Saviour to thyself?
Oh, consider how much of the fall is
in this selfish care and desire to be as God, in knowing that of

^ood and

evil

which belongeth not to thee, but to God,

Thou knowest,

that tliere
past doubt,

is

a

God

to

know.

of infinite per-
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the re warder of them that diligently seek him*

is

Labour more to know thy duty to this God, and absolutely trust
Thou
him, as to the particularities of thy felicity and reward.
didst trust thy parents to provide thee food and raiment, when
thou didst but dutifully obey them; though they could have forsaken thee, or killed thee every hour, thou didst never fear it.

Thou
cines,

hast trusted physicians to give thee even ungrateful mediwithout inquiring after every ingredient, or fearing lest

they should wilfully give thee poison. I trust a barber with my
I trust a boatman or shipmaster with my life ;
yea, my
horse, that might cast me ; because I have no reason to distrust
throat

:

them, saving their insufficiency and uncertainty, as creatures.
If a pilot undertake to bring thee to the Indies, thou canst
conduct, though thou know thyself neither the ship,
it ; neither the
way nor the place to which
thou art conveyed. And must not thy God and Saviour be
trust his

nor

how

to govern

trusted to bring thee safe to heaven, unless he will satisfy all
thy inquiries of the individuation and operation of spirits?

Leave unsearchable and useless questions to him that can easily
and to those to whom the knowledge of them doth^
belong. Thou dost but entangle thyself in sin and self-vexation, while thou wouldest take God's work upon thee, and
wouldest know that for thyself, which he must know for thee.
Thy knowledge and care for it did not precede, nor prepare for,
thy generation, nor for the motion of one pulse or breath, or
for the concoction of one bit of all thy food, or the continuance of thy life one hour; supposing but thy care to use the
means which God appointed thee, and to avoid things hurtful,
and to beg his blessing. The command of being careful for
nothing, and casting all thy care on God, who careth for us,
obligeth us in all things that are God's part; and for our souls
as well as for our bodies yea, to trust him with the greatest of
resolve them,

:

our concerns

our greatest duty; supposing we be careful
part, viz., to use the means, and obey his pre-

is

about our own
cepts.

ours

:

care

!

To
oh

!

If

I

dispose of a departing soul

is

God's part, and not

how much evil is in this distrustful, self-providing
did but know what I would know about my soul and

myself; and if I might but choose what condition it should be
in, and be the final disposer of it myself, O what satisfaction

and joy would
to myself?

of me, than

it

Is
I

And is not this to be partly a God
to know, and choose, and dispose
I could trust myself easily, even my wit

aiford

he not

am?

me

!

fitter
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and

will, in such a choice^ if

trust

and

God and

had but power

niy Redeemer, without

and

trouble,

I

all

all

and cannot

;

this care,

these particular inquiries

If

?

and

I

fear,

you are con-

voying your child in a boat, or coach, by water, or by land, and
'
he at every turn be crying out, O father, whither do we go?'
^

what

do

*

I shall be drowned, or fall.'
Is it
not rather his trust in you, than the particular satisfaction of

or,

shall I

?'

or,

his ignorant doubts, that
then, foolishly distrustful

own

must quiet and
and inquisitive.

him?

Be

not,

Make not thyself thy
inordinate care of thy own

disquieter or tormentor, by an
Be not cast down,
departing soul, nor, by unbeTrust in God, for thou shalt
disquieted within me.

O

security.
lief,

quickly,
praise,

by experience, be taught

who

is

the health of

my

to distrust myself

1.

love.

He

to give

him thanks and

countenance, and

Sect* 14. O, what clear reason,
icommand me to trust him, absolutely

and

silence

my

God.

what great experience, do
and implicitly to trust him,

!

is

essential, infinite, perfection, power,
There is in him all that should invite and

wisdom, and
encourage ra-

and nothing that should discourage it.
nothing in any creature to be trusted, but God in
Distrust him, and
that creature, or God working in and by it.
Not the earth to bear me, nor
there is nothing to be trusted.
the air to breathe in, much less any mutable friend.
3. I am altogether his own, his own by right, and his own by
And shall I not trust him with his own.
devotion and consent.
tional trust,
2.

There

He

is

the great benefactor of

the world, that giveth all
by constraint, or by commutation,
good
but as freely as the sun giveth forth its light. And shall we not
trust the sun to shine ?
4.

is

all

to every creature, not

He is my Father and special benefactor, and hath taken
into his family as his child.
And shall I not trust my hea-

5.

me

venly Father ?
6. He hath given me his Son as the great pledge of his love,
and what, then, will he think too dear for me ? Will he not with
him give me all things ? (Rom. viii. 32.)
7. His Son came purposely to reveal the Father's unspeakable
xA.nd shall I not trust him that
love, and purposely to save us.

hath proclaimed his love and reconciliation by such a messenger
from heaven ?
8. He hath given me the Spirit of his Son, even the spirit
of adoption, which is the surest character of his child, the witness,
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pledge, and earnest of heaven, the name and mark of God upon
me, holiness to the Lord. And yet shall 1 not believe his love,

and

trust

him

?

He hath made me a member of his Son, and so far already
And will he not take care of the members
united me to him.
9.

of his

Son

Will he lose those that are given him

?

Christ to be trusted with his
10.

I

am

his interest,

members

and the

?

Is

not

}

Freely be-

interest of his son.

for whom so much is suffered and done,
loved; dearly bought
that he is pleased to call us his peculiar treasure.
And may I
not trust him with his dear-bought treasure ?
!

1 1.

He hath

stated

me in

a relation to angels,

who

rejoiced at

repentance, and to the heavenly society, which shall not
miss the smallest part.
Angels shall not lose their joy, nor

my

ministration.
2. He is in covenant with me ; even the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost. He hath given me many great and precious pro-^
mises, and shall I fear lest he will break his word or covenant ?
1

13.

My

Saviour

is

the forerunner, entered into the holiest,

and there appearing and interceding for me. And this after he
had conquered death, and risen again to assure me of a future
life, and ascended into heaven, to show us whither we must
ascend ; and that after these comfortable words, " Say to my
brethren, I ascend to my Father and your Father, to my God and
yom* God." (John xx. 17.) And shall I not follow him through
death, and trust such a Guide and Captain of my salvation ?
14. He is there to prepare a place for me, and will take me

And

to himself.

15.

He

told

m&,y I not confidently expect it ?
a malefactor on the cross, that he should be

that day with him in paradise, to

tell

believing sinners

what

may expect.
16. The church, by the article of his descent into hell, hath
signified their common belief that his separated soul had its sub-

they

sistence and operation, and did not sleep or perish, to tell us
the immortality of separated souls.
17. His apostles, and other servants, have on earth served

him with
18.

all

The

these expectations.
of the perfected just are

spirits

now in

possession of

what I hope for. And I am a follower of them who, by faith
and patience, have attained the promised felicity. And may 1
not trust him to save me, who hath already saved millions in this
way, when I could trust a ferryman to pass

me

over a river.
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that had safely passed over thousands before me ? or I could
trust a physician who cureth all that he undertaketh of the same
disease.

must be at his disposal whether I will or not. I shall
he will, and die when he will, and go whither he will.
may sin, and vex my soul with fears, and cares, and sorrows,
19.

I

live while
I

I shall never prevail against his will.
20. Therefore, there is no rest for souls but in the will of
God. That will created us, and that will did govern us, and
It was our efficient and our
that will shall be fulfilled on us.

but

Where else is it that
regent cause, and it shall be our end.
should rest ? in the will of men, or angels, or in our own
wills?
All creatures are but creatures, and our own wills have
we

undone us ; they have misgoverned

us, and they are our greatest
our disease, our prison, and our death, till they are
brought over to the will of God. Till then they are like a foot
out of joint; like a child or subject in rebellion. There is no

enemies

;

rectitude or health, no order, no peace or true felicity, but in
the conformity of our wills to the will of God. And shall I die
in distrustful striving against his will,

my own
21.

before

What

and love

?

and desiring to keep up

it ?

abundant experience have

And

after all this

I

had of God's fidelity
him ? His un-

shall I not trust

deserved mercy gave me being ; it chose my parents ; it gave
them a tender love to me, and desire of my good ; it taught
them to instruct me early in his word, and to educate me in his
it chose me suitable
company and habitation; it gave
betimes a teachable ingeny ; it chose
my schoolmasters ;
brought to my hands many excellent and suitable books ; it

fear;

me
it

me some profitable, public teachers ; it placed me in the
best of lands on earth, and I think in the best of
ages which
that land had seen ; it did early
destroy all great expectations
and desires of the world, teaching me to bear the
from
gave

my

yoke

youth, and causing me rather to groan under my infirmities,
than to fight with strong and potent lusts ; it chastened me
Great
hath trained me
betimes, but did not destroy me.

mercy
was nineteen years of age, in the school
of affliction, to keep my sluggish soul awake in the constant
expectations of my change, and to kill my pride and overvaluing of tliis world, and to lead all my studies to the most
soul to
necessary things, and as a spur to excite

up

all

my

days, since

I

my

.seriousness,

and especially to save me from the supine neglect and

loss

of
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Oh what

time.

!

unspeakable mercy hath a

to
gentle chastisement proved

me

!

It
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of constant but

urged me, against

all

and election sure, and to make
must quickly give them up to
as
that
one
ready my accounts,
God. The face of death, and nearness of eternity, did much
convince me what books to read, what studies to prefer and proIt drove
secute, what company and conversation to choose.
me early into the vineyard of the Lord, and taught me to
preach as a dying man to dying men. It was divine love
and mercy which made sacred truth so pleasant to me, that my
dull delays, to

life

make my

hath been (under

calling

all

my

infirmities)

almost a constant re-

creation and delight, in its discoveries, contemplation, and pracWhat excellent
tical use : how happy a teacher have I had
!

and sweet illumination

help,

!

How far

beyond

my

expectation

How
hath divine mercy encouraged me in his sacred work
congruously did he choose every place of my ministration and
!

habitation to this day, without my own forecast or seeking !
When, and where, since he first sent me forth, did I labour in

vain

?

How many

the way, to
I did,

by

are gone to heaven, and how many are in
he hath blessed the word, which, in weakness

whom

his grace

tians are glad of

and providence,

now and

deliver

!

Many good

Chris-

then an hour's time to meditate on

God's word, and recreate themselves in his holy worship ; but
God hath allowed and called me to make it the constant business of my life.
My library hath afforded me both profitableand
pleasant company and help, at all times, whenever I would use
them. I have dwelt among the shining lights, which the learned, wise, and holy men of all ages have set up, and left to illuminate the world. How many comfortable hours have I had in
the society of living saints, and in the love of faithful friends.
How many joyful days have I had in the solemn assemblies,
where God hath been worshipped in seriousness and alacrity, by

Where the spirit
concordant (though imperfect) saints.
Christ hatli manifested his presence, by helping myself and

of

my

brethren in speaking, and the people in ready, delightful hearing,
and all of us in loving and gladly receiving his' doctrine, cove-

and laws. How unv/orthy was such a sinful worm as 1
(who never had any academical helps, nor much from the mouth

nant,

of any teacher), that books should become so great a blessing to
me 5 and that, quite beyond my own intentions, God should in-

duce or constrain

How

me

unworthy was

I

to provide any such like helps for others !
to be kept fi'om the multiplied snares of
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sects and errors which reigned in this age, and to be used as a
means for other men's preservation and reduction ; and to be
kept in a love of unity and peace ; how unworthy was I that God

should make known to me so much of his reconciling truth,
while extremes did round about prevail, and were commended
to the churches by the advantages of piety on one side, and of

and that God
worldly prosperity aud power on the other
should use me above forty years in so comfortable a work as
:

to plead and write for love, peace, and concord, and to vouchsafe
me so much success therein as he hath done, notwithstanding

the general prevalency of the contentious military tribe, Mercy
I have had in peace, and liberty in times of violence j and mercy

have had in wars, living two years in safety in the city of defence, in the very midst of the land (Coventry), and seeing no
I

in wars and flames ; and only
round about and when I
calamities
common
of
the
hearing
went abroad and saw the effects of human folly and fury, and

enemy while the kingdom was

:

of God's displeasure, he mercifully kept me from hurting any
one, and being hurt by any; how many a time hath he preserv-

me by day and night, in difficulties and dangers, from the
malice of Satan, and from the wrath of man, and from accidents
which threatened sudden death ; while I beheld the ruins of
towns and countries, and the fields covered with the carcasses
ed

1 was preserved, and returned home in peace. And
great was the mercy he showed me, in a teachable,

of the slain,
oh,

how

So many in
tractable, peaceable, humble, unanimous people !
number, and so exemplary in quality ; who to this day keep
and concord, when violence hath separated me
yea, the like mercy of acceptance
and success beyond my expectation, he hath showed me everywhere ; I have had opportunity of free ministration ; even where
there were many adversaries 1 have had an open door ; in the
their integrity

from them above thirty years

midst of

human wrath and

:

rage he hath preserved

my

liberty

beyond expectation, and continued my acceptance and success.
When I might not speak by voice to any single congregation, he
enabled

me

to speak by writing to

many

;

and

for the success

my plainest and popular writings, which cost me least, I
can never be sufficiently thankful; some of which he sent to
of

lands.
When my
preach abroad, in other languages, in foreign
thousand
had been
two
or
hundred
with
more,
mouth,
eighteen
since opened them in some degree ;
hath
he
stopped,
many years
and the sufferings intended us by men, have been partly put by,
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and partly much alleviated, by his providence 5 and the hardness
of our terms hath not so much hindered the success of faithful
labours as we feared, and as others hoped it would have done. 1
have had the comfort of seeing some peace and concord, and
prosperity of truth and piety, kept up, under the utmost opposition of diabolical and human power, policy, and wrath: when
I

have been sent to the

common jail

my service

for

and obedience

to him, he hath there kept me in peace, and soon delivered me.
He hath made the mouths of my greatest enemies, who have

my defamation and my
and compurgators, and to cross
studied

ruin, to

their

become my witnesses
How wondesigns.

own

derful is it that I should so long dwell in so much peace, in the
midst of those that seemed to want neither power nor skill, and

much
this

me down into contempt and misery
a danger, fear, and pain hath he delivered
and languishing body from
How oft hath he suc-

less will, to tread

And, oh

!

frail

!

how many

!

coured me, when flesh, and heart, and art have failed
hath cured my consuming coughs, and, many a time, stayed
!

He
my

flowing blood: he hath eased my pained limbs, and supported
a weary, macerated skeleton he hath fetched me up from the
jaws of death, and reversed the sentence which men have
passed on me. How many thousand weary days have been
:

his pleasant work; and how many thousand
How
weary nights have had a comfortable morning
been
have
taken
and
healthful
thousand
persons
strong
many
away by death, whilst I have been upheld \inder all this weakness
Many a time have I cried to the Lord in my trouble,
and he hath delivered me out of my distress. I have had fifty
years added to my days since I would have been full glad of
Since the day that I first
Hezekiah's promise of fifteen.
preached his gospel, I expected not, of long time, to live above

sweetened with

!

painful,

!

When my own
a year; and 1 have lived since then fifty years.
prayers were cold and unbelieving, how many hundreds have
me ? And what strange deliverances, encouraging
and
fasting
prayer, have I oft had, upon their importunate requests? My friends have been faithful, and the few that proved
unfaithful have profitably taught me to place no confidence in
man, and not to be inordinately affected to any thing on earth ;
for I was forsaken by none of them, but those few that I exces-

prayed for

sively valued

and overloved.

My

relations have been comfort-

able to me, contrary to my deserts, and much beyond my exservants have been faithful: my neighbours
pectations.

My
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have been kind

:

my

enemies have been impotent, harmless, or

me by their respectful
words j and while they have afflicted me, as supposing me a
remora to their designs, they have not destroyed but protected
me. To my inferiors, God hath made me, in my low capacity,
somewhat helpful. I have been protected in ordinary health
profitable

:

my

superiors have honoured

and safety, when the raging pestilence came near my habitation,
and consumed a hundred thousand citizens my dwelling hath
been safe when I have seen the glory of the land in flames, and
:

after beheld the dismal ruins.

When

violence separated

me

from my too much beloved library, and drove me into a poor
and smoky house, I never had more help of God, nor did more
difficult work than there. What pleasant retirements and quietness in the country have been the fruits of persecuting wrath?
And I must not forget, when I had more public liberty, how he
saved me and all my hearers, even by a wonder, from being
buried in the ruins of the fabric where we were ; and others,
from the calamities, scandal, and lamentations, which would else
have followed: and it is not a mercy to be extenuated, that
when the tongues and pens of all sects among us, and of proud
self-exalters, and of some worthy, pious, differing brethren,
have been long and vehemently bent against me, when my
infamy hath been endeavoured, by abundance of volumes, by
the backbiting of angry dividers of all sorts, and by the calumniating accusations of some that were too high to be gainanswer them, and vindicate
sayed, and would not endure me to
;
yet, all these together were never able to fasten
their accusations, and procure any common belief, nor to bring

my innocency
me

under the designed contempt, much

forts,

less to

break

my com-

encouragements, or labours.

These, all these, and very many more than these, are my experiences of that wondrous mercy which hath measured my pilgrimage, and filled up my days. Never did God break his pro-

Had 1 not
fail me, nor forsake me.
provoked him by rash and wilful sinning, how little interruption
of my peace and comforts had 1 ever been likely to have had
And shall I now distrust him at the last ? Shall I not trust, and
infinite wisdom, love, and power, whom I have
quietly trust, that
so long trusted and found so good ?
mise with me; never did he

!

Nature teacheth man to love best those animals that ai-e tame
and tractable, that trust us and love us, that will come to our
hands, and love our company, that will be familiar with us, and
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horse or dog, beasts or birds: but those that
follow us, be
are wild and live in woods, and fly from the face of man, are
it

to be the game and prey of any one that
and kill them. And shall my foolish soul thus
Shall his children be like
from the face of God ?
a
or
like
hare,
guilty Cain, or like an unbelieving

taken

can catch
wildly fly
the fearful

Sadducee,

that either believeth not, or hopeth not for, the forgiveness of
Doth not the spirit of adoption
sin, and the life everlasting ?
incline us to love our Father's presence, and to be loath to be

To distrust all creatures, even thyself, is
long from home ?
not unreasonable ; but to distrust God hath no just excuse. Fly
from sin, from Satan, from temptations, from the world, from
and idol self; but fly not from him that is goodness,
and
love,
joy itself. Fear thine enemy, but trust thy Father. If
be reconciled to him and his service, by the Spirit, he
heart
thy

sinful flesh

certainly reconciled to thee through Christ: and if he be for
and justify and love thee, who shall be against thee, or
condemn thee, or separate thee from his love ? If thy unrecon-

is

thee,

ciled will

do make thee doubt of

abhor and lay by thy enmity.
Be willing to be
consenteth.

and to be united

it is

time to

his,

in joyful glory to

and

in holiness to serve

him,

him; and then be sure that

willing to accept thee, and receive thee to that glory.
sinful soul
how little dost thou know thy friend,

lie is

dark and

!

or God,

self,

his reconciliation,

Consent, and be sure that he

soul,

if

O
thy-

thou canst more easily and quietly trust thy life,
to the will of thy friend, or of
thyself, if

and hopes

thy
thou hadst power, than to the will of God. Every dog would
be at home, and with his master ; much more every ingenuous
and though enemies distrust us, wife and
child with his father
:

children will not do so, while they believe us just. And hath God
ever showed himself either unfaithful or unmerciful to me ?

To
soul.

who

O

Lord, as to a faithful Creator, I commit my
I know that thou art the
faithful God,
19.)
keepest covenant and m.ercy with them that love thee and
'thee,

(1 Pet.

iv.

keep thy commandments.

who

hast called

me

to the

Thou art faithful
(Deut. vii. 9.)
communion of thy Son Jesus Christ

(1 Cor. i. 9.)
Thy faithfulness hath saved me in and
from temptation ; ( I Cor. x. 13 ;) it hath stablished me, and
kept me from prevailing evil ; (2 Thess. iii. 3 ;) and it will keep
my spirit, soul, and body to the coming of Christ. (1 Thess. v.

our Lord.

23, 24.)

It

is

in

faithfulness that

(Psalm cxix. 75;) and

shall

not

i

thou hast

afflicted

trust thee, then, to save

me
me ?

;
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It is

thy faithful word, that all thine elect shall obtain the salis in Christ Jesus with eternal
glory ; and if we be

vation which

dead with him,

with him, and

shall live

reign with him. (2 Tim.

To

thee,

O my

ii.

Saviour,

if

we

suffer,

we

shall also

11, 12.)
I

commit my

soul

:

it

is

thine

own

by redemption ; it is thine own by covenant; it is marked and
sealed by thy Spirit as thine own, and thou hast promised not
to lose it. (John vi. 39.)
Thou wast made like us thy brethren,
that thou mightest be a merciful and faithful High Priest in
things pertaining to God, to

make

reconciliation for our sins.

By thy blood we have boldness to enter into the holiest, even by
the new and living consecrated way.
Cause me to draw near
with a sincere heart, in full assurance of faith, by thee that
art the High Priest over the house of God; for he is faithful
that has promised life through thee. (Heb. xix. 20
23.)
Thy

—

name

true, (Rev. xix. 11,) and faithful and true
are all thy promises. (Rev. xxii. 6, and xxi. 5.) Thou hast promised rest to weary souls that come to thee. (Matt. xi. 28;
is

faithful

and

2 Thess. i. 7.)
I am
weary of suffering, and weary of sin;
weary of my flesh, and weary of my darkness, and dulness,
and distance, and of this wicked, blind, unrighteous, and confounded world and whither should I look for rest but home to
my heavenly Father and to thee ? I am but a bruised reed, but
thou wilt not break me; I am but a smoking flax, but thou
:

quench what thy grace hath kindled ; but thou, in
whose name the nations trust, wilt bring forth judgment unto
The Lord redeemeth the souls of
victory. (Matt. xii. 20, 21.)
his servants, and none of them that trust in thee shall be desolate. (Psalm xxxiv. 22.)
Therefore will I wait on thy name, for
it is
will
and
in
the mercy of God for ever. (Psalm
trust
good,
lii.
The Lord is good, a strong hold in the day of trouble,
8, 9.)
and he knoweth them that trust in him. (Nahum i. 7.) Sinful
fear is a snare; but he that putteth his trust in the Lord shall
be set on high. (Prov. xxix. 25.) Blessed is the man that maketh
the J-iOrd his trust, and respecteth not the proud, and such as
turn aside to lies. (Psalm xl. 4.)
Thou art my hope, O Lord
wilt not

God, thou

art

my

trust

from

me not when my strength faileth
from my youth, and hitherto have
Now,

also,

when

I

am

I been
be
my
continually
in the time of age.
Forsake

my

holden up from the womb, and
of thee.
Cast me not off now

youth.

By

thee have

praise shall

O

God, thou hast taught me
declared thy wondrous works.
old and grey,
God, forsake me not.
;

I

O
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my soul destitute; for
trust is in thee. (Psalm

xvii. 5, 6^ 9, 17, 18.)

(Psalm
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Leave not

thee, and my
had fainted unless 1 had believed, to see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living ; eVen where they
The sun may cease to shine on
that live shall die no more.
us
but God will never cease to be
and
the
earth
to
bear
;
man,
are toward

mine eyes
xiv. 8.)

I

Blessed be the Lord,

nor to be faithful in his promises.

love,

who hath commanded me
and cast

all

to care for

me

trust him,

so safe and quieting a duty as to
my cares on him, as on one that hath

promised
IL And blessed be God, who hath made
!

it

my

duty to hope

the ease, yea, the life of our hearts,
that else would break, yea, die within us despair is no small
part of hell : God cherisheth hope as he is the lover of souls.
Satan, our enemy, cherisheth despair, when his way of blind

for his salvation.

Hope

is

:

presumption
is

faileth.

As

fear

is

a foretaste of

evil,

before

it is

hope doth anticipate, and foretfste salvation, before it
It is then worldly hypocrites' hope that perisheth,
possessed.

felt

:

so

for all that

hope

for

true or durable happiness on earth, in the

But
pleasures of this perishing flesh, nmst needs be deceived.
is he who hath the God of Jacob for his help, whose
happy
hope is in the Lord his God, which made heaven and earth,
Wo to
which keepeth truth for ever.
(Psalm cxlvi. 5, 6.)
me, were my hope only in the time and matters of this fleshly
Cor. xv. 19;) but the righteous hath hope in his death;
(Prov. xiv. 32;) and hope maketh not ashamed.
(Rom. v. 5.)
Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, whose hope the

life; (1

Lord

is.

(Jer. xvii. 7-)

hope which

is

Lay hold then,

set before thee;

vi.

O my

upon the
thy firm and

soul,

it is

(Heb.
18;)
without it thou, wilt be as a shipfoundation is sure ; it is God himself; our

steadfast anchor, (ver. 19,)

wrecked vessel. Thy
faith and hope are both in God.
It is Jesus
(I Pet. i. 21.)
our Lord who is risen from the dead, and reigneth in glory,
Lord of all. (1 Tim. i. 1.) Yea, it is the Christ, who by faith
doth dwell within

us,

who

is

our hope of glory.

(Eph.

iii.

17;

In this hope,, which is better than the law that
27.)
Moses gave, it is that we draw ni^h to God ; (Heb. vii. 19;) it
is the
Holy Ghost that is both our evidence, and the efficient of

Col.

i.

(Gal. v. 5 ; Rom. viii. 16, 23.)
By him we hope
which we see not, and therefore wait in patience for it ;
It is an encouraging
(ver. 24, 25 ;) by hope we are saved.
grace which will make us stir, when as despair doth kill endea-

our hope.
for that
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vours

it curetli sloth,

;

and makes us diligent and constant to

the end, and by this doth help us to full assurance.
(Heb. vi.
It is a desiring grace, and would fain obtain the
11,12.)
It is a quieting and comforting grace. (Rom.
glory hoped for.
The God of hope doth fill us with joy and peace in
XV. 4.)
believing, that we may abound in hope, through the power of

the

Holy Ghost.
and rejoice

(Ver.

Shake

13.)

off

despondency,

O my

hope of the glory of God. (Rom. v. 2.)
Believe in hope, though dying flesh would tell thee that it is
against hope.
(Rom. iv. 18.) God, that cannot lie, hath confirmed his covenant by his immutable oath, that we might have
soul,

in

strong consolation who are fled for refuge to the hope 'which
is set before us. (Heb. vi.
What blessed preparations
IS.)
are made for our hope ; and shall we now let the tempter shake

The abundant mercy of God the Father
it, or discourage it ?
hath begotten us again to a lively hope, by the resurrection oi
Christ, to an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that
fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for us. (1 Pet. i. 3.)
Grace
teacheth us to deny ungodliness, and worldly lusts, and to live
soberly, righteously, and godly in this world, as looking for that
blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God, and
our Saviour.
are renewed by the Holy
(Tit. ii. 12, 13.)
Ghost, and justified by grace, that we should be made heirs ac-

We

We

are
(Tit. iii. (i, 70
cording to the hope of eternal life.
of
that
we
know
Christ's
the
and
illuminated,
calling,
may
hope

what

is

(Eph.

i.

the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints.
The hope that is laid up for us in heaven,
18, 19.)

the chief doctrine of the gospel, which bringeth life and imIt is
mortality into clearer light. (Col. i. 5 ; 2 Tim. i. 10.)
for this hope that we keep a conscience void of offence, and
is

God

is served in the world; (Acts xxiv.
15, 16, and
wherefore gird up the loins of thy mind ; put on this
helmet, the hope of salvation; (1 Thess. v. 8;) and let not
death seem to thee as it doth to them that have no hope.

that

xxvi. 7

(1

',)

Thess.

iv.

13.)

The

love of our Father, and our Saviour,

have given us everlasting consolation, and good hope through
grace, to comfort our hearts, and establish them in every good

word and work. (2 Thess. ii. 16, 17.) Keep, therefore, the
Continue
(Heb. iii. 6 .)
rejoicing of hope, firm to the end.
moved
and
be
not
in
the
and
settled
faith,
away from
grounded
the hope of the gospel.

Lord, what wait

I

for

?

(Col.

my

i.

hope

23
is

;

1

Pet.

in thee.

i.

And now,
13.)
(Psalm xxxix. 7-)
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according to thy word, that

not be ashamed of

I

may
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live

and

;

let

me

Though
(Psalm cxix. 116.)
mine iniquities testify against me, yet, O thou that art the hope
of Israel, the Saviour thereof in the time of trouble, be not as a

stranger to

my

my soul.

hope.

Thy name

(Jer. xiv. 7, 8.)

is

called

upon

by me, oh, forsake me not (Ver. 9.) Why have our eyes beheld
thy wonders, and why have we had thy covenant, and thy
(Psalm
mercies, but that we might set our hope in God.
ixxviii. 5, 7.)
Remember the word to thy servant, upon which
!

me to hope. (Psalm cxix. 49.) If thou,
Lord, shouldest mark iniquity, O Lord, who should stand ?
But there is forgiveness with thee, that tliou mayest be feared.

thou hast caused

wait for the Lord

I

hope

;

I will

hope

;

my

in the

soul doth wait,

and

in his

word do

I

Lord, for with him there is mercy and
For he
(Psalm cxxx. 3 5, 7.)

—

plenteous redemption.
taketh pleasure in them that fear him, in those that hope in his
mercy.
(Psalm cxlvii. 11.)
Though flesh and heart fail, the

Lord

is

the rock of

therefore will

wait for him

1

;

my heart ;

hope

he

is

my

The Lord

in him.

to the soul that seeketh

portion, saith my soul,
is
good to them that

him.

It is

good that

I

should both hope, and quietly wait for the salvation of the
Lord. It is good for me that I have borne the yoke in my youth,
and that I keep silence, and put my mouth in the dust, if so be

—

(Psalm Ixxiii. 26 ; Lam. iii. 24
27, 29.)
hope.
not flatter such worms as we, nor promise us
He hath laid the
that which he never meaneth to perform.

may be
God need

there

rudiments of our hope, in a nature capable of desiring, seeking,
and thinking of another life he hath called me by grace, to
actual desires and endeavours; and some foretaste he hath
I look for no heaven, but the
vouchsafed.
perfection of divine
:

life, light,

ones.

and

And

love, in endless glory with Christ and his holv
he hath begun in me already; and shall I not

this

boldly hope when I have the capacity, the promise, and the
Is it not God himself that hath caused
earnest and foretaste ?

me to hope? Was not nature, promise, and grace from him?
And can a soul miscarry, and be deceived, that departeth hence
hope of God's own causing, and encouraging ? Lord, I
in hope, I have prayed in hope, I have laboured, suffered, and waited in hope
and, by thy grace, I will die in hope.
And is not this according to thy word and will? And wilt thou

in a

have lived

;

cast

away a

soul that hopeth in thee, by thine
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Had

and operation?

wealth and honour, or continuance on
man, been my reward and hope, my
had died together. Were this our best, how vain

earth, or the favour of

hope and I
were man
But the Lord hvelh, and my Redeemer is glorified,
and intercedeth for me; and the same Spirit is in heaven, who
is in
my heart, (as the same sun is in the firmament which is in
and the promise is sure to all Christ's seed. And
house,)
my
!

millions are now in heaven, that once did live and die in hope ;
they were sinners once, as now I am; they had no other Saviour, no other Sanctifier, no other promise, than I now have;
confessing that they were strangers here, they looked for a

better country, and for a city
heavenly, where now they are

had foundations, even a
J not follow them in

that
:

and

shall

O

liope that have sped so well ?
Hope then,
my soul, unto the
From henceforth, and for ever, hope in
(1 Pet, i. 13.)

end.

the Lord.

I
(Psalm cxxxi. 13.)
more and more ;

will yet praise thee

will

hope continually, and

my mouth

shall

show forth

(Psalm Ixxi. 14, 15.) The
thy righteousness and salvation.
Lord is at my right hand; I shall not be moved. My heart,
therefore, is glad, and my glory rejoiceth ; my flesh also shall
dwell confidently, and rest in hope for God hath showed me
the path of life: in his presence is fulness of joy, and at his
;

—

(Psalm xvi. 8
11.)
soul, but that, in trust and

right hand, are pleasures for evermore.

HI.

What

then remaineth,

O my

hope, then love thy God, thy Saviour, thy Comforter, the glorious society, thy own perfection in glorious, endless, heavenly
life, and light, and love, and the joyful praises of Jehovah,
better than this burden of painful and corruptible flesh, and this
howling wilderness, the habitation of serpents and untamed
brutes, where unbelief and murmuring, lust and folly, injustice
and uncharitableness, tyranny and divisions, pride and contenWhere the
tion, have long provoked God, and wearied thee ?
is thorns and thistles, sin and sorrows, cares
harvest
and
vintage
and crosses, manured by manifold temptations. How odious is
that darkness and unbelief, that unholiness and disaffection, that
deadness and stupidity, which maketh such a work as this so
reasonable, necessary, and pleasant a work, to seem unsuitable

or hard?

Is it

unsuitable or hard to the eye, to see the sun
it to see
the beautified world ? or for a

or by

and

light;

man

to love his

life

or health, his father, or his friend

?

What

should be easier to a nature that hath rational love, than to love
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He that loveth all, and giveth
is essential love itself.
the loving faculty, should be loved by all ; and he that
hath specially loved me, should be specially loved by me.
It desireth to
Love is the perfection of all
preparations.
him

to

that

all

thy

and
please God, and therefore to be in the most pleasing state,
freed from all that is displeasing to him, which is not to be hoped
for oh earth.
It desireth all suitable nearness, acquaintance,
union, and communion.

It is weary of distance, estrangedness,
It taketh advantage of every
and
affairs.
society
notice, intimation, or mention of God, to renew and exercise
these desires.
Every message and mercy from him is fuel for

and

alien

love, and, while

When

vine.

we

are short of perfection, stir up our desires
love tasteth of the grapes, it would have the
tasteth of the fruits, it would dwell where they

When

after more.

it

grow, and possess the land. Its thoughts of proximity and fruThe
ition are sweet ; no other person or thing can satisfy it.
soul

is

and

if

where

it

loveth. If our friend dwell in our hearts by love,
and honour, do dwell in the heart

fleshly pleasure, riches,

of the voluptuous, the covetous, and the proud, surely God and
our Redeemer, the heavenly society, holiness, and glory, do
And
dwell in the heart which loveth them with a fervent love.
if

heaven dwell

in

my

heart, shall I not desire to dwell in

Light and light, fire and fire, are not more inclined
to union than love and love
gracious love, and glorious love.
Would divine, original, universal love communicate and pour
out itself more plentifully upon my heart, how easy would it be
to leave this flesh and world, and to hear the sentence of my departure to my God ? Death and the grave would be but a triumph
for victorious love.
It would be easier to die in peace and
joy,
heaven

?

',

home from my travel to my beam hungry, to a feast. A little love

than to rest at night, or to come
loved friends, or to go,

hath made

when

I

me

study willingly, and preach willingly, and write wiland
suifer somewhat willingly ; and would not more
lingly, yea,
make me go more willingly to God ? Shall the imagination of
house, gardens, walks, libraries, prospects, meadows, orchards,
hills, and rivers, allure the desires of deceived minds ? And shall
not the thoughts of the heavenly mansions, society, and delights,
much more allure and draw up my desires ? The reading of a
known fiction of a Civitas Solis, an Utopia, an Atalantis, &c.,
hath pleased many; but if I did believingly hear of such a country
in the world, where men did never die, nor were sick, or weak,
or sad 5 where the prince was perfectly just and pious, wise and

EE

2
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peaceable, devoted to

were

all

God and

wise, judicious

the public good ; and the teachers
universal certain knowledge,

men, of

perfectly acquainted with the matter and method of natural
and theological truths, and all their duty, and all of one mind

and of one heart, and tongue and practice, loving each other,
and the people as themselves, and leading the flocks heavenward, through all temptations, with triumphant hopes and joy ;
where all the people perfectly obeyed God, their commanders,
and their teachers, and lived in perfect love, unity, and peace,
and were daily employed in the joyful praises of God, and
hopes of glory, and in doing all possible good to one another,
contending with none through ignorance, uncharitableness, or
pride, nor ever reproaching, injuring, or hurting one another,
&c.
love

I say, if 1
it

knew

before I ever see

or heard of such a country, should
it, and earnestly desire to be there ?

I

not

Nay,

I not over-love this distracted world, where
tyranny sheddeth
streams of blood, and layeth desolate cities and countries, and
exposeth the miserable inhabitants to lamentable distress and

do

famine; where the same tyranny sets up the wicked, reproacheth
and oppresseth the just and innocent, keepeth out the gospel,

and keepeth up

idolatry, infidelity,

and wickedness,

in the far

greatest part of all the earth ; where Satan chooseth pastors too
often for the churches of Christ, even such as by ignorance,
pride, sensuality, worldliness,
thistles, yea,

and malignity, become thorns and

devouring wolves, to those

whom

they should feed

and comfort ; where no two persons are in all things of a mind ;
where evil is commended, and truth and goodness accused and
oppressed, because men's minds are unacquainted with them, or
unsuitable to them.

And

those that are the greatest pretenders

most eagerly contend against it, and oppose it ;
and almost all the world are scolding or scuffling in the dark;
and where there appeareth but little hopes of a remedy, I saj^,
can I love such a world as this ? And shall I not think more
delightfully of the inheritance of the saints in light, and the
uniting love and joyful praises of the church triumphant, and the

to truth do

heavenly choir ?
Should I not love a lovely and a loving world much better
than a world where there is, comparatively, so little loveliness or
All that is of God is good and lovely, but it is not here
love ?
I am
that his glory shineth in felicitating splendour.
taught to
" Our
look upward when I pray, and to say,
Father, which art

in heaven."

God's works are amiable, even in hellj and yet,
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I would know them, I would not be there.
And, alas
how much of the works of man are mixed here with the works
Here is God's wisdom manifest ; but here is man's
of God

though

I

!

obstinate folly.
Here is God's government ; but here is man's
Here is God's love and mercies j but
tyranny and unruliness.

here are men's malice, wrath, and cruelty ; by which they are
worse to one another than wolves and tigers, depopulating
countries, and filling the world with bloodshed, famine, misery,

and lamentations, proud tyrants being worse than raging plagues;
which made David choose the pestilence before his enemies'
Here is much of God's beauteous order and harmonyj;
pursuit.
but here is also much of man's madness, deformity, and confusion.
Here is much historical truth, and some civil and ecclesiastic justice

and

injustice

;

is it

but, alas

mixed

?

!

with

Here

how much odious falsehood
much precious theological

is

but how dark is much of it to such blind, and negligent,
;
and corrupted minds, as every where abound. Here are wise^
how
judicious teachers and companions to be found ; but, alas
few, in comparison of the most; and how hardly known by
Here are sound and orthodox ministers
those that need them.
of Christ; but how few that most need them know which are
And how many
they, and how to value them or use them.
verity

!

thousands of seduced or sensual sinners are

made

believe that

they are but deceivers, or, as they called Paul, pestilent fellows,
and movers of sedition among the people. And in how many
parts of the world are they as the prophets that Obadiah hid in
caves, or as Micaiah, or Elias among the lying prophets, or the
Baalites.
Though such as of whom the world is not worthy.

And

is that world, then, more
worthy of our love than heaven ?
There are worthy and religious families which honour God, and
how few ; and usually by
are honoured by him ; but, alas
the temptations of wealth, and worldly interest, how full even of
the sins of Sodom, pride, fulness of bread, and abundance of
!

idleness, if not also unmercifulness to the poor.
they tempted to plead for their sins and snares,
rustic

ignorance

which contradicteth them.

And how

are

and account

And how

it

few

pious families are there of the greater sort, that do not quickly
degenerate ; and posterity, by false religion, error, or sensuality,

grow most contrary to the minds of their pious progenitors.
There are many that educate their children wisely in the fear of
God, and have, accordingly, comfort in them ; but how many
are there, that having devoted them in baptism to God, do train
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them up ill the service of the flesh, the world, and the devil,
which they renounced, and never understood, or at least intended,
How many
for themselves or children, what they did profess.
parents think, that when they offer their children to God in
baptism, without a sober and due consideration of the nature

and meaning of that great covenant with God, that God must
accept, and certainly regenerate and save them. Yea, too many
religious parents forget that they themselves are sponsors in
that covenant, and undertake to use the means, on their part, to
make their children fit for the grace of the Son, and the com-

munion of the Spirit, as they grow up, and think that God should
absolutely sanctify, keep, and save them at age, because they
are theirs, and were baptised, though they keep them not from
great and unnecessary temptations, nor, teach them plainly and
seriously the meaning of the covenant which was made for them

with God, as to the nature, benefits, or conditions of it. How
many send them to others to be taught in grammar, logic, philosophy, or arts, yea, and divinity, before their own parents
ever taught them what they did with God in baptism, what they
received^ and what they promised and vowed to do.
They
send them to trades, or secular callings, or to travel in foreign
lands, among a multitude of snares, among tempting company,

and tempting baits, before ever at home they were instructed,
armed, and settled against those temptations which they must
needs encounter, and which, if they overcome them, they are
undone. How ordinarily, when they have first neglected this
great duty of their own for their fortification, do they plead a
necessity of thrusting them out on these temptations, though
utterly unarmed, from some punctilio of honour or conformity to
the world, to avoid the contempt of worldly men, or to adorn
their (yet naked) souls with some of the plumes or painted
trifles, ceremonies, or compliments, which will never serve instead
of heavenly wisdom, mortification, and the love of God and man.
As if they were like to learn that fear of God in a crowd of diverting and tempting company, baits, and business, which they
never learned under the teaching, nurture, and daily oversight,
or as if, for
a safer station
to
without pilot
as
sea
them
send
reason, they might
or """hor, and think that God must save them from the waves

of their

some

religious

parents, in

:

little

:

were better to enter them into Satan's school, or army,
or
*f
them upon the notorious danger of damnation, than
and V f ^^^^
preferment and wealth, or of the fashions and favour
to
*^

mis

i^
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and then when they hear that they have forsaken
God, and true religion, and given up themselves to lust and sensuality, and, perhaps, as enemies to God and good men, destroy
what their parents laboured to build up, these parents wonder
at God's judgments, and with broken hearts lament their infelicity, when it were better to lament their own misdoing, and
it had been best of all to have lamented it.
Thus families, churches, and kingdoms, run on to blindness,
ungodliness, and confusion
self-undoing, and serving the maof the times

:

:

lice of

Satan, for fleshly

mankind

lust, is

the too

common employment

of

wise, and good, and sweet, which is prescribed
us by God, in true nature, or supernatural revelation : but folly,
sin, and misery, mistaking themselves to be wit, and honesty,
:

all is

and prosperity, and raging against that which nominally they
pretend to and profess, are the ordinary case and course of the
most of men and when we would plead them out of their de:

it is well if we are not
tempted to imitate
them, or be not partly infected with their disease, or at least
reproached and oppressed as their enemies such a Bedlam is
most of the world become, where madness goeth for the only
wisdom, and he is the bravest man that can sin and be damned
with reputation and renown, and successfully drive or draw the
to which the world hath
greatest number with him unto hell

ceit

and misery,

:

:

no small

likeness, forsaking

God, and being very much forsaken
'

by him.
This is the world which standeth in competition for my love',
much of God's mercies and
with the spiritual, blessed world
but their sweetness was their taste
comforts I have here had
of divine love, and their tendency to heavenly perfection. What
was the end and use of all the good that ever I saw, or that ever
:

:

God

did for

my

soul or body, but to teach

me

to love him,

and

long for more ? How many weaning experiences ; how many
thousand bitter or contemning thoughts have I had of all the
How many thousand love
glory and pleasures of this world.

God have called me to believe and taste his goodWherever I go, and which way soever I look, I see vanity and vexation written upon all things in this world, so far as
they stand in competition with God, and would be the end and
and J see holiness to the Lord writportion of a fleshly mind
ten upon every thing, so far as it declareth God, and leadeth me
tokens from

ness.

:

to him, as my ultimate end. God hath not for nothing
engaged
me in a war against this world, and commanded me to take and
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as

mine enemy the emptiness, clangerousness, and bitand the all-sufficiency, trustiness, and good:

terness of the world,

ness of God, have been the sum of all the experiences of my
life ? And shall a
worldly, backward heart overcome the teachings of nature. Scripture, the Spirit of grace, and

ence

Far be

?

it

from

O my God

me

all

experi-

1

thy great and special gift : all good
the godlike nature, life, and image :
it is given us from the love of the Father, the
grace of the Son,
and the quickening, illuminating, and sanctifying operation of
But,

is

from thee

:

!

love

but love

the Holy Spirit

is

is

what can the earth return unto the

:

—

sun, but its

own reflected beams, if those ? As how far soever man is
a medium in generation, nature, and that appetite which is the
moving pondus

in the child, is thy work; so, whatever is man's
work of believing and repenting, (which yet

part in the mediate

is not done without thy Spirit and grace,) certainly it is the
blessed Regenerator which must make us new creatures, by giving us this divine nature, holy love, which is the holy appetite

pondus of the soul. Come down. Lord, into this heart, for
cannot come up to thee. Can the plants for life, or the eye
for light, go up unto the sun ?
Dwell in me by the Spirit of

Sind
it

Reason is weak, and
love, and I shall dwell by love in thee.
thoughts are various, and man will be a slippery, uncertain
v/ight, if love be not his fixing principle, and do not incline his
soul to thee

surely through thy grace I easily feql that I love
thy word, I love thy image, I love thy work, and, oh, how heartI love to love thee,
and long to know and love thee
ily do
:

And if all things be of thee, and through thee, and to
surely this love to the beams of thy glory here on earth
It is thee, Lord, that it meaneth : to thee
is eminently so
it is thee it serveth : for thee it
it looketh
mourns, and seeks,

more

!

thee,

!

:

and groans in thee it'trusts
comfort which support me, are

and the hope, and peace, and
When I was a returning prodigal in rags, thou sawest me afar off, and didst meet
me with thy embracing, feasting love and shall I doubt whether he that hath better clothed me, and dwelt within me, will
:

:

in thee.

:

entertain

me

sions, the

world of love

with a feast of greater love in the heavenly man?

The

suitableness of things below to
my fleshly nature, hath
detained my affections too much on earth
and shall not the
:

suitableness of things above to
draw up my love to heaven ?

my

spiritual

There

is

the

nature much more
God whom I have
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he is also here ; but veiled, and but little
sought and served
but there he shineth to heavenly spirits in heavenly
There is the Saviour in whom I have believed he hath
glory.
:

known

:

:

on earth; but clothed in such meanness, and
humbled to such a life and death, as was to the Jews a stumbut he
bling-block, and to the Gentiles matter of reproach
shineth and reigneth now in glory, above the malice and contempt of sinners. And I shall there live because he liveth ;
and in his light 1 shall have light. He loved me here with a
redeeming, regenerating, and preserving love but there he will
I had here
love me with a perfecting, glorifying, joyful love.
some rays of heavenly light but interpositions caused eclipses
and nights, yea, some long and winter nights but there I shall
also dwelt in flesh

:

:

:

:

dwell in the city of the sun, the city of God, the heavenly Jerusalem, where there is no night, eclipse, or darkness : there are

the heavenly hosts, whose holy love, and joyful praises, I would
fain be a partaker of ?
I have here had some of their loving
assistance, but to me unseen, being above our fleshly way of

converse

;

but there

I

be with them, of the like nature, in

shall

the same orb, and of the same triumphant church and choir
There are perfected souls gathered home to Christ not, as
!

:

nor yet as
here, striving, like Esau and Jacob in the womb
John when he leaped in the w^omb, because of his mother's joy ;
nor as wrangling children, that are hardly kept in the same
house in peace not like the servants of Abraham and Lot, like
Paul and Barnabas, like Epiphanius and Chrysostom, like Luther and Carolostadius, like Ridley and Hooper, or the many
',

:

striving parties

who

now among

us

;

nor like the disciples striving

not like Noah's family in a wicked
world, or Lot in a wicked city, or Abraham in an idolatrous
land; nor like Elijah left alone ; nor like those that wandered in
should be the greatest

:

sheep-skins and goat-skins, destitute, afflicted, and tormented,
hid in dens and caves of the earth : not like Job on the dunghill;

nor like Lazarus at the rich man's door

:

not like the Af-

rican bishops, whose tongues were cut out; nor like the preachers silenced by Popish imposers; (in Germany by the interim, or

elsewhere

;)

nor like such as Tzegedine, Peucer, and

many

other

not as
worthy men, whose maturest age was spent in prisons
we poor bewildered sinners, feeling evil, and fearing more, confounded in folly and mad contention, some hating the only way
:

of peace, and others groping for it in the dark, wandering and
where the illuminated can but pity the

lost in the clearest light,
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blindj but cannot

make them

heaven to me, but

God

willing to be delivered.

God, who

and

What

is

and love,
communicating himself to blessed spirits, perfecting them in the
reception, possession, and exercise of life, and light, and love,
These are not the accidents, but the essence of that
for ever.
God who is heaven and all to me should I fear that death
which passeth me to infinite, essential life ?
Should I fear a
darksome passage into a world of perfect light ? Should fear
?

is life,

light,

:

1

to

go

to love itself

Think,

?

O my soul,

what the sun's quick-

Much
ening light and heat is to this lower, corporeal world ?
more is God, even infinite life, andlight,and love, to the blessed
world above
doth it not draw out thy desires to think of going
:

?
When love will be our region, our company, our life ; more to us than the air is for our breath, than
the light is for our sight, than our food is for our life, than our

into a world of love

friends are for our solace
selves.

sed word
I fear to

;

and more to us than we are

to our-

O

excellent grace of faith which doth foresee, and blesShall
of faith that doth foreshow, this world of love
!

enter where there

is

no wrath, no

fear,

no strangeness,

separation, but love will make every
me as myself, and me to them
as lovely as themselves, and God to us all more amiable than
ourselves and all: where love will have no defects or distances,

nor suspicion, nor
holy

spirit as

selfish

dear and lovely to

no damps or discouragements, no discontinuance
affection ; but as life will be without death, and

or

mixed

dis-

light without
of
so
will love be
darkness, (a perfect, everlasting day
glory,)
As many coals make
without
hatred, unkindness, or allay.

any
and many candles conjoined make one light, so will
many living spirits make one life, and many illuminated, glorious spirits, one light and glory, and many spirits, naturalized
into love, will make one perfect love of God, and be loved as
one

fire,

one by God for ever for all the body of Christ is one; even here
one in initial union of the Spirit, and relation to one God,
and Head, and Life, (1 Cor. xii. throughout; Eph. iv. ]
17,)
and shall be presented as beloved and spotless to God, when the
great marriage day of the Lamb shall come. (Eph. v. 24, 25,
:

it is

—

&c.; Rev. xxi and xxii.)
Hadst thou not given me,

O Lord, the life of nature, I should
have had no conceptions of a glorious, everlasting life but if
thou give me not the life of grace, I shall have no sufficient deHadst thou not given
lightful inclination and desire after it.
me sight and reason, the light of nature, 1 should not have
:
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glorious light and
tliought
vision ; but if thou give me not the spiritual illumination of a
seeing faith, I shall not yet long for the glorious light, and beait

part of my very nature

sirable

it

to live in the

is

Hadst thou not given me a

vision.

tific
is

desirable

is

to live in

itself, I

and

will

love,

could not have tasted

which

how

de-

a world of universal, perfect, endless

:
but unless thou also shed abroad thy love upon my heart,
and turn my
the
by
Spirit of Jesus, the great medium of love,
I shall not
and
into
divine
inclination
nature
or
love,
holy
very
oh
long for the world of love. Appetite followeth nature

love

:

!

me

not only the image and the art of godliness; the aptowards
it, nor only some forced or unconstant acts ;
proaches
but give me the divine nature, which is holy love, and then my
give

How long, O Lord, how
long
quickly,
delay.' Surely the fear
of dying intimateth some contrary love that inclineth the soul
another way ; and some shameful unbelief, and great unappreand

soul will hasten towards thee,

O

!

^

cry,

make no

come, come

hensiveness of the attractive glory of the world of love ; otherwise no frozen person so longeth for the fire, none in a dungeon
so desireth light, as

we should long

for the heavenly light

and

love.

God's

infinite, essential self-love, in

which he

is

eternally de-

lighted in himself, is the most amiable object, and heaven itself
to saints and angels : and next to that his love to all his works,
to the world, and to the church in heaven, speaketh much more
But yet due self-love in
of his loveliness than his love to me.
is

me,

his work,

and part of

his natural

image

;

and when

this

(through the withdrawing of a
contracted, narrow soul, from the union and due love to my fellow-creatures, and to God,) I must also, I cannot but, inquire

by

sin

after

is

grown up

God's love to

to excess,

me

:

and by

this

my

desires

must be moved

;

am

not so capable of ascending above self interest, and
I am
self-love, as in the state of glorious union I shall be.
for

I

glad to perceive that others do love
most that I find most love him but it
:

God
is

;

and

I

love those

not other men's love

God that will be accepted by him instead of mine nor is it
God's love to others (which yet rejoiceth me) that will satisfy
me, without his love to me. But when all these are still before
me, God's essential self-love and delight, his love to his creato

:

tures, especially the glorified,

me, a

vile,

unworthy sinner

ing love, or discourage

my

;

and his love to me also, even to
what then should stay my ascend-

desires to be with

God

?
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And dost thou doubt, canst thou doubt, O my soul, whether
If the Jews disthou art going to a God that loveth thee ?
cerned the great love of Christ to Lazarus by his tears, canst
It is never the
thou not discern his love to thee in his blood ?
shed
less, but the more, obliging and amiable that it was not
for thee alone, but for many.
May I not say as Paul, (Gal. ii.
" I live
the
faith
the
of
Son of God, that hath loved
20,)
by

me." Yea, it is not so much I that
and will he forsake the habitation
love hath chosen ; and which he hath so dearly

me, and given himself
live, as

Christ liveth in

which

his

for

me

:

bought ? Oh, read often that triumphing chapter Rom. viii.,
and conclude, " What shall separate us from the love of God?'*
If life have not done it, death shall not do it. If leaning on his
breast at meat was a token of Christ's special love to John, is
not his dwelling in me by my faith, and his living in me by his
and if a dark saying,
Spirit, a sure token of his love to me
*'
If he tarry till I come, what is that to thee }" raised a report
:

that the beloved disciple should not die, why should not plain
promises assure me that I shall live with him that loveth me for
ever

Be

?

O my

not so unthankful,

soul, as to question, doubt-

ingly, whether thy heavenly Father, and thy Lord, doth love
Canst thou forget the sealed testimonies of it ? Did I
thee ?
not even now repeat so many as should shame my doubts ? A
multitude of thy friends have loved thee so entirely, that thou
and did any of them signify their love
canst not doubt of it
Have they
with the convincing evidence that God hath done ?
done for thee what he hath done? Are they love itself? Is
their love so full, so firm, and so unchangeable, as his ? My
thoughts of heaven are the sweeter, because abundance of my
and I am the
ancient, lovely, and loving holy friends are there
And should I not think of
willinger, by death, to follow them.
it more pleasedly because my God and Father,
my Saviour, and
:

:

my

Comforter,

of love.
it is

that

is

was

in Abraham's bosom
as the promise runs,
down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the
God. And what maketh the society of the saints
love ?
It is comfortable to
that " To

said that he

we

And not alone, but with all the society
Lazarus in the bosom of God himself? Yet

there?

Was not

;

shall sit

kingdom of

so sweet as holy
love the Lord ourGod with

read,

our heart, and soul, and might,"
is the first and great commandment ; and the second is like to
'^
to love our neighbours as ourselves." For God's commands
it,

proceed from that

will

all

which

is

his nature, or essence,

and they
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tend to the same as their objective end. Therefore, he that hath
made love the great command, doth tell us that love is the
great conception of his own essence, the spring of that command ; and that this commanded, imperfect love doth tend to

communion with essential,
were strange, that the love and goodness which
is equal to the
power that made the world, and the wisdom
that ordereth it, should be scant and backward to do good, and
The rememto be suspected more than the love of friends
brance of the holiness, humility, love, and faithfulness, of my
dearest friends of every rank, with whom I have conversed on
earth, in every place where I have lived, is so sweet to me, that
I am oft ready to recreate myself with the naming of such as
perfect, heavenly love, even to our

infinite love.

It

1

are

now with

But in heaven they will love me better
and my love to them will be more
;

Christ.

than they did on earth

But

all these sparks are little to the sun.
I have lived in was a place of divine love,
that
Every place
which there set up its obliging monuments. Every year and

pleasant.

hour of

my

life

hath been a time of love

;

every friend, and

every neighbour, yea, every enemy, have been the messengers
and instruments of love ; every state and change of my life,
notwithstanding my sin, hath opened to me treasures and

And after such a
God do love me

mysteries of love.
whether the same

life

of love, shall I doubt
he the God of the

Is

?

Did he love me in my
mountains, and not of the vallies ?
doth
he
not
love
and
me in my age, and
and
health,
youth
and sickness

pain,

Did he

?

love

all

the faithful better in their

If our hope be not chiefly in this life,
than at their death ?
neither is our state of love, which is principally the heavenly,

life

endless grace.
their

love.

My

groans grieve

Did he

love

me

for

my friends, but abate not
my strength, my weakness

my fear ; as they that love for beauty loathe them
that are deformed, and they that love for riches despise the
But God loved me when I was his enemy, to make me
poor.
might be

a friend, and when I was bad, to make
he taketh pleasure in is his own gift.

me

Who

And what

have not received ?
the work, the building, the warfare, that is

finish

have

I

that

the multitude of mercies

I

to

my

soul

Whatever

better.

made me

and body,

to differ

And God

?

will

his

own.

in

peace and

Oh,

war, in youth and age, to myself and friends, the many great
and gracious deliverances which have testified to me the love of
God
Have I lived in the experience of it, and shall I die in
!
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Had it been love only to my body, it would
have died with me, and not have accompanied my departing
soul.
I am not much in doubt of the truth of my love to him 3
though I have not seen him, save as in a glass, as in a glass
the doubts of

seen

1

it ?

love him.

1 love

my

brethren

whom

I

those most that are most in love with him.

I

have seen, and
love his

word,

and works, and ways, and fain I would be nearer to him, and
love him more ; and I loathe myself for loving him no better.
And shall Peter say more confidently, " Thou knowest that
"
I love
he
than " I know that thou lovest me ?

thee,"
Yes,
because, though God's love is greater and steadfaster than
ours, yet our knowledge of his great love is less than his knowledge of our little love ; and as we are defective in our own love,

may ;

so are

we

in

our certainty of

its

And

sincerity.

without the

knowledge of our love to God, we can never be sure of his
But yet I am not utterly a stranger to
special love to us.
myself; 1 know for what I have lived and laboured in the
world, and who it is that I have desired to please. The God
whose I am, and whom I serve, hath loved me in my youth,
and he will love me in my aged weakness. My flesh and my
heart fail; my pains seem grievous to the flesh; but it is love
that chooseth them, that useth them for my good, that moderateth them, and will shortly end them.
Why then should
I
doubt of my Father's love ? Shall pain or dying make me
Did God love none from the beginning of the world,
doubt ?
but Enoch and Elias ?
And what am I better than my forefathers ?
What is in me that I should expect exemption from
the common lot of mankind ?
Is not a competent time of
great mercy on earth, in order to the unseen felicity, all that
the

best

of

men can hope

for

?

O

for

a clearer, stronger

show me the world that more exeelleth this, than this
Then should I
excelleth the womb where I was conceived
not fear my third birthday, what pangs soever go before it ;

faith, to

!

nor be unwilling of my change. The grave, indeed, is a bed
But
that nature doth abhor, yet there the weary be at rest.
souls new born have a double nature that is immortal, and go
is
agreeable to their nature, even to the
Even passive
region of spirits, and the region of holy love.
matter, that hath no other natural motion, hath a natural inclin-

to the place that

And God maketh all
ation to uniting, aggregative motion.
How can it be
natures suitable to their proper ends and use.
that a spirit should not incline to be with spirits ? and souls,
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that have the divine nature in holy love, desire to be with the
of love ? Arts, and sciences, and tongues, become not a
nature to us ; else they would not cease at death.
But holy

God

love

our

is

new

life.

bodily

pany of a

And
frail

nature, and therefore ceaseth not with this
shall accidental love make me desire the com-

and mutable

friend

?

And

shall

not

this

engrafted, inseparable love, make me long to be with Christ ?
Though the love of God to all his creatures will not prove that

they are all immortal, nor oblige them to expect another life,
that never had capacity or faculties to expect it, yet his love to

such as in nature and grace are made capable of

it,

doth war-

rant and oblige them to believe and hope for the full perfection
of the work of love.
Some comfort themselves in the love of

having the keys of heaven. And how many could
now with Christ, who loved me so faithfully on

St. Peter, as
1

name

that are

were I sure they had the keys and power of heaven,
and were not changed in their love, 1 could put my departing
soul into their hands, and die with
And is it not better
joy.
in the hand of
my Redeemer, and the God of love, and Father

earth, that

of spirits

Is

?

any love comparable to

his

;

or any friend so

boldly to be trusted ? I should take it for ungrateful unkindness
in my friend to doubt of my love and trustiness, if I had given

him

and maintained him constantly by my
a thing is sin which, by destroyodious
;
ing our love to God, doth make us unmeet to believe and
sweetly perceive his love ; and by making us doubt of the love
of God, and lose the pleasant relish of it, doth more increase
our difficulty of loving him. The title that the angel gave to
that he hath,

all

kindness

but oh,

how

!

"

A man greatly beloved of God," methinks, should
be enough to make one joyfully love and trust God, both in
life and death.
Will Almighty love ever hurt me or forsake
Daniel,

me
And have not all saints that
What else signifieth their mark and
Lord
What is it but our separation
?

title

in

their

degrees

?

name. Holiness to the
?
to God, as his peculiar,
beloved people ?
And how are they separated but by mutual
Let
love, and our forsaking all that alienateth, or is contrary ?
scorners deride us as self-flatterers, that believe
they are God's
and wo to the hypocrites that believe it on their false
darlings
presumption Without such belief or grounded hopes 1 see not
how any man can die in true peace. He that is no otherwise
beloved than hypocrites and unbelievers, must have his portion
with them. And he that is no otherwise beloved than as the
;

!
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ungodly, unholy, and miregenerate, shall not stand in judgment,
nor see God, nor enter into his kingdom. Most upright souls
are to blame for groundless doubting of God's love ; but not for

acknowledging
solicitous to

it,

make

rejoicing in
it

it,

and, in their doubts, being most
into the world,

Love brought me

sure.

and furnished me with a thousand mercies. Love hath provided for me, delivered me, and preserved me, till now ; and
Is God like false or
will it not entertain my separated soul ?
insufficient friends, that forsake us in adversity ?
I confess that I have wronged love by sin ; by

many and great
But all, save Christ himself, were sinners,
did purify, and receive to glory.
God, who is rich

unexcusable

which love

sins.

in mercy, for the great love
we were dead in sins, hath

wherewith he loved

us,

even when

quickened us together with Christ,
and
hath raised us up together in heaare
we
saved,
grace
by
that I
(Eph. ii. 4
6.)
venly places in Christ Jesus.
The glorified
could love much that have so much forgiven

—

O

!

praise

own
Our

him who loved

us,

and washed us from our

sins

in his

blood, and made us kings and priests to God. (Rev. i. 5, 6.)
Father that hath loved us, giveth us consolation and

good hope , through grace. (2 Thess. ii. 16.) I know no sin
which I repent not of with self-loathing ; and I earnestly beg
and labour that none of my sins may be to me unknown. I
dare not justify even what is in any way uncertain ; though
I dare not call all that my sin which siding men, of different
judgments, on each side, passionately call so. While both sides
do it on contrary accounts, and not to go contrary ways is a
O that God would bless my accusations to my illumincrime.
Though some
ation, that I may not be unknown to myself!
think me much better than I am, and others much worse, it
most concerneth me to know the truth myself ; flattery would
be more dangerous to me than false accusations I may safelier
be ignorant of other men's sins than of my own. Who can
Cleanse me. Lord, from secret sins,
understand his errors ?
and let not ignorance or error keep me in impenitence ; and
keep thou me back from presumptuous sins. (Psalm xix. 12, 13.)
I have an advocate with the Father, and thy promise, that he
Those
that confesseth and forsaketh his sins shall have mercy.
:

by some men, taken for my greatest sins, which my most
did judge to be the greatest of my outward
I
which
and
performed through the greatest difficulties,
duties,
and which cost me dearest to the fiesh, and the greatest self-

are,

serious thoughts
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erred. Lord,

make

in

it

my

reluctant mind.
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Wherever

I have
me, that my confession may
and where I have not erred, confirm

known

to

prevent the sin of others ;
me in the right.

and accept

And seeing an unworthy worm hath had so many testimonies
of thy tender love, let me not be like to them, that when thou
'

loved you,' unthankfully asked, ' Wherein hast
*
?
Heaven is not more spangled
(Mai. i. 2.)
with stars, than thy word and works with the refulgent signatures of love.
Thy well-beloved Son, the Son of thy love,

saidst,

I

thou loved us

office, message, and work of the greatest love,
of that Spirit which is love, which he sheds abroad in
the hearts of thine elect, that the love of the Father, the grace

undertaking the

was

full

of the Son, and the communion of the Spirit, may be their hope
life.
His works, his sufferings, his gifts, as well as his

and

comfortable word, did say to his disciples, " As the Father
loved me, so have I loved you; continue ye in my love.*'
(John XV. 9.) And how. Lord, shall we contiime in it, but by
the thankful belief of thy love and loveliness, desiring still to
all things to know and please thy will;
which thou knowest is my soul's desire.
Behold then, O my soul, with what love the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit have loved thee, that thou shouldest be made

love thee more, and in

and

called a son of

that covenant state

God, redeemed, regenerate, adopted into
" Reof grace in which thou standest.

hope of the glory of God, being justified by
having peace with God, and access by faith and hope
that maketh not ashamed ; that being reconciled, when an
enemy, by the death of Christ, I shall be saved by his life.

joice, therefore, in
faith,

own, to the end he loveth
and calling are without
When
and
Satan,
thy flesh, would hide God's
repentance.
love, look to Christ, and read the golden words of love in the
sacred gospel ; and peruse thy many recorded experiences, and
remember the convictions which secret and open mercies have
many a time afforded thee. But especially draw nearer to the
Lord of love, and be not seldom and slight in thy contemplations of his love and loveliness ; dwell in the sunshine, and thou
wilt know that it is light, and warm, and comfortable. Distance
and strangeness cherish thy doubts ; acquaint thyself with him,
and be at peace.
Yet look up, and oft and earnestly look up, after thy ascended,
F F
VOL. XVHf.

(Rom.

V. 1, 2.)

Having loved

them, and without end.

Plis

his

gifts
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Tell my brethren I ascend to my
Head, who said,
Father and your Father, to my God and your God." Think
where and what he is, and what he is now doing for all his own ;
and how humbled, abased, suffering love is now triumphant,
regnant, glorified love; and therefore no less than in all its
As love is nowhere perfectly
tender expressions upon earth.
believed but in heaven, so I can nowhere so fully discern it, as
by looking up by faith to my Father and Saviour, which is in
heaven, and conversing more believingly with the heavenly
Had I done this more and better, and as I have persociety.
suaded others to do it, I had lived in more convincing delights
of God's love, which would have turned the fears of death into
more joyful hopes, and more earnest desires to be with Christ,
glorified

in the arms, in the world, in the life of love, as far better

than

to be here, in a dark, a doubting, fearing world.
But
Father of infinite love
though my arguments be
many and strong, my heart is bad, and my strength is weakness,

O

and

I

!

am

liness to

insufficient to plead the cause of thy love
Oh, plead thy own cause,
myself or others.

and loveand what

Let it not be my word only, but thine, that
heart can resist ?
thou lovest me, even me, a sinner ; speak it as Christ said to
" Arise." If
not, as thou tellest me that the sun is
Lazarus,

me that my parents and my dearest
me, and much more powerfully than so. Tell
it me, as thou tellest me that thou hast given me life, by the
" Thou
consciousness and works of life; that while 1 can say,
"
1
it
love thee
that knowest all things, knowest that
may
warm, yet

as thou hast told

friends did love

;

'

therefore I know that I am beloved of thee ;
include,
and therefore come to thee in the confidence of thy lov^e, alid
''

long to be nearer in the clearer sight, the fuller sense, and
exercise of love for ever.
Father, into thy hand I

joyfuller

commend my

spirit.

Lord Jesus, receive

my

spirit

!

Amen.

